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ABSTRACT

This study focuses on the history of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches reaction to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland province, Zimbabwe between 1985 and 2005. It attempts to document and analyse what the three so called ‗mainline‘ churches did and failed to do in responding to a new epidemic. The findings that culminated in this work were obtained mainly from primary written and oral sources that were collected between 2009 and 2011. These comprise oral testimonies of Christians from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches including bishops and lay members of the churches. In addition, information from medical personnel serving at the churches‘ healthcare as well as that from officers serving in the National AIDS Council (NAC) and the Zimbabwe Association of Church-Related Hospitals (ZACH) were incorporated. Primary written sources include statements issued by the church leaders, the synod and annual conference resolutions, the minutes of parish council meetings, the ad clerums, reports by the church HIV and AIDS structures among others.

The study establishes that HIV and AIDS, which emerged in Zimbabwe in the early 1980s, definitely affected the church and also seeks to show that the churches‘ reactions in turn had an influence on the epidemic. The state came out to publicly acknowledge AIDS in Zimbabwe in 1985 and two years later the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops‘ Conference became the first ecclesiastical body to issue a statement on HIV and AIDS in 1987. In 1989 the churches issued a collective statement under the Heads of Christian Denominations (HOCD) in Zimbabwe, which publicised their views on the Christian response to AIDS. The messages were largely moralistic in nature and the churches maintained this stance throughout the period of study. However, it has also been established that the church healthcare centres were involved in accessing condoms to people living with HIV (PLHIV) and other members of the public. Throughout the twenty-two years covered by this study the church healthcare system made an impact on the epidemic through offering treatment to PLHIV. The input of the church healthcare system underwent a three phased evolutionary process: the complementary stage between 1985 and 1994, the church paralleling of the state healthcare system from 1995 to 1999, and replacement of the responsibility of the
government in healthcare between 2000 and 2007. Generally, the responses have been subdivided into three phases, which were the early years: from 1985 to 1994, the middle years lasting between 1995 and 1999 and finally the later years falling between 2000 and 2007.

The individual churches appear to have been involved in responding to HIV and AIDS with the same motive of serving humanity starting with their followers and moving beyond. Within the Roman Catholic Church the intervention such as care of PLHIV and orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) became a national and diocesan priority that witnessed the birth of the Mutare Community Home Care project in 1992. The new initiative grew stronger over the years and expanded from nine to nineteen stations covering the province. The Anglican Church launched its institutional AIDS care initiatives between 1999 and 2006. The main thrust was on training of Anglicans in responding to the epidemic and the establishment of AIDS care and treatment centres in selected rural areas. Within the United Methodist Church, the thrust was on care of orphans and vulnerable children and home-care at the station, circuit and annual conference levels. All the three churches received donor funding for HIV and AIDS interventions and this became important at a time when the state healthcare and welfare systems were unable to provide care and support to people infected and affected by the epidemic.

The study argues that indeed HIV and AIDS like other earlier epidemics such as Black Death in Europe and influenza in Southern Africa is a historical phenomenon which received mixed responses from the community including Christians. It brought to light some of the negative reactions such as denial, stigma and discrimination and yet the epidemic also drew in Christian communities, individuals and institutions to show compassion by caring for people affected and infected by HIV and AIDS. At the institutional level bishops were in a dilemma of maintaining the moral teaching of the church on sexuality and yet they were also expected to be flexible in finding practical ways of preventing HIV. There were other dynamics such as culture, which prevented people from using condoms. The church followers made a very essential contribution in mitigating the effects of the epidemic by being the army of caregivers to people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. Despite their unique dedication to caring for AIDS clients, women were the most affected by the epidemic because of the
patriarchal nature of the churches and the cultural perceptions of gender and sexuality. It is hoped that the churches will draw on this history to shape future HIV and AIDS interventions.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCING THE STUDY

1.1. Introduction: Outlining the Task

This research study seeks to explore responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland province of Zimbabwe. Manicaland is one of the ten provinces of Zimbabwe and is located in the eastern part of the country with Mutare being the provincial capital. Out of a total of 7.5 million inhabitants of Zimbabwe in 1982, the population of Manicaland was 1.1 million. This rose to a total of 1.5 million out of a total population of 10.4 million in 1992 and 1.6 million out of a total population of 11.3 million in 2002.\(^1\) The province of Manicaland shares the border with Mozambique. The province is subdivided into seven administrative districts namely Buhera, Chimanimani, Chipinge, Makoni, Mutare, Mutasa and Nyanga. Major urban areas include the city of Mutare, Rusape, Chipinge. Most of the inhabitants of Manicaland speak “Chimanyika” and “Chindau” all being dialects of the Shona language. Politically, Zimbabwe was colonised by the British at the beginning of the twentieth century as will be shown in Chapter two of this thesis.

The province of Manicaland is home to some of the longest surviving established Western missionary-initiated churches in Zimbabwe.\(^2\) The Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches established mission centres at the dawn of the twentieth century.\(^3\) These three churches have a large contingent of healthcare centres and educational institutions as well as numerous parishes, mission stations, and circuits. The following (figure 1) is a geographical map of Manicaland province.

\(^2\) In this context churches refer to local Christian denominations constituted by members and have distinct leadership structures as found in countries such as Zimbabwe. The Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches are examples.
\(^3\) For a discussion on this see chapter two of the study.
Figure 1: Manicaland province, Zimbabwe

An overview of the AIDS scene in Zimbabwe in general indicates that after the first public case of HIV was acknowledged by the State in Zimbabwe in 1985.\(^5\) The critical task for this study is to trace what the three churches did or failed to do in responding to the pandemic. This research study will locate church responses to HIV and AIDS within the historical context of Zimbabwe (1985-2007).\(^6\) Generally, the HIV and AIDS landscape in Zimbabwe indicates that from the early 1980s there was a steep rise in HIV positive people, which reached 1,500,000 in 1999. In 2004 an estimated 2,300,000 people were living with HIV.\(^7\) According to Theo Smart, HIV prevalence in Zimbabwe dropped from 32.1% in 2000 to about 20% in 2004.\(^8\) Estimates from the Zimbabwe country report for 2006-2007 showed even a further decline by stating that 1,300,000 people were living with HIV.\(^9\) One of the tasks to be analysed by this study will be to establish whether or not church-led HIV prevention approaches by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches were of any significance. For instance, the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV in Manicaland appears to have been undermined by cultural traditions as well as Christian beliefs and practices.

The present study is aware of the fact that generally, churches have been accused of not being safe spaces for discussing health, sexuality and AIDS because culturally, that was considered as taboo.\(^10\) This observation also applied to the churches in Manicaland and thus the present research study examines how church doctrines, beliefs and practices shaped their input on sexuality in the context of HIV. If the churches were to be effective agents in responding to HIV it was important for them to understand sexuality not only as an individual moral act, which can be right or wrong, but as a reality determined by social, economic and cultural factors.”\(^11\) Thus


\(^{6}\) Response(s) refers to how churches reacted to the epidemic either positively or negatively.

\(^{7}\) Zungu-Dirwayi, An Audit of HIV/AIDS Policies, 10.


\(^{10}\) B. Haddad, “We pray but we cannot heal:” Theological challenges posed by the HIV/AIDS crisis,”Journal of Theology for Southern Africa 125 (July 2006), 84.

the study draws attention to the way churches as religious bodies engaged with HIV in the realm of public health and sexuality.

The response of the churches in Zimbabwe cannot be divorced from the way society has always responded to other earlier epidemics. The response of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches to the epidemic in Zimbabwe followed the pattern described by Charles Rosenberg as cited by Philippe Denis:

The gradual acceptance of epidemic, whose existence was denied by the principal social actors, constitutes the first act. The second act highlights the disorganised efforts of the authorities to conquer the disease. Act three sees the galvanisation of collective action which is better informed and more effective. The fourth and last act…shows the slow withdrawal of the epidemic.12

Zimbabwe is one of the countries in sub-Saharan Africa where the Western founded mission hospitals were not nationalised at independence and thus continued to serve the medical needs of citizens. The present research study will also explore ways in which the continued involvement of faith-based organisations (FBOs) in the sphere of public health including responses to HIV and AIDS could have undermined the State's obligation towards its citizenry and offered no vision of political activism or transformation of civil society.13 For example, Prince et al. in commenting on the study by Erica Bornstein which focused on World Vision in Zimbabwe, observe that its projects were a two-edged sword, in that, while tackling poverty, they created new social inequalities and distinctions; their vision of economic development resembled neoliberal notions of individual responsibility.”14 This present research study will show that HIV interventions carried out by the Roman Catholic, Anglican

---

13 R. Prince et al., “Introduction to special issue: Engaging Christianities: negotiating HIV/AIDS, health, and social relations in east and southern Africa,” in R. Prince et al. (eds), Africa Today 56, 1, (Fall 2009), x.
14 Prince, “Introduction to special issue,” x. For a detailed discussion of this see E. Bornstein, The spirit of development: Protestant NGOs, morality and economics in Zimbabwe, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005).
and United Methodist churches became critical amid socio-economic decline within the State especially between 2000 and 2007.

1.2. The Research Question and Hypotheses

The key research question that this study seeks to answer therefore is:

What was the response of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland province, Zimbabwe between 1985 and 2007?

The hypotheses are as follows:

(i) Denial and stigmatisation by Christian communities influenced the churches’ response to those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS thereby worsening the effects of the pandemic.

(ii) The political history of Zimbabwe affected responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland.

(iii) The presence of the HIV and AIDS pandemic in the public space affected church polity and influenced the way it did its theology.

(iv) The Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches’ healthcare centres in Manicaland became critical centres in providing affordable HIV and AIDS-related treatment and care support.

1.3. Rationale for the Study

Manicaland province experienced a reported HIV decline between the years 2000 and 2005. A study by Simon Gregson et al. showed that behaviour change was one of the contributing factors. Notable changes such as women and men avoiding sex with non-
regular partners and increased condom use with non-regular partners were cited.\textsuperscript{15} In 2007, another study on Manicaland concluded that the decline in HIV was associated with poverty.\textsuperscript{16} These observations motivated the researcher to probe the part played by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007. Churches can make either a positive or negative contribution towards the pandemic through their responses. The researcher is convinced that writing a history of Roman Catholic, the Anglican and the United Methodist churches' HIV and AIDS interventions or lack of thereof in Manicaland is a step forward in responding to the pandemic. The insights drawn from this historical study could go a long way in enlightening church leaders and followers on the strengths and weaknesses of their responses to the pandemic. It is hoped that other churches from within and outside the province, country, region, continent and the world at large will draw lessons from this study.

1.4. Research Objectives

The overarching objective of this study is to critically analyse the responses of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe in the period 1985-2007. The main objective is broken down into four key objectives each of which has a number of related questions:

i. To investigate the factors that informed the responses of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches towards HIV and AIDS in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007.

   a. Were church leaders from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches aware of the presence of AIDS-related stigma in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007?

b. Did HIV and AIDS-related stigma and denial affect the way grassroots Christians belonging to Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist churches respond to the pandemic in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007?


   a. What did the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland say and do about the use of condoms in the prevention of the sexual transmission of HIV between 1985 and 2007?

   b. Was there any disharmony on HIV prevention between the three churches and their global bodies including the Lambeth Conference (Anglican Communion), the General Conference of the United Methodist Church and the Holy See in Rome (Roman Catholic) in the period 1985 to 2007?

iii. To investigate what AIDS treatment action was employed by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007.

   a. What forms of AIDS-related treatment did the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist churches in Manicaland use or recommend between 1985 and 2007?

   b. What action was taken by the leadership of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland in response to the Government of Zimbabwe’s delay in providing affordable AIDS treatment to patients between 1985 and 2007?
iv. To establish how the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland responded to the need to care for PLHIV, OVC, widows and widowers between 1985 and 2007.

   a. What AIDS-related care strategies and programmes did the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches adopt and implement in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007?

   b. What challenges emerged from the AIDS-related care programmes carried out by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007?

1.5. Theoretical Framework

This research study is based on the understanding that the public healthcare system in Africa cannot be understood without taking into account the influence of religion. The public healthcare system is not only a biomedical reality but also a social reality informed by religious beliefs and practices. Religion and health are inter-related and therefore influence each other. Christianity has been an important factor in healthcare in sub-Saharan Africa in general and Zimbabwe in particular since the establishment of the Western missionary-initiated medical systems. Thus, there can be no understanding of healthcare in Africa and indeed Zimbabwe without considering religion as an important factor. With specific reference to religion and HIV and AIDS in Africa, Ruth Prince has this to say:

…Christianity is becoming one of the most influential factors in the engagement with AIDS in some African countries. This special issue addresses the consequences of this rapidly expanding Christian engagement with AIDS and the questions it raises. These questions can be grouped into three main themes; first, those concerning the ways people are dealing with illness and death, treatment and care for the sick, and questions of morality, kinship, gender relations, and sexuality; second, those concerning the place of religion in the public sphere, in relation to civic society and Government, development and
public health; third, those concerning transformations within Christian
practices and worldviews in Africa.\(^{17}\)

This study is premised on the argument that an epidemic such as HIV and AIDS is a
social phenomenon that affects society and in turn society has an influence on the
epidemic. Religion explains the world and shapes how people make sense of their
environment. HIV and AIDS as a pandemic is a social reality that changes over time
and therefore it is not fixed. Within this understanding, a historical perspective is
important because it documents the changes that occur over time regarding the HIV
and AIDS pandemic by showing the way people have responded.

Within individuals, families, and communities, religion has an effect on the way
people understand health and well-being. Christianity as a religion also influences the
way patients understand issues of disease, treatment and healing. Within the context
of HIV and AIDS, it is important to analyse societal attitudes towards those people
infected and affected by the pandemic. Issues of blame, silence, denial and stigma
might feature in the way people respond to an epidemic such as AIDS. Thus it is
important to examine how Christianity has reinforced both negative and positive
attitudes towards PLHIV and OVC through the churches’ beliefs, teachings and
practices. In Africa religion and in this case Christianity has a particular influence on
the public sphere in the sense that church followers have a negative and positive input
towards public perception of causes of disease and health in general.

The way churches understand and become involved in healthcare matters especially
HIV and AIDS affects the contribution that they can make towards supporting or
opposing State healthcare policies.\(^{18}\) This could be apparent at the church leadership
level whereby the churches can support or undermine specific State policies on public
health with respect to HIV and AIDS. Similarly, the churches can shape the public
discourse on epidemics in both positive and negative ways. For example, Denis has
noted that religious institutions shape the discourse on HIV/AIDS in two ways: by

\(^{17}\) Prince, “Introduction to special issue,” v.

\(^{18}\) For this see for example I. D. Campbell and A. Rader Campbell, HIV/AIDS, stigma and religious
responses: An overview of issues relating to stigma and the religious sector in Africa,” (May 2005),
individualising it and by moralising it.”

The responses to HIV and AIDS by the churches cannot be ignored especially in a context where religion has a central function in a society. The positive input by the churches to public health can be manifest in the form of rolling out of HIV and AIDS interventions at church healthcare centres and other sites and the opposite can happen. Within the churches, the need to respond to HIV and AIDS can transform the ecclesiastical structures as religious institutions create, or encourage their members to create, formal and informal HIV and AIDS organisations.”

Thus various role players including Christianity have input on public health. The present study made use of the perspectives by Michael Gelfand, Terence Ranger and Philippe Denis. The response of the churches to the pandemic in Manicaland, Zimbabwe in the period 1985-2007 will be analysed using the perspectives developed by these three authors.

First, the study will consider the argument by Gelfand that public healthcare formed an integral part of the early missionary enterprise in Zimbabwe, and thus the Western missionary-initiated churches inherited and continued with this legacy. The Western missionary-initiated churches in southern Africa, including Zimbabwe, lived with the notion that their presence in society was desirable because of what they perceived was their deep concern for the welfare of individual communities. Gelfand has argued that healthcare was one such concern:

When the first missionaries set up mission stations in the second half of the nineteenth century to help the African population, it is readily understandable that they wanted to alleviate suffering whenever it was encountered, especially as spiritual healing is part of Christian dogma.

While the purpose of this present research study is not to explore in detail the different debates around the motives of the Western missionary-founded medical institutions, it will nevertheless pursue the notion that healthcare services were generally perceived to have made a positive contribution to the lives of ordinary people.
people. Hence, from the missionary times till the present the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist churches and the other church denominations in Zimbabwe perceived that involvement in public healthcare or healing was an integral part of the ministry of Jesus.\(^23\)

This conviction was seen as being a key towards building bridges between the Western missionaries and the local communities and thereby assisted in the expansion of its so-called Christian sphere of influence.\(^23\) Gelfand has observed: “Through the practice of medicine the missionary was gradually able to make friendly contact with Africans, who on the whole were ready to use the white man’s knowledge in this field.”\(^24\) While the involvement of churches in healthcare can be seen as having popularised Christianity, the beneficiaries might have perceived this as part of Christian love and care. As with the other churches in Manicaland, the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist communions continued with the healthcare work initiated by the Western missionaries. In line with this assertion, Marian Burchardt et al. observed that “in many African countries, especially in those with a strong tradition of missionary Christianity, religious organisations have been pivotal to healthcare and education long before the arrival of HIV/AIDS.”\(^25\) On that premise, the churches were therefore expected by society to carry out HIV interventions and AIDS mitigation programmes.

During the colonial era in Southern Rhodesia, the churches offered healthcare services to the public. At times they did not have enough resources and the colonial authorities were unwilling to partner with them.\(^26\) However, at the outbreak of epidemics, the medical missionaries drew the colonial administration’s attention to its responsibility for the healthcare of sick Africans. Hence, as Gelfand highlighted: “The missionaries also requested for material help from the government in the form of medicines and dressings for the sick. These they would be happy to dispense themselves.”\(^27\) Later

\(^{24}\) Gelfand, “Medicine and the Christian missions in Rhodesia,” 114.
\(^{27}\) Gelfand, “Medicine and the Christian missions in Rhodesia,” 120.
however, the colonial administration expressed its strong reservation at providing medical support to the majority of indigenous Africans through missionary healthcare facilities. Hence, it was only in June 1927 that grants were available to missionary societies providing medical attention in the reserves.\textsuperscript{28} Although the colonial administration was initially reluctant to work with mission authorities in the sphere of public healthcare, gradually a partnership was established. The church’s social institutions were also used by Western missionary agencies as tools for evangelisation. Hence, missionary involvement in providing healthcare using Western medicine was seen as a way of winning the hearts and minds of Africans to Christianity.\textsuperscript{29} Efforts at HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation by the churches in Zimbabwe may also be seen in a similar light.

There is an important link between Gelfand’s assertion about the role played by the churches in public health in Zimbabwe\textsuperscript{30} and Richard Elphick’s argument that Christianity formed an essential part in the public history of South Africa. In viewing the place of Christianity in the public sphere, Elphick has made the claim that, \textit{“long before Christians became an overwhelming majority, Christian ideas and institutions were prominent in the political history of the region.”}\textsuperscript{31} This has inevitably drawn parallels with the situation in Zimbabwe whereby church-related healthcare facilities initially established by Western missionaries and later administered under local church structures continued to discharge medical services to the public.

Indeed, it is an established fact that following independence from colonial rule, many governments in Africa took over healthcare and other social services from the churches and thus responses to HIV and AIDS by faith organisations took on a different form. Consistent with this observation, Prince \textit{et al.} have shown that following independence, \textit{“Scores of mission hospitals were nationalised. What we see today is a return to nongovernmental and faith-based healthcare, not through mission

\textsuperscript{28} Gelfand, \textit{“Medicine and the Christian missions in Rhodesia,”} 123. See also McCullock, \textit{“The management of venereal disease in a settler society,”} 200.


\textsuperscript{30} Gelfand, \textit{“Medicine and the Christian missions in Rhodesia,”} 109.

hospitals, but through FBOs and NGOs.” While this observation might be valid, the experience in Zimbabwe is that after gaining political independence in 1980, the church and State work in a cooperative partnership. This is shown by Zimbabwe’s newly elected Prime Minister Robert Mugabe inviting the churches to join hands with the State to fight ignorance, disease and general underdevelopment.

There has been a phenomenal expansion of Christianity in both South Africa and Zimbabwe since the missionary era. For example, as Elphick has observed, by 1997, some 72.6% of all South Africans ascribed themselves as being Christian, a figure that was up from about 46% in 1911. Similarly, in Zimbabwe, Ambrose Moyo has indicated that by 1988, 50% of its citizens endorsed Christianity as an influential religious tradition in Zimbabwe. In addition, according to the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labour, in 2001 between 60% and 70% of Zimbabweans were affiliated to the Christian religion. While the statistics might need further interrogation, it is important for this study to note the increase in the number of followers of the Christian religion in Zimbabwe. This has made it even more important to consider the way Christianity may have shaped the socio-political landscape in the context of HIV and AIDS. Given this situation, it is particularly critical to focus on how the three Western missionary-initiated church denominations in this research study responded to the HIV pandemic within the realm of public health in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007.

This thesis is informed, secondly, by Ranger’s discussion on the effect of epidemics on mission bio-medical systems in Zimbabwe. Ranger described how missionaries felt “embarrassed” when missionary healthcare systems in colonial eastern and southern Africa—including Zimbabwe—failed to adequately address the 1918

32 Prince, “Introduction to special issue,” x.
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influenza epidemic. According to Ranger, "challenges arose when official orthodoxies of public health broke down in periods of social, economic and political disorder, or when new diseases—or old diseases in the intensified form—overrode all control systems and devastating epidemics broke out." It appears that Christianity shared the blame for western biomedicine's failure to conquer the influenza epidemic of 1918. Within Christian healthcare systems, there was a tendency to project medical staff as 'healers' who could treat any disease successfully. As Ranger goes on to observe: "Missionaries came to put much emphasis upon the evangelical power of doctors and nurses whose dispensation of biomedicine was thought of as the modern continuance of the healing mission of Jesus." Gelfand and Zvobgo have also highlighted this in their study of Christian medical mission as already indicated above. Similarly, Willem Saayman argued that within Christian circles, healing is understood as a dimension of Christian mission, more specifically the involvement of Jesus of Nazareth in the victorious encounter of the reign of God with everything that diminishes people's humanity. These authors claim that Christian institutions are naturally inclined to be involved in healthcare. Thus the present research study takes the position that church responses to the HIV and AIDS pandemic can be viewed in that light.

The perception by members of the public that an epidemic constitutes a punishment from God was also highlighted in the case of the 1918 influenza epidemic in southern Africa. Public perceptions of this nature were indeed common among the Afrikaans-speaking Reformed churches as well as the Methodist and Anglican churches which held the perception that influence was a natural calamity. Ranger has also paid particular attention to Christian responses to the 1918 influenza epidemic in Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). When the medical healthcare system, including Christian hospitals, failed to stem the epidemic which arrived in Zimbabwe in October 1918, according to Ranger, "there was recourse to many traditional ways of responding to..."
epidemic, some of them once part of official orthodox systems of public health and some of them once part of popular counter systems.”

The present research study will seek to illustrate that some of the Christian responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland were affected by public perceptions of AIDS as *runyoka* and the work of witches. Ranger has indicated that in Zimbabwe the credibility of the Christian public healthcare system was “humiliated” by the influenza epidemic: “It was, after all, Christian biomedicine which was most challenged by the pandemic. Influenza discredited mission public health among many African Christians.” Within Christianity, the failure of the Western-missionary initiated churches to contain the influenza epidemic led to the mushrooming of Christian prophetic and apostolic movements founded by local indigenous leaders. As Ranger has noted: “In Southern Rhodesia the pandemic gave a powerful impetus to the emergence of indigenous Christian prophetic churches—the Vapostori movements of Johane Maranke and Johane Masowe.” This present research study brings to the fore a detailed analysis of the rise of a prophetic movement that claimed to cure HIV within the Anglican Church in Manicaland. It will also indicate that the church followers, affected and infected by HIV, often sought after the services of prophetic and traditional healers.

The third perspective is based on the work of Denis, in which religion is seen as pertinent to HIV and AIDS and that there are different levels at which church responses might occur. The present research study does not concern itself with a detailed analysis of ecclesiology. Generally, the Christian church could be understood as an ecumenical body, denominations, local congregations, worshipping communities, individual believers in their personal capacities, together with other persons, whether Christian believers or not, who were committed to the same cause. Having defined the church as a gathering of people believing in Jesus Christ, Denis has argued that the church as a body has carried out a multi-faceted response to HIV and AIDS:
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The social reality designated by the word [church], however is complex. As far as the response to HIV/AIDS is concerned, three components should be distinguished: the entire church body, either at the level of a denomination or all denominations taken together; the local congregations or parishes; and AIDS-related organisations directly or indirectly related to a denomination or a local congregation.45

This perspective is critical in the sense that it acknowledges the organisational realities that exist within the various churches. Hence, the response of each church to HIV, together with its hierarchical structures, depends on which of the church components were involved.

Denis has further elaborated on HIV responses by different components of the church by observing that

…the church body as represented by a bishop, a synod or an assembly, plays a specific role in AIDS matters: the church authorities contribute, sometimes negatively, sometimes powerfully, to the discourse on the epidemic and in this way influence both policy-making and popular attitudes.46

The present research study will concur with the position taken by Denis and will note that the leadership of all the three churches under this study were involved in passing joint or separate statements and/or messages in their response to the HIV pandemic. Denis also noted that local parishes or congregations form an important unit of a church’s structure because at this level ordinary church members under the leadership of its clergy and elected lay officers have responded to the pandemic. Indeed, Denis has observed that the local parish or congregation was the most crucial in responding to HIV:

It is at this level that the fight against HIV/AIDS will or will not be successful by contributing to behaviour change, stigma reduction, higher levels of disclosure, care and treatment and ongoing support to people living with HIV/AIDS [PLHIV].47

45 Denis, “The church's impact on HIV prevention and mitigation,” 68.
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The present study has obtained its major findings in parishes and congregations belonging to Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland. In this study, the voices of ordinary parishioners were critical to understand the churches’ response to HIV. In addition, parish records and the minutes of church council meetings indicated an overall picture of the parish’s response to the pandemic.

There is also a sense in which church-related HIV interventions transformed the ecclesiological landscape to a point of creating new specialised formal and informal structures that had not existed before. The church-founded FBOs involved in responding to HIV formed an important part of the multi-faceted approach undertaken by churches. In line with this assertion, Denis observed that: “FBOs constitute the third component of the church. They include any formal and informal organisation or initiative in the field of HIV/AIDS, initiated by churches themselves or some of their members.”48 This comment was an essential tool in analysing the establishment and work of AIDS-related FBOs that maintained connections with the churches that constituted this research study. In cases where AIDS-related FBOs spearheaded church-led HIV interventions, this increased the visibility of the particular church or churches involved, especially in cases where such organisations received foreign funding. Consistent with this observation, Prince et al. have stated: “Whatever the short-term fluctuations in funding for FBOs the move towards faith-based AIDS policies is contributing to the increased visibility of Christianity in the public space.”49

While each component had a role to play in responding to HIV, within a multi-faced response to the pandemic, there are some internal dynamics that either create a sense of harmony or disharmony. Indeed, the church response to HIV mirrored the perceptions of the pandemic by its leaders and followers. As Daniela Gennrich has maintained:

> The church can only begin to be effective in its fight against the HIV and AIDS epidemic when it recognises that AIDS is not confined to

---
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those outside the faith, and that people within the church community are infected and affected by HIV.\textsuperscript{30}

\section*{1.6. Literature Survey}

While not much was written about the HIV pandemic in Africa prior to 2000, since that time there has been a steady increase in the literature. Studies on religion and HIV and AIDS in Africa and Zimbabwe in particular have however only recently begun to emerge. The literature survey will be discussed under three categories:

i. The history of HIV and AIDS in Africa;

ii. HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe;

iii. HIV and AIDS in the context of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland.

\subsection*{1.6.1. The History of HIV and AIDS in Africa}

The literature on HIV and AIDS in Africa is vast, and as such, this present study cannot exhaust it. That said, some important sources have been identified and sampled for their relevance to the present study. Although limited in scope, the work of anthropologist Robert Garner in a study of the influence of church membership on HIV outside of Pietermaritzburg, South Africa was crucial. Garner concluded that members of Pentecostal type churches were less prone to contracting HIV than those from the missionary founded churches including Roman Catholics, due to the fact that the former strictly adhered to the church’s teachings on sexuality and the latter did not.\textsuperscript{51} In Malawi, the study by Jenny Trinitapoli and Mark Regnerus carried out
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between 1997 and 2000 drew similar conclusions.\textsuperscript{52} It should be noted however, that while both studies were carried out in southern Africa and involved individual churches, they did not focus on the church’s response to the HIV pandemic. While their studies bring important insights, the present study is an attempt to document what the churches actually did or failed to do in responding to HIV with a specific focus on Manicaland in Zimbabwe.

Philip Setel \textit{et al.} edited a volume entitled \textit{Histories of sexually transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa} in which they linked the present HIV epidemic to the prevalence of earlier cases of sexually transmitted infections in African countries.\textsuperscript{53} These countries include Ghana, Ivory Coast, Senegal, Uganda, Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya and South Africa. In their introductory chapter, Setel \textit{et al.} highlighted the fact that the comparative histories of sexually transmitted infections and AIDS in Africa had been characterised by factors such as ambiguity and diversity, cultural change, racism, gender, labour migration and economic instability, and the practice of biomedicine and epidemiology in African contexts.\textsuperscript{54}

The influence of religion in shaping people’s responses to sexually transmitted diseases and subsequently the HIV pandemic appeared in a number of cases. In Ghana, Deborah Pellow highlighted the positive and negative influence of religious bodies in responding to HIV and AIDS. For example, while the Roman Catholic Church and religious fundamentalists –who do not want elementary school children to hear about sex,”\textsuperscript{55} Roman Catholic hospitals in Ghana were part of a team of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) working under the national AIDS Control Programme.\textsuperscript{56} This observation is relevant for the present study given a situation that while the healthcare centres belonging to the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches served PLHIV, the same churches remained reluctant to support the open use of condoms in their HIV prevention strategies.
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In Senegal, Charles Becker and René Collignon observed that religious leaders only became involved in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation after a long period of little or no action. Change came when moral and religious leaders who long stood back from debate and action have recently become involved.”

Although this observation might be relevant for the present study, it fails to locate the role of grassroots Christian communities in responding to the HIV pandemic. Their study did not give a detailed analysis of what the religious leaders of specific churches did or failed to do. In the case of Zimbabwe, Jock McCullock noted that between 1900 and 1930 rural mission stations were involved in the treatment of venereal disease and received State support in the form of medical drugs. McCullock’s study focused on a period more than fifty years prior to the advent of HIV. However, the observations made by McCullock brings out important insights in the way Western missionary-initiated church healthcare systems were involved in public health in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) especially in responding to venereal disease. Of importance was the fact that with State support, mission hospitals reduced the spread of syphilis and yet at the same time it allowed missions to do good works and thereby attract Africans to their churches.”

Based on this observation, the present study will also seek to indicate the relationship between the State and the church-based healthcare systems in responding to the HIV pandemic within a historical perspective in Manicaland.

Jeremy Liebowitz’s work on HIV and religious responses in Africa has a particular focus on Uganda. The author defines FBOs as “both places of worship and their members as well as any organisation affiliated with or controlled by these houses of worship.” This definition is applicable to the present study in which the church’s response to HIV has included those initiatives involving grassroots Christians, church leaders as well as specialised church-based structures. Liebowitz’s work also found the negative input by churches in preventing and mitigating HIV and AIDS. This was
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highlighted in the resistance of religious leaders to condom use, the stigmatisation of AIDS as an immoral disease, and the way in which religion limits open discussion on sexuality, gender relations, and intergenerational relations.”

On a positive note, and using the words of Robert Putman on social capital, the same study concluded that religious institutions have demonstrated more effectiveness in combating AIDS than the government.”62 In this regard, social capital could include religious health assets as proposed by the African Religious Health Assets Programme (ARHAP).63 Studies by ARHAP have further streamlined religious health assets into the two categories of tangible and intangible. By employing this approach, ARHAP brought another analytical angle to church responses to HIV and AIDS. ARHAP highlighted that leading tangible factors comprise compassionate care, material support and health provision; leading intangibles are spiritual engagement, knowledge giving and moral formation.”64 In 2004, Georges Tiendrebeogo and Michael Buykx in a desk review entitled Faith-based organisations and HIV/AIDS prevention and impact mitigation in Africa, also concluded that religion had both negative and positive effects on the HIV and AIDS pandemic.65

John Iliffe in his 2006 publication, The African AIDS epidemic: A history,66 has attempted to understand why the African continent has been the hardest hit by HIV. In his study, Iliffe not only highlights the discovery of HIV in the West, but also traces the history of the epidemic to the African continent describing it as a silent

epidemic.” While this work indicates the fast rate of the spread of HIV in Africa including Zimbabwe, it gives limited space for a detailed analysis of responses to the pandemic in each country. Significantly, observations made by Iliffe in analysing Christian responses to the epidemic in Africa have relevance for the present study. Iliffe observes that religious moralists and medical pragmatists have been divided on sex education and the use of condoms with –Roman Catholic leaders generally denouncing them as contravening the divine purpose of procreation, encouraging promiscuity and actually fostering HIV.”67 While acknowledging some of the findings by Iliffe, the present study will investigate and analyse in detail the responses of specific church leaders and their followers to HIV in a historical perspective. Rather than being a broad study, the research study will focus on specific responses to HIV by the three selected churches in one geographical province of Zimbabwe.

The work of Denis and Becker in the volume, *The HIV/AIDS epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa in a historical perspective* published in 2006,68 was an attempt by historians, epidemiologists and anthropologists to present a history of the pandemic in selected African countries. The co-edited publication, which put together the work of fifteen specialists, has given limited attention to religious significance in relation to the HIV pandemic. For example, Paul Kocheleff’s chapter on AIDS in Burundi and South Africa points out that Burundi is largely a Roman Catholic country. In Burundi the church’s response to HIV has largely been characterised by denial, stigmatisation and resistance to the use of condoms.69 Similarly, in the same volume, Elizabeth Colson’s study of responses to HIV in the Gwembe Valley, Zambia briefly highlights the fact that –the teaching especially of charismatic churches that HIV/AIDS is God’s punishment for sin or due to Satan, also affects how people view those ill with AIDS and their right to support.”70 Apart from the brief focus on religion and HIV, this volume is also important in its periodisation of the AIDS epidemic in Africa as noted in the work of Michel Caraël,71 Colson,72 Kocheleff,73 and Stephen van Houten.74

68 Denis and Becker, *The HIV/AIDS epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa*.
While the insights of these contributors applied to contexts outside Zimbabwe, they were crucial and relevant in appreciating the periodisation of HIV and AIDS taken by this study in Manicaland.

In 2006, Jill Oliver, James Cochrane, and Barbara Schmid, from University of Cape Town and Lauren Graham from the University of the Witwatersrand mapped the critical sources that focus on religious responses to HIV and AIDS in Africa. Their collaborative work was subsequently published by ARHAP in the form of a comprehensive bibliography. The volume was accompanied by a companion publication that focussed on a literature review, the two pieces of work being complementary to one another. While some of the sources listed in the ARHAP bibliography were used in this study, the researcher drew important insights on church or religious responses to HIV and AIDS in Africa in general, and Zimbabwe in particular. One of the critical contributions made by Oliver et al. was to position religious responses to HIV in the context of their engagement with public healthcare issues. The authors noted that religion had a bearing on development that could not be ignored as observed, whereby, “Religions have long been involved in social transformation and development, but have rarely been recognised in this role by development policy makers.”

This present study is aware of the long history of the involvement in public healthcare by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland. While this is a historical study, Oliver et al. have argued that a focus on religious entities was critical in a context whereby “systems fail and illnesses and diseases outstrip capacities for response, with high costs to many people, particularly those who cannot afford private care and services.” The literature review by ARHAP also
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identified culture and religion as critical players in shaping the way people understand health and well-being within their local settings. As a result, the authors observed:

In Africa and other developing nations, however, religion and culture remain important elements of public and private life, and as such, they have a major impact on health ranging from health seeking behaviour to support structures, lifestyle, socialisation and access to healthcare.\(^{79}\)

The influence of culture and religion on responses of the three churches to HIV was manifest in a number of ways including patriarchal practices that exposed women to HIV and increased denial and stigma. Oliver \textit{et al.} highlighted the existence of literature that focussed on stigma as a religious response by observing:

Many mainstream religious leaders are prominent as health advocates in the public arena—frequently taking centre stage and utilising public media channels to project their messages. There are also an amazing amount of ‘statements’ of intent released by mainstream religious organisations on the topic of HIV/AIDS.\(^{80}\)

Generally, while it appears that the attitude of church leaders towards PLHIV has changed over time, initially denial and stigma were the norm. Ian Campbell and Alison Rader thus noted: ‘Religious groups, in general, have a reputation for responding to the issue of HIV in negative terms. The religious sector has been largely unwilling to engage in any way that could imply dilution of moral standards.’\(^{81}\) This was critical to the present study as the researcher had to appreciate the way church leaders and members from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland understood and responded to the HIV pandemic. As a consequence, this research study will hopefully dare to answer the question posed by Oliver \textit{et al}: ‘What role has the church played in mobilising access to treatment or supported HIV issues?’\(^{82}\)

The work by anthropologists in a volume edited by Felicitas Becker and Wenzel Geissler published in 2009 contributes greatly to appreciating the influence that
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religious practice has on HIV and AIDS in Africa. The present study has drawn upon valuable insights from the contributed essays by Felicitas Becker and Wenzel Geissler, as well as Heike Behrend on the Roman Catholic Church in Western Uganda, Ruth Prince on Christian salvation and Luo tradition in Western Kenya, Catrine Christiansen on remaking of widow lives in Uganda, and Isak Niehaus on Christian conceptions of AIDS in parts of South Africa.

While the work of Isak Niehaus on Christian perceptions of HIV and AIDS in South Africa is located in the field of anthropology, the findings resembled traits that were similar to Christian responses to the 1918 influenza epidemic as indicated by Ranger. The fact that some Christians understood AIDS as the manifestation of biblical leprosy is an indication of the negative attitude maintained towards the HIV epidemic. As Niehaus has observed, there was much stigma expressed towards HIV in some churches including the Zionist Church of South Africa, which lead many Christian followers to conceptualise AIDS as a new, deadlier kind of leprosy with all its overtones of divine punishment and horror. The connection between AIDS and leprosy is backed by three shared characteristics, whereby both conditions were seen as

...divine retribution for sin in a world that has gone astray morally. Villagers see the bodies of those with AIDS, like those of lepers, as tented with death. ...Like lepers, persons with AIDS are seen to be highly contaminating and are excluded from contact with other villagers.

As a consequence, this led to a lot of secrecy about the AIDS pandemic: Close kin usually shield terminally ill persons from public view and vehemently deny that they
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have AIDS. They often deflect blame by claiming that the sick persons are victims of witchcraft.”

The study is thus aware that Christians also used euphemisms to avoid mentioning the words “HIV” and “AIDS” directly. While leprosy was a disease that had to be addressed by the Western missionary-initiated healthcare systems, the incurable nature of HIV gave way to mixed interpretations and responses by the Christian communities and thus demonstrated the churches’ perception of HIV and AIDS as being a form of pestilence.

The Western missionary-imitated churches including the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland were seen as sources of hope for the eradication of HIV and AIDS. As Ezra Chitando observed:

Missionaries who cared for social outcast illustrate the church’s legacy of compassion in Africa. Individuals who suffered from leprosy were traditionally barred from interacting with other members of society…Mission hospitals provided care to individuals who had been forsaken by society.

While the missionary churches in colonial Africa were at the forefront of responding to leprosy, there were also elements of ‘spiritualisation’ on the part of missionaries. As Niehaus has observed:

The misery of the leper epitomised the need of Africans for salvation from themselves and their culture. Invoking biblical images of leprosy, missionaries thereby helped establish it as a maximal and very contagious illness in the minds of their African converts and this representation of leprosy still resonates today.

Niehaus’ study indicates that some Christians understood AIDS as a product of witchcraft in which, “Christian healers interpret as evidence that the witches are trying to transform the sick person into a zombie.” The failure of western medicine to adequately address the 1918 influenza epidemic as discussed by Ranger, and the Christian understanding of HIV as being the same as biblical leprosy, were relevant in

95 Niehaus, “Leprosy of a deadlier kind,” 324.
conceptualising responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland.

In *Africa Today* published in 2009, the authors discussed Christian agendas in responding to HIV in east and southern Africa. Prince *et al.* explored “the place of Christianity in (inter)national AIDS programmes and initiatives, and the Christianisation of public discourse and debate about AIDS and its effects on other institutions, practices, and debates in African societies experiencing the AIDS epidemic.” The observations made in the introductory chapter were relevant to Christian responses to HIV in Africa in general. The present study will use these insights in analysing church-led HIV interventions in Manicaland. The closest piece of academic work to the present study is Stephen Joshua's doctoral thesis on the responses of the Roman Catholic Church to HIV and AIDS in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, 1984-2005. In particular, Joshua's work focused on reactions to HIV and AIDS mainly by the church's hierarchy and dealt with a single church. The present thesis will focus on responses to the HIV pandemic by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches within a geographical province of Zimbabwe.

### 1.6.2. The History of HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe

While a number of publications on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe were available, few scholarly studies on HIV and religion exist. The work of the medical doctors, Mary Bassett and Marvellous Mhloyi, in an article entitled, “Women and AIDS in Zimbabwe: The making of an epidemic,” traces the history of AIDS in Africa and Zimbabwe. The authors identified the role of trade, migrant labour, and urbanisation in fuelling the heterosexual spread of HIV in Africa. The findings were further discussed in the light of the political economy of family structures that exposed women to the risks of contracting HIV and the connection between AIDS and sexually transmitted infections in Zimbabwe. While the authors mentioned important
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dates in the history of the HIV pandemic in Zimbabwe and Africa, religious influence on women and AIDS in Zimbabwe does not receive prominence. The scope of the study was epidemiological but it also made reference to cultural practices such as patriarchy. While appreciating the critical issues being raised there, the present study will take the position that churches play a role in responding to the HIV pandemic, both positively and negatively. The present study will use the research findings from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland to show that while religion has exposed churchwomen to the risks of contracting HIV, churchwomen were key players in rendering AIDS-related care to others.

In a similar way, Simon Gregson, a demographer, together with his colleagues working on the dynamics of the spread, effects and control of HIV pandemics in sub-Saharan has published extensively on HIV prevention in Manicaland, Zimbabwe. In a paper entitled “Recent upturn in mortality in rural Zimbabwe: Evidence for an early demographic impact of HIV?”* Gregson et al. focus on the demographic impact of HIV infection in the Rusitu Valley of Chimanimani district and Honde Valley of Mutasa district, located in Manicaland province. The study initiated in 1993, which indicates a connection between religious affiliation and HIV-related mortality, concluded that religious affiliation was a key factor. Apostolic Church members in Honde Valley were less prone to contracting HIV because they “follow a more restrictive behaviour code, which includes abstinence from drinking alcohol, extramarital relationships, medicines and modern methods of family planning.” The inclusion of religious affiliation was of interest to the present study. Gregson et al. however, focus attention on the escalating mortality rate and not on church responses to HIV and AIDS in detail. The present study differs from that of Gregson et al. by drawing attention to what the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches have done and failed to do in responding to HIV and AIDS in the province of Manicaland.

---
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In 1999, Gregson et al. published another paper on the religious dynamics of HIV-related demographic changes entitled, “Apostles and Zionists: The influence of religion on demographic change in rural Zimbabwe.”\(^1\) Gregson et al. dedicated their time partly on Honde Valley whereby Apostolic and Zionist churches exist alongside Western missionary-initiated churches including the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist Church. Using research targets from Honde Valley and Rusitu Valley, Gregson’s study concluded that HIV-related mortality was reportedly high among members of Western mission-initiated churches. This was connected to moral laxity whereby “avoidance of sin is largely a matter left to individual conscience and absolution can be obtained through confession and prayer.”\(^2\) In contrast, HIV-related mortality among members of Spirit-type churches was reportedly low. The main reason being that

…members of these churches are more likely than other people to follow church teachings on avoidance of pre-marital and extra-marital sex and are therefore at lower risk of acquiring HIV infection—despite the potential for rapid transmission posed by the multiple partner aspect of polygamous marriage systems.\(^3\)

Thus, Gregson et al. concluded that religion exerted both positive and negative influences on a person’s sexual behaviour. However, the observations fell short of precisely stating what actions the churches carried out in responding to the pandemic.

A number of papers published on HIV prevention in Manicaland make reference to behaviour change being a factor to the decline in HIV prevalence in the province. In a paper entitled “HIV decline associated with behaviour change in Eastern Zimbabwe,” Gregson et al. concluded that behaviour change translated in the decline in HIV prevalence in Manicaland from 23,0% in 1998-2000 to 20,5% in 2001 to 2003.\(^4\) According to Gregson’s study, change of behaviour involves delay in sexual debut, reduction in multiple sexual practices, and consistent condom use in casual partnerships among the sample of participants. Whereas the study observes that a


\(^2\) Gregson, “Apostles and Zionists,” 188.

\(^3\) Gregson, “Apostles and Zionists,” 190.

\(^4\) S. Gregson et al., “HIV decline associated with behaviour change in eastern Zimbabwe,” Science 311 (3 February 2006), 644-646.
change in sexual behaviour could precede any observed decline in HIV prevalence, religion was not explicitly discussed in detail as a moderator of sexual behaviour either positively or negatively. The present research study will suggest that in the short term, the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches increased the risk of people contracting HIV by generally pursuing a moralistic stance against the use of condoms. This study will also take the position that in the long term, the moralistic messages passed on by the churches on prevention of HIV could have yielded positive results. The churches could have reduced the prevalence of HIV by preaching messages that focused on abstinence and delayed sexual debut among the youth and a reduction of casual sex among the married.

Halperin et al. were among those researchers whose studies sought to explain why Zimbabwe experienced a further decline in HIV prevalence in 2006. In a paper entitled, “A surprising prevention success: Why did the HIV epidemic decline in Zimbabwe,” Halperin et al. arrived at the conclusion that several factors were responsible for the decline in HIV prevalence in Zimbabwe. Important for the present study was the observation made by Halperin et al. that the churches in Zimbabwe had been one of the channels responsible in making HIV prevention and AIDS information accessible to the general public. Other factors include a dramatic economic decline from 2000 onwards leading to reduced occurrences of casual sex, high levels of secondary education and marriage, and people’s direct witnessing of AIDS-related mortality under home-based care in homes as opposed to clinics.

While this study was national in scope and did not restrict itself to the situation in Manicaland province, its findings speak to the present study. There was however no mention of the specific churches and the way in which religious views on the use of condoms affected the findings. The present study was aware that churches, including the Roman Catholic Church, were generally conservative about the use of condoms in the prevention of HIV. This study therefore explored church-led HIV prevention messages by tracing the divergent views on the use of condoms emanating from the ecclesiastical hierarchy and grassroots members of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland.

Further to the above, Gregson et al. sought to establish the extent to which national HIV prevention programmes led to a decline of HIV prevalence in Manicaland. Their study, published in 2011 and entitled, “Did national HIV prevention programmes contribute to HIV decline in eastern Zimbabwe? Evidence from a prospective community survey,” explores the effect of national HIV prevention strategies on HIV prevalence in Manicaland. In Zimbabwe national HIV prevention programmes under the State’s Ministry of Health and Child Welfare (MOHCW) include abstinence, faithfulness to one sexual partner, safe sex or the use of condoms, prevention of mother to child transmission and voluntary counselling and testing. Gregson et al. attribute the decline in HIV prevalence in Manicaland between 1998 and 2003 to the conduct of safe sex by women who attended public HIV prevention meetings, the increased exposure to relatives dying of AIDS-related diseases, and the unemployment of men leading to changes in social norms and HIV prevention programmes initiated in schools in the early 1990s. Conclusions drawn from the study by Gregson et al. were quite similar to those of the 2006 publication mentioned above. A major concern however was the absence of any discussion of HIV prevention strategies undertaken by the various church bodies. It was therefore the intention of this present study to investigate the role played by the churches in their support or opposition to HIV prevention strategies initiated by the State in Manicaland.

Mandy Marshall and Nigel Taylor’s paper entitled, “Tackling HIV and AIDS with faith-based communities: Learning from attitudes on gender relations and sexual rights within the local evangelical churches in Burkina Faso, Zimbabwe and South Africa,” also has relevance to the present study. Using case studies from three African countries including Zimbabwe, their study indicated some shortcomings of the churches in the response to HIV. Marshall and Taylor could state: “It is not only
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in its lack of response to the crisis that the church is struggling. At the same time, it is failing to lead by example on matters of sex, gender relations and HIV and AIDS in its own behaviour."\textsuperscript{111} The observation that some of the mainline churches in Zimbabwe focus their attention more on evangelism and personal ethics and give little attention to developing life skills and issues of human sexuality is particularly relevant to the present study. The findings of Marshall and Taylor however were set within a particular theological tone and did not identify specific cases. In addition, they pointed to some of the inherent weaknesses of church-led HIV interventions. While taking note of some of their findings, the present study carried out further detailed investigations on the church responses to the HIV pandemic using as its study cohort three mainline churches in Manicaland.

According to UNESCO, culture is described in terms of \textquotedblleft the ways of living, working and playing is often presented as a reason to resist change and people regularly hide behind it to justify negative behaviours for instance, promiscuity.\textsuperscript{112} Culture defines the way in which male and female members of the family, community and society at large are socialised and interact. In focusing on the effect of culture on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe, Jovonna Rodrigez has made the important observation that:

\begin{quote}
In Zimbabwean culture, the community is the priority. In order to maintain a sense of community, old traditions are followed. The issue of sex, marriage, polygamy and importance of fertility all dictate gender roles and expectations. These same issues need to be re-examined and modified in order to for improvement to occur regarding AIDS and other sexual transmitted diseases. Once sexual expectations change, the rate of infection will begin to decrease as social pressures weaken.\textsuperscript{113}
\end{quote}

In her study, Maureen Kambara made a hermeneutic of culture, feminism and sexuality to argue that women in Zimbabwe have a great risk of contracting HIV because of the practice of patriarchy, which thrived on female subordination.\textsuperscript{114}

\begin{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
paper generates important insights that are useful to the present study, including how a religion such as Christianity can reinforce patriarchy. As Kambarami goes on to declare:

To exemplify, Eve’s alleged creation from Adam’s rib has made women to occupy a subordinate position in the church as well as in the family. Women are therefore viewed merely as second class citizens who were created as an afterthought.\textsuperscript{115}

While Kambarami’s findings are valid in appreciating the dilemma faced by churchwomen in the context of HIV, there remains a need to document the experiences of Christian women in their day-to-day engagement with the AIDS pandemic and thus gives valid grounds for the present study.

Similarly, Pasch Mungwini, in “Shona womanhood: Rethinking social identities in the face of HIV and AIDS,”\textsuperscript{116} has highlighted cultural understandings that undermine women’s value and in turn make them vulnerable to HIV in the Zimbabwean context. The findings are relevant to the present study because they indicate that some Christian women in Zimbabwe have become their own oppressors. Such women are accused of being guilty of undermining laws that are meant to liberate them from cultural and religious tendencies that increase their vulnerability to contracting the HIV-Virus. While HIV-positive women want to bear children as a way of expressing their need for survival, some members of society have always exerted pressure on women to be married and produce a child. Mungwini further argued:

As a result of these expectations numerous stories are told of women who have created illicit affairs (sexual) for the sake of having a child, affairs that stop immediately the woman realises she has fallen pregnant. Now in the face of HIV and AIDS pandemic the pressure that these traditional expectations place on women is not only constricting on what women can do but has become dangerous too.\textsuperscript{117}

AIDS might have been responsible for male deaths leaving behind a trail of young widows and orphans. Based on personal experience, the researcher indicates that there

\textsuperscript{115}Kambarami, “Femininity, sexuality and culture,” 4.  
\textsuperscript{117}Mungwini, “Shona womanhood,” 208.
has been a surge in numbers of single women in Zimbabwe and they are popularly known as “single mothers.” Douglas Feldman also observed that AIDS is a cultural phenomenon by noting:

The way in which we as a species handle AIDS is a measure of our changing times, of our deepest fears, of our varying values, and of our collective inspiration. It is impossible to truly understand the role of AIDS in our lives unless we consider the social and cultural contexts of AIDS-related behaviour.118

Paul Gundani’s essay entitled “Church, media, and healing: A case study from Zimbabwe,” that was published in 2001,119 was written at a time when HIV had already made strong inroads into the entire Zimbabwean nation. In this essay, Gundani highlights how Zionist and Apostolic churches use the media to advertise their promises to heal “all forms of ailments and suffering including cancer, hypertension, stomach problems, acute headaches, bad dreams, barrenness, unemployment, bad debts, and failure to prosper in life.”120

In a time of AIDS, health seeking behaviours in Zimbabwe have prompted people to consult with Christian prophets, churches and traditional health practitioners. However, Gundani’s article avoids mentioning the words “HIV and AIDS” and yet its incurable nature has driven many individuals to seek places of healing. Gundani’s observations are reminiscent of the spiritual healing carried out by Livingstone Nerwande in the Anglican Church in Manicaland in the mid-1990s as will be discussed later. Some healing prophets have reportedly claimed to cure AIDS. In Zimbabwe, some traditional healers have also discouraged PLHIV from taking ARVs and instead have assured their clients of complete healing. Media reports in Zimbabwe often carry incidences of some prophets who “use unprotected sex as a form of internal cleansing thereby increasing the risk of spreading HIV and AIDS.”121

119 P. H. Gundani, “Church, media, and healing: A case study from Zimbabwe,” *Word and Word* XXI, 2 (Spring 2001), 135-143.
120 Gundani, “Church, media, and healing,” 136.
121 E. Siamonga, “Hundred of worshippers dying as churches ban HIV and AIDS medication,” *Newsday, Zimbabwe*, (13 March 2011)).
Elesinah Chauke’s article, “Theological challenges and ecclesiological responses to women experiencing HIV/AIDS: A south eastern Zimbabwe context,” also has relevance for this study. The paper published in 2003 made use of the methodology of oral history on women’s experience of culture in relation to the HIV pandemic in south eastern Zimbabwe. The fact that culture is highlighted as being responsible for exposing women to the risks of contracting HIV, and that the Christian churches have done little to address this problem, is particularly relevant. However, this paper focuses on what the churches can do to assist women who have the potential of being infected and affected by HIV. The present research study differs from that of Chauke in the sense that it deals with how the three specific churches in Manicaland responded to HIV and AIDS from 1985 to 2007. Indeed, the present study is aware that all human societies, past and present, have suffered from infectious diseases and that the belief systems of many traditional societies contain elements that are compatible with the notion of contagion. A dynamic relationship between religion and HIV and AIDS exists. First it is critical understand how religion and public health can contribute to a fuller understanding of the epidemic. Second, it has to be established whether or not religion has a positive or negative influence on HIV prevention and mitigation.

Sophie Chirongoma’s essay entitled, “Women, poverty, and HIV in Zimbabwe: An exploration of inequalities in healthcare,” focuses on rural women’s anguish and struggle with access to healthcare facilities in the context of HIV. Insights on the decline of the public health sector in Zimbabwe caused by the introduction of economic reform programme (ESAP) in 1991 were of significance to the present study. The programme placed people under pressure and stress, which leads to their adoption of risky survival strategies. This makes them highly vulnerable to HIV infection and AIDS.” Chirongoma mentioned the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe and the Catholic Relief Services (CRS) for their support in AIDS-related
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community and home-based care programmes.\textsuperscript{126} In another essay, Chirongoma discusses the issue of women and children's rights in a time of HIV and AIDS in which the paper acknowledges the work of churchwomen's organisations in providing care to those infected and affected by HIV in Bulilamangwe District.\textsuperscript{127} Chirongoma's study does not make an attempt to give a detailed historical analysis of what the churches have done in responding to HIV in Zimbabwe; a fact that accounts for the brief mention of the Roman Catholic Church and CRS. The present study will seek to investigate and comparatively analyse HIV and AIDS responses by three church denominations in Manicaland within a historical perspective.

In 2006, Herbert Moyo followed a similar theological theme and argued that there is a great need for the churches to exercise a pastoral ministry to the PLHIV and OVC. Moyo's Master's dissertation completed in 2006 was entitled, "Jesus is HIV Positive: Listening with compassion to the HIV positive people through clinical pastoral counselling."\textsuperscript{128} Based on the reality that church members infected and affected by HIV are members of the body of Christ, Moyo argues that the churches could use clinical pastoral education as tool to help set up support groups for people living with AIDS in rural areas...as ignoring these communities is detrimental in the fight against HIV."\textsuperscript{129} Moyo's study provides a "theological voice" calling churches to be active listeners and providers of tangible material support to people infected and affected by HIV. It raises the issue of what the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Matabo, Zimbabwe ought to do in responding to the needs of PLHIV because they are members of the body of Christ. The present study benefited from Moyo's insights that highlight the fact that churches were guilty of stigmatising PLHIV and seeks to provide further analysis of HIV interventions carried out by the three churches in Manicaland.

\textsuperscript{126} Chirongoma, "Women, poverty, and HIV in Zimbabwe," 183-184.
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Although not a historical study and without mentioning particular churches in Zimbabwe, Stan Nussbaum’s article, “Evangelicals and AIDS,” makes important observations about problems experienced by churches in responding to HIV and AIDS. In a studied analysis of the Zimbabwean situation, Nussbaum’s article is helpful in that while churches tend to informally use their social and moral capital in responding to HIV and AIDS, “national governments and major secular donors will find it difficult or impossible to give money directly to church congregations to fund their activities.” Albeit this might be the case, the present study explored ways in which church responses to HIV were affected by access to donor funding and State support or the lack of thereof. Nussbaum’s findings were of relevance given the fact that the churches in Manicaland carried out HIV interventions under adverse socio-economic conditions. Apparently, church-related HIV interventions in Manicaland could have been affected by the capacity of the churches to obtain foreign donor funding as well as State grants. Between 2000 and 2007 the churches became important conduits of external donor funded healthcare programmes including HIV interventions (see later discussions in chapter 5 sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2, 5.3.2, 5.3.4, 5.3.5, 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). This study brings to the fore social and moral capital from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches as they responded to HIV in Manicaland.

1.6.3. The History of HIV and AIDS in Manicaland

In 1989, the Heads of Christian Denominations, an informal forum constituted by the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops Conference (ZCBC), the Zimbabwe Council of Churches (ZCC) and the Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe issued a publication entitled AIDS: The Christian response. This resource was quite popular to the extent that a second revised edition appeared in 1995. At that time, AIDS was still fairly new in

132 HOCD, AIDS: The Christian response, (Harare: ZCC, 1989). An electronic manuscript copy of this booklet was sent to the researcher by Edward T. Rogers in April 2011.
Zimbabwe and therefore national church leaders took the opportunity to inform their constituencies about an impending pandemic. The contents of the publication included a brief historical overview, a definition of AIDS, the mode of HIV transmission, data on national prevalence, the effects of HIV on the economy and a call for upholding Christian morality as a key HIV prevention tool. The church leaders articulated that HIV was not a punishment from God and condoms were not the answer. Instead, the solution was “chastity before marriage and fidelity to one’s partner after marriage.”

This publication was written in the early years of the epidemic in Zimbabwe and reflected the views of senior church clerics at a national level. The relevant insights on responses to HIV and AIDS by churches constitute an integral part of the input by the grassroots structures of each denomination analysed for twenty-two years.

In 1993, the Heads of Christian Denominations published a statement on the HIV epidemic, which became known as the Kadoma Declaration because it was produced after a meeting of national senior clerics in the town of Kadoma, west of the capital, Harare. The statement, only three pages in length, was the first interdenominational HIV and AIDS policy that was to emerge from church leaders in Zimbabwe. In brief, the policy expressed the stance taken by church leaders on HIV prevention and covered areas including human sexuality, AIDS and Christian morality, traditional values, a message to youth, a message to parents, and attitudes towards PLHIV. It is important to note that while the State did not have a national HIV and AIDS policy until 1999, what the churches offered was a moral position on HIV prevention.

In 2005, the Heads of Christian Denominations also published a second HIV and AIDS policy document. The new and expanded policy contained aspects such as HIV prevention, AIDS-related care and support, the treatment of AIDS-related diseases, stigma and discrimination, the property rights of widows and orphans, and traditional and cultural practices in the context of HIV. In 2006, some of the churches in Manicaland collectively advocated for increased responses to HIV and AIDS by
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churches and the general public. In a publication entitled, *The truth will make you free: A compendium of Christian social teaching*, the authors urged the churches and communities in general to support those living with HIV, to practice Christian morality, and offer support to AIDS-related orphans and vulnerable children.  

The statements on HIV and AIDS expressed by the churches in Manicaland including the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches were meant to highlight their theological position. The publication indicates what the churches believed Christians ought to be doing in responding to the needs of those living with HIV as well as AIDS-related orphans and vulnerable children. Interestingly, the concluding statements of the book located the HIV epidemic in the wider context of the deplorable living conditions of the poor, caused by escalating unemployment levels and the high cost of living in Manicaland in particular and Zimbabwe in general:

> HIV/AIDS is not a health issue that stands alone. It is related to the social and economic environment in which we live. ...These conditions add fuel to the fire of HIV/AIDS; the greater the social disintegration, the greater the prevalence of the virus.

While the present study acknowledges this work, its focus was on the history of actual responses to the HIV pandemic by the three churches. In 2007, the national church leaders' forum acting in collaboration with the ZACH published a training manual for use by clergy and pastors in pastoral care and counselling of PLHIV. Briefly, the association was formed in 1974 as a medical arm of the Christian churches in Zimbabwe and reports to the Heads of Christian Denominations. By 2007 a total of 126 church hospitals and clinics were registered members of the association. The following map of Zimbabwe shows some of ZACH’s HIV and AIDS interventions activity sites as of 2008.
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Figure 2. Map of some of ZACH's HIV Interventions Sites: 2008.

This ecumenical medical body established HIV and AIDS programmes that — aimed at supporting member institutions to develop strategies for mitigating HIV and AIDS especially in the rural areas using community initiatives.”141 These documents reveal ecumenical collaboration at the national level and fall short of indicating responses to HIV and AIDS by the individual churches in Manicaland. Prior to 1999, ZACH provided financial aid towards HIV and AIDS interventions at church healthcare centres.142

The publication by Ted Roger entitled, *Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist: A memoir* provides important insights into the beginnings of church responses to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe in the mid-1980s, especially the Roman Catholic Church of which the Rogers was a member.143 In his chapter entitled, “Hijacked by AIDS,” Rogers chronicled his involvement in HIV and AIDS interventions with the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Harare in 1986 and a year later set up the ZCBC’s HIV and AIDS Committee. AIDS-awareness seminars organised by Rogers involved all the church’s dioceses in Zimbabwe. Ambrose Vinyu, a Roman Catholic priest from Mutare and other delegates from Manicaland used to attend.144 Rogers’ memoirs were of importance in highlighting his input to an ecumenical response to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe especially through the Heads of Christian Denominations. This said, Rogers’ work focuses on interactions at the highest level of church structures and did not reflect the responses to HIV and AIDS by Christian communities on the ground. Since the book comprised of memoirs, its focus was limited to Rogers’ personal experiences rather than being devoted to the wider scope of the churches and the HIV pandemic in Zimbabwe or Manicaland. This study made use of Rogers’ work in tracing the humble beginnings of Christian responses to HIV in Zimbabwe.

Jill Ruchala, in *Zimbabwe: A guide to humanitarian and development efforts of interaction member agencies in Zimbabwe*, highlights the contribution of the CRS towards meeting the material needs of people in infected and affected by HIV starting from
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1989 and onwards.\textsuperscript{145} Although relatively brief, the overview is relevant to the present study because it mentions the work of the CRS, a funding organisation of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States of America (US). Since the early 1990s, the same organisation funded HIV and AIDS interventions in the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare. In a study by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) conducted in 1999, the reviewers identified a Christian community at Regina Coeli mission, Nyanga in Manicaland, as having mobilised a support group for PLHIV in 1994. Such support groups established income generating projects as well as providing emotional support to those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.\textsuperscript{146} While it only provided a brief overview of the projects then in hand, the report hinted on HIV interventions established by grassroots communities associated with a Roman Catholic institution in Manicaland. The report connects well with HIV interventions established under the diocesan AIDS-related care project in 1992 and the present study made important use of this work.

Edwin Kaseke and Jotham Dhembba co-authored the “Zimbabwe country report” as part of a five-country study on service and volunteering in southern Africa, commissioned by the “Voluntary and Service Enquiry of southern Africa” in July 2006. The purpose of the study was to document and analyse civic service and volunteering in Zimbabwe.\textsuperscript{147} The findings reported on two faith-based organisations from Manicaland, the Family AIDS Caring Trust (FACT) and the Diocese of Mutare Community Care Project (DOMCCP). This is of interest to the present study because FACT is the earliest FBO to pioneer HIV interventions in Manicaland since 1987. The latter previously known as Mutare Community Health Care (MCHC) is a faith-based AIDS service organisation established by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare in 1992. The study focuses on orphan care within families following traditional community principles.\textsuperscript{148} The underlying principle is that of encouraging community ownership of care of AIDS-related OVC that was aided by financial
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support from diocese through its FBO’s programme. While the study highlights the importance of community volunteerism for AIDS-related orphan care, its scope did not explore in full detail other HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland. The present research study will therefore benefit from the work of Kaseke and Dhemba.

Martha Chinouya, Livingstone Musoro and Eileen O’Keefe’s publication entitled, *The Anglican Diocese of Manicaland: Capacity building and policy response to the HIV/AIDS crisis in Zimbabwe*, focuses on the challenges faced by the Anglican Church’s healthcare centres. While the effects of the migration of medical personnel to others countries on HIV and AIDS intervention were discussed by Chinouya *et al.*, there is no attempt to trace the history of the church’s response to the pandemic. Instead, the scope of the publication was to facilitate future responses to HIV and AIDS by the Anglican Church in Manicaland. Martha Chinouya in, *TAURAI! (Communicate!): A dialogue of hope between church leaders and HIV-positive Christians in the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland, Zimbabwe*, focuses on the importance of dialogue in reducing stigma. The findings of this report published in 2007 reflect on support groups as spaces for HIV disclosure within the Anglican Church in Manicaland. The word *taurai*, which in the Shona language translates as “let us talk” or simply “let us hold a conversation,” was meant to encourage dialogue between people infected and affected by the HIV pandemic and church leaders. The intention of the study is the provision of hands-on training in reducing denial and stigma of HIV among the Anglican Church clergy in Manicaland. Chinouya’s work makes a positive step in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation but falls short of accounting for the Anglican Church’s responses to the epidemic within given specific time periods.

In another publication, Martha Chinouya discusses the role of the Mothers’ Union guild in the provision of care to those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS in
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Ubuntu and the helping hands for AIDS.” Chinouya observes that the members of this guild are a leading group among those playing a role in responding to the challenges posed by HIV and AIDS within the church and in the wider community. Generally, the same observations were valid for members of the married churchwomen’s guilds including those from the Roman Catholic and United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe. Chinouya’s argument that there was a general lack of proper resources and funding in harnessing such religious assets for AIDS-related caring work is a relevant key point. As she noted:

Small groups of ordinary community members, caring for orphaned and vulnerable children and in urgent need of financial support, do not receive international funding, as many obstacles exist that prevent the resources from reaching grassroots communities.

Apart from making use of Chinouya’s findings, this study documents not only AIDS-related caring work carried out by Christian women but indicates the way HIV affected them.

Gladys Mutangadura’s article entitled: How communities help families cope with HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe,” mentions church responses to AIDS-related orphan care needs in Manicaland. Mutangadura’s study focuses on 215 households selected from Marange district (rural) and Mutare (urban), in Manicaland. An important observation form the study is that at community level, people infected and affected by HIV including orphans identified clubs, burial societies, and churches as providers of essential financial and other material support. Mutangadura noted:

Of the three types, church-based support offered the most help by providing food, funeral expenses, clothing, and school fees to orphans. However, support from the churches is limited to church members, and
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those who benefit from it indicate that the assistance from it is inadequate and not consistent. The study is crucial in that it acknowledged a positive contribution to AIDS-related orphan care by church communities in Manicaland and also highlighted shortcomings like favouritism. Although not referring to specific church denominations, the findings provide important insights on the strengths and weaknesses of church led AIDS-care interventions in Manicaland province.

Nancy Carter highlights the work of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe in an article entitled, “United Methodists help save girls and women’s lives through school and literacy programmes.” The major focus of this report is to indicate the church’s initiatives at fund-raising towards meeting the material needs of women infected and affected by HIV and AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa, particularly in Zimbabwe. Carter notes that since 1995 the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe has assisted thousands of AIDS-related cases, assisted by the General Board of Global Ministries (GBGM), particularly through the health and welfare ministries and the United Methodist Committee on Relief. Brenda Wilkinson also pays tribute to efforts by the church in reaching out to the youth by reporting on a Zimbabwe Youth AIDS Conference held at the Chinhoyi Technical College in 2000. This became a national event which sought to provide an opportunity for youth to dialogue with the church’s leadership, government officials, and health professionals about HIV infections and AIDS for the first time in a peer setting. While these submissions are acknowledged, the articles only highlight a few things done by the United Methodist Church in responding to HIV. Nevertheless, the reported events and programmes were helpful to this study.


156 Carter, “United Methodist help save girls and women’s lives.”

1.7. Limitations and Delimitations of the Study

This section will deal with the limitations and delimitations of the present study. An appreciation of the limitations of the study is important in that it indicates the constraints faced and how they will be dealt with. In particular, delimitations explain the reasons for focusing on responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland.

1.7.2. Limitations of the Study

This study does not provide detailed coverage of responses to HIV and AIDS by the other churches, traditional healers, the government and non-governmental organisation. However, wherever possible the study acknowledges any interactions between the Roman Catholic, the Anglican and the United Methodist Church and others that responded to the epidemic within the same period. This is not meant to undermine any important work done by other players in responding HIV and AIDS. The focus of the present study is not to provide a detailed analysis of the history of the three churches as such but to examine their response to HIV and AIDS between 1985 and 2007. Access to the churches' regional, continental, and world bodies' response to the pandemic has been accomplished via the Internet and other publications. The major findings of the study were limited in a sense because they were drawn from samples of carefully, selected Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist parishes or congregations, church leaders and followers from Manicaland. It is practically impossible for this study to reach out to every parish, congregation, mission, district, school or church administrative unit. That being the case, the findings of the study have the likelihood of suffering from limitations linked to these and other practical constraints.

1.7.3. The Delimitations of the Study

The present study focused on the response of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and the United Methodist Church to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland from 1985 to 2007.
Historically, the three churches were among the oldest and largest Western missionary founded churches in Zimbabwe. Statistics on religious affiliation for 2001 indicated that over 70% of the population of Zimbabwe was Christian with 8.7% being Roman Catholics and 3% being Anglicans. The United Methodist Church had an estimated membership of 100,000 followers in 2009 countrywide with the majority coming from Manicaland. In 2004 the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare had an estimated membership of 128,120. It has to be noted that these statistics might not very accurate though they give a general picture of church membership. The main task of the present study is not to focus on church membership but analyse responses to HIV and AIDS holistically by these three churches. The researcher is aware that there are several other churches in Manicaland including the Seventh Day Adventist, United Church of Christ in Zimbabwe, Salvation Army, Presbyterian, Dutch Reformed, Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, African Methodist Episcopal, Zimbabwe Assemblies of God, and numerous African initiated churches and religious sects.

While the present study is aware of responses to HIV by Pentecostal churches in Zimbabwe, the present focus is restricted to the three identified churches. The response of Pentecostal churches to HIV and AIDS appeared much later than that of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland in particular and Zimbabwe in general. This trend is not unique to Zimbabwe. Prince et al. observed that mainline churches took up the challenge earlier, Pentecostal churches only began to revise their theology concerning HIV and AIDS from about 2001. Generally, in Zimbabwe Pentecostal and Apostolic churches started to officially respond to HIV and AIDS from 2004 onwards. For example, in September 2005, leaders of Apostolic churches launched a national HIV and AIDS policy.

Apart from banning polygamy, Bishop Xavier Chitanda of the Johane Masowe
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Church admitted that church members also experienced the scourge of HIV and AIDS and thus new theology was needed. In 2006, the Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe launched an HIV and AIDS policy. Key areas addressed by the policy were HIV prevention and the care of vulnerable groups including orphans and widows. A possible reason may be that previously, members of Pentecostal churches were less infected and affected by the pandemic compared to those from the mainline churches. Consistent with this assertion, Gregson et al. observed: —This could be because members of these churches were more likely than other people to follow teachings on avoidance of pre-marital sex and extra-marital sex and are therefore at lower risk of HIV infection.” At this present time, this research study may be one of a few that will provide a detailed analysis of HIV and AIDS-related responses by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland province in Zimbabwe within a historical perspective.

1.8. Research Methodology and Design

As a historical study, this research study will utilise the interpretive paradigm. This methodology will be used because the findings will be greatly influenced by subjectivity arising from understandings and views expressed by the participants under study. According to Martin Blanche and Kevin Durrheim, the interpretive paradigm is suitable in a situation whereby:

…the reality to be studied consists of people’s subjective experiences of the external world… and use of methodologies such as interviewing or participant observation that rely on subjective relationship between researcher and subject. This is characteristic of the interpretive approach, which aims to explain the subjective reasons and means that lie behind social action.
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The use of archival documents and oral interviews will be critical historical methods relevant in answering the research question. Archival documents and views expressed by interviewees were not to be taken at face value. This is because what has been written or spoken is subjected to selectivity and interpretation. As Jan Vansina has observed, “every person who speaks or writes chooses information, orders it, [and] colours it.”\(^{168}\) It was therefore important to obtain relevant documents, analyse interviews, and use the corroborative approach in the evaluation of all historical evidence.

This descriptive ethnographic study was located in the broad field of empirical qualitative research methodologies. Durrheim has argued that the qualitative research methods enable data to be collected in written or spoken language, and is analysed by identifying and categorising themes and thus states: “Qualitative methods allow the researcher to study selected issues in depth, openness, and detail as they identify and attempt to understand the categories of information that emerge from the data.”\(^{169}\)

The present research study has involved extensive travel in order to interview research subjects in their ordinary settings or home and work environment. In the same vein, archival research was carried out physically at selected research sites. Another key tenet of qualitative research methodology is its attachment to the real world where it takes place. Snape and Spencer stated: “qualitative research is a naturalistic, interpretative approach that is concerned with understanding the meanings which people attach to phenomena including actions, decisions, beliefs, values, etc. within the social world.”\(^{170}\)

The present study understands that HIV and AIDS is one of the major current health issues that deeply affects the lives of many Zimbabweans and thus such research is duly warranted. Research on responses to the HIV pandemic by church leaders and lay members from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland is a way of understanding meanings that people attach to the pandemic. Qualitative research methods are suitable for this study because of the descriptive nature of analysis that is based on the narratives of church leaders, their followers and

others who framed their stories of how the churches responded to the HIV pandemic. In line with this assertion, Linda Kalof et al. observed: “The emphasis in qualitative research is on individuals’ own interpretations of their experiences and studying what they say in detail.”\textsuperscript{171} While such personal experiences often possess strands of subjective material, the task is to carefully select and process those materials found relevant in addressing the research question. The combination of a literary study of church papers found in archives of selected churches and the use of interviews will enable the researcher to write a detailed description of church responses to HIV. Such studies were often affected by the biases of the researcher who needs to be aware of the fact that “one’s biases also cloud the picture, making impartial judgment extremely difficult.”\textsuperscript{172} It is indeed possible that the researcher’s analysis of findings might have been affected by his identity as an Anglican priest from Manicaland. The researcher is an insider to the Anglican Church, and an outsider to the Roman Catholic and United Methodist Church. In the researcher’s analysis of church responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland there is always a deliberate attempt to remain aware of the need to “take these biases into account when weighing the reliability of evidence.”\textsuperscript{173}

Within the Manicaland province, in 2004 the Roman Catholic diocese had twenty-six parishes including its mission stations,\textsuperscript{174} the Anglican Church had twenty-seven ecclesiastical units which, included parishes, mission districts and chapelries,\textsuperscript{175} and the United Methodist Church had five ecclesiastical districts with each having an average of twelve circuits.\textsuperscript{176} Samples were drawn from all the three churches because they were the object of the study and formed the “unit of analysis.”\textsuperscript{177} Six archival research sites were identified for data collection and these were chosen with the assistance of gatekeepers as well other logistic considerations. The map reproduced in figure 3 shows Mutare and some parts the province of Manicaland.

\textsuperscript{171} L. Kalof et al., Essentials of social research, (Berkshire: Open University Press, 2008), 80.
\textsuperscript{173} Benjamin, A student’s guide to history, 8.
\textsuperscript{174} Information was obtained from the Catholic Diocese of Mutare office at Drumfiad in Mutare, 7 May 2010.
\textsuperscript{176} Information was obtained from the United Methodist office, Zimbabwe East Annual Conference, Mutare on 11 May 2010.
\textsuperscript{177} Durrheim, —Research design,” 41.
Figure 3. Map of Mutare and parts of Manicaland
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A letter of introduction issued by the researcher's supervisor on behalf of the University of KwaZulu-Natal became instrumental in obtaining gatekeepers' permission to carry out the study (see Appendix VI). Three gatekeepers issued letters appealing to the clergy and laity to support the project, these being: Bishop Alexio Muchabaiwa of the Roman Catholic Church (see Appendix VII), Reverend Teddy Chigwanda on behalf of Bishop Julius Makoni of the Anglican Church (see Appendix VIII), and Reverend Sophirina Sign on behalf of Bishop Eben Nhiwatiwa of the United Methodist Church (see Appendix IX). Within the Roman Catholic Church's Diocese of Mutare the following sites were chosen: the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, St. Joseph's mission, Sakubva, St. Paul's Dangamvura, Triashill mission, Kriste Mambo and Nyahukwe and St. Simon Stock and St. Joseph's mission in Rusape. Within the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland research was conducted at: St. Cuthbert's Denzva, St. Matthew's Vengere, Holy Name Sakubva, St. Agnes Chikanga, St. Joseph's Samanga, St. David's Bonda and St. Bartholomew's Rusape. Data from the United Methodist Church was collected from Rukweza, Honde Valley, Old Mutare mission Centre, Africa University, Tsonzo, Hilltop and Rusape. Six archival research sites were identified for data collection and these were chosen with the assistance of gatekeepers as well other logistic considerations.

1.8.2. Primary Written Sources

Primary written sources in the form of unpublished church papers formed a critical part of the data used in this study. According to William Simpson, primary written sources are important in appreciating the past and thus define primary written sources as "simply the tracks left by our predecessors, and they are the raw materials out of which historians construct their accounts of the past. Without such sources there can be no History." While this might be a valid observation for this study, there is also a need to be cautious when utilising written church documents as primary sources. The advice of Edward Carr to be aware of the subjectivity of written documents including church papers and other documents is critical to this research. Carr stated:

No document can tell us more than what the author of the document thought—what he thought had happened, what he thought ought to happen or would happen, or perhaps only what he wanted others to think he thought, or even what he himself thought he thought.\textsuperscript{180}

While every effort was taken to ensure that documents were exposed to a rigorous process, the possibility of subjectivity cannot be ruled out. Each document will be scrutinised by looking for any statements or references that mention AIDS, HIV, HIV/AIDS and HIV and AIDS. All the documents used in the research have been acknowledged in the footnotes and for practical purposes it has not been possible to do the same in the bibliography. In the bibliography, the researcher grouped all the documents from the same archives together in one list, a method that is by no means a deliberate deviation from the norm.

The condition of church archives in Zimbabwe indicated that the systematic keeping of documents was a skill and practice that the churches still had to learn. Church papers such as minutes of parish council meetings, synod reports, annual conference reports, statements by church leaders and others are critical in tracing the responses to HIV. Matters of particular importance to the churches usually receive attention at parish or circuit council meetings, synods and annual conference sessions. Such documents become critical sources of data because they indicate the nature of responses to HIV at different levels of church structures. At Africa Synod House, Harare, the pastoral statements and letters issued by the ZCBC that mentioned AIDS, HIV, HIV/AIDS or HIV and AIDS were gleaned. In the early period (1985-1994) the number of statement was four. This was followed by the same number of statements in the middle period (1995-1999) and the statements increased to ten in the later period (2000-2007).

In the pastoral statements, the Zimbabwean Catholic bishops communicated their views on HIV and AIDS with members of the Roman Catholic Church and Zimbabweans in general. Reports on the work of the Roman Catholic Church diocesan HIV and AIDS project were obtained from St. Joseph’s mission, Mutare and others from St. Joseph’s mission, Rusape. Since 1992, the church’s Diocese of Mutare

launched an AIDS service organisation. This FBO became a specialised arm of Roman Catholic Church in responding to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland. Two weeks were also spent in the archives of the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mutare and St. Simon Stock, Rusape scrutinising minutes of parish council meetings for the period 1985-2007.

The study also relied on archives of the Anglican Church, where the researcher spent two weeks at Holy Name parish church located in Sakubva, Mutare. The diocesan archives disappeared in 1998 when Bishop Elijah Masuko retired. When the researcher visited Holy Name, the current parish council had resolved to burn all the old church papers and the current rector spared contents of four old files that contained rich archival material. At Holy Name the researcher went through samples of minutes of parish council meetings held between 1985 and 2007 looking for the words AIDS, HIV, HIV/AIDS and HIV and AIDS. The researcher carefully extracted the statements made at parish council meetings in response to HIV. These were duly analysed and used in the present work. Written correspondences between the parish and the diocese were accessed and include diocesan synod agendas, synod resolutions and reports, minutes of diocesan standing committee meetings, health commission reports, and bishop's circulars or Ad-Cleriums. The same process was applied at the archives of St. Matthew's parish church, Rusape where the researcher spent twelve days. The researcher's personal archives also contained papers issued by the diocesan office including synod agendas, Acts of the Diocese of Manicaland, circulars from the bishop, reports and programmes from the diocesan Lay Training Relief and Information Centre, and the Mothers’ Union guild. The documents covering the period 1985-2007 were also scrutinised using the same approach as mentioned above.

The official journals of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe are published annually and formed a critical resource in appreciating the denomination’s response to HIV. The journals usually contain the Episcopal address, a joint report by the district superintendents, annual conference resolutions, and reports by various church committees. Prior to 2000 the journals covered proceedings of the church’s single
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annual conference in Zimbabwe including Manicaland. Thereafter, journals have been issued for the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference (ZEAC) that mainly covers Manicaland. The visit by the researcher to the church archives at Africa University yielded only four journals for the years 1985, 1987, 1988 and 1990. The researcher networked with the church’s clergy including Reverend Andrew Mhondoro of Rusape who provided copies of the church’s journals covering 1983, 1984, 1989, 1991, 1992, and 1995. Also Reverend Samson Muzengeza of Rusape assisted the researcher with journals for 1993 and 1996, annual reports for 2000 and 2002 and other papers. The United Methodist Church’s Makoni-Buhera office in Rusape provided journals for 1994 and 2006 and various circuit reports that contained responses to HIV and AIDS. Hilltop Centre in Mutare is another research site where the researcher accessed a journal for 2004, a special “Centennial Session Report for 1997,” an annual conference report for 2000 and several other papers. A journal for 2007 was obtained from the church’s Mutasa-Nyanga district superintendent’s office in Mutare. Five weeks were spent gleaning journals, annual conference reports, and circuits’ minutes and reports.

The archives of FACT in Mutare and Rusape were also a focal point of this study. This became one of the earliest faith-based organisations to pioneer responses to HIV and AIDS in its work with churches. Data collected was not to be used to evaluate the FBO’s work, but to establish some idea of the collaboration or lack thereof between FACT and the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland. While archival research generated much of the data for the study, secondary published sources such as journals and books on HIV were also used. Publications with a focus on religious responses to HIV in Zimbabwe and Africa were read and used in writing the present study. Written sources on the Government of Zimbabwe’s response to HIV between 1985 and 2007 were seen as crucial in locating church responses to the pandemic. Some of the documents in this category include the National HIV/AIDS Policy for the Republic of Zimbabwe, (December 1999), publications by UNAIDS on HIV in Zimbabwe and many others as acknowledged in this present study. The World Wide Web (Internet) also proved to be a very useful tool in accessing some key documents and other valuable information that was instrumental in shaping the findings of the present study. Having established the
existence of written primary and secondary sources, the next challenge was that of selecting suitable information.

### 1.8.1. Primary Oral Sources

Primary oral sources in the form of semi-structured or in-depth interviews formed a crucial component of the present study in that they provide essential data in order to answer the research question and fulfil set objectives. An interview has been defined as a conversation, usually between two people. But it is a conversation where one person—the interviewer—is seeking responses for a particular purpose from the other person: the interviewee. In a historical study such as the one carried out by the researcher, interviews allow researcher’s access to the past, and thus can be used as oral history research tools. Denis has observed:

> Oral history, as we understand it, is the complex interaction between an interviewer and an interviewee about events of the past, which requires questioning, as well as listening, on the part of the interviewer. This encounter shapes the story.

Apart from a few interviews carried out by others as acknowledged in the thesis, the researcher personally conducted the rest of the interviews. While the researcher knew some of the interviewees, with others it was a first encounter. The ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ dynamics of research in conducting interviews is critical for the interview process. Norman Blaikie warned of this challenge among social science researchers and advised: The choice is between either maintaining a professional distance from the research participants or becoming thoroughly immersed in their social world.

With the researcher being the interviewer, the success of each interview process rested on the researcher’s ability to control the interview situation in order to elicit
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data. Such crucial data has been used to fill in gaps of information that were not addressed by the written sources.

Data generated from interviews has flaws because perceptions vary with each interviewee’s memory. It became crucial for the researcher to be aware of the reality that interviewees are also social beings, formed in interaction, reproducing and also altering the societies of which they are members. Literate or illiterate, we are our memories.” As a consequence, the views expressed by interviewees cannot be taken as objective reality but as a narrative of what people chose to speak about including the way they said it. There are dangers in treating interviewees as mere objects without feelings or memory. According to Elizabeth Tonkin, interviewees should be regarded as individual tellers, who have to remember, reconstruct, order and direct their own recollection and sometimes do so with better or worse success.”

Psychologically, interviewees might be confronted with questions of what information is important for the interviewer and thus selectively divulge what they said. During research interviews, “people remember what they think is important, not necessarily what the interviewer thinks is most consequential.” The researcher’s task has been that of probing interviewees to tell their experiences of church responses to the HIV pandemic mainly in local area settings and within the Manicaland province.

The study uses purposive sampling in which sampling depends not only on availability and willingness to participate, but that cases that are typical of the population are selected.” Church leaders and their followers, including a few other informants, were selected after the researcher established that they were likely to possess relevant insights on how the churches responded to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland (1985-2007. Kevin Durrheim and Desmond Painter suggest that purposive sampling is a suitable method for use in a qualitative study whereby
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researchers — typically work with — and actually prefer — small non-random samples of information rich cases that they study in depth.\textsuperscript{190} The snowballing method of sampling was then used in conjunction with leads from gatekeepers and other respondents.\textsuperscript{191} In the second phase, formalities of explaining the purpose of the study and the value of the interview were discussed.\textsuperscript{192} The researcher had to discuss with each one of the interviewees the use of the following documents: the Interview Themes Guide (see Appendix I), the Interview Guiding Questions or Schedule (see Appendix II), the Consent Form (see Appendix III), and the Interview Release Agreement Form (see Appendix IV). Interview themes and the interview research questions served as guides. Some flexibility was often made in order to deliberately accommodate each of the interviewees‘ experiences.\textsuperscript{193}

Between August 2010 and April 2011, the researcher conducted fifty-six interviews all of them being with adult male and female respondents (see list in the section on Bibliography of this study). There were twenty-seven male and twenty-nine female participants whose age range was between thirty and seventy-eight years. A total of fifteen participants were drawn up from the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland and has been constituted by a bishop, two priests, and twelve laity. The interviewees were chosen from the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, St. Paul’s Dangamvura, Triashill mission, Kriste Mambo with St. Thomas Nyahukwe, and St. Simon Stock. Within the list of lay people one was a nurse-in-charge at St. Joseph’s mission hospital in Mutare. Two females and one male had been involved in AIDS-related home-based care. Outside Manicaland the researcher also interviewed Ted Rogers, a Jesuit priest, who was one of the pioneers in spearheading church responses to HIV in the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe and southern Africa. Rogers also led national ecumenical HIV interventions between the late 1980s and mid-1990s.

The highest number of interviewees has been drawn up from the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland. The nineteen participants include a retired bishop and his wife, four
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priest and thirteen laity. Bishop Sebastian and Ruth Bakare were leaders of the Anglican Church in Manicaland between 1999 and 2006 and were therefore critical for the study in appreciating HIV interventions at leadership level. An interview transcript for Ruth Bakare has been included in the appendices (See Appendix V). The four clergy were all male since the Church of the Province of Central Africa (CPCA) of which the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland was part did not ordain females to the priesthood. One of the clergy worked in the church’s relief and development office since 1985 and thus could have been familiar with how the diocese responded to HIV during the entire period covered by the study. Within the sample, the other participants included eight women and four males. One of the eight women has worked as a senior matron at the church’s St. David’s Bonda mission hospital since 1980. Three of the women interviewees were involved in home-based care within the communities where they lived. Interviewees were identified from the following sites: Holy Name Sakubva, St. Matthew’s Vengere and St. Bartholomew in Rusape, St. Cuthbert’s Denzva, St. Agnes Chikanga, St. Joseph’s Samanga, St. David’s Bonda mission, and the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist. The contingent of interviewees from the Anglican Church was more than the others because of the existence of gaps of information not addressed by data from archival sources.

A total of fourteen interviewees were solicited from the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe all of them from Manicaland. One ordained senior female pastor represented the church’s bishop. Two of the interviewees are senior male pastors who were already in the ordained ministry of the church by 1985. Out of the four remaining males, one is a medical doctor serving at Old Mutare mission hospital since the mid-1990s. Two out of the seven laywomen participants had been involved in home-based care and one worked with the church’s youth, and OVC. All the interviews were conducted at the participants’ places of either work or residence. Interviewees were drawn up from the following centres: Hilltop United Methodist centre, Mutare urban, Old Mutare mission, Tsonzo circuit (Mutasa), Rukweza (Makoni), Vengere in Rusape, and Chitombo in Honde Valley (Mutasa).

It was also important for the study to enlist the voice of Dr. Geoff Foster, founder of FACT whose insights from working with churches in Manicaland could enrich the findings. Similarly, an officer from the same FBO but based in Rusape was
interviewed. An interview was also conducted with Vuyelwa S. Chitimbire the executive director of ZACH. The researcher chose to interview senior medical personnel one each from St. Joseph’s mission hospital (Roman Catholic in Mutare urban), Old Mutare mission hospital (United Methodist and peri-urban) and St. David’s Bonda mission hospital (Anglican and rural) all being affiliates of ZACH. Three officers from the National AIDS Council (NAC) with one based at the Manicaland provincial office in Mutare and two serving at Mutare urban and Makoni district offices respectively were interviewed for their input (see Appendix X). Finally one medical doctor from Rusape had to be interviewed as a way of eliciting insights on an overview of State and church responses to HIV in Zimbabwe in general and Manicaland in particular. Information that is relevant to the study was also obtained informally through other oral sources and email communication as acknowledged in the thesis.

It has not been intention of the study to intentionally interview HIV positive people as a way of avoiding the probability of causing possible harm. The focus of the present research study is not to seek HIV and AIDS status of participants but to concentrate on the response of Christian communities particularly from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches. Interviewees were informed of the use of a digital recorder and given the option to have the interview in English or Shona. The researcher is conversant in both English and Shona languages and is familiar with the geography of Manicaland from which he hails. On the day of conducting each of the interviews the researcher had to carefully go through the interviews themes for a second time as well as the consent and interview release agreement forms. Before the commencement of the interview session, interviewees voluntarily signed the consent form as a way of authorising the interview process to ensue. By giving consent the interviewee also authorised the use of the interview by the researcher and as well as others thereafter. At the end of each interview session the interviewee also signed a release agreement form authorising the researcher to use the interview responsibly and deposit it in a safe place where it will be used by other researchers.
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The researcher made all the interviewees aware of the regulations and also informed them that based on signing a release agreement form the digitally recorded interviews were to be taken to the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. In oral history if there are no anticipated chances of possible harm, after giving their consent, the participant’s names may be mentioned and acknowledged in the text unless they have requested that it should be otherwise. Consistent with this practice, Paul Thompson has observed: “Perhaps more importantly, a licence to quote the informant is implied by the consent to be interviewed.” None of the participants declined to have their names stated in the text and all proudly expressed the opinion that their names be mentioned and openly acknowledged in the present study. It is under these circumstances that names of interviewees have not been hidden in the text of the present work. The digitally recorded interviews have been deposited at the Alan Paton Centre and Struggle Archives that houses the Sinomlando Interview Catalogue at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, Pietermaritzburg campus.

1.8.2. Data Analysis

Following the collection of large volumes of data generated from primary written and primary oral sources, the researcher analysed the data qualitatively. Data analysis has been done with the purpose “...to transform information (data) into an answer to the original research question.” The study seeks to answer the research question by analysing all relevant data as it came in and gradually build up into a volume of substantial size. This is in line with the observation that qualitative analysis of data is “...an on going process starting from the time that the field work begins.” Similarly, Sotirios Sarantakos has also observed that qualitative analysis “...occurs in a cyclical continuous process that goes through data reduction, data organisation and interpretation.” The approach is suitable for the present study because each unit of data obtained from either primary written and primary oral sources could be analysed. Another reason for the researcher's use of this approach is that data collection and
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data analysis occurred simultaneously. This approach has also been supported by Kalof et al. when they made the following observation: “Since the goals of qualitative research are often to understand underlying meanings or describe experiences or phenomena in-depth, data collection, sampling, analysis and interpretation are typically done simultaneously.”

The present study used the interpretive analysis strategy in which data analysis depends on the researcher’s ability to develop a deep understanding and sound knowledge of the available data. Blanche et al. observed that, “the key to doing a good interpretive analysis is to stay close to the data, to interpret it from the position of empathic understanding.” While a number of interpretive styles existed, the study adopted the immersion or crystallisation style. This style requires the researcher to become thoroughly familiar with a phenomenon, carefully reflecting on it, and then writing an interpretation by relying on one’s intuitive grasp of what is going on rather than any particular analytic techniques.” In order to answer the research question, the researcher had to be familiar with what emerged from primary written and oral sources. Furthermore, the researcher reflected on the themes and patterns of response that developed within each church and compared this data with the other churches. While Sarantakos has identified three steps in interpretive data analysis: data reduction, data organisation and finally, interpretation, a comprehensive approach as discussed by Blanche et al. was finally used. The latter identified and discussed five steps to be followed in interpretive data analysis: familiarisation and immersion, inducing themes, coding, elaboration, and finally, interpretation and checking.

Firstly, the researcher critically scrutinised field notes by reflecting on the data to understand what took place in relation to church responses to HIV and AIDS. This was followed by the researcher having to develop deep knowledge of intricate details of the data, which led to some efficiency in identifying and locating specific issues. A process of developing themes followed. Some of the emerging themes include: AIDS
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and immorality, Government's policy on the use of condoms and the spread AIDS, AIDS as witchcraft, the churches denied existence of AIDS, the churches stigmatised PLHIV, condom use being unacceptable to Christians married couples, Christians' ignorance of causes of AIDS, churchwomen most affected by AIDS, women provided AIDS-related care, the churches helped orphans, the church had limited resources, Government's failure to help, and AIDS assistance from donors. Inducing themes enabled the researcher to analyse responses to HIV by each of the three churches separately and later producing a comparative analysis. The coding of data was carried out by using marks and symbols to further isolate different sections of the data as being instances of, or relevant to, one or more …themes.”

Themes were explored closely again to ensure that sections of the text were further streamlined and thus elaborated upon. The researcher did some reflection on the data at this stage to establish any prejudices, instances of emotional distress, as well as how the researcher's personal involvement in data collection might lead to creating the interpretation.”

1.9. The Structure of the Study

The study is structured according to a chronological order with three parts respectively focusing on the early years (1985-1994), the middle years (1995-1999) and the later years (2000-2007). Between 1985 and 1994 generally this phase was marked by denial, stigma, and discrimination of people infected by the pandemic. At the institutional level, the ZCBC was the first to come out openly to issue a statement on AIDS in 1987. In 1989 a collective statement issued by some church leaders followed this. In 1990 and 1991 the annual conference session of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe adopted a resolution allowing for the use of condoms to prevent HIV in the context of marriage. The Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare launched an AIDS-related home-based and OVC care organisation. The churches' healthcare centres complemented the State public health system through the provision of ordinary treatment to people who showed signs of having contracted HIV. Between 1995 and 1999 the State's introduction of economic reforms made access to public...
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health unaffordable to most citizens. Many sick people were forced to seek services provided by church healthcare institutions. While in 2000 the state invited the churches to partner with the government in responding to HIV and AIDS, further socio-economic decline was exacerbated by political turmoil. Between 2000 and 2007 the withdrawal of state donors meant that the churches had to carry the burden of responding to the HIV pandemic.

**Chapter 1:** This chapter will introduce study. The key issues of focus will include an outline of the research study, a statement of the research question and hypothesis, the rationale for the study, and the research problem and objectives. The conceptual and theoretical frameworks will also be discussed. A survey of existing literature on HIV and AIDS in Africa, Zimbabwe and Manicaland will be analysed. Limitations and delimitation of the study will also be outlined and finally, a section on methodology will be included.

**Chapter 2:** This chapter will focus on important background issues. These include a discussion of AIDS in the context of other earlier epidemics, the African AIDS pandemic and the Zimbabwean context, an overview of the Zimbabwean State policy framework on HIV and AIDS, the State’s funding of HIV interventions, and the State’s delayed involvement in home-based care. A periodisation of HIV responses in Zimbabwe will also be provided in order to indicate and locate where church interventions fit in. A summary of the chapter will form the conclusion.

**Chapter 3:** This chapter will cover the findings of the study in the early years (1985-1994) by discussing the responses of to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican United Methodist Church. The work of Ted Rogers and the ZCBC will be highlighted, followed by HIV an overview of the interventions by the Roman Catholic Church’s Diocese of Mutare. The section on the Anglican Church will discuss the high levels of denial and stigma at the level of its diocesan leadership as well as among its grassroots church members. The same trend will be observed within the United Methodist Church. Finally, the chapter will conclude by offering a summary and comparative analysis of church responses during the period 1985-1994.
Chapter 4: In this chapter the research will focus on responses to HIV and AIDS by all the three churches in the middle period (1995-1999). The chapter will highlight advocacy statements issued by the ZCBC and the effects of a moralistic stance towards HIV prevention found common among all the three churches. HIV interventions by the three church denominations will be discussed. A brief discussion will be given on the decline of AIDS denial and AIDS-associated stigmatisation when church communities gradually became involved in AIDS care at a time when State funding of healthcare declined due economic reform programmes The chapter will conclude with a comparative synthesis of the responses to HIV by all the three churches in the period.

Chapter 5: This chapter will discuss the three churches’ response to the HIV pandemic in the later period (2000-2007). The discussion will also focus on the work of the churches in responding to HIV and AIDS within a further declining socio-economic environment at the height of the political tensions in Zimbabwe. Details will be given of the HIV interventions under all the three churches, which were expanded, with increased use of tangible and intangible resources held by Christian communities. The chapter will also indicate how church leaders have understood HIV and AIDS in moralistic terms and how some parishes increased their involvement in carrying out HIV interventions. Finally, a comparative synthesis of the responses to HIV by all the three churches will be provided.

Chapter 6: The last chapter forms the summary and conclusion of the study. It will pay attention to the effects of HIV and AIDS on church institutions, HIV and AIDS and the churches’ discourse, church-related HIV and AIDS interventions and the conclusion. The ramifications of the study and areas for further research will finally be suggested.
CHAPTER TWO

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF HIV AND AIDS IN ZIMBABWE

2.1. Introduction

The main purpose of this chapter will be to provide some background understanding to the HIV and AIDS pandemic in Zimbabwe. In particular, the chapter will discuss HIV and AIDS in the context of earlier epidemics including cholera and influenza due to there being both similarities and differences between AIDS and earlier epidemics. As the HIV pandemic is also a historical phenomenon, responses to earlier epidemics have a bearing on various church responses to AIDS. This will be followed by an exploration of the African AIDS epidemics as they relate to southern Africa in general and Zimbabwe in particular. The major benchmarks in State responses to the pandemic in Zimbabwe including relevant Government legislative policies and funding models of State HIV interventions will be highlighted. A brief analysis of AIDS-related home-based care will also be included with the purpose of locating the place of church institutions in providing these services.

An important task of the study is to locate church responses to HIV and AIDS within a specific historical period stretching for twenty-two years. A brief overview of the history of all the three churches will also be included. They each have parishes, mission centres, schools and healthcare centres in many parts of Manicaland. Issues of individual church polity will be highlighted in order to inform their responses to HIV and AIDS which will be discussed later.

2.2. AIDS in the Context of Other Earlier Epidemics

Generally speaking, the reaction of the public to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe is somewhat similar to the way society has responded to earlier epidemics that affected
African communities. Rosenberg suggests that epidemics such as AIDS are a social phenomenon and have a dramaturgic four-fold form and thus observed: “Epidemics start at moment in time. Proceed on a stage limited in space and duration, following a plot line of increasing and revelatory tension, move to a crisis of individual and collective character, then drift towards closure.” At the onset of an epidemic, there is the presence of denial and stigma. As the epidemic progresses people accept it and eventually develop solutions. Kenneth Doka has linked AIDS to four great epidemics. He notes that the epidemics have included the diseases of bubonic plague or Black Death (sixth and thirteenth centuries, 1894-1902), the influenza disease (1918-1919), and their intermittent epidemics, as well as outbreaks of such diseases such as yellow fever, typhoid and cholera. Black Death or the bubonic plague is an earlier epidemic that has been discussed in detail in the light of HIV and AIDS. A major characteristic of an epidemic is that it kills vast numbers of people. For example, between 25-75% of the population of Western Europe perished as a result of the bubonic plague from 1337 to 1350. The same epidemic claimed the lives of 13 million people in Eastern Europe between 1918 and 1922.

Georg Scriba discussed the plague in Martin Luther’s time and compared Luther’s reaction with contemporary responses to HIV and AIDS. Scriba notes that Black Death was an epidemic that ravaged Europe, beginning in the middle of the fourteenth century and continued throughout the late Middle Ages to the middle of the seventeenth century. It is estimated that some twenty million Europeans lost their lives due to this epidemic. The way in which society in general and religion in particular has responded to earlier epidemics has a bearing on the responses of Christian communities to HIV and AIDS. There are in fact a number of similarities between the behaviour of those infected by Black Death and PLHIV. As Luther stated:
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Some keep it a secret that they have the disease and go among others in the belief that by contaminating and poisoning others they can rid themselves of the plague and so recover. They enter streets and homes, trying to saddle children or servants with the disease and thus save themselves. So these folks infect a child there, a woman there, and can never be caught.\textsuperscript{210}

The initial response of society including Christian communities to the plague in sixteenth-century Western Europe was one of panic and confusion with some people choosing to minister to the needs of the sick while others fled to nearby cities.\textsuperscript{211} The public response to a pandemic five centuries ago indicates that such diseases were held in dread because of the massive effects they wielded on families, communities and society in general. Doka noted: “These diseases wiped out families and communities. They profoundly altered social institutions. They were epochal events that altered the very course of history. The bubonic plague provides many examples of this.”\textsuperscript{212}

In Africa, sub-Saharan Africa is one of the regions worst affected by HIV and AIDS in that it wiped out entire families and communities and left behind a trail of orphans. According to The 2008 report on the global epidemic, in 2007 sub-Saharan Africa had twenty-two million PLHIV, which was two-thirds of the global total of thirty-three million.\textsuperscript{213} The origin and nature of the virus primarily determined the character of the African epidemic. In addition, the epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa has also been shaped by multitude of circumstances that took place, often with routes far back in the past.\textsuperscript{214} Among the factors identified are: (a) its demographic reach, referring to the expansion of Africa’s population in the twentieth century due to advance in medicine; (b) advances in transport and human mobility; (c) gender inequalities; (d) the widespread prevalence of sexually transmitted infections, the lack of male circumcision, as well as the lack of economic opportunities for women and the disparity between age of partners; (e) the presence of poverty, and the blame for the pandemic based on class. Poor women were at high risk because they had fewer
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options to use condoms with elderly men. As a result, poverty was seen as an effective incubator.\footnote{Iliffe, \textit{The African AIDS epidemic}, 61, 62, 63.}

The denial of HIV and AIDS by society has been seen to be similar to earlier responses to the Black Death. Doka has observed that society was not ready to accept that pathogenic agents caused Black Death. Instead, there was a perception that the disease was, —...divine punishment for heresy’s sin and vice. ...In any case, the plague spurred a populace away from medicine, which seemed so unhelpful, to the church, which would now minister to body and soul.”\footnote{Doka, \textit{Aids, fear and society}, 5.} Similarly, Rosenberg noted that the moralisation of an epidemic is a historical phenomenon:

> For most previous centuries that framework was moral and transcendent; the epidemic had to be understood primarily in terms of man’s [sic] relationship with God; consolation was grounded in submission to the meaning implicit in that framework.\footnote{Rosenberg, \textit{Explaining epidemics}, 282.}

The present research study will illustrate that church leaders and lay members of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland tended to understand HIV and AIDS in moralistic terms. Indeed, statements issued by the church leaders during the period under review often pronounced that immorality was the main factor that fuelled the spread of HIV.

The public response to the plague in sixteenth-century Western Europe showed a mixture of reactions. One of the most common reactions was that of blaming Black Death on others. This tendency to blame others is also manifest during the HIV and AIDS era. Similarly, as in the time of Black Death, a pattern of apportioning blame on others became a hallmark of AIDS denial and stigma. As Scriba observed:

> Within the church HIV and AIDS was often seen as a punishment from God for the sins of mankind [sic], and the clergy called for a moral regeneration of society against immoderate eating and drinking, immoral sexual behaviour, excessive luxury, and congregants were called to repentance.\footnote{Scriba, –\textit{The 16th century plague},” 68-69.}
Apportioning blame was not only confined to the churches, but was also common among members of the general public. At the time of Black Death, ‘others’ were seen as being responsible for causing or spreading the disease. In line with this assertion, Scriba stated:

There were also those who believed that the spread of the disease was caused by the outcasts of society, the beggars and the poor or the Jews (in the case of Germany), and popular fury would turn against them. They were accused of poisoning the wells and in some areas, were massacred for that.219

Doka also traced the links between social conditions and the spread of pandemics and linked the bubonic plague to the massive entry of refugees into Europe during the sixteenth century.220 In the past fifty or so years, southern Africa, including Zimbabwe, has experienced wars of liberation and various situations of political unrest that have led to the vast movement of refugees. Within Zimbabwe, the large movement of people due to the war of liberation during the 1970s, as well as the most recent socio-economic strife, has fuelled the spread of HIV. The rise of cholera that devastated parts of Europe in the nineteenth century was blamed on poor countries because cholera existed where sanitation was poor. As a result, the poor suffered disproportionately. As in AIDS, the victims were blamed for their own fate.221

Whatever the situation, apportioning blame for the disease has had an adverse effect on those interventions aimed at the eradication of the epidemic. During the bubonic plague, the resentment and hatred by those who succumbed to the epidemic towards the authorities was rife. Authorities were suspected of either developing the disease or facilitating its spread. The denial of the epidemic among certain classes of people during the time of the bubonic plague might have certain parallels with that of AIDS in Zimbabwe. In Poland for example, at the national level there was often talk of death from a short illness and blame was placed on the doorstep of strangers. Physicians were accused of seeking to kill the poor including in the US and the rest of
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Eastern Europe.\textsuperscript{222} The responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist Church could also have been affected by blame.

Apart from drastically reducing the population of Europe, in the time of the Black Death epidemic — some villages became depopulated and eventually disappeared, and several towns declined substantially.\textsuperscript{223} Similarly, the devastating effect of HIV made the Shona speaking people of Zimbabwe to give different labels to AIDS. Consistent with this assertion, Aquilina Mawadza observed: −One of the words used to refer to HIV/AIDS in Shona is \textit{mukondombera} which means ‘plague.’…AIDS in Shona is \textit{shuramatongo}, which means an ‘abandoned homestead, a cursed place, or a scene of catastrophe.’\textsuperscript{224} Earlier epidemics including Black Death devastated individuals and families and in a similar fashion AIDS claims the lives of spouses and parents, sexual partners and HIV-positive children. While however Black Death was a disaster for some, to survivors it brought benefits, including a rise in wages, a drop in house rental prices and in the cost of food.\textsuperscript{225} Similarly, it could be stated that HIV and AIDS interventions by the churches in Manicaland have attracted huge amounts of foreign funding. As a result, the AIDS \textit{industry} has become a large employer of people who work in AIDS-related service organisation including NGOs, churches and FBOs.

While epidemics throughout history were often eradicated through collective interdicts, differences in the understanding of HIV and AIDS, especially among the religious and medical fraternity has undermined progress in responding to epidemics. Consistent with this observation and in relation to the cholera epidemic of 1832, Rosenberg showed that, −.the picture of a consistent if occasionally awkward coexistence between religious and rationalistic or mechanistic styles of thought was characteristic of mid mid-nineteenth-century Anglo-American society.\textsuperscript{226} Measures taken to deal with the cholera epidemic were similar to responses to HIV and AIDS. The experience of the city of Florence was typical of many others in the control measures that were introduced and widely used across the rest of Europe. These
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included: (1) the rigorous policing of human movement from plague-infested regions; (2) the compulsory burial in special pits of those who had died from the plague and the destruction of their personal belongings; (3) isolating the sick in pest houses and the quarantining their families; (4) introducing special taxes to provide free medical services and food for people in isolation; (5) providing subsistence to those whose livelihoods had been wrecked. Lessons from Luther's time indicate that some members of the Christian community, as well as those of general public cared for people who were attacked by diseases. In a similar way, the present study sought to investigate the way the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland responded to HIV and AIDS.

Responses to epidemics also possess a history of different degrees of collaboration or the lack thereof between the various churches and the State. The present study reveals that the open use of condoms as prophylactics became one of the contentious issues upon which religious leaders disagreed with the State. The churches blamed the Government of Zimbabwe for encouraging sexual promiscuity. Rosenberg notes that such disagreements were historical and were consistent with those of responses to earlier epidemics:

During the first decades of this century, for example, public health workers who urged the use of condoms and prophylactic kits to prevent syphilis met some of the same kind of opposition their successors in the 1980 faced when they advocated distributing sterile needles to intravenous drug user.

Similarly, it should also be stated that some church leaders from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland could be viewed as 'heroes' for promoting abstinence and faithfulness as the only means of reducing HIV transmission. Generally, either not having sex at all or practising safe sex can reduce the spread of sexually contracted HIV. The present research study will indicate that Christians did not speak with one voice on the matters of HIV prevention including the prophylactic use of condoms. While the State and some FBOs including the

churches in Manicaland carried out HIV interventions, there were always a number of limitations. Hence, according to Rosenberg this trend is historical:

AIDS has, in particular, forcefully reminded us of the difficulty of providing adequate care for the chronically ill in a system oriented disproportionately towards acute intervention—and of the complex linkages between disease categories, hospital policies, and reimbursement formulas.\(^{229}\)

Consequently, the present study is a historical analysis of church responses to HIV within the socio-economic context of Zimbabwe. In the section that follows attention will now be drawn to the AIDS epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa

### 2.3. The AIDS Epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa

In 2001, twenty years after the first AIDS-related case in the US, the majority of countries in sub-Saharan Africa had generalised HIV epidemics. UNAIDS states that, a generalised HIV epidemic is an epidemic that is self-sustaining through heterosexual transmission. In a generalised epidemic, HIV prevalence usually exceeds 1% among pregnant women attending antenatal clinics.\(^{230}\) The spread of HIV in Africa has mainly been through heterosexual transmission, unlike the situation in the US and Western Europe where homosexual transmission has the most prevalent means. Consistent with this observation, in their 2004 publication Sonja Weinreich and Christoph Benn provide the following data on HIV transmission in Africa: 87% heterosexual, 10% mother to child, 2% blood transfusion, 1% intravenous drug use and almost 0% homosexual.\(^{231}\) Anne Buvé has shown that in four countries of Africa including Madagascar, Mauritius, Somalia and Senegal the HIV prevalence rate in pregnant women was 1% or less. …In the countries with generalise epidemics the HIV prevalence in the adult population ranged between 1.6% in the Gambia and 38.8% in Botswana.\(^{232}\) In sub-Saharan Africa, Zimbabwe appeared to be one of the
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countries in southern Africa where the estimated percentage of adults (15-49) living with HIV rapidly escalated from 5-10% in 1984, reaching 20-36% between 1989 and 1999.\textsuperscript{233}

In an overview of the HIV epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa, in 2002 UNAIDS reported that in 2001 approximately 3.5 million new infections occurred, 28.5 million people were living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa, fewer than 30,000 people having benefited from antiretroviral drugs, and the number of children orphaned by AIDS in the region was at 11 million.\textsuperscript{234} The Arab North has been spared of high level of severity of the African HIV epidemics. At the end of 2001, the estimated number of PLHIV in North Africa together with the Middle East was only 500,000.\textsuperscript{235} Comparatively, southern Africa remained the hardest hit area in Africa and topped the world list of HIV prevalence. Buvé noted: “In seven countries of Africa, including Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe, at least one in five adults is infected with HIV and all of these countries are in southern Africa.”\textsuperscript{236}

This has been further confirmed by statistics of HIV prevalence among pregnant women from southern Africa who attended antenatal clinics during the period 1997-2007. The statistics cited here are not current but serve to give a picture of the situation in different countries as recorded then. Swaziland and Botswana had a HIV prevalence rate of 30%, followed by Lesotho and South Africa at slightly below 30%, Namibia on 20% and Mozambique and Zimbabwe at 15%. On the contrary, in Ethiopia, the rate dropped from 14% in 1997 and to 9% in 2005, whereas in Kenya the rate dropped from 14% to 5% in the same period.\textsuperscript{237} This was in further contrast to the situation in West Africa. HIV prevalence in Côte d’Ivoire dropped from 10% in 2001 to 5% in 2005, Burkina Faso experienced a HIV prevalence decline from 6% in 1997 to 2.5% in 2006. In the same period, Ghana had been fluctuating between 2.5%
and 4%, and in Senegal it has been stable at an average of 1.5% in 1997 to 1% in 2004.\textsuperscript{238} It should be noted that these figures only serve to illustrate certain trends and thus have not been given detailed scrutiny.

Iliffe is one of a few authors who provide crucial insights on the African AIDS epidemic. While the origin of HIV is beyond the scope of the present research study, Iliffe used the work of scholars including Luc Montagnier, Elizabeth Bailes \textit{et al.}, Nathan D. Wolfe, William M. Switzer \textit{et al.}, Daniel Candotti and Claire Tareau \textit{et al.} to trace the origins of AIDS to the African soil. This is linked to the collapse of European rule in Africa especially Leopoldville, present day Kinshasa in Belgian Congo, as far back as 1959.\textsuperscript{239} For example, Montagnier, whose laboratory first identified HIV, connected it to the death of an American men in 1952, a Japanese Canadian who died in 1958, an African woman who died in 1958, a Haitian American who died in 1959, a sexually active American youth who died in 1969.\textsuperscript{240} Therefore, AIDS could have existed invisibly on the African continent since 1959. In line with this observation, Caraël also stated:

Tests, which were later carried out on stored blood, confirmed the presence of the virus in central Africa from the end of the 1950s, both in rural and urban areas. But it is likely that the epidemic of the infectious AIDS virus, the human immuno-deficient virus HIV, began towards the idle or ends of the 1970s and then slowly spread through several continents amongst the most vulnerable populations.\textsuperscript{241}

Within sub-Saharan Africa, the AIDS epidemic could have existed without being noticed and has therefore been described as a silent killer. It is for that reason that Iliffe stated that the African AIDS epidemic is "especially dangerous to human life, makes it difficult to check, ensures that it does not burn itself out...has given the AIDS epidemic its unique character."\textsuperscript{242}

An overview of the African AIDS epidemic by Iliffe indicates that HIV-1 first became an epidemic during the 1970s in western equatorial Africa, its place of
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Countries in that region include the Democratic Republic of Congo, Central African Republic, Congo, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and Cameroun. The epidemic spread eastwards to Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania and Kenya, before taking a southward move towards Zambia, Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, South Africa, Botswana and Namibia. Later HIV and AIDS penetrated the western part of Africa. Epstein has concurred with Iliffe and Caraël’s observations but further argues that AIDS reached the Bukoba-Kagera region of Tanzania from West Africa in the late 1970s and quickly spread to Rwanda, Kenya, Burundi, Uganda, Zambia, Tanzania, Malawi and Zimbabwe. In Africa, AIDS was first identified in Zaire (present day Democratic Republic of the Congo) in the early 1980s as Brooke Schoepf noted: —AIDS was diagnosed among Zairians in Europe in 1983.” In 1984 the epidemic had spread to other African countries including Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Togo, Zambia, Cameroon, Congo Brazzaville and Zimbabwe. Kocheleff, writing on personal day-to-day experience with the epidemic states that in 1983 clinicians in Burundi discovered strange occurrences of what appeared to be AIDS as had been recently described in the United States. Malawi appears to be a unique case because AIDS-related sickness was discovered in the Karonga region of the country in 1982.

In Zimbabwe’s southern neighbour, South Africa, HIV was detected in 1982 reportedly —in a white homosexual air steward who had probably contracted the disease in New York. …Blood specimens from 200 homosexual men in Johannesburg in 1983 later showed that 32 were already infected.” Though first identified in a male foreigner from the Democratic Republic of Congo, HIV could have been in existence within South Africa among heterosexuals in 1985. Consistent with this assertion, Iliffe observed: —The first African in South Africa definitely known to have suffered from HIV was a man from DR Congo who apparently sought treatment early
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in 1985.”\textsuperscript{253} Within the Southern African Development Community (SADC), social-political and economic interdependence has a long history. Economic factors account for high levels of migration in which adult males from Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia (as well as Swaziland and Zimbabwe) migrate to South Africa and Botswana in search of work opportunities. While this has the unintended effect of fuelling the spread of HIV, \textquoteleft\textquoteleft This risk is not new and it was recognised before the emergence of HIV.\textquoteright\textquoteright\textsuperscript{254} Other than regional factors, a unique set of conditions within a given space seems to fuel the spread of HIV in a particular country or locality. Denis further elucidated upon this by stating:

\begin{quote}
AIDS develops in a territory which, for generations, has been marked by gender questions, political relations, class conflicts and racial tensions which determine or, or at the very least, explain the particular paths which the epidemic follows.\textsuperscript{255}
\end{quote}

The transition from an agrarian and rural based economy to a modern urbanised economic system could have led to increased HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa. In many of the cases, married males live separately from their spouses. Some husbands who move to urban areas in search of jobs usually leave wives in rural areas and this gives way to concurrent sexual relationships especially among male spouses. Epstein has observed that the AIDS epidemic in Africa has been triggered by rapid social and economic transmission \textquoteleft\textquoteleft from an agrarian past to a semi-urbanised present. …The resulting upheavals in social life have generated an earthquake in gender relations that has opened wide channels for the spread of HIV."\textsuperscript{256} Similarly, Iliffe focused on Zimbabwe as a specific case and observed: \textquoteleft\textquoteleft In Zimbabwe a similar oscillating pattern had grown up in the colonial period as men maintained land rights and families in the communal reserves while working in mines and cities."\textsuperscript{257}

African HIV epidemics could also have been fanned by transactional sex. In support of this assertion, Epstein has argued that transactional sexual relationships were encouraged by income inequalities among males and females and \textquoteleft\textquoteleft the exchange of
money and gifts gives men a sense of ownership over a girlfriend’s sexuality.”

Therefore, generally in Africa the low status of women in society exposed them to risks of contracting HIV and this had negative influence on HIV prevention.

According to The 2008 Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic, in Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania, “two thirds HIV-infected couples were serodiscordant, that is only one partner was infected. Condom use was found to be rare.” While sex work has also been identified as one of the modes of HIV transmission in the epidemics of sub-Saharan Africa, this has less influence on HIV prevalence in southern Africa. The HIV and AIDS pandemic in Zimbabwe has not mainly been driven by sex work but by other forms of sexual intercourse that include marriage. The same report indicates that Zimbabwe experienced “substantial HIV transmission during sexual intercourse unrelated to sex work.” Within African epidemics, generally the HIV prevalence among females is higher than in males. A survey of HIV prevalence in 15-24 year olds for the period 2005-2007 revealed that Zimbabwe was in third position for both, with females at 11% and males at 4%. Swaziland was at the top of the list with 23% for females and 6% for males, followed by South Africa with 17% for females and 4% for males. The least was Senegal, where the figures were below 1% for females and less than 0.5% for males.

Globally, the HIV epidemics in Zimbabwe, South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Zambia and Kenya, all from Africa, indicate a bleak future as Denis stated:

In the seven countries where the average rate of HIV prevalence in adults who are sexually active exceeds 20%, the projections for the 2010-2015 period are terrifying: the number of deaths multiplied by three, life expectancy reduced to the age of thirty, and level of infant mortality almost doubled.

The trend in Zimbabwe indicated that in February 1986 patients suspected to be suffering from AIDS-related illness were already dying of the pandemic in Livingstone, a town south of Zambia just across the Victoria Falls town in Zimbabwe.

---
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It is therefore possible that the silent epidemic had penetrated Zimbabwe some time before, although perhaps three or four years later than Zambia and Malawi as the virus was carried southwards.\textsuperscript{263} Surveys carried out to establish the earliest possible data on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe show that the first cases of AIDS and aggressive Kaposi’s sarcoma were diagnosed in 1983.\textsuperscript{264} It appears that not much was said and done by the State until two years later in 1985 when blood was screened for the first time. Meanwhile, a young HIV epidemic in Zimbabwe indicated a general north to south pattern of movement. Consistent with this assertion, Bassett and Mhloyi observed: Within Zimbabwe, data support a north-to-south spread. In 1985, for example, 3\% of blood donors in the northern city of Harare were seropositive, compared with 0.05\% in the city of Bulawayo, to the south.\textsuperscript{265} Iliffe also supports the same view and used HIV tests done at the district hospital at Hurungwe in Mashonaland West province which showed that the number of those who tested HIV positive between 1986 and 1988 increased from 16 to 292 people. The HIV prevalence for Harare escalated from 10\% in 1989 to 18\% in 1991 and reached 32\% in 1995. Manicaland, in particular the city of Mutare, located on the border with Mozambique and along the Harare-Beira corridor, experienced a similar phenomenal increase in HIV prevalence reaching 37\% by 1997.\textsuperscript{266}

Zimbabwe is one of the countries in southern Africa whereby the AIDS epidemic rapidly escalated from an estimated 5-10\% in 1984 to 20-36\% in 1994 the number of adults in the 15-49 years range living with HIV.\textsuperscript{267} Another source indicates estimates of HIV prevalence of ages 15-49 to be 0\% in 1983, 12\% in 1991 reaching 25\% in 1995.\textsuperscript{268} The figures illustrate that at least a quarter of the economically active citizens aged 15-49 years were living with HIV. Meanwhile, in Zimbabwe, unemployment rate increased phenomenally from 18\% in 1982 to 60\% in 1999 nationally.\textsuperscript{269} A report
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by the USAID, *Zimbabwe HIV and AIDS Health Profile* published in September 2008 stated that Zimbabwe experienced an increase in the adult population of PLHIV from 10% in the early 1990s to 36% by 1997.270 The cumulative AIDS cases for the period between 1988 and 1997 indicated that Manicaland had 7,050 PLHIV; Harare had 11,776 cases, Bulawayo, 7,751 cases, Mashonaland West, 7,447 cases and in Masvingo, 7,335 cases. The breakdown according to gender for Manicaland showed that 3,890 PLHIV were male, 3,125 were female and 35 were unspecified.271 Nationally, the overall picture of HIV prevalence rate was about 29% by 1997.272 HIV prevalence in pregnant women indicated that Manicaland had the highest rate of 53% of women infected in 1997.273 The HIV prevalence rate stabilised and gradually took a downturn from 1999 and made Zimbabwe one of the first African nations to witness such a trend.274

The USAID statistics are higher than those of WHO and Mirjam van Donk. These discrepancies could be due to underreporting and over-reporting of incidence of HIV by both the State and private laboratories in Zimbabwe. According to the NACP, under-reporting was caused by laboratories which carried out HIV tests and did not report the figures to the MOHCW. Furthermore, some doctors feel that it is no longer necessary to send patients for HIV tests as the symptoms themselves are enough to indicate that a patient is HIV positive.275 The statistics from antenatal surveillance in Manicaland could be a reliable indicator of HIV prevalence bearing in mind the fact that generally; in Zimbabwe antenatal visits facilitate regular contact between pregnant women and healthcare centres. However, because testing for HIV was voluntary, there could have been cases of under-reporting. The 1997 estimates of HIV prevalence in Zimbabwe by the WHO, UNAIDS and UNICEF, having been shared with the national AIDS programmes for review and comments, indicate a low limit of 28%, a high estimate of 31% and an adult HIV prevalence of 29%.276
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In 2001 Zimbabwe had one of the worst HIV pandemics in the world. With a total population numbering 11,500,000, the number of PLHIV was estimated at 1,500,000 people nationally in 2001. The adult HIV prevalence was at 25.06%, the number of AIDS-related orphans was at 900, 000 and that of AIDS-related deaths was at 160,000. Zimbabwe ranked third position in the sub-region after Botswana and Swaziland with an adult HIV prevalence of 35.8% and 25.25% respectively. However, the decline of new HIV cases nationally from 29.3% in 1997 to 15.6% in 2007 occurred. Gregson et al. observed that in rural Manicaland, HIV prevalence in attendees at antenatal clinics dropped from 21% in the period 1998-2000 to 15% in 2003-2005, and in men, HIV prevalence fell from 19.5% to 16.5% in the same period. A number of factors accounted for the decline in HIV prevalence that included:

...substantial reductions in the proportion of individuals particularly men reporting non-regular partners...low proportion of men having sex without condoms with regular partners...earlier increase in condom use contributed to a fall in the HIV incidence.

Economic meltdown led to a reduction in opportunities of travel and entertainment in a context whereby —HIV incidence was associated with poverty in men—especially young men—from 1998 to 2003 in Manicaland, Zimbabwe.” However, the findings from the study by Gregson et al. were quite unclear on how churches contributed towards the subsequent reduction in the spread of HIV.

The Government of Zimbabwe embraced the —Millennium Development Goals,” an initiative of the United Nations launched in 2001. Goal six is critical for the present study as it spells out the commitment by the global family of nations to halt the spread of AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis by 2015. Furthermore, in 2001 member states of the United Nations signed the —Declaration of Commitment on HIV and AIDS,” and
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in 2006 the member states, including Zimbabwe, signed the ―Political Declaration on HIV and AIDS,‖ as a pledge towards ―taking extraordinary action to move towards universal access to HIV prevention, treatment, care and support in 2010.‖

2.4. Overview of the State's Responses to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe

This section will mainly focus on State key policy issues in response to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe between 1985 and 2007. It will also explore models of funding of HIV interventions used by the Government of Zimbabwe and indicate why churches became a critical player in public AIDS-related care.

2.4.1. Brief Survey of State Policies and HIV Interventions

The NAC and MOHCW noted that HIV transmission showed that 84% of HIV cases were contracted through sexual transmission, mainly heterosexually, 15% was through mother to child transmission and 1% through other means including blood contact. This appears to have concurred with findings by Weinreich and Benn as stated earlier above. In 1985 the State in Zimbabwe declared that all blood be screened before transfusion as a way of stopping the spread of HIV. The National Blood Transfusion Service launched a new programme of screening all blood donated by sources across the country before it was availed to those in need. While the move was positive, there were some limitations. One of the major setbacks is that results of blood tests were not released immediately to blood donors. There was a long period of waiting before blood donors were informed of their HIV status. This move was misleading to the public because it created the impression that receiving contaminated or HIV positive blood is the only way of contracting HIV, which did not prove to be the case. Potential blood donors also became scared of donating blood in fear of being informed of their HIV status.

---
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The governments of some African countries including Zimbabwe were also quite secretive about AIDS-related deaths. Marta Zaccagnini mentioned that African governments such as in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 1983 and in Zimbabwe in 1987 instructed doctors not to mention AIDS on death certificates. In Burundi, in 1985, the Ministry of Health prohibited a research team from presenting results of the investigation on HIV and AIDS at a conference in Brussels, and blocked publication of the findings in a medical journal. Apparently, the State in Zimbabwe was secretive about HIV and AIDS since the new ‘disease’ threatened the viability of the tourism industry. A respondent, Dunmore Kusano, a medical doctor who trained in Zimbabwe in the late 1980s stated that ‘the government’s fear of losing potential tourists was a case of complicity in denying HIV and AIDS. In fact many of the people who died from AIDS-related diseases had pneumonia, TB2, or resistant malaria stated as the cause of fatality.’

Public policy statements on HIV issued by the State in Zimbabwe were important in locating and dating the responses of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland to HIV and AIDS (1985-2007). For example, in 1987 the State established the National AIDS Co-ordination Programme (NACP) whose mandate was to spearhead national responses to the HIV and AIDS. The programme initiated a short-term plan (1987-1988) and the main objectives being ‘public awareness of HIV/AIDS, and training of health personnel in different aspects of HIV/HIV prevention and control.’ The State acknowledged that the problem of HIV and AIDS continued to grow at an alarming rate with 1.5 million people having contracted HIV and more than 400,000 people having developed full blown AIDS at the end of 1998. While the figures continued to rise, there is a perception that the Government was in a state of panic and denial. An interviewee, who was at that time training as a medical doctor at the University of Zimbabwe, mentioned that the public medical personnel and the Government of Zimbabwe at large were generally shocked.
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by HIV. Another medical doctor, Tendai Manyeza, stationed at Old Mutare mission hospital, also made a similar observation.

In Zimbabwe the first years of the pandemic witnessed the quarantining of PLHIV because the members of the general public were afraid of contracting HIV. A study on home-based care in Zimbabwe between 1986 and 1990 observed that: “Anyone suspected of having the disease [AIDS] was isolated into ‘high care’ quarantine units as AIDS was considered a highly contagious disease.” A general observation is that between the early 1980s and mid 1990s ordinary Zimbabweans were quite sensitive about exposure to and contact with people suspected of living with HIV. In a study carried out in South Africa, Niehaus also encountered elements of exaggeration among his subjects and noted:

In addition to sexual intercourse, they believe, HIV could be spread by touching others; sharing eating utensils, cutlery and toilets; breathing the same air; nursing a sick person without using latex gloves; or by merely coming into contact with his or her germs, saliva and blood, especially if one had a wound.

The nature of AIDS as a slow killer made PLHIV to be seen by family members and other carers as being a burden and also dangerous. HIV has a long incubation period lasting between five and twenty years, and has the effect of draining resources including money and food among others. Being HIV positive and having full-blown AIDS were also considered as ‘shameful’ conditions and stigma led to isolation or separatism. The incubation period of HIV varies since others take a long time as carriers of the virus before they develop full-blown AIDS.

It is important to understand the nature of HIV transmission in Zimbabwe as it had an influence on the methods of prevention of HIV transmission that were adopted by the State as well as churches. A study conducted by Lisa Garbus and Getrude Khumalo-
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Sakutukwa based at the University of California San Francisco, ranked all three known modes of HIV transmission in Zimbabwe thus:

The epidemic is driven largely by heterosexual transmission, which accounts for 92% of infections; mother to child is also an important factor, accounting to 7% of infections. Transmission via blood transfusion is rare: Zimbabwe was one of the first countries in the world to implement universal screening of blood and the selection of all voluntary, low-risk donors. Transmission via men who have sex with men is probably underestimated, given the Government’s fervent antihomosexual stance.298

The findings appear to differ slightly but generally concur with those already cited above. The Government of Zimbabwe took the position that: “Condoms are effective barriers to viruses, including HIV. However, condoms are not 100% effective. To maximise effectiveness, condoms must be used correctly and consistently with all sexual partners.”299 In 1993 the National AIDS Co-ordination Programme’s publication, AIDS questions and answers, identified three major ways by which HIV was spread namely: sexual transmission, mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT), and blood transmission. The Government’s approach to the prevention of HIV appeared pragmatic by recommending one sexual partner, consistency in condom use, and avoidance of contact with contaminated blood.300

Zimbabwe launched its first medium term plan (MTP1) on HIV and AIDS covering the period 1988-1993. The new plan aimed at increasing HIV prevention activities through motivating appropriate behaviour change among specific population groups, counselling and caring for people with HIV [PLHIV] and monitoring the epidemic through epidemiological surveillance.”301 In 1994 National AIDS Co-ordination Programme repeated the same message as spelt out in its earlier booklet but further emphasised that contracting sexually transmitted HIV could be prevented by taking the following steps:

299 NACP, AIDS questions and answers, 22.
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301 MOHCW, National HIV/AIDS policy, 1. See also NAC, Zimbabwe HIV and AIDS national strategic plan, 2.
By not having sex at all. This is the surest way to avoid HIV infection...by having sex with one faithful, lifelong, uninfected partner. This will ensure that neither partner is infected. By using a condom every time you have sex. Condoms, if used properly protect you from HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases.\textsuperscript{302}

While some church leaders did not disagree with the State on the importance of preventing the spread of HIV, the present study will demonstrate that church leaders appeared uncomfortable with the State’s policy to openly encourage condom use. For example, some church leaders attacked the State’s policy of exposing young people to information about sex and condoms as well as making condoms appear to be the only way of reducing the spread of HIV.\textsuperscript{303}

The second medium term plan (1994-1998) had three objectives laid down as the reduction of: (1) transmission of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STI), (2) personal and social impact of HIV/AIDS/STI, and (3) socio-economic consequences of the epidemic.\textsuperscript{304} A special arm was established to specifically work on a national HIV and AIDS policy under the leadership of a national interdisciplinary and intersectoral task force together with seven expert groups. This initiative culminated in the first national HIV and AIDS policy for Zimbabwe that was launched at the end of 1999.\textsuperscript{305} Little was achieved by the State in reducing HIV prevalence and AIDS mitigation. Escalation in AIDS-related deaths appears to have pressurised the Government of Zimbabwe to incorporate other players including churches, civic organisations, and the business community in forming a multisectoral approach to HIV interventions. Up to this point, any HIV interventions carried out by churches or FBOs were done without statutory instruments. The churches and FBOs launched home-based care and AIDS-related orphan care interventions without proper guidelines from a legislative policy framework.

Some of the key tenets that the national policy sought to address were as follows: (a) that HIV and AIDS is a serious public health, social and economic problem affecting the whole country and requiring to be addressed as a major priority through
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appropriate individual and collective actions; (b) that access to information and behaviour change are cornerstones for the prevention and control of HIV and sexually transmitted infections; (c) that human rights and dignity of all people irrespective of their HIV status should be respected and that avoidance of discrimination against HIV positive people should be promoted. Special consideration needs to be attached to HIV and AIDS and the responsibility to protect oneself and others from infection should be upheld by all people including PLHIV; (d) that providing care and counselling is essential in order to minimise the personal and social impact of HIV and AIDS; (e) that sensitivity to gender and commitment to promoting equality should be integrated into the different policies; (f) that research should be an integral part of the effort to combat HIV; (g) that a supportive environment at every level of society will enhance the response to HIV and AIDS by individuals, families and communities, and (h) that an appropriated national AIDS coordination and advocacy framework was essential to oversee further policy development, implementation and coordination.  

The present study might not provide further intricate details regarding the policy but it is important to highlight that the Government gave the impression that responses to HIV and AIDS by churches were significant. At the launch of the national HIV and AIDS policy in December 1999, President Robert Mugabe stated that a coherent and sustained multi-sectoral approach supported by State and civic leadership at all levels of society became critical in containing the pandemic. Apparently, all sectors were called upon to consider HIV and AIDS as a priority and integrate it into their planning and programming. This became a positive move in confronting the pandemic. The churches were identified as part of the contingent of actors expected to lead the way in preventing the spread of HIV and AIDS mitigation. The National HIV and AIDS policy document stated:

The national strategy against AIDS calls for a broad-based multi-sectoral response, through the proposed National AIDS Council [NAC] by Government ministries/departments, the private sector, non-governmental organisations, the churches, communities, community
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based organisations including support groups for people living with HIV/AIDS, the media and international collaborating partners.\textsuperscript{308}

From then henceforth the State in Zimbabwe expected church responses to HIV to be streamlined by being an integral part of a multi-sectoral approach.

The inclusion of churches and other players in a multi-sectoral collaboration could have meant that the State valued HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by some of the churches and would thus support such work. However, the present study indicated that churches encountered multiple challenges arising from the State being suspicious of the churches’ agenda in carrying out HIV interventions. It has to be noted that not all churches were represented in the multi-sectoral collaboration with the Government. A fraction of leaders of church denominations that own healthcare centres and churches involved in HIV and AIDS-related programmes were drawn into the multi-sectoral collaboration. At national level a few church leaders were nominated into the new structure and clergy and medical personnel from church-led healthcare centres also incorporated at both the provincial and district levels.\textsuperscript{309} Representatives were drawn from the Zimbabwe Council of Churches of which the Anglican and United Methodist churches were part.\textsuperscript{310} The Roman Catholic Church through the ZCBC together with the Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe was also included in the multi-sectoral collaboration at different levels.\textsuperscript{311}

The Zimbabwe Government took fifteen years before formally integrating church-based HIV and AIDS interventions into a multi-sectoral collaborative strategy. From 1985 onwards responses to HIV and AIDS by churches were not officially recognised by the State. While this appeared to be the case, a number of FBOs including churches were already involved in the response to HIV and AIDS. For instance, in Manicaland FACT in Mutare established AIDS-related care interventions in 1987,\textsuperscript{312} and the Roman Catholic Church project was launched in 1992.\textsuperscript{313} The State’s new drive was underpinned by a need to ensure that HIV and AIDS interventions by
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different players were planned, monitored and evaluated systematically. To accomplish this goal, the National AIDS Council (NAC) was created by an act of parliament in 1999 and it started functioning in 2000.\textsuperscript{314} The responsibility of this council entailed the development of a national strategy, coordinating, monitoring and evaluation of HIV interventions under the supervision of a national board.

The NAC has a thirteen member national board drawn from various sectors including PLHIV. The President of the Republic of Zimbabwe in terms of the National AIDS Council Act Chapter 15.14 of 1999 appoints members of the board for a three-year term.\textsuperscript{315} Ten provincial AIDS committees each representing Manicaland, Mashonaland East, Mashonaland Central, Mashonaland West, Midlands, Masvingo, Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South, and the cities of Harare and Bulawayo have been established. A total of 120 district AIDS action committees have been created from sixty-six administrative districts. This was followed by the launch of 1,839 ward AIDS action committees and each village has a village AIDS action committee.\textsuperscript{316} These structures were set to assist with the coordination of HIV and AIDS interventions at different levels and the council plays an overall managerial and coordinating role. Thus, the council is meant to work with government, development agencies, local authorities, NGOs, civic society, community based organisations (CBOs), faith-based organisations (FBOs), donor agencies, and communities to implement the national response.\textsuperscript{317}

The national HIV and AIDS policy for Zimbabwe also upholds the rights and dignity of all PLHIV including their right to confidentiality.\textsuperscript{318} However, within that policy, space has been provided to allow medical personnel to disclose a patient's HIV status to a third party such as a spouse/partner and care giver if there were critical reasons.\textsuperscript{319} The policy also declares that HIV and AIDS is a public health issue and calls upon society to value marital integrity and sustainability stable family unions. In that
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regard, the policy tasks churches and civic society to assist the Zimbabwean society to respect and uphold the institution of marriage. The policy also addresses barriers faced by women and young people in seeking treatment for sexually transmitted infections (STIs), advocacy in the proper use of male and female condoms, as well as PMTCT. The State became involved in PMTCT programming on experimental basis in 2001. According to the UNAIDS, in 1998 PMTCT was initially found to be effective in resource-poor settings and was thus recommended for implementation globally. Consequently, the World Health Organisation (WHO) issued recommendations for the use of ARV drugs for PMTCT in 2000 and the United Nations (UN) promoted a comprehensive approach to PMTCT in 2002. The launch of PMTCT in Zimbabwe soon followed the recommendations by the WHO and the UN. However, low access to ARVs locally remained a hindrance.

Another aspect discussed by the policy is that comprehensive, cost-effective and affordable care should be made accessible to PLHIV. The churches were identified as providers of care together with other role players including the community, and traditional health practitioners. AIDS-related care for PLHIV became critical at a time when the poor could hardly afford to purchase AIDS drugs. The churches were expected to provide counselling services as well as psychosocial support, encourage people in general to go for voluntary testing and counselling (VCT), and informed consent to HIV testing. The churches were also seen to be in a strategic position in encouraging couples envisaging marriage or already in matrimony to routinely go for VCT. Spouses were also encouraged to share results with each other. The policy also took a gendered approach by according equal status to males and females, called them to respect each other’s sexuality, and spelt out that all HIV and AIDS programmes should be gender sensitive. Finally, the policy provided for public
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access to accurate information and education about HIV/AIDS/STI. In 2006, the National AIDS Council launched the “Zimbabwe National Behavioural Change Strategy for Prevention of Sexual Transmission of HIV, 2006-2010.” Churches and FBOs were integrated into the strategy in which they were to make input.

The national behaviour change strategy is underpinned by the principle that in Zimbabwe, HIV in is predominantly transmitted heterosexually. The framework assumes that between 80% and 90% of infections were due to sexual transmission; hence the emphasis on safe sexual behaviours becoming the key strategy to HIV prevention. The new blueprint acknowledged the critical role that churches could play in influencing sexual behaviour change and has thus stated: “An enabling environment for behavioural change will be created through involvement of religious, traditional and administrative leaders as advocates and role models in responsible behaviours such as faithfulness in marriage and openness about one’s HIV status.”

Apparently, the present study will seek to indicate the extent to which the churches in Manicaland either embraced or refuted the prophylactic use of condoms in addition to the abstinence and be faithful messages. The National AIDS Council also acknowledged the role of churches in denouncing cultural practices that increased people’s vulnerability to HIV and AIDS:

Umbrella bodies of faith-based organisations made concerted declarations of the church’s disapproval of risky traditional practices. This is a major development in the fight against this source of risk. The church is uniquely positioned to create new norms in this area in support of behavioural prevention.

Gradually, the churches had a role in addressing cultural practices that exposed people to the risks of contracting HIV including multiple sexual partners, polygamy, dry sex,
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girl pledging, widow inheritance, and sexual abuse of sister-in-law by males known locally in Shona as chiramu.\textsuperscript{333}

\subsection*{2.4.2. The State’s Funding of HIV and AIDS Interventions}

The capacity of the Government of Zimbabwe to make resources available for HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation programmes was affected by economic downturn that hit the nation from the mid-1980s through to the 1990s and peaked in the years 2000-2007. For example, the gross national income per capita in Zimbabwe dropped from US$10, 523 in 1985 to US$395 in 2000.\textsuperscript{334} Poverty among ordinary citizens escalated and was exacerbated by rapid unemployment. Van Donk observed: "By the end of 2002, an estimated three out of four (74\%) people were expected to live on less than US$2 a day. Unemployment has also increased phenomenally over the years from 18\% in 1982 to 60\% by 1999."\textsuperscript{335} Meanwhile, the Government of Zimbabwe’s foreign bred economic reforms launched in 1991 had negative effects on the State’s funding of the public sector and led to cuts in healthcare service provision. A report issued by Irish Aid made the observation that the new economic policy led to:

\begin{quote}
...the introduction of cost recovery measures, which meant that hospitals were expected to charge market related tariffs for their services to all people. The cumulative impact of the resulting neglect of non-productive sectors such as health, was a serious decline in the quality of health services and shortages of essential drugs.\textsuperscript{336}
\end{quote}

The poor, including PLHIV were left with limited options and thus resorted to using church healthcare centres whose rates were generally affordable.\textsuperscript{337} The churches could also access essential drugs through external funding and contacts.

After the controversial economic reform policies of the 1990s, worse was yet to come. The Government’s land invasions from 1999 and the rise in political intolerance gave
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way to economic contraction, disintegrating public services, runaway inflation, and widespread public discontent.”

Furthermore, the redistribution of land by the State might have been of benefit to some local emerging black farmers but the initiative appears to have yielded more economic challenges than benefits. The withdrawal of international donors from the provision of financial support towards public infrastructure including healthcare services exposed PLHIV to untold hardships and misery. As Stephen O’Brien observed:

As the post 1999 political and economic crisis progressively unravelled, the international donors withdrew funding or channelled development assistance through means other than the State. …Certainly, overall AIDS funding to Zimbabwe decreased.

Without foreign donor support, HIV and AIDS interventions under the State in Zimbabwe became quite minimal. As O’Brien has shown, external support including the Global Fund remained the largest funding source for AIDS-related programmes. In 2005, AIDS funding indicated that US$103,052,437 was obtained from external sources in comparison to US$10 million raised from the local AIDS levy.

While the Government committed itself to play a leading role in mobilisation of resources, the socio-political climate in Zimbabwe in the period 2000-2007 had negative consequences for HIV and AIDS interventions. The State had very limited options and therefore was forced to establish a local fund known as the National AIDS Trust Fund (NATF) in 1999. This AIDS levy was to be:

…the first of its kind in the region, a unique strategy under which all employed persons in Zimbabwe are levied an additional 3% tax on their taxable income. The fund was meant to finance the operations of the National AIDS Council and key HIV and AIDS interventions.
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Funds from the AIDS levy were prioritised for: (a) Purchase of ARVs by the National AIDS Council's and financially support the HIV and AIDS activities carried out by Zimbabwe National Family Planning and the MOHCW, (b) direct funding of the Basic Education Assistance Module (BEAM) for payment of school fees, (c) funding of projects proposals submitted by army, prison services, the churches, and (d) procurement and distribution of AIDS-related care materials.\textsuperscript{344} In sum, the AIDS levy in Zimbabwe aimed at providing holistic funding for HIV and AIDS interventions at national, provincial, district and ward levels in areas that included prevention, mitigation, care, treatment, capacity building, co-ordination and research.\textsuperscript{345}

Revenue from the AIDS levy could not sustain national HIV and AIDS interventions because of mismanagement and this affected its capacity to assist people infected and affected by HIV. Consistent with this observation, van Donk stated that there were general complaints that the AIDS levy in Zimbabwe encountered administrative challenges. The fund’s problems could have been exacerbated by the public’s limited knowledge of the existence of such funds to the extent that most vulnerable groups remained unassisted.\textsuperscript{346} While the intention of the fund appeared to be quite noble, the failure by National AIDS Council to cope with overwhelming demands amid economic decline became apparent. The State was aware of this and thus had to admit:

\begin{quote}
Nonetheless, the ultimate sustainability of the levy is determined by the overall state of the economic environment. Hyperinflation and a significant increase in unemployment levels inevitably reduce the income obtained from such a levy.\textsuperscript{347}
\end{quote}

Given this situation, in which the AIDS levy could only assist limited numbers of people in need, churches were faced with the reality of responding to the needs of PLHIV and OVC. The failure by the State to adequately meet its obligations to the

\textsuperscript{344} Prisma, ICCO and Woord Daad, \textit{A survey on HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe}, (September 2007), 12.
\textsuperscript{345} Madzingira, \textit{The Zimbabwe National AIDS Levy Trust},” 17.
\textsuperscript{346} Van Donk, \textit{Development planning and HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa},” 141. See also, Kaseke and Dhemba, \textit{Zimbabwe country report},” 12.
\textsuperscript{347} Madzingira, \textit{The Zimbabwe National AIDS Levy Trust},” 31.
Zimbabwean citizenry left the churches with few options and that included outsourcing of resources to fend for HIV interventions.

Between 2000 and 2007, the socio-economic and political history of Zimbabwe had an effect on people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. The attention of the Government shifted from social responsibility for the majority of the poor citizens to other non-essential priority areas. For example, Tabona Shoko of the University of Zimbabwe observes that from 1999 onwards the politics of land in Zimbabwe ignored the plight of those infected by HIV and AIDS and therefore exacerbated the problem. The trend was common with historical responses to infectious diseases as noted by Myron Echenberg who stated: "Historical responses to infectious diseases have followed a general pattern characterised by denial, blaming the victim, arbitrary use of state power, and criticism of allegedly negligent official authorities." Generally speaking, in Zimbabwe the state's funding of the public health sector including HIV and AIDS interventions was far from being adequate. The study will observe that non-governmental players including the churches carried out HIV and AIDS interventions in communities reeling under poverty and therefore the churches filled in an important gap.

In 1996 the Government of Zimbabwe required all NGOs to register under the Private Voluntary Organisations Act. This was repealed by the NGO Act passed into law in December 2004. The NGO Act stipulated that all organisations involved in community development, charity, relief, human rights, gender awareness and environmental protection register with the NGO board. At least one representative from NGOs working in the field of HIV and AIDS was appointed to the twenty-six-member board largely dominated by the State. Following the passing of the NGO Act into law, the number of home-based care programmes operated by NGOs

---

including churches dropped drastically from 500 in 2001 to only 120 in 2007. The underlying motivation of the NGO Act was understood as being to curtail the influence of NGOs on Zimbabwean politics:

The Act also gives the Government sweeping powers to interfere with the operations of any NGO in Zimbabwe. …Under the Act, the Zimbabwean NGOs were prohibited from receiving any foreign funding to engage in human rights work.

The NGO Act made it compulsory for churches to declare having received foreign donor funding and later this was actually done through the State's central bank. The State also closely monitored HIV and AIDS interventions under NGOs including those that were operated by churches. While the State did not appear to have adequate financial resources, the churches used external links to outsource resources. With this, the churches had to complement and almost replace the State's healthcare system. The case of the Government's inability to launch and sustain home-based care interventions early as discussed in section 2.5 that follows immediately below is a relevant illustration. While this was the case, the churches appeared to be willing to assist communities infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.

2.5. Brief Overview of AIDS-Related Home-Based Care in Zimbabwe

Home-based care in Zimbabwe existed prior to the AIDS era and has been used in other situations where patients need such support. According to the WHO, home-based or long term care can be defined as: “Activities undertaken for people requiring care by informal caregivers (family, friends and neighbours) by formal caregivers, including professional and auxiliaries (health, social and other workers), and by traditional caregivers and volunteers.”

The present research study uses this definition of home-based care. Prior to and soon after independence from British rule in 1980, home-based care in Zimbabwe focused on people who were physically or
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mentally challenged and the terminally ill.\(^{356}\) In this regard home-based care appeared not as a new practice and therefore preceded HIV and AIDS specific situations. A study by Irish Aid indicates that within Zimbabwe, the caring for HIV positive people at home is connected with six evolutionary stages that the epidemic went through as thus: (1) the silent epidemic (1980-1985), (2) the medicalisation, sensationalisation and moralisation of HIV (1986-1990), (3) the rise of advocacy, care and support groups (1991-1995), (4) the expansion of care and support (1996-2000), (5) the storm of home-based care (2001-2005) and (6) the period of hope for HIV positive people due to increased accessibility of antiretroviral treatment (2006-2007).\(^{357}\) The present research study follows this categorisation and uses it to analyse AIDS-related home-based care interventions by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland (1985-2007).

The emergence of home-based care within the context of the AIDS pandemic in Zimbabwe is a new phenomenon that has been associated with the ever-increasing number of people in need of care. Therefore, AIDS-related home-based care was born out of necessity. At the national level, Batsirai group, an NGO formed by former health workers of Chinhoyi general hospital in Mashonaland West province in 1988, started the first publicly known AIDS-related home-based care initiative.\(^{358}\) The presence of migrant labour working on farms and mines in Mashonaland West could have given rise to high rate of HIV infection in that region. This was similar to findings from Catherine Campbell’s study on HIV and migrant miners in South Africa.\(^{359}\) A similar programme launched by the FACT in Manicaland in 1990 followed after the home-based care initiative under Batsirai.\(^{360}\) Within the Roman Catholic Church, the Catholic Diocese of Chinhoyi set up an FBO, Catholic Health Care Commission in 1991.\(^{361}\) In the same year, the civic community in Gweru formed

---

\(^{356}\) HDN and SAAIDS, *Caring from within: Key findings and policy recommendations on home-based care in Zimbabwe*, Harare (2008), 16.
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the Midlands AIDS Service Organisation whose HIV interventions included home-based care. The Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare launched an AIDS-related home-based care project in Manicaland in 1992. In the same year the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Harare founded Dananai Home-Based Care at Murambinda mission hospital, Buhera district, also in Manicaland.

The State identified AIDS-related home-based care to be a crucial intervention as espoused in the National HIV/AIDS policy for the Republic of Zimbabwe (December 1999). The general outlook indicates that some individuals, communities, churches, FBOs and NGOs entered the fray ahead of the State. Apparently, the Government of Zimbabwe’s national HIV and AIDS strategic plan identified AIDS-related community home-based care as a crucial intervention much later. Auxilla Chimusoro of Masvingo province, Zimbabwe, became one of the few individual who pioneered support for PLHIV through home-based care. Chimusoro is reported to have openly declared her HIV-positive status in 1989 and subsequently formed up to fifty AIDS care and support groups in Masvingo and other parts of Zimbabwe before her death in 1998. Whereas the State could not fund AIDS-care in consistent and sustainable ways, Chimusoro mobilised community members to form support groups for the care of PLHIV and used non-governmental resources. AIDS-related home-based care became a critical intervention at a time when PLHIV were discharged from State hospitals where tariffs were charged at market rates.

The delay by the Government of Zimbabwe to recognise and financially support home-based care interventions made some churches fill in an important gap in public health for which the Government was responsible. Many rural mission hospitals took over the burden of AIDS-related care in Zimbabwe and this became the case in some countries of southern Africa. Consistent with this assertion, Sue Parry has observed that: rural mission hospitals record an increasing burden as patients are discharged
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from urban health facilities to return to their homes in rural areas.”\(^{369}\) Similarly, Chitimbire stated: “The patients who were discharged from public hospitals in towns and cities sought healthcare services from mission hospitals and clinics mainly located in rural areas.”\(^{370}\) Chitimbire’s sentiments were not in isolation of opinions expressed by other informants on this subject.\(^{371}\) The drop in state funding of public health in general also adversely affected healthcare centres belonging to churches in Manicaland. However, “besides receiving state grants under the mission section of the MOHCW, church healthcare centres still had the advantage of obtaining medical supplies through foreign donations directly and through ZACH.”\(^{372}\) This was different from the situation at the healthcare centres under the State and local government authorities countrywide.

The location of churches within communities placed them in a precarious position whereby members of the community lived with expectations of some support towards PLHIV including home-based care."\(^{373}\) A decrease in the number of organisations involved in home-based care noted in the period 2000-2007 could have made it extremely difficult for role players providing home-based care services. According to Irish Aid, the effects were disastrous:

The health sector as a whole was not spared from the economic challenges, resulting in substantial brain drain and the disintegration of the hospital-linked models of home-based care. Home-based care programmes were now dependent on churches, NGOs and communities, with minimal support from the Government through the AIDS levy.\(^ {374}\)

\(^{369}\) S. Parry, “Responses of the faith-based organisation to HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa,” (2003), 8. The paper was downloaded as pdf. See also V. Chitimbire, same interview.


\(^{371}\) See T. Manyeza, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Old Mutare hospital, 24 August 2010. See also D. Kusano, same interview. See also M. Chikukwa, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St David’s Bonda mission hospital, 22 September 2010.

\(^{372}\) V. Chitimbire, same interview. See also T. Manyeza, same interview. See also M. Chikukwa, same interview. See also C. Mukazi, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St Joseph’s mission hospital, Mutare, 19 August 2010.

\(^{373}\) P. Mutume, same interview. See also V. Chitimbire, same interview.

\(^{374}\) Irish Aid, Looking back, mapping forwards, 31.
2.4. Periodisation of the Study

The responses to HIV and AIDS by the churches in Manicaland were also affected by developments on the African continent as well as globally. Several attempts have been made by some scholars to periodise the HIV pandemic with each stage demarcated by specific trends. Caraël identified and discussed three distinct periods of the epidemic in Africa. The first period (1984-1988) was characterised by denial in which:

The African elites denounced AIDS as a foreign disease spread on the continent by white homosexuals, as an attempt to bring down the birth rate by imposing condoms, as an attack associated with the Puritanism of Christian sects in the face of African traditions such as polygamy.\(^{375}\)

Caraël further stated that the second period (1989-1994) witnessed a belated and vertical response to the epidemic in Africa and finally the third stage (1995 onwards) was characterised by a broader response to the HIV epidemic at the global level.\(^{376}\) However, this does not fit well with the situation in Zimbabwe where the third stage illustrated by the intensity of global HIV interventions that became a reality from 2000 onwards.

A different pattern emerges in the work of van Houten, based on input from the experiences of healthcare workers as they interfaced with the HIV epidemic in the Western Cape, South Africa. Van Houten's analysis identified four stages: (1) the early days (1990-1994); (2) the growing epidemic (1995-1998); (3) the questioning of orthodoxy (1998 onwards), and finally, (4) the generalised epidemic (1999-2003).\(^{377}\) While van Houten looked at a broad periodisation and used the South African context, the Zimbabwean situation and that of other African countries could be unique. Local contexts of the HIV epidemic dictate the different stages in any given country and therefore could establish local periodisation. In line with this assertion, Denis argued:

Such periodisation can be multiplied. Each context calls for its own special one. …The history of AIDS in Africa demands a fine

\(^{375}\) Caraël, “Twenty years of intervention and controversy,” 31.


chronology which is based not only on the official levels of HIV prevalence but also on the experience of those involved whilst account must be taken of local and regional differences.\textsuperscript{378}

Globally, the first publicly known case of AIDS-related illness appeared among gay men in the US in 1981.\textsuperscript{379} Two years later in 1983 medical experts in the US identified HIV as being the cause of AIDS.\textsuperscript{380} Generally, in Africa the first publicly identified AIDS-related case appeared in the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{381} During the period of post-independence euphoria, between 1980 and 1985, Zimbabwe must have experienced a silent epidemic. Within medical circles in the period 1983-1985, cases of people suffering from strange unknown diseases were later identified as having contracted AIDS.\textsuperscript{382}

While the first public case of HIV was identified in Zimbabwe in 1985,\textsuperscript{383} it is entirely possible that the HIV epidemic had existed in the country prior to that date. A problem of dating the epidemic emanates from a lack of competence in testing for HIV prior to 1985. As Buvé has observed, in sub-Saharan Africa:

> No reliable diagnostic test existed until 1985 when the first antibody test for the detection of HIV (infection) was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration. Up until the 1980s we have to rely on clinical reports and (few) stored serum samples.\textsuperscript{384}

Hence, for Zimbabwe, 1985 provided a starting point to examine the progression of the HIV epidemic as well as responses to it by the public and private sectors. Deborah Dortzbach and Meredith Long provide the following global trends: in 1985 each region of the world reported at least one case of AIDS, the first International Conference on HIV and AIDS was held in Atlanta and the US Public Health Service recommended the first guidelines on the prevention of HIV transmission from

\textsuperscript{378} Denis, “Towards a social history of HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa,” 21.
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\textsuperscript{381} See section 2.3 above. See also Iliffe, \textit{The African AIDS epidemic}, 33, 155. See also Schoepf, \textit{JDS}, history, and struggles over meaning,” 20. See also Caraël, “Twenty years of intervention and controversy,” 30. See also Buvé, “The HIV epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa,” 44. See also Kocheleff, \textit{JDS} in Burundi and South Africa,” 143.
\textsuperscript{382} T. Manyeza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{383} See chapter one of the present thesis. See also Zungu-Dirwayi, \textit{An audit of HIV/AIDS policies}, 10. See also MOHCW, \textit{National HIV/AIDS policy}, 1.
\textsuperscript{384} Buvé, “The HIV epidemics in sub-Saharan Africa,” 44.
mother-to-child. In 1985, Zimbabwe launched a programme whose purpose was the universal screening of all blood before transfusion as a measure against transmission of HIV. Ecumenically, the World Council of Churches (WCC) became involved in advocacy calling the Christian church to be a healing community. The executive committee of the WCC endorsed a statement emerging from a consultation in June 1986, part of which read:

The AIDS crisis challenges us profoundly to be the church in deed and in truth: to be the church as a healing community. AIDS is heartbreaking and challenges the churches to break their own hearts, to repent of inactivity and of rigid morals.

The year 1987 witnessed the launch of the Global Programme on AIDS by the World Health Organisation and the approval of the first antiretroviral drug by the US Centre for Disease Control. In 1994, Azidothymidine (AZT) was recommended for the reduction of mother-to-child transmission of HIV. In the late 1980s, some religious organisations in Africa and especially in sub-Saharan Africa pioneered HIV interventions in their respective countries. For example, Denis has noted that in the late 1980s church-based groups from Zambia and Uganda pioneered hospital-based and community-based home care and gave examples of the Salvation Army Hospital of Chikantanka in Zambia and community-based home care programmes in Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. As Denis has further stated: “Many of these had strong church links, like the Family AIDS Caring Trust [FACT] in Zimbabwe, or the programme set up by the Catholic Diocese of Ndola in Zambia.”

While this might be the case, religious bodies including the churches in Africa have carried out HIV interventions often without being noticed or documented. As a result, little was known about their activities in the early years of the HIV epidemic including the period 1987-1994. Jill Oliver and Gillian Paterson explained: “This

---
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invisibility was as a result of a series of factors, including the secularisation and religion-blindness of the social sciences in general, and also the sense that religious attitudes were often unhelpful to HIV prevention messages.\(^{390}\) In 1987 the WCC made another passionate plea to churches to be active in responding to HIV and AIDS and thus exclaimed the churches to address the urgent challenges posed by the spread of HIV/AIDS throughout the world.\(^{391}\) The Anglican and the United Methodist churches in Zimbabwe were known members Zimbabwe Council of Churches that is an affiliate member of WCC. The researcher takes the position that ecumenical publications and statements in 1989 and 1993 in Zimbabwe can be interpreted as direct responses to the recommendations by the WCC. In Zimbabwe, the response to the HIV and AIDS pandemic by religious entities began from the mid-1980s onwards. For example, Rogers of the Roman Catholic Church, Foster of FACT, the ZCBC, the Roman Catholic diocesan project, Zimbabwe Council of Churches and the Heads of Christian Denominations were all engaged with the HIV epidemic in different ways and at different levels between 1986 and 1994. This clearly illustrates that, although being sporadic and weak, the religious sector in Zimbabwe responded to the epidemic within the first decade of its public existence.

At the global level in 1995 the treatment of AIDS-related illness was further enhanced by the use of highly active antiretroviral therapy and nevirapine in the US. This led to a decline in AIDS-related deaths by 40% in the US in 1997. In 1996, Brazil was the first known developing country in the world to launch the national distribution of antiretroviral treatment to its citizens. In 1998, the civil society in South Africa launched the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) in which grassroots movements including some churches advocated for access to treatment.\(^{392}\) However, increased access to ARVs by members of the general public did not exist in Zimbabwe until after 2004. The failure by the Government of Zimbabwe to launch public access to treatment of AIDS-related illness indicates that the State did not consider this as a top priority. It was also a time marked by much denial of AIDS (1985-1994) as indicate by the present study. As Caraël further elaborated:


When local studies showed that the level of HIV infection was particularly high amongst blood donors, prostitutes and patients with STDs, the majority of governments denounced the insults made to African culture, to their countries and their economy, which often partially depended on tourism.\(^{393}\)

During the period 1995-1999 there was increased involvement in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation by some churches. However, this has not been well documented as Oliver and Paterson have observed: “Little of these responses were documented and there was limited awareness among public health planners of religious organisations’ involvement in health and HIV.”\(^{394}\)

Van Houten’s fourth phase of a generalised epidemic (1999-2003) in South Africa appears to suit the third period (2000-2007) of the present study. The key reason for this being that:

The last phase is characterised by programme and intervention specific HIV/AIDS input. It was now rare to encounter participants who did not believe in HIV/AIDS and its massive impact on their community and the country at large. Many participants received specialised and advanced training in the areas of treatment and counselling.\(^{395}\)

During the period 2000-2007, HIV and AIDS interventions by the churches, FBOs and NGOs in Zimbabwe increased in response to ever-escalating demand. As mentioned before, the country experienced socio-political upheavals, economic decline and a steep drop in public sector funding by the State.\(^{396}\) The launch of a national HIV and AIDS policy for Zimbabwe by the State at the end of 1999,\(^{397}\) the subsequent establishment of multi-sectoral collaborative approaches and the formation of the National AIDS Council in 2000,\(^{398}\) were key developments on the AIDS landscape nationally.

\(^{393}\) Caraël, “Twenty years of intervention and controversy,” 31.

\(^{394}\) Oliver and Paterson, “Religion and medicine in the context of HIV and AIDS,” 28.


\(^{397}\) MOHCW, National HIV/AIDS policy. See also Zungu-Dirwayi, An audit of HIV/AIDS policies, 31.

\(^{398}\) NAC, Zimbabwe national HIV and AIDS strategic plan, 7.
Internationally, the HIV epidemic received increased attention from 2000 onwards. This is particularly seen in the following events: (1) the 13th International AIDS Conference, hosted in Durban, South Africa, the first in a developing country (2000); (2) the reversal of the HIV prevalence listed as part of the Millennium Development Goals (2000); (3) the holding of the first United Nations General Assembly on AIDS (UNGASS) (2001); (4) the signing of the Doha Agreement that enabled developing countries to access generic medicines for the treatment of AIDS-related illnesses (2001); (5) the distribution of grants via the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (2002); (6) the launch of the US President’s Emergency Programme for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) (2003).  

During this period, Zimbabwe, being a member of the global family of nations, also benefited from the Global Fund. In Zimbabwe, limited public access to ARVs only came after the Doha Agreement, which enabled the State to produce generic HIV treatment drugs locally, as well as through the Global Fund AIDS-related support grants. The same period (2000-2007) also witnessed increased involvement of the WCC in HIV interventions in Africa. In 2001, the WCC held a continental consultation on HIV and AIDS in Nairobi, Kenya. The participants acknowledged that the church had been slow in its response to HIV and thus called for churches to overcome stigma and discrimination within their own structures so that the rights and dignity of people living with HIV/AIDS can be respected.  

Figure 4. Chronology of State and Church Responses to HIV and AIDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>STATE HIV POLICIES</th>
<th>CHURCH INTERVENTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>First public AIDS case in Zimbabwe followed by universal screening of blood</td>
<td>Ted Rogers of the Roman Catholic Church initiated talks on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe and southern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>MOHCH established the National AIDS Coordination Programme</td>
<td>ZCBC issued first statement on AIDS in Zimbabwe. UMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987-8</td>
<td>First short term plan on AIDS awareness</td>
<td>mentions AIDS at annual conference session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>First Medium Term Plan&lt;br&gt;First AIDS-related home-based care intervention launched by community members if Chinhoyi</td>
<td>UMC medical personnel from Zimbabwe train in AIDS management in the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>First ecumenical statement on AIDS issued by HOCD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>UMC annual conference first resolution recommending use of condoms in HIV prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>State's introduction of ESAP reduces government's financial input in public health care</td>
<td>Church healthcare system carries burden of treatment for the sick in including PLHIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Establishment of the Roman Catholic Church's Mutare Community Home Care project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>UMC annual conferences in southern Africa hold special consultation on HIV and AIDS in Harare, Zimbabwe&lt;br&gt;First HIV and AIDS Policy issued by HOCD in Kadoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>State's second Medium Term Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>St. Augustine’s Mission Clinic of the Anglican Church in Manicaland launches AIDS-related care programme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>First VCT centre opened</td>
<td>HOCD and ZCC issue another joint statement on HIV and AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>State launches the first National HIV and AIDS policy for Zimbabwe&lt;br&gt;State introduces the National AIDS levy and launches BEAM&lt;br&gt;Government recognises home-based care</td>
<td>Bishop Bakare of the Anglican Church issues statement on diocesan HIV interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>State establishes multi-sectoral body called the NAC and included some church leaders on the board</td>
<td>Anglican diocese passes first resolution on HIV prevention at synod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Government launches PMTCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>NGO Act passed and negatively impact on NGOs. Organisations involved in AIDS-related care drop from 500 to 120</td>
<td>Anglican diocesan synod passes resolution on AIDS as an emergency&lt;br&gt;Roll-out of public ART at Murambinda Mission, Buhera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>HOCD publishes second HIV and AIDS policy for churches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>Expansion of ART within State healthcare system to other State hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZACH sponsors ART at selected church hospitals in Manicaland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having periodised and shown a chronology of major State and church responses to HIV, this illustrates that generally, the two key entities were operating separately and at the officially level the churches either worked together or individually. The brief historical overview in the following section will aid one's understanding of how each of the three churches functioned.

2.7. The Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist Churches

This section will familiarise the reader with the Roman Catholic Church, Anglican and United Methodist Church with a special focus on their historical presence in Manicaland. A brief historical overview of each of the three churches will be of importance in understanding their different polity and structures in relation to responses to the HIV pandemic.

2.7.1. The Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland

The presence of the Roman Catholic Church missionaries in Zimbabwe can be traced as far back as the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Jesuits and the Dominicans set up missions in the kingdom of Munhumutapa at Musapa, Ruhanje and Dambarare as well as in the neighbouring kingdom of the Manyika.\(^{401}\) The area mentioned as Manyika refers to Manicaland located in the eastern part. The predominant tribe is the Manyika people who speak chimanyika, a dialect of Shona,

---

one of the major indigenous languages of Zimbabwe. Though it fell under British colonial rule, the close proximity of Manicaland to Mozambique exposed it to Portuguese influence especially prior to 1900. Denis has shown that the role of the Portuguese missions in South East Africa gradually diminished due to moral decline and that many of the Jesuits and Dominicans were either withdrawn or sent back by the colonial administrators. By the late nineteenth century, however, the Portuguese liberal government re-established the missions. A strong relationship between church and colonial authorities was evident in the fact that the Roman Catholic missionaries were chaplains of the Portuguese and the Pioneer Column. The Dominican sisters provided medical services to colonial settlers though they often expressed the need to work independently of the government or its administrators.

One of the oldest Roman Catholic Church centres established at the turn of the twentieth century circa 1893 was Triashill mission in Mutasa district north of present day city of Mutare. The mission was selected as one of the research sites for the present study.

In 1955, the Roman Catholic Church in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) attained the status of an Ecclesiastical Province with five dioceses of which the Catholic Diocese of Umtali (Mutare) formed part. In line with changes in names after Zimbabwe attained political independence in 1980, it assumed a new name as the Catholic Diocese of Mutare. The first bishop was Donal R. Lamont who was consecrated on 15 February 1957. After Lamont’s resignation on 5 November 1981, Alexio C. Muchabaiwa became his successor. Patrick M. Mutume was installed as auxiliary bishop on 15 March 1972 and with Bishop Muchabaiwa they were the current bishops. Within the Roman Catholic Church, important decisions and statements on ecclesiastical matters were made by the bishop(s) in a diocese, at the bishops’ conference in a particular ecclesiastical province, and the synod led by the Pope. These decisions might be done with ‘prior consultation’ with the laity (but not mandatory) and were always to be in conformity with the social teaching of the Roman Catholic Church. However, the hierarchical and centralised nature of the

\[\text{Denis, The Dominican friars in Southern Africa, 60-65. See also Denis, —South East Africa,” 41-45.}
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\[\text{Weller and Linden, Mainstream Christianity to 1980, 62.}
\[\text{Catholic Diocese of Mutare hierarchy.}
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church means that decisions on church programmes and activities are usually done from the highest position through to diocesan bishops and finally to the clergy and the laity.

In 1980, the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare had eighteen parishes served by thirty-one priests and twenty-four years. In 2004 the number of parishes had increased to thirty-six and was served by fifty-one priests. Parishes and mission stations include St. Joseph’s Sakubva, Triashill, Kriste Mambo, St. Joseph’s Rusape, St. Michael’s Tanda and Regina Coeli in Nyamaropa, to name some. Some examples of Roman Catholic Church healthcare centres are: St. Joseph’s Sakubva, St. Theresa Chiduku, Triashill, Regina Coeli, Mount Mellery and St. Michael’s Tanda. Only St. Joseph’s hospital, Sakubva is located in Mutare urban and the other ten healthcare centres are located in rural settings throughout Manicaland. Two main religious orders that have served in different diocesan institutions include the Dominican sisters and the Carmelites. The present research study will indicate the extent to which the wide network of mission stations and historical track record of the church’s involvement in the provision of social services influenced its response to the HIV and AIDS pandemic in Manicaland.

The establishment of an Episcopal conference under a Roman Decree on 1 October 1969 meant that Catholic bishops in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) could exercise ordinary jurisdiction and authority over the welfare of members of their dioceses. The membership of the ZCBC includes the bishops of Masvingo, Hwange, Gweru, Chinhoyi, Gokwe, Bulawayo, Harare, and Mutare. Africa Synod House in Harare houses the secretariat currently headed by Father Frederick Chiromba. In 2007 the ZCBC had a total of ten commissions all of which were to assist the bishops in leading the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe. Healthcare is one of such commissions and the HIV and AIDS commission or desk got established in 1988. It is therefore important for the reader to be aware of the fact that while individually, the church’s dioceses such as Mutare established HIV and AIDS interventions, the
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407 Catholic Diocese of Mutare hierarchy.
ZCBC’s HIV and AIDS commission also featured at national and diocesan levels. It aimed at promoting values of life meant to prevent the spread of HIV and also carried out AIDS mitigation interventions targeting OVC at the church’s schools. The primary focus of the present research study is to explore responses to HIV and AIDS by the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland. However, input by the commission constituted an integral part of the church’s response to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe (1985-2007). The present study is also aware of the input of other role players from the church in including the Episcopal Conferences of Africa and Madagascar as well as the Vatican.

2.7.2. The Anglican Church in Manicaland

The Anglican Church in Manicaland traces its establishment to the work of George Knight-Bruce of the Diocese of Bloemfontein, South Africa. Knight-Bruce set up the first mission station at St. Augustine’s Penhalonga about twenty kilometres outside the present city of Mutare in 1891. The end of 1891 witnessed the carving of the Diocese of Mashonaland which then covered the whole of present day Zimbabwe including the Zezuru, Manyika, Karanga and Ndebele ethnic groups. Knight-Bruce became the first bishop. This was part of an expansion programme by the Church of the Province of South Africa and this project received financial support from the Church of England’s Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, later to be known as the United Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (USPG). It is important to note that the newly carved Anglican dioceses including Manicaland have maintained strong connections with the Church of England and the USPG. The present study is aware that this link has been used to support church initiated HIV and AIDS responses in the Anglican Church in Manicaland.


Weller, Anglican centenary in Zimbabwe, 6. See also Weller and Linden, Mainstream Christianity to 1980, 67.

Weller, Anglican centenary in Zimbabwe, 6.
Two dioceses from Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) namely Mashonaland and Matabeleland (carved in 1952), and the dioceses of Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) and also Nyasaland (Malawi) established the Church of the Province of Central Africa (CPCA) constituted on 8 May 1955.\(^{416}\) In 1996 the church’s province had twelve dioceses as follows: Botswana, Central Zambia, Northern Zambia, Matabeleland, Lake Malawi, Harare, Southern Malawi, Lusaka, Northern Malawi, Eastern Zambia, Central Zimbabwe, and Manicaland.\(^{417}\) At the end of 2006, the number of dioceses constituting this province had further increased to fifteen with the Diocese of Masvingo in Zimbabwe being the latest. The Anglican Diocese of Manicaland was carved in 1981 and Elijah Masuko became the first bishop.\(^{418}\) The first diocesan synod for the Anglican Church in Manicaland was held in September 1982.\(^{419}\) Sebastian Bakare who succeeded Masuko was consecrated in 1999 and retired in 2006 to be succeeded by Elson M. Jakazi who seceded from the CPCA in 2008.

The Anglican Church in Manicaland is part of the Anglican Council of Zimbabwe and the council recently incorporated responses to HIV and AIDS into its relief work.\(^{420}\) At continental level, Anglican Church provinces in Africa constitute the Council of Anglican Provinces of Africa (CAPA) established in 1979. This council of Anglican provinces defined itself as a FBO, established by the Anglican primates of Africa covering twenty-five countries with a goal to coordinate and articulate issues affecting the church [Anglican] and communities across the region.”\(^{421}\) It must be noted that perhaps the description of this council as a FBO had the intentions of attracting foreign funding to carry out HIV and AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria interventions. In 2001, the council emerged with a strategic plan entitled: Planning Our Response to HIV/AIDS: A step by step guide to HIV/AIDS Planning for the

\(^{416}\) MM, CPCA, *Order of service, inauguration of the Church of the Province of Central Africa held at the Cathedral parish of St. Mary and All Saints*, Salisbury, 8 May 1955, (Salisbury: The Rhodesian printing and publishing company, 1955), 2.


\(^{418}\) MM, CPCA, *Constitutions and canons of the CPCA*, 21.


\(^{420}\) Information supplied to M. Mbona by D. Magurupira, Mutare, 5 August 2010.

Within the Anglican Church in Africa, input from diocesan bishops, CAPA, the Lambeth Conference and primates from the Anglican Communion could have influenced responses to the pandemic directly or indirectly. In the Anglican Church in Manicaland responses to HIV and AIDS could be analysed focusing on the input or lack of thereof by the Episcopal leadership, diocesan synods, healthcare institutions, school and parishes.

It was not always given that HIV interventions proposed by CAPA filtered down to every Anglican diocesan in Zimbabwe and Africa. Within Anglican Church polity, crucial decisions on any church-related matters were usually passed by a synod. A church synod refers to a council or an assembly of church officials or churches and is also known as an ecclesiastical council or an assembly, or an important meeting of a church. A synod is the highest decision making body of a diocese also called a diocesan synod or provincial synod in the case of a church province. The three organs that constitute a diocesan synod are the: (1) house of bishops, (2) house of clergy, and (3) house of laity. The diocesan bishop presides over a synod within the diocese and therefore yields a lot of power and influence in terms of determining programmes of actions adopted as resolutions. Unlike the situation in the Roman Catholic Church, in the Anglican Church in Manicaland, the houses of laity, comprises of representatives from each church division who number between one and four adult male and female communicants. This house or group is numerically larger than the house of clergy that comprises of only all ordained priests and deacons licensed and living in the diocese.

The emergence of HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe in the early 1980s coincided with the time when the new Anglican Diocese of Manicaland was carved. Within the first and
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second periods of the present research study, the new diocese and its leadership had other priorities and HIV and AIDS interventions were not an urgent issue. In 1997 the Anglican Church in Manicaland had eight parishes, twelve mission districts, eight chapleries and three divisions under development scattered throughout Manicaland. A parish or mission district comprises of a single congregation or several congregations within the same geographical area. In 1997 the Anglican Church in Manicaland had three healthcare centres all located in remote rural areas. They included St. David’s Bonda hospital, and St. Augustine’s and St. Peter’s Mandeya clinics. Twelve primary and nine secondary schools were registered as diocesan educational institutions. In 2004 the figures showed an increase: mission districts were now sixteen, twenty-one primary schools, twelve secondary schools and six healthcare centres.

The exact membership of Anglicans in Manicaland and in Zimbabwe as a whole cannot be drawn up with much exactitude. Towards 1980 the Anglican Church in Zimbabwe comprised of around 150,000 black Africans and 79,000 Europeans (second to the Roman Catholics). Figures for 1991 suggested that the church experienced growth with Manicaland claiming 60% of the national Anglican membership. These statistics were debateable as other dioceses provided varying figures. The Diocese of Matabeleland had 20,000 communicants and the Diocese of Lundi only had 4,500 communicants. While the issue of numbers may not be the primary focus of this study, the Anglican parishes and mission stations have a known presence in communities throughout Manicaland from Nyanga to Chipinge and from Makoni to Honde Valley. Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, the distribution of membership by gender indicates that 30% were male and 70% were female. Apparently, women formed the majority of Anglican Church membership in Manicaland and Zimbabwe and this was also confirmed from the various encounters of the researcher as an insider to the diocese being initially a lay member and later one of the clergy.

430 Weller and Linden, Mainstream Christianity to 1980, 81.
432 MM, Diocese of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, ”Services of prayer and solidarity with our companion Diocese of Manicaland and with the people of Zimbabwe,” Ash Wednesday, 25 February 2009.
The earliest healthcare centre established by the Anglican Church in the colonial era was set up in Umtali (now Mutare). Early Western missionary-initiated healthcare services in colonial times served white settlers, local people and the missionaries too. Knight-Bruce arranged with the British South Africa Company to provide a similar nursing service in Manicaland:

When the Anglican mission started there in 1891 it did so entirely as a medical station with three nursing sisters and a doctor. The medical man, Dr Granville, did not survive long but the nurses engaged by the Anglicans cared for the Umtali (now Mutare) area until 1898, when the little hospital was taken over by the nurses of the government.  

More than one hundred years later in 1999, the Anglican Church in Manicaland professed as having been called to be part of God’s mission of liberating humankind and the whole of creation. Part of its mission statement read: —The church is, therefore, called in every age and place to participate in the liberating mission of God in Jesus Christ. She is the sign of hope for the poor, the marginalized and thereby enables them to achieve wholeness and freedom.”434 One of the five objectives drawn up by the diocese has a bearing on HIV and AIDS interventions as noted: —To run HIV/AIDS home based and orphan care programmes in line with prevailing preventions and interventions of diseases.”435 The Anglican Church in Manicaland understands itself as one of the main providers of educational and healthcare services to the nation. Orphanages were also identified as a critical area given the fact that HIV and AIDS claimed the lives of 2,000 people every week in Zimbabwe leaving behind a trail of many orphaned children.436

2.7.3. The United Methodist Church in Manicaland

The Methodist Episcopal Church of America that later became known as the United Methodist Church was governed by an autonomous body known as the annual
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435 MM, Diocese of Manicaland, "Mission statement.”
436 MM, Diocese of Manicaland, "Mission statement.”
conference. The American Methodist Church evangelised the eastern parts of Zimbabwe while the central and western parts of the country fell under the influence of British Wesleyan Methodist missionaries. With the first session in November 1901 under the East Central African Annual Conference, this later became the Rhodesia mission conference in 1915, the Rhodesia Annual Conference in 1931, the Methodist Church Conference in 1939, the United Methodist Conference in 1968, and was finally renamed the Zimbabwe Annual Conference in 1980. At the end of 2000 the church’s single annual conference evolved and gave birth to two annual conferences known as Zimbabwe East Annual Conference (ZEAC) and Zimbabwe West Annual Conference. The church’s districts of Mutasa-Nyanga, Makoni-Buhera, Mutare, Marange and Chimanimani in Manicaland constitute the ZEAC. An elected bishop presides over proceedings of each annual conference session. Lay and ordained delegates at the church’s annual conference debate matters crucial to the life of the church. The decisions that are passed are known as resolutions and have a binding effect on all the church’s members and activities.

In 1985, Bishop Abel T. Muzorewa (now deceased) was the leader of the United Methodist Church and upon his retirement in 1992, Christopher Jokomo (now deceased) was elected as successor. Eben Nhiwatiwa who is serving as the current bishop and president of the Zimbabwe Episcopal Area was elected into office in 2004. In 1984 the church had a total of five ecclesiastical districts throughout Zimbabwe of which two were from Manicaland namely Mutare South and Mutasa-Makoni. In
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437 R. Peaden, “The Methodists in Zimbabwe,” in Weller and Linden, Mainstream Christianity to 1980, 81. Within the United Methodist Church polity an annual conference refers to an ecclesiastical unit similar to the diocesan synod in the Anglican Church. The annual conference is the top body responsible for receiving reports, debating issues and come up with resolutions. Of course the annual conference meets almost every year and the meeting is called a session. In this case annual conference refers to the leadership body.


440 This was the last conference that gave birth to two conferences. See also Hilltop UMC Centre archives, Mutare, (HCM), District superintendents’ composite report to the Zimbabwe annual conference of the United Methodist Church twenty-first session, 13-17 December 2000, 6. Information also supplied to M. Mbona by Simon Muzengeza, Rusape, 16 August 2011.


1996, the church had ten districts in Zimbabwe and one district in South Africa. By then Manicaland had the following church districts: Makoni-Buhera, Mutare, Mutare South, and Mutasa-Nyanga.\textsuperscript{443} According to United Methodist Church's polity, an annual conference is an autonomous body of the church under the leadership of a bishop as president. This is almost similar to a diocesan synod in the Anglican Church. It is the highest decision-making body constituted by delegates comprising of all ministers of the church including the bishop and clergy as well as lay representatives. The proceedings of each annual conference session are ratified by the bishop as president of conference and jointly signed by the annual conference secretary and thereafter circulated. This study will analyse reports and resolutions that emerged at sessions of the church's annual conference in Zimbabwe as well as reports generated at district and circuit levels between 1985 and 2007.

Similar to the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches in Manicaland, the provision of educational and healthcare services were trademarks of the United Methodist Church from the days of its inception. The foundation of the church's work was laid down after the Shona and Ndebele rebellion of the late 1890s. Bishop Hartzell who was in charge of the church's mission work throughout Africa and resided at Funchal on Madeira Island visited the colony (now Zimbabwe) in 1897. Hartzell was offered facilities by the British South Africa Company to establish the church as stated: –The Methodist Episcopal Church was offered the site of the existing township, now to be known as Old Umtali, complete with company [British South Africa Company] buildings and 13,000 acres of land.\textsuperscript{444} Apparently, a close working relationship existed between the first Methodist missionaries and the earliest white pioneer settlers and the same obtained with the Roman Catholic and Anglican missionaries. However, the early years of the mission were difficult. The Americans were in competition with the Anglican mission at St. Augustine's, only a few miles away. The Anglican missionaries had been at work in the area since 1891.\textsuperscript{445} Medicine was also important as noted in the church's appointment of Dr. Gurney to Old Umtali in 1903 where he practised for some time before going to Murewa in 1909. Subsequently, hospitals and

\textsuperscript{444} Peaden, –The Methodists in Zimbabwe,” 85.
\textsuperscript{445} Peaden, –The Methodists in Zimbabwe,” 85.
clinics were established at some of church's mission stations. Thus, the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe has a long history in public healthcare.

In 1984 the church owned and administered three hospitals namely, Mutambara, Old Mutare (both in Manicaland) and Nyadire. Other small healthcare centres in Manicaland then were Gatsi, Chinyadza, Nyangombe, and Anoldine. In 2004 the church's membership stood at approximately 100,000 nationally and the United Methodist Church of Zimbabwe is the third largest Christian tradition, behind the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches. The church’s response to HIV and AIDS is the product of initiatives or lack of thereof spearheaded by the episcopacy, clergy and laity. The present research study will note that the connection between the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe and its sister annual conferences mainly in the US became a channel for the local church to receive support towards HIV and AIDS interventions. In the period between 2000 and 2007 the church’s authorities established alternative channels for accessing aid in the name of intentions to launch and sustain HIV and AIDS interventions in parts of Manicaland.

2.8. Synthesis

This chapter has shown that HIV and AIDS was not the first epidemic to hit the face of the earth and humankind's responses to epidemics always took a similar pattern as discussed in the work of Rosenberg. The chapter has also indicated that the HIV epidemic in Zimbabwe, since being publicly known in 1985, shared a lot in common with similar HIV epidemics in Africa but particularly in southern Africa. African HIV epidemics were mainly driven by common socio-historical factors such as migrant labour practices, gender relations, political relations, class conflict and economic disparities among the population. The chapter also highlighted some of the key public

446 Peaden, “The Methodists in Zimbabwe,” 90. See also Gelfand, Medicine and the Christian missions in Rhodesia,” 114.
449 E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also A. Mhondoro, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Nyanga Drive, Rusape, 17 August 2010.
policy developments within the State’s response to the HIV epidemic from 1985 to 2007. The Government of Zimbabwe’s adoption of foreign-bred economic policies had a negative effect by reducing State budgetary expenditure on healthcare including the care and treatment of PLHIV. The study has taken note of the State’s National HIV and AIDS policy for the Republic for of Zimbabwe, the establishment of the AIDS levy and the subsequent enactment of the National AIDS Council in 2000 as watershed moments for HIV interventions. Within this chapter, the NGO Act of 2004 whose effect led to a drastic reduction of the number of NGOs involved in AIDS-related home-based care, has been discussed. A periodisation of HIV interventions at the international level has been given. This will assist in locating responses to HIV in Zimbabwe by the State and the churches covering the early (1985-1994), middle (1995-1999) and later (2000-2007) periods of the study. A further graphic illustration of key State and church responses to the epidemic has been drawn up.

The State’s move to include the churches within the multisectoral response to the AIDS epidemic as enshrined in the national HIV and AIDS policy appears to have come late. Perhaps the Government became aware of fact that the churches had public influence and could either play a positive or negative role in responding to HIV and AIDS. The State’s adoption of multi-sectoral responses to HIV and AIDS at the national level could have been necessitated by a need to ensure that all sectors play a synergistic role in the fight against the pandemic. However, it could also be observed that the multi-sectoral approach in carrying out HIV and AIDS interventions was requested by the donors. In January 2000, this was placed on the agenda of the United States International Development Agency, whereby: HIV/AIDS was identified as a key challenge requiring interventions in multiple sectors and by multiple actors in the development assistance community.

With regard to Zimbabwe, international pressure was on the State to show transparency and accountability of donor-funded HIV and AIDS interventions especially from the late 1990s onwards. In many ways, this encouraged the State to
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adopt a multi-sectoral collaborative approach. Having given a brief historical overview of the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and United Methodist Church, the next chapter will endeavour to show their responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland in the period 1985-1994.
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CHAPTER THREE


3.1. Introduction

This chapter will show that the reaction of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland was at best, ambiguous. The chapter will illustrate that responses to the HI-Virus by institutional and grassroots structures of the churches took different patterns. This chapter will also show that the initiation of AIDS-related care by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare in Manicaland led to the formation of a FBO. The chapter will proceed by discussing responses to the pandemic by each church and finally give a synthesis.

3.2. The Roman Catholic Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

The Roman Catholic Church’s prior experience in social development was critical in determining the input to HIV interventions by the Zimbabwean Catholic Bishops. Briefly, in the early 1980s, the ZCBC enjoyed a favourable working relationship with the new Government of Zimbabwe. This cordial relationship could be dated back to the struggle for independence when the church supported to the liberation movement at different levels including the freedom fighters. The new government particularly encouraged the Roman Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CJPC) to partner with the State. In 1982 the new Prime Minister, Robert Mugabe, addressed the CJPC in Gweru and thus stated:

…we are partners in the development of our country. The person who we deal with as politicians is the same one who is a Christian as well. … And politicians and the church are dealing with the same person. …

453 For a detailed analysis of this see I. Linden, The Catholic Church and the struggle for Zimbabwe, (London: Longman, 1980).
And therefore let us join hands to consolidate our hard won independence.  

 Apparently, the new Government of Zimbabwe was aware of the Roman Catholic Church's ability to outsource funding. The church also had people who were well trained in various aspects of social development. Thus, the new government sought to use the church's assets and resources for the benefit of the new nation. According to Christine Mtize who assumed the position of being the ZCBC’s HIV and AIDS coordinator in 1988, the diocesan HIV and AIDS interventions throughout Zimbabwe officially began in the late 1980s. However, while the ZCBC collaborated with the State on the treatment and care of PLHIV and OVC, there was disagreement on the HIV prevention strategy mainly on sex education and the use of condoms. In what follows, the Roman Catholic Church’s HIV and AIDS interventions will be explored in the following order: Father Edward Rogers (1986), the ZCBC (1987), the ZCBC HIV and AIDS Desk (1990) and the Catholic Diocese of Mutare Community Home Care project (1992).

3.2.1. Edward T. Rogers: A Pioneer in the Response to HIV and AIDS

Before the publication of the first publicly known case of AIDS by the Zimbabwe Government in 1985, a number of church leaders including some bishops, priests and laity from the Roman Catholic Church were exposed to information on HIV and AIDS. It has already been briefly noted in chapter one that Father Edward T. Rogers became one of the church’s first clerics to be involved in HIV and AIDS work in the mid-1980s. Rogers, a Jesuit priest, encountered cases of people suspected to be living with HIV during his errands as a social worker in Harare before his retirement in 1985. He was probably not only one of the first Roman Catholic Church members to engage with the pandemic, but he also became one of the first clerics in Zimbabwe
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455 P. Mutume, same interview. See also information supplied to M. Mbona by A. Vinyu, Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mutare, 10 June 2010.
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457 Information supplied by C. Mtize through an email to M. Mbona, 26 June 2011.
458 T. Rogers, interview conducted by M. Mbona, at ARRUPE College, Harare, 13 April 2011
to seek out ways of developing Christian initiatives to counter the effects of HIV and AIDS.\footnote{459}

A long history of social work and education lay behind Roger’s career in Zimbabwe. Born in Liverpool, England in 1924, he had grown up in a family environment that fostered charity towards the old and the poor. For example, at a tender age Rogers joined his father as a junior member of the St. Vincent de Paul Society at St. Oswald’s church, Liverpool, and he used to help the poor and the disadvantaged in the parish.\footnote{460}

At the age of 24 years, Rogers joined the Jesuits in 1948\footnote{461} and arrived in Salisbury (now Harare) in 1960.\footnote{462} Gundani singled out Rogers for establishing the School of Social Work in Harare in 1964.\footnote{463} Behind Rogers’ passion for social work were two important influences. First, the \textit{Instructions on the Social Apostolate} fostered on the need to provide people with sufficient goods lest they might feel depressed or despised. Second, were the two encyclicals by Pope John XXIII: \textit{Mater et Magistra} (New Light on Social Problems, 1961), and \textit{Pacem in Terris} (Peace on Earth, 1963).\footnote{464} It was against this background that a person like Rogers found himself serving people with unparalleled love and passion. Joshua, whose thesis focussed on AIDS and the Roman Catholic Church in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa for the period 1984-2005, made a similar evaluation: “Social work therefore became Roger’s entry point into AIDS ministry. His understanding of the social fabric of Southern Africa prompted him to act as the church’s ‘warning finger’ of the impending AIDS catastrophe.”\footnote{465}

In 1986 Rogers’ knowledge and early activism in HIV and AIDS drew the attention of the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe and southern Africa.\footnote{466} Rogers became involved in research and giving talks on HIV and AIDS within southern Africa under the auspices of Inter-Regional Meeting of the Bishops of southern Africa

\footnote{459} Information supplied by V. Chitimbire to M. Mbona in Harare after interview, 5 October 2010. See also C. Napier, interview conducted by S. Joshua, Archdiocesan Chancery, Durban, 15 October 2007.
\footnote{460} Rogers, \textit{Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist}.
\footnote{461} Rogers, \textit{Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist}.
\footnote{462} Rogers, \textit{Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist}.
\footnote{464} Rogers, \textit{Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist}.
\footnote{466} W. Napier, same interview.
IMBISA, established in 1975, served as an organ of liaison and pastoral cooperation among the bishops’ conferences of Angola and São Tome and Principe (CEST), Lesotho (LCBC), Namibia (NCBC), Mozambique, southern Africa which is made up of Botswana, South Africa and Swaziland (SACBC), and Zimbabwe (ZCBC). For example, Liz Towell, director of Sinosizo, an AIDS care service organisation under the Archdiocese of Durban, became aware of Rogers’ visits to South Africa between 1986 and 1987. The Roman Catholic Church’s leaders such as Archbishop Denis Hurley requested Rogers to assist with presentations on HIV and AIDS. In Zimbabwe, Auxiliary Bishop Mutume worked with Rogers in the ZCBC office in 1987 at a time when very few ordinary people were aware of the new disease called AIDS.

The Jesuit cleric became involved in developing HIV and AIDS initiatives for the Archdiocese of Harare, and set up the ZCBC ad hoc AIDS Committee in September of the following year. Rogers was also responsible for drafting the first statement on AIDS published by the ZCBC in October 1987. As Rogers was to recall:

> Having written this draft I sent it out to the members of the committee for their comments. The final draft of the statement was presented to the bishops at their meeting … and the bishops said that, after their amendments, it could be published as a pastoral letter in English, Shona and Ndebele.

Rogers’ interest in the epidemic was recognised by public health experts, church leaders of lay members of other churches to the point of being seen as an expert on HIV and AIDS. Respect for Rogers’ work was confirmed when he successfully convened a meeting at St. Anne’s hospital attended by forty-two people on 24 March 1987. The participants were from different backgrounds but with interest in AIDS.
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This meeting gave birth in 1988 to one of the earliest non-governmental AIDS organisations, namely, the AIDS Counselling Trust (ACT), which was subsequently officially registered with the government in 1989. The board of trustees of the AIDS Counselling Trust included people from educational, social, medical and Christian backgrounds. This came a year after the formation of FACT in 1987. Thus it may be concluded that Rogers was instrumental in setting up the ground for the Roman Catholic Church’s work in the field of HIV and AIDS. The formation of the AIDS Counselling Trust by Rogers came one year after the establishment of the National AIDS Co-ordination Programme by the State in 1987. Rogers used his position as a Jesuit with long service in social work to the advantage of bringing AIDS to the attention of the church in the hope establishing faith-based interventions. While most people in Zimbabwe were in jubilation, celebrating the birth of a new nation, Rogers focused his attention on the challenges ahead. He knew that AIDS had no cure, and that in the years to come, many of the local people were likely to be infected and affected by the pandemic.

Rogers did not only feature at high profile platforms namely the ZCBC and IMBISA but worked with grassroots Christian groups including women’s groups. For example, in February 1988, Rogers presented papers and talks on HIV and AIDS at seminars for the Anglican Church in Harare and the Roman Catholic Women’s League in Harare too. Churchwomen’s interest in AIDS might have been related to the fact that women experienced the challenge of providing care to members of their families who were living with HIV. Rogers and the AIDS Counselling Trust were thus instrumental in recruiting voluntary counsellors to serve in public and private healthcare centres and in homes in Harare. Within Zimbabwe, Rogers strengthened the voice of the Heads of Christian Denominations by acting as a resource person for the church-related HIV and AIDS interventions. For example, in 1989, on behalf of the church leaders, Rogers wrote a book entitled *AIDS: The Christian response*. The fact that Bishop Peter Hatendi of the Anglican Diocese of Harare as chairperson,
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and Auxiliary Bishop Mutume as secretary signed the book, indicate that ecumenical collaboration on HIV and AIDS existed at the national level. In 1993, Rogers, with support from the national church leaders' forum established an Interdenominational AIDS Committee. He subsequently contributed to the drafting of the first version of the churches' HIV and AIDS policy later known as the Kadoma Declaration, published in 1993.\textsuperscript{480} The said document stated that Christian moral principles as well as African traditional values of sexuality were the only ways of preventing the spread of HIV. There were a number of other platforms at which Rogers participated and that served to indicate that he became a very central figure in responses to HIV and AIDS by the churches in the early period.

Rogers, as director of IMBISA, and Christine Mtize, as coordinator of the national health and AIDS programmes, both being Roman Catholics, were part of the interdenominational AIDS planning committee in Zimbabwe.\textsuperscript{481} Rogers was one of the resource persons at the interdenominational AIDS conference held in Kadoma in January 1994. The paper presented by Rogers was entitled: “The Christian, AIDS and Behavioural Change.”\textsuperscript{482} Behaviour change among the youth had been a popular approach by the Roman Catholic Church since the late 1980s and Rogers was one of few people to admit to the fact that it was an ineffective strategy. He further observed that behaviour change has limited effects on the rate of transmission of HIV.\textsuperscript{483} In as much as Rogers sought to change the course of HIV and AIDS, especially between 1984 and 1994, the pandemic also altered his views on condom use. For example, at the beginning of the pandemic, Rogers behaved like a Roman theologian, and was characterised by conservative Christian moral values and unwillingness to explore the use of condoms. From 1995 onwards and as AIDS took its toll on communities, Rogers shifted towards a position of seeing condoms as a lesser evil that could reduce the death of many young productive lives.\textsuperscript{484} In 1996 Rogers founded the Jesuit AIDS Project based in Harare,\textsuperscript{485} and became its director until retirement in 2008.\textsuperscript{486} AIDS

\textsuperscript{480} HOCD, Conference statement on AIDS.
\textsuperscript{481} Farag, Interdenominational AIDS conference, 2.
\textsuperscript{483} Rogers, “The Christian, AIDS and behavioural change,” 36.
\textsuperscript{484} T. Rogers, same interview.
\textsuperscript{486} Rogers, Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist.
provided Rogers with further opportunities to serve the people of southern Africa, particularly Zimbabwe, and this occupied the greater part of his retirement years.

### 3.2.2. The Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops Conference’s Response to HIV and AIDS at National Level

While the Roman Catholic Church having embraced the invitation by the new government to become partners in development, the massacres in Matabeleland in the early 1980s strained the relationship between the State and the ZCBC in the early 1980s. During Easter in 1983, the latter accused the former of heavy-handedness in resolving the problem of the so-called dissidents. The position taken by the ZCBC was that of seeking peace and reconciliation in the youthful nation. Auxiliary Bishop Mutume spoke of the bishops’ concern for peace in Matabeleland by noting:

> Through the Catholic Commission for Peace and Justice the bishops kept monitoring the internal conflict in Matabeleland. In 1986 the commission gives its wholehearted support to the unity talks between ZANU (PF) and (PF) ZAPU.

Whereas the ZCBC criticised the State, the bishops undertook to improve the welfare of the citizens whose lives had been affected by the liberation struggle and were now disturbed by unrest in Matabeleland. In this regard, Bishop Muchabaiwa insisted that the church’s prophetic role and faithfulness to Jesus Christ entailed that it served the citizens of Zimbabwe freely. The government’s launching of foreign-bred economic reforms presented fresh challenges for the citizens as the public healthcare system experienced decline. Despite the deterioration of the relationship between the ZCBC and the State the bishops maintained their commitment to social responsibility to the nation. Thus, the HIV and AIDS interventions that emerged under the different Roman Catholic dioceses in Zimbabwe were established for the benefit of ordinary people.

---
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3.2.2.1. Episcopal Statements on HIV and AIDS

Between 1985 and 1994 the ZCBC issued four statements whose focus was on the HIV and AIDS epidemic. The most critical ones were those issued in 1987 and 1991. In October 1987 the ZCBC was the first religious body in Zimbabwe to issue a statement on the new disease. This came at a time when the nation was grappling with understanding the origins of AIDS, its mode of transmission, prevention of HIV and treatment of AIDS-related illness. The statement was entitled “AIDS and our moral responsibility.” An overview of the statement indicates that there were six points of emphasis and they include a brief introduction of AIDS, its mode of infection, Christian morality, traditional values, message to youth and the response to the afflicted. The ZCBC held the understanding that the disease was a consequence of the law of nature as stated:

First of all we state that our primary concern is for the AIDS sufferers, their families and friends who also suffer much distress. We consider that this severe disease is a consequence of the law of nature. Misuse of alcohol or drugs creates serious health problems. The misuse of sex is the major cause of the spread of AIDS in our society and this, too, brings most serious health problems. AIDS may be seen, too, as God’s answer to man [man’s] disregard for His moral law (cf. Matthew 5: 27-52), but God is the God of compassion who bids us to be compassionate too (cf. Colossians 5: 12-15).

Thus the bishops believed that there was a strong relationship between AIDS and moral decline in Zimbabwe. The statement issued two years after the State openly admitted the existence of AIDS in Zimbabwe gave the impression that the epidemic was a consequence of sin.

The ZCBC also agreed that AIDS, as it was then commonly called, could be contracted by the use of surgical needles and razor blades. While the epidemic was first discovered among gay people in the US, the bishops warned that heterosexual contact was the main mode of its spread in Zimbabwe:

---
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But the main mode of transmission of this disease in Africa is by heterosexual contact and it is precisely here that all persons can help to stop its spread. Promiscuity is the root of the problem. The disease is contracted through sexual intercourse with an infected person, male or female. Some medical authorities advocate for the use of a condom during sexual intercourse to prevent infection. However, condoms are not completely reliable and their users still contract AIDS and transmit it to others.\(^\text{493}\)

One could note that according to the bishops’ statement, there was a conviction that AIDS could be stamped out through moral purity and not through using condoms. In this regard, the Roman Catholic bishops in Zimbabwe targeted Roman Catholic Christians married or single by warning them against promiscuity and exposed false security in the use of condoms. Each church member was expected to exercise Christian moral responsibility as stated:

> In order to face this serious health and moral challenge we have to return to the source of morality and consider our attitude to human relationships and to sexuality within this context. Chastity before marriage, and fidelity in marriage, should not be seen as impossible ideals in spite of prevalent sexual laxity.\(^\text{494}\)

The HIV and AIDS epidemic was seen by the ZCBC as a major threat to the youth for the reason that it claimed the lives of the sexually active young adults. The bishops’ statement in October 1987 also had a specific message to the church’s youth who were seen as the future of the church and the society. Young people were admonished to be resilient in resisting the temptation of sexual indulgence as stated:

> We have a special message for our youth, both young men and young women, to resist the fashion of the day in matters of sexuality. They should try to see their companions as persons of immense worth and beauty and not sexual objects. …We believe that both partners to marriage should feel free to ask for an assurance that their future partner is free of infection even if this may mean taking blood tests to assure themselves.\(^\text{495}\)

The vibe of political independence could have led young people to be immoral and therefore contract HIV. While there were very limited HIV testing facilities at that
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time in Zimbabwe, the ZCBC’s message indicates the seriousness with which the bishops considered moral purity among young Roman Catholic couples.

The second pastoral statement issued on HIV and AIDS by the ZCBC came in March 1991. It built up on the statement issued four years previously in 1987. The words contained in the statement sounded rather harsh and even confrontational as suggested by the title –Save our Families: Pastoral Letter on Marriage, Family, Sexuality and the AIDS Epidemic. Notable changes between the first and second statements were a reflection of the fact that the AIDS scene was evolving. The statement issued in 1991 indicated the intricate relationship between marriage, family, sexuality and the AIDS epidemic. According to the statement, AIDS affected society because of a breakdown in family values whereby married couples were expected to uphold chastity. The bishops pleaded with Roman Catholics to uphold African traditional cultural values on the family as well as the teaching of the church on Holy Matrimony. The ZCBC echoed the same sentiments as in the previous statement which argued that AIDS was a consequence of humanity breaking the laws of nature as stated: –What was meant to be an expression of personal love has become something impersonal, even inhuman. What was meant to foster lifelong fidelity has become a means of monetary intoxication and excitement.

Furthermore, the statement repeated the notion that AIDS was a moral issue and critiqued what the bishops described as –blind trust in technological solutions to human problems, combined with moral defeatism that claimed that the use of condoms could prevent HIV.” There is also sense in which the Roman Catholic bishops in Zimbabwe appeared to appreciate that the use of condoms could prevent the spread of HIV and yet they held the same device in suspicion for undermining the tenets of the Roman Catholic Church on marriage and sexuality:
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We do not deny that, speaking on the level of sheer mechanics, if used correctly and regularly, [condoms] reduce the risk of HIV infection to some extent (but by no means completely). But we deny that the widespread use of such or similar devices is the answer to the deep moral crisis which has caused the rapid spread of AIDS in our country. In fact, propagating condoms is tantamount to admitting moral defeat, and, worse than that, it encourages promiscuity, especially when they are made available to the young.  

HIV infected and affected married couples or families mainly because of the common nature of heterosexual relationships. The pandemic also attacked the central nerve of the community of the faithful. The statement appeared to give the impression that morality is the best way of preventing HIV, a position that was consistent with the church’s teachings. However, the second statement advised married couples where one of the spouses was HIV positive to seek the services of a counsellor but remained hesitant to prescribe either the use of condoms or to abstain from marital intercourse altogether. This approach was similar to what Baffour Takyi in Ghana viewed as sexual behaviour modification that includes adherence (where possible), the use of condoms in sexual encounters and the treatment of STDs among those viewed as at higher risk of AIDS.  

The statement issued in 1991 also drew attention to cases of increased deaths among infants and young children. The bishops responded to the ravages of the AIDS epidemic among mothers and their children when it stated: “Even now many small children die of AIDS, having been infected by their HIV positive mothers in the womb or at birth.” The Roman Catholic Church has always held the view that all human life was sacred and therefore deserves to be respected. As its bishops were to contend:

There have been some voices advocating abortion of children expected by HIV-positive mothers. This is unacceptable. Even children of with a life expectancy of no more than a few years have a right to life. Not every child who is born of an HIV-positive mother will be infected

---
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with AIDS. More than half of such children have a chance of being born healthy and without any infection.\textsuperscript{503}

Members of the ZCBC were also aware of the challenges of caring for such babies and other OVC orphaned by AIDS. In the light of this need, the Roman Catholic families were encouraged to take new roles in caring for OVC. In 1992 the bishops maintained the stance that human life was sacred as noted from a pastoral statement entitled “Even children of HIV-positive mothers have a right to life.”\textsuperscript{504} The bishops thus stated:

Both HIV positive mothers and their children need our care and support. This is a great challenge to society in general and the church in particular. AIDS is killing many people already. We have no right to add to their number by deliberate killing. It is our duty even under these tragic circumstances to preserve and cherish the gift of life.\textsuperscript{505}

The ZCBC repeated the same message in 1994 in a pastoral statement entitled “Human life is sacred: Catholic bishops strongly opposed to abortion.”\textsuperscript{506}

\subsection*{3.2.2.2. History of the Documents, Context and Reception}

The first statement on HIV and AIDS released in October 1987 by ZCBC was one of the earliest statements issued from any part of the Roman Catholic Church including Africa and the Vatican. This statement followed the message of the New Zealand Roman Catholic bishops in May 1987,\textsuperscript{507} the Roman Catholic bishops of Kenya in June 1987,\textsuperscript{508} and the message of Pope John Paul II delivered in California in September 1987.\textsuperscript{509} In some respects, the ZCBC’s statement compared well with that
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issued from the New Zealand Roman Catholic bishops who argued that the course of AIDS could only be altered by responsible sexual behaviour and not by the use of condoms. The message of the Holy See, delivered in a country long associated with the first cases of AIDS among homosexual men in 1981, appeared to offer hope to PLHIV. For example, Pope John Paul II showed sympathy towards HIV positive people when he stated: "He [God] loves those of you who are sick, those suffering from AIDS." According to Rogers, who was the architect of the ZCBC’s statement, the Zimbabwean bishops were inspired by the Roman Catholic bishops of Kenya in issuing a statement on AIDS. However, the emphasis in the statement by the Roman Catholic bishops of Kenya’s was more toward compassion and care than being moral as stated:

We urge the members of the church in our countries, laity and clergy, cooperating where possible with already existing organizations to search for the most effective means of help, and we ask our bishops to give their active support to this work of Christ: for it is His Body which has HIV/AIDS.

The first statement by the Zimbabwean Catholic bishops also carried a message specifically directed to young people. The bishops held the perception that young people could be effective in preventing the spread of HIV by encouraging them to abstain from immorality. According to Auxiliary Bishop Mutume, "the churches in Zimbabwe were in control of the youth through their schools. They had a golden opportunity to influence their thinking." The bishops perceived the State’s adoption of liberal approaches to HIV prevention including the indiscriminate distribution of condoms among the youth as a threat to morality.

Furthermore, according to the bishops the State's introduction of an individualised approach to sexuality, which was totally divorced from African traditional family values and Christian teachings, was a major weakness. The statement could also have had the unintended effect of enhancing stigma by blaming AIDS on human folly.
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The message from the second statement showed elements of continuity with the earlier one of 1987. For example, in 1987 the bishops stated that the church condemned both pre-marital and extra-marital sex in keeping with local African traditions.\(^{516}\) The Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe had mixed membership of both blacks and whites and not all people respected African tradition. Apparently, the reason why the bishops chose to invoke African traditional cultural family values was driven by the reality that in Zimbabwe, AIDS was reportedly more common among blacks than in others.\(^{517}\) Generally, the ZCBC’s moralistic stance on HIV prevention AIDS was similar to the statement issued by the Southern African Catholic Bishops of Conference (SACBC) in 1990.\(^{518}\)

The Zimbabwean Catholic bishops’ position that moral weaknesses among Roman Catholic men contributed to the spread of HIV was not unfounded. Elsewhere, in Malawi, a study by Jenny Trinitapoli and Mark Regnerus in 2006 concluded that married men from the Roman Catholic were likely to report recent extramarital sexual behaviour, followed by men from Protestant missionary churches, African initiated churches and Pentecostal churches.\(^{519}\) The bishops’ emphasis on Christian morality and African traditional values as ways of preventing HIV had the unintended effect of undermining women. Within the African traditional worldview women were generally perceived as dirty and men as clean.\(^{520}\) The practice of dry sex placed women at great risk of HIV. In Zimbabwe, some women dried their vaginas using cloth, cotton, shredded newspapers, salt, methylated spirits, herbs, baboon urine, and other various concoctions obtained from traditional health practitioners.\(^{521}\) While the practice existed before the HIV and AIDS era, its perpetuity was unsafe and thus increased the likelihood of HIV infection. And some AIDS workers believe the extra friction
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Beverley Haddad has also pointed out that such practices as virginity testing justified male domination through patriarchy, while women and girls were exposed to unprotected sexual manipulation.

The advent of HIV and AIDS gave renewed sustenance to long-established diseases that were dangerous to women’s health:

The infectious bodily fluids talked about in modern AIDS awareness campaigns may be new ideas, but they have been distilled and filtered through not-so-unfamiliar old ideas of women’s pollution and the peril it represents to men and to society in general.

Roman Catholic married churchwomen took exception to the ZCBC’s position of intolerance to condoms use as a precaution against HIV. Married churchwomen mentioned that all barriers to sex such as following a woman’s menstrual cycle were impracticable because of the high risks of infection if one’s spouse was unfaithful. For example, Teresa Nyawera of St. Paul’s Dangamvura and Eugenia Tichawangana of Triashill mission stated that many young couples found it difficult to practice natural contraception. Women who used natural contraception faced the wrath of HIV because male spouses were not patient and thus became involved in extra-marital sexual relationships. It appears that some Christian women were aware of the fact that in the short term condoms could assist in reducing the spread of HIV.

Similarly, at Nyahukwe, two female informants stated that impatience with a woman’s cycle by male spouses forced women to use condoms as a means of contraception, but privately. Thus, out of fear of contracting HIV infection from an
unfaithful spouse, women in the Roman Catholic Church resorted to illicit means of obtaining and using condoms without the approval of the clerical leadership. The position taken by the ZCBC of openly opposing the prophylactic use of condoms caused the church’s leadership to be seen by the general public as being insensitive to the dilemma faced by Roman Catholic married women.\(^{527}\) Denis’s study on sexuality and AIDS in South Africa added another perspective by arguing that the patriarchal nature of modern society in which women were expected to submit to the sexual advances of men, played an important role in the transmission of the virus. For physiological reasons women were more vulnerable than men to the virus, hence the higher rate of infection among them.\(^{528}\)

While the ZCBC and public health policy makers in Zimbabwe agreed that behaviour change was a key strategy in HIV prevention, the bishop’s blamed the government for openly sanctioning the use of condoms without regard for age and marital status. The State preached the ABC method in which abstinence (A) was the first priority, followed by the admonition to be faithful (B) and to use condoms (C).\(^{529}\) Father Joinet, a Roman Catholic priest, in Tanzania in the mid-1990s, invented the ABC method.\(^{530}\) The position taken by the ZCBC was that one could not stop the spread of HIV by using the same device that was responsible for fanning the pandemic. While the State offered condoms as a protection tool against HIV, the bishops argued that condoms led to death from AIDS and that morality led to life. Church followers were urged to choose life: “But you are not trapped. You have a choice. Choose life!”\(^{531}\)

Women were trapped because they had very limited options in choosing safe sex. The ZCBC appeared to have overlooked this aspect.

Women also carried the burden of supporting and caring for infected spouses, relatives, children and neighbours.\(^{532}\) However, the issues responsible for fanning the spread of the pandemic had deep roots. For example, Basset and Mhloyi argued that women faced with divorce or dire poverty had to choose between social death and
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biological death: "No one involved in caring for HIV-infected women in Zimbabwe, and presumably elsewhere, can fail to be struck by the limited options women have in negotiating their sexual relations." 533

The continuous rise in HIV and AIDS cases further contributed to the deterioration in the relationship between the ZCBC and the State. This time, the Roman Catholic bishops in Zimbabwe accused the government of not doing enough to mitigate the impact of HIV and AIDS on the population. The ZCBC argued that because cases of HIV were ever increasing the State's HIV prevention strategies did not work. 534

According to the ZCBC, in 1991 half a million people were carriers of HIV, many children were orphaned, and families were in charge of looking after close relatives sick with AIDS, in their homes. 535 The estimated adult (i.e., 15-49 years) HIV and AIDS prevalence in Zimbabwe in 1991 was at 15%. 536 Given the fact that the population of Zimbabwe was at 10.4 million in by 1992, 537 the estimate by the ZCBC was probably less. According to UNAIDS, the number of PLHIV in Zimbabwe in 1991 was at 800,000. The Roman Catholic Church also denounced migrant labour systems that forced married couples to live separately and exposed them to high risks of HIV. 538 On the one hand, the ZCBC’s argument that those migrating for work sacrificed the welfare of the family in favour of income, and propelled the spread of HIV and AIDS, was legitimate. On the other hand, the same families stood in great need of income for survival, and that drove men to work far away from home. Perhaps the Zimbabwean Roman Catholic bishops overlooked these realities and therefore the situation could not change easily.

The statements on HIV and AIDS issued by the ZCBC between 1987 and 1994 made no reference to the medical aspects of the epidemic which meant that the treatment of HIV using ARVs was still not a possibility. Generally, in Zimbabwe the treatment of AIDS using ARV medication only became available when the national antiretroviral
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treatment roll out plan was launched in 2004.\textsuperscript{539} As a result, between 1987 and 1994 treatment was still largely unavailable to the majority of PLHIV. In Zimbabwe the ZCBC worked closely with the church’s healthcare centres through a diocesan healthcare secretariat.\textsuperscript{540} However, the bishops were not medical experts and at times their statements about HIV and AIDS could differ from those of healthcare service providers at the church's healthcare institutions.

The Zimbabwean Roman Catholic bishops appeared unaware of the reality that – at least for some married people contracting AIDS had nothing to do with a person’s moral life.\textsuperscript{541} The ZCBC focused on one dimension and left out the others. This was despite Pope John Paul II's words during a visit in Tanzania in September 1990. The Pope urged that HIV and AIDS initiatives should take into account both the medical aspect of the illness as well as the human, cultural, ethical and religious dimensions of life.\textsuperscript{542} Therefore, as church leaders the bishops could have carried the hopes of the nations on HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation. Denis has noted:

\begin{quote}
As representatives and interpreters of religious beliefs they [the bishops] influence both public policy-making and popular attitudes. They define moral norms, in matters such as condom use or pre-wedding HIV test requirements, and articulate a religious response to the epidemic.\textsuperscript{543}
\end{quote}

In 1992, the State proposed a bill that could legalise abortion for HIV infected pregnant mothers. The minister of Health and Child Welfare, Dr Timothy Stamps, made a presentation to Parliament on this matter in February 1991. In an enraged attack on this bill, the ZCBC expressed dismay that the government did not consider protecting the sacredness of human life. It appeared that the State and the ZCBC were at odds with each other again after the failure of each side to concede to each other's position on the prophylactic use of condoms. The position taken by the Zimbabwean Roman Catholic bishops was in continuity with the teaching of the church on abortion as contained in \textit{Humanae Vitae}:
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In conformity with these landmarks in the human and Christian vision of marriage, we must once again declare that the direct interruption of the generative process already begun, and, above all, directly willed and procured abortion, even if for therapeutic reasons, are to be absolutely excluded as licit means of regulating birth.\textsuperscript{544}

In fact, the ZCBC’s critical voice against abortion could have contributed to the survival of children born to HIV infected mothers.

\textbf{3.2.2.3. Theological Rationale}

The ZCBC did oppose the State’s position on prophylactic use of condoms and argued that this was in violation of the tenets of natural law. The present task is not to trace the origins of the concept of natural law in its details. Theologians such as St. Thomas Aquinas shaped the Roman Catholic Church’s understanding of natural law in the \textit{Summa Theologica}.\textsuperscript{545} Aquinas argued that human beings were rational creatures who were directed by God towards an end: "In virtue of his intelligence and free will, man is master of his conduct. Unlike all the things of the mere material world he can vary his action, act, or abstain from action, as he pleases."\textsuperscript{546} The Roman Catholic moralists’ understanding of natural law states: "God has formulated a plan for the world and has given human beings reason so that reflecting on the human nature made by God they can discern how God wants us to act in this world."\textsuperscript{547}

The ZCBC made reference to the principle that human beings can make use of reason to guide them in deciding on actions including matters of sexuality. Some Roman Catholic Christians believe that natural law is universal and therefore applied to all human beings who conformed to the order of God. People’s knowledge of the law was "founded in our nature and revealed to us by our reason, the moral law is known to us in the measure that reason brings knowledge of it home to our understanding."\textsuperscript{548}
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Under natural law, reason and conscience made a person to be able to make rational decisions on sexuality without the use of artificial barriers. Within the Roman Catholic sexual ethics, condoms were seen as having the effect of encouraging selfishness and undermined the church’s long established notion that sexual intercourse is for procreation.\textsuperscript{549}

In \textit{Humanae Vitae}, Pope Paul VI stated that married persons were collaborators with God the Creator in transmitting human life.\textsuperscript{550} Thus the Pope opposed casual sex even within marriage. According to the ZCBC, the stance taken by the Government in Zimbabwe undermined the use of reason and conscience in regard to the sex act. Thus, the ZCBC’s statement pointed out that condom use had the effect of reducing the divine purpose of sex into a commodity. The ZCBC invoked Roman Catholic moral theology, which was premised on the prohibition of sex outside marriage, and therefore used it to warn the youth against immorality in view of preventing HIV. On one hand, there was fear and concern among members of the ZCBC that the future of AIDS-free Roman Catholic Christians and young people in general was under threat. On the other hand, the bishops also strived to preserve the church’s teachings on matters of human sexuality.

\textbf{3.2.2.4. The Minority Positions}

If there might be anything that the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church has been generally criticised on in recent years, it is the church’s official position on the use of condoms in the prevention of HIV. All artificial birth control devices including condoms are considered as illicit. Thus many bishops and theologians including the ZCBC were totally opposed to the use of condoms in the prevention of HIV. While this position reinforced the church’s moral teaching, it did not assist people who were in danger of HIV including married couples. However, a crop of Roman Catholic moral theologians and ethicists including Nader Michel argue that HIV and AIDS
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endangered the life of parties to a marriage and the same applied to people who shared a sexual relationship. In this case:

AIDS prevention is about that same responsibility for one’s own life and for the life of others. This responsibility is love and love begins with responsibility for another’s life. ...For HIV/AIDS patients, the use of the condom helps to protect life. 551

The minority of Roman Catholic theologians and bishops who accept the use of condoms as a way of saving lives can be said to have built on an old Roman Catholic tradition in which casuistry allowed for the use of condoms within in a marriage where at least one partner is HIV positive.

In 2000 Jon Fuller and James Keenan, some of the most profound Roman Catholic ethicists on HIV prevention pointed out that many Roman Catholic bishops referred to the Roman Catholic moral tradition as the only option for the preventing the spread of the epidemic. 552 The fact that the ZCBC did not recommend safe sex indicates a conservative stance. Morality and not the use of condoms was seen by the bishops as the safest way of protecting young people from the risks of contracting HIV. In relation to young people and sexuality in the context of HIV prevention, Roger Burggraeve, another Roman Catholic ethicist, wrote in the same volume: –Responsible sexuality, however, not only presupposes that one aptly informs oneself, but also that one is prepared to act accordingly to prevent more serious consequences." 553 However, it must be emphasised that the Roman Catholic moral tradition was not without flexibility, whereby moves to save lives could lead to casuistry. For example, the moral theology of the Roman Catholic Church sought to act out of compassion as the main divine strategy’s first imperative and was fluid in the sense that it was sensitive to the conditions that face humanity: –In the face of HIV/AIDS Christians and Catholics, the Catholic community and the Catholic moral
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theology, must be prepared to take the risk with their own rules.”\textsuperscript{554} This means that Roman Catholic bishops used the existing moral tradition in flexible ways and the use of condoms to prevent further infection in marriage was such an example.\textsuperscript{555}

The reluctance to explore new understandings of human sexuality in the context of HIV and AIDS shown by the ZCBC was similar to the position taken by the SACBC. For example, in February 2001 Bishop Kevin Dowling of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Rustenburg’s expressed a personal opinion in favour of using condoms in HIV prevention. While Bishop Dowling argued in favour condom use in the mining town of Rustenburg and other areas where HIV was rife, the SACBC declined the suggestion.\textsuperscript{556} Similarly, in 1991 the members of the ZCBC expressed their reservations on condom use for the purpose of preventing HIV:

No artificial device can make up for a lack of moral insight and effort. If we want to be truly human, then we do not need more such devices to protect us from consequences of uncontrolled behaviour, but more consideration and respect for one another as persons.\textsuperscript{557}

However, while this appeared to be the official position of the ZCBC, within pastoral circles, the same bishops tolerated the use of condoms among HIV positive Roman Catholic married couples. Thus, although not publicly known, using the rule of casuistics, the Roman Catholic clergy in Zimbabwe permitted the use of condoms but under strict pastoral circumstances.\textsuperscript{558} Cases of such a nature were considered as pastoral issues that could only be resolved by a priest privately. When couples confided their HIV positive status to the priest, for the sake of conscience, the clergy recommended the use of condoms.\textsuperscript{559}
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To suggest that this position was in apparent discontinuity with the moral tradition of the Roman Catholic Church could be a misinterpretation of the point. Fuller and Keenan observed that it was not necessary to construct a new moral law in a time of HIV and AIDS because, “the Catholic moral tradition is a supple and balanced legacy that we need to recognise, appreciate, and utilise.”\footnote{Fuller and Keenan, “Introduction,” 29.} Some nurses and doctors serving at the church’s healthcare centres in Manicaland encouraged the Roman Catholic couples that tested HIV positive to meet with their priest for further direction. This was done in a spirit of prevention of further infection through possible reduction of the viral load. The practice also gave infected couples the chance to care for their children and plan for their future.\footnote{C. Mukazi, same interview.} The absence of a mechanism of ensuring that all infected couples went to the priest for spiritual guidance created opportunities for Roman Catholic married couples and others to use condoms privately. Consistent with this observation, Charles Curran, although not specifically mentioning condoms, also stated: “In practice Catholic married couples seem to use contraception in about the same numbers as non-Catholics.”\footnote{Curran, “Contraception,” 177.}

### 3.2.3. The HIV and AIDS Commission is Launched

The HIV and AIDS pandemic overwhelmed the ZCBC to the extent that a new commission to handle the church’s initiatives nationally was established. Initially, the HIV and AIDS commission first existed as an Ad Hoc Committee set up by Rogers in September 1987. In 1988 the structure evolved into the ZCBC HIV and AIDS desk and Christine Mtize was employed as a full time coordinator.\footnote{Information supplied to M. Mbona by C. Mtize by email, 26 June 2011.} From that time onwards the commission organised seminars on HIV and AIDS for clergy, religious and lay leaders.\footnote{Rogers, Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist.} In 1994 the HIV and AIDS commission received full recognition from the ZCBC to the point of establishing an independent unit. The new commission, housed at Africa Synod House, Harare, was born out of necessity, mainly in order to give maximum attention to the pandemic. Although the HIV and AIDS commission is stationed in Harare, it carried out interventions throughout
Zimbabwe including Manicaland. Officers from Harare used to carry out its operations in Manicaland. This accounts for the reason why the commission’s work in Manicaland is discussed within the national focus.

One of the major tasks for the commission was to spearhead HIV and AIDS awareness through prevention campaigns and the establishment of orphan care in Roman Catholic Church schools nationwide. The particular interest in schools was not a neutral move, but one that was driven by an agenda of countering what the church considered were ‘immoral HIV prevention messages’ from the State. From the ZCBC’s perspective, the principle of encouraging condom use was indiscreet and contributed to permissiveness. Thus, the commission was opposed to condom use and emphasised the promotion of abstinence and values of life that prevented the spread of AIDS. From 1990 onwards, the commission’s education unit offered a programme which focused on HIV prevention, care and life skills promotion, AIDS education, basic skills in counselling, behaviour change and peer education.

Access to the country's education system was relatively easy because the church owned schools. Thus, all Roman Catholic Church schools in Zimbabwe were platforms of contact for the church’s HIV prevention strategy meant to save future generations from being infected with HIV. Some research on the safety of condoms in preventing sexually transmission of HIV went on behind the scenes. For example, at some hospitals in Harare, members of the Roman Catholic Church who had a medical background investigated the reliability of condoms imported into the country. Rogers and others detected thousands of boxes of unsafe condoms in the early 1990s. Apparently, due to AIDS, the business of condom manufacturing and marketing expanded and multinational companies made huge profits from sales of condom used in the prevention of HIV.

The commission appeared not to have trusted the Government mainly due to the formers reservations on the use of condoms. The commission appeared to hold the

566 See ZCBCH, ZCBC, ―AIDS and our moral responsibility.” See also P. Mutume, same interview.
568 R. Chiome, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Rusape, 28 August 2010.
569 T. Rogers, same interview.
570 P. Mutume, same interview.
view that leaving the government alone to initiate HIV prevention and AIDS awareness programmes in schools might cause more harm than good. This led to the establishment of a “Catholic Education Staff Development” team that was approved by the ZCBC in 1993.\footnote{ZCBC, ZCBC HIV and AIDS desk programme.} Nationally, the initiative enshrined two separate approaches to HIV prevention education in schools; one with a ‘religious’ ethos and the other being secular. Thus, in a time of HIV and AIDS, and out of the need to defend the church’s moral teachings, the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church offered an alternative model of HIV prevention education.\footnote{T. Rogers, same interview.} However, the proposed moralistic approach had limitations in the delivery of the expected results. For example, in 1992 and 1993 in Manicaland, it was noted that the communication methodologies used in HIV and AIDS outreach activities were ineffective. The Mutare Community Home Care project reported on the lack of willingness to discuss HIV and AIDS among the youth as a common problem in Zimbabwe.\footnote{Diocese of Mutare Community Care Project archives, Mutare, (DOMCCPM), DOMCCP, Evaluation report, January 1993-June 1995, Mutare Community Home Care to support people with HIV/AIDS, 3 August 1995, 23. See also Rogers, “The Christian, AIDS and behavioural change,” 35-39.} The fact that the programme was carried out in Roman Catholic schools did not always mean that there was wide support from the pupil’s home environment.

### 3.2.4. The Mutare Community Home Care’s HIV and AIDS Interventions

Until 1992 matters related to health, including oversight of diocesan healthcare centres, were under the responsibility of a healthcare secretariat. The church’s hospitals took over the burden of providing for the healthcare needs of people, especially the poor who could not afford to pay market rates. Out of a need to respond to the HIV and AIDS epidemic, a Roman Catholic diocesan FBO known as the Mutare Community Home Care, hereafter also referred to as diocesan project, was crafted in 1992. The project’s purpose was to care for people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.\footnote{Information supplied by J. Nyamande to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010. DOMCCPR, Benyera, Evaluation of CRS Zimbabwe’s home-based care programme, 18} The birth of the project was necessitated by the needs of people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS and this initiative targeted communities living...
around the Roman Catholic centres in Manicaland. Bishop Muchabaiwa and Auxiliary Bishop Mutume initiated the Mutare Community Home Care project after the realisation that HIV and AIDS interventions had increased the workload of the diocesan health coordinator. The diocesan healthcare secretariat now had to play a leading position in managing the activities of the new project. The most critical issue at that time was the care of PLHIV and OVC since this was an area where the government was struggling to cope.

The Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe in general and Manicaland in particular was one of the few churches that complemented government efforts at improving healthcare services. A few factors worked in favour of the church’s early involvement in responding to HIV and AIDS. First, the Roman Catholic Church is not a newcomer in the sphere of public healthcare and therefore it took up HIV and AIDS as part of the church’s social responsibility agenda. Second, the church has a long history of social development dating from colonial times and had also supported the struggle for liberation. Third, the church has human resources offering a diversity of skills and could mobilise funding easily. The church’s principle that community and social development could not be separated from people’s spiritual lives contributed immensely to the church’s implementation of HIV and AIDS interventions. The HIV and AIDS pandemic unlocked new opportunities for the Roman Catholic Church by enabling it to receive foreign donor funding to carry out HIV interventions during a period when the State’s health delivery system was under-funded and started to decline. The fact that the US-based Roman Catholic Relief Services (CRS) funded HIV and AIDS interventions under the Catholic Diocese of Mutare, increased the church’s visibility in Manicaland. The Roman Catholic Church knew the CRS as a development partner after it started funding the Zimbabwe country programme at the invitation of the ZCBC in 1989.

---
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3.2.4.1. Initiation of Home-Based and Orphan Care Interventions

The AIDS-related home-based care activities carried out by the diocesan project became part of the phase in Zimbabwe in which there was a noticeable rise in HIV and AIDS advocacy, care and support of PLHIV between 1990 and 1991.\textsuperscript{580} Generally, the churches delayed to initiate AIDS-related care programmes because they were gripped not only by a sense of fear and confusion, but by stigma and discrimination that was fuelled by moralistic approaches. A retrospective analysis of messages about AIDS between 1986 and 1990 showed that the State and the church were equally at fault as noted:

Messages such as \textit{AIDS kills. ...Beware!} and pictures of skulls and crossbones were used on posters about HIV. The nature and character of the virus was sensationalised, primarily by service providers, while at the same time, churches moralised about HIV and linked it to promiscuity and sin.\textsuperscript{581}

This situation was further propelled by the high rate of either ignorance or misinformed messages about AIDS. Caregivers were generally scared of providing assistance to PLHIV due to the fact that there was no clear information about the disease.\textsuperscript{582} Neither the government nor the church was an angel on this issue.\textsuperscript{583} Whereas the Roman Catholic Church could be blamed for taking an entirely moralistic approach, the government was equally responsible for adopting frightening approaches in the sensitisation of communities on HIV and AIDS.

The practice of volunteerism in providing home-based care to PLHIV was relatively new to members of the Roman Catholic Church as well as among other churches in Manicaland. The FACT organisation was the first institutions to initiate voluntary home-based care at St. Joseph’s TB hospital, Mutare in 1990.\textsuperscript{584} In 1990, when the FACT home-based care project was initiated, volunteers were sceptical about possible contamination through contact with HIV positive people. This was the first time the general public was invited in recent times to volunteer in the context of responding to

\begin{footnotes}
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\footnote{584}{Madava, \textit{The FACT story}, 9.}
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a pandemic such as HIV and AIDS. It is thus not surprising that the concept of volunteerism in the context of caring for PLHIV was met with mixed feelings. Despite untoward feelings and notions about volunteerism, FACT laid a foundation that the diocesan AIDS-related project’s voluntary caregivers’ programme utilised in Manicaland. This was despite some challenges, including perceptions among the first voluntary caregivers that in return for rendering support services to PLHIV, ‘rewards were seen as an entitlement for the ‘sacrifices’ they made.’

A respondent, Christine Mombe, a member of the Roman Catholic Church in Mutare, explained that many of her friends who enrolled as voluntary caregivers at St. Joseph’s mission gave up this service. The reason being that ‘people expected to be remunerated but unfortunately that was not forthcoming.’ The people, mainly women, who joined this programme in the early 1990s, expressed frustration at the little recognition of their efforts by the diocesan project. Thus the notion that community members were obliged to support fellow PLHIV voluntarily had limitations. One of the arguments advanced by voluntary caregivers was that home-based care for PLHIV, which was supported by donors including the diocesan project in Manicaland, failed to adequately recognise the ‘dirty’ work done by ‘unpaid servants.’ The argument given was that while fellow villagers engaged in productive work for the direct benefit of their families, voluntary caregivers spent time in community service. Voluntary caregivers perceived AIDS-related care as having created employment opportunities for villagers. Volunteerism opened up prospects of earning money and obtaining household supplies including food.

Before the establishment of FACT in 1987 and the launch of the Roman Catholic Church’s diocesan project in 1992, as far as the present study was aware of, there were no other faith-based HIV and AIDS programmes in Manicaland. None of the Anglican and the United Methodist churches in Manicaland had established publicly known HIV and AIDS programmes including home-based care. In Manicaland, the Roman Catholic Church was the first church to initiate a well-structured HIV and AIDS care programme. The FACT is a Christian-oriented organisation but not related
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585 C. Mombe, interview conducted by M. Mbona, DOMCCP office, Mutare, 19 August 2010.
586 C. Mombe, same interview.
587 E. Tichawangana, same interview. See also A. Dera, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Triashill mission, 9 September 2010.
to a specific church denomination. Nationally, the initiatives of the Roman Catholic Church in home-based care were among the earliest. By 1994 the number of AIDS service organisations countrywide expanded, leading to the formation of the Zimbabwe AIDS Network. The involvement of the Roman Catholic Church’s diocesan project in this forum created a new platform to lobby the State and donors for support.\footnote{Zimbabwe AIDS Network, <http://www.kubatana.net/html/sectors/zim001.asp?sector=HIVAID/> [Accessed 27 June 2011].} The participation of the diocesan project in HIV and AIDS issues at the national platform also put the church on the map of HIV and AIDS-related organisations in Manicaland and Zimbabwe.\footnote{Information supplied by J. Nyamande to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010. See also DOCCPM, ZAN review: Annual report of the Zimbabwe AIDS Network, (2010), 3.}

The philosophy behind the work of the diocesan project was that of providing services to all people regardless of religious or denominational affiliation. However, there was also a perception that the noble intentions of the project’s care programmes were at times affected by denominational affiliation and favouritism.\footnote{A. Dera, same interview.} For example, a respondent from the Anglican Church mentioned that within the Roman Catholic Church’s project, the process of identifying OVC for care purposes was riddled with nepotism that involved caregivers who ensured that the children closely related to them benefited ahead of others.\footnote{N. Mushawa, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St. Matthew’s Vengere, Rusape, 12 September 2010.} Arguably, economic decline following the introduction of economic reforms by the State in Zimbabwe reached a point whereby in some families external support for PLHIV and OVC stirred hopes for money and food. Thus, in the 1990s AIDS-related funding under the diocesan project became a new source of hope for communities living in poverty amid an ailing public healthcare system. The HIV and AIDS home-based care interventions popularised the Catholic Diocese of Mutare through its involvement in donor funded community healthcare initiatives. The programmes supported by donor funds through the diocesan project included –HIV and AIDS awareness, home-based care, orphan care, psychosocial support and income generating initiatives."\footnote{See DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, Evaluation report, January 1993-June 1995.}
The strength of the diocesan project lay in the fact that it was community driven. This made it important to develop collegial relationships at local community level. Theologically, the church’s principle of collective participation of church members in seeking to serve one another strengthened the involvement of the community in the care of PLHIV and OVC. This meant that the work of caring for PLHIV and OVC was the responsibility of everyone and not just the few full-time professional church workers running institutions for the population in general. In other words, the hallmark of the home-based and OVC care interventions by the diocesan project was the adoption of a transformational approach. The church was the local Christian community living out their Christian vocation by working wholeheartedly for their own and their neighbours’ social development. It therefore followed that as part of Christian community service, the Roman Catholics were obliged by the church’s teaching to be involved in HIV and AIDS prevention, care and mitigation.

The Roman Catholic Church’s hospitals in Manicaland assumed new status—from being providers of ordinary medical care to being sites used for carrying out the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions. This became important for the success of the programme because the healthcare centres provided a point of contact between PLHIV and AIDS-related care and treatment services. The nuclei include Triashill, St. Barbara (Mutasa), Avila, Mt. Mellery and Regina Coeli (Nyanga), St. Michael and St. Therese (Makoni), St. Peter’s (Chipinge), St. Joseph’s Sakubva (Mutare), and St. Andrew (Marange). In this light, the healthcare centres contributed to the provision of better services for PLHIV by recruiting and training voluntary caregivers, providing sanitary materials and some food as well as meeting other needs such as drugs. While stigmatisation and discrimination of PLHIV did not disappear immediately, the use of the church’s healthcare centres enabled the diocese to also show that the HIV and AIDS pandemic is a biomedical reality and public health issue. This approach to HIV and AIDS interventions by the diocese project in Manicaland became unique because it brought together medical personnel, church members, the community and clients.

From 1992 onwards the healthcare centres under the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland gained more limelight than other healthcare centres in the province. The network of the church’s healthcare institutions in Manicaland enhanced access to HIV and AIDS prevention, awareness, care and mitigation for the rural folk. Thus, the introduction of community AIDS-related care programmes at the Roman Catholic hospitals cast a positive image of the church in those communities. However, this had the effect of overloading the nurse-in-charge and doctors who assumed new responsibilities of supervision of community AIDS-related care programmes.\(^{596}\)

Apart from the aforementioned setbacks, the programme scored some achievements in supporting a target of 600 HIV infected and affected individuals in its first two years, from 1992-1993.\(^{597}\) For example, in 1993 a total of 365 people received Z$6,999,576 for painkillers, food, protective wear and school fees.\(^{598}\) Some examples of OVC support showed that Avila received Z$3,100 for food and Z$1,363 school fees, Mt. Mellery received Z$2,000 for food and Z$372 for fees, St. Barbara received Z$1,700 for food and Z$1,376 for fees, and St. Therese received Z$2,100 for food only. Drugs for the amount of Z$11,915, protective clothing worth Z$12,861 and linen worth Z$953,122 were purchased.\(^{599}\) By the end of 1993 a few income generation projects were initiated at Mt. Mellery, St. Barbara, St. Peter and Avila for an amount of Z$1,118,491.\(^{600}\) However, compared to the demand for support, the achievements were almost insignificant. On a positive note, the church showed solidarity by initiating care support for people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.

Under the diocesan project, twenty-two workshops were held at nine institutions with 1,041 participants in 1992. The initiatives included HIV and AIDS awareness, skills empowerment, and care and prevention measures.\(^{601}\) Some of the topics and aspects covered include: (a) current trends and facts about AIDS, (b) communication, pastoral counselling skills, (c) moral and cultural issues, (d) sickness, death and dying, (e)
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infection control measures, (f) care of the sick at home, and (g) responsible behaviour.\textsuperscript{602} In 1993, workshops were mounted at Avila (1) Mt. Mellery (2) Regina Coeli (2), St. Andrew (2) Triashill (1), St. Barbara (4), St. Michael (5), St. Peter (2) and St. Therese (3).\textsuperscript{603} At Triashill, the cordial relationship between the nurse-in-charge of the hospital and the priests enabled the smooth imparting of HIV and AIDS awareness messages.\textsuperscript{604} At St. Paul’s Dangamvura,\textsuperscript{605} St. Simon Stock, Rusape\textsuperscript{606} and the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mutare the experiences were negative.\textsuperscript{607} The creation of Mutare Community Home Care as an AIDS service organisation transformed the diocesan structures including the recruitment of new employees. Apparently, some Catholics felt that the creation of the diocesan project could have been avoided and did not necessarily hold AIDS-related activities under the semi-autonomous organisation in a positive light.\textsuperscript{608}

The diocesan project’s AIDS-care interventions made a positive mark on a number of communities, whereby voluntary caregivers were held in high esteem by fellow community members.\textsuperscript{609} Within communities, the visibility of church’s HIV and AIDS interventions was reinforced by the fact that the church’s integrated care support programme was unique. The findings from a study of home-based care in Zimbabwe between 1991 and 1995 noted that church volunteer groups were formed and driven by Christian values. Care volunteers visited homes to provide spiritual support, “end of life” counselling and welfare support.\textsuperscript{610} Even though some of them could have been Christians, volunteers were human beings with specific material needs. It is important to note that studies on voluntary caregivers carried out by external agencies were possibly not fully aware of some of the intricate dynamics within volunteering in a time of AIDS.

\textsuperscript{602} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, First progress report of MCHC CRS project, 4.
\textsuperscript{603} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, First progress report of MCHC CRS project.
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The fact that HIV either infected or affected everyone also motivated ordinary people to be involved in interventions. This realisation triggered calls for increased workshops, formation of health committees, and drama groups.\textsuperscript{611} Thus, the Mutare Community Home Care programmes were unique. The project staff fostered teamwork through collaboration among community-based AIDS action teams formed in villages, voluntary caregivers, and medical personnel at the church’s hospitals. While the diocesan project posted some scores of success, enough homework was not done on designing programmes and making them accessible in the local Shona or Manyika language. In using the English language only in its programmes, the project was naïve to the fact that language was an important tool in communicating mass-centred HIV and AIDS related messages. HIV and AIDS overwhelmed the project’s capacity to meet the high demand for services. The operational environment for the project was not that supportive, given the fact that the State healthcare system was declining while cases of PLHIV and OVC were on the rise.\textsuperscript{612}

HIV and AIDS interventions by the diocesan project were community based and thus the recruitment of voluntary home-based caregivers involved the input of traditional community structures. For example, in 1993 at Triashill, the selection of voluntary caregivers was done openly at the community meetings,\textsuperscript{613} and the same situation prevailed at Nyahukwe.\textsuperscript{614} This level of transparency enabled communities to select candidates as voluntary caregivers and enshrined a sense of collective ownership and responsibility for the project. However the diocesan project was also overwhelmed by a number of setbacks arising from inadequate planning, poor resource availability, lack of proper guidelines on volunteerism, lack of proper training for volunteers and lack of reference resources such as HIV and AIDS booklets.\textsuperscript{615} One of the actions taken by the project in order to deal with some of the challenges is that obtaining technical assistance from FACT whose strength lay in offering specialised and well-structured HIV and AIDS related training programmes.\textsuperscript{616} The propensity by the two
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organisations not to view each other as competitors appeared to enhance teamwork.\textsuperscript{617} Therefore, to a large extent, early HIV and AIDS interventions by the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland benefited from support gained from FACT.

The two FBOs shared a history of collaborative effort in carrying out HIV interventions. In 1990, FACT benefited from the facilities at St. Joseph's hospital, a Roman Catholic healthcare centre. This enabled training of volunteers in home-based care and counselling services.\textsuperscript{618} Some of the church's clergy and laity were also involved in the work of FACT prior to the formation of the diocesan AIDS care project. For example, Father Martin O'Regan, stationed at St. Joseph's mission, Mutare, mentioned that he had been involved in the work of FACT in Mutare since the late 1980s. Accordingly, this opened opportunities for O'Regan to gain first-hand experience of Christian led HIV and AIDS interventions.\textsuperscript{619} The FACT worked with urban and rural communities and also trained the first voluntary home-based caregivers in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{620} To suggest that the diocesan project positioned itself in competition against the State healthcare system in this period (1985-1994) is an inaccurate assertion. In fact there was a high degree of collaboration between the State and the church’s healthcare systems. This is evident from networking between the project's staff and the State’s provincial medical director for Manicaland.\textsuperscript{621} The Government of Zimbabwe held the diocesan project in high esteem, as noted in a statement in the report. The statement illustrates that the Roman Catholic Church’s home-based care projects were of good repute.\textsuperscript{622}

\textbf{3.2.5. AIDS-Related Denial and Stigma at the Grassroots Level}

Within the Roman Catholic's Diocese of Mutare, HIV and AIDS denial and stigma were hallmarks of the way Christians generally perceived the epidemic during the
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early years. Some respondents expressed a perceived connection between HIV and AIDS awareness and the death of Zimbabwean military personnel guarding the oil pipeline in Mozambique. For example, at St. Paul’s Dangamvura in Mutare a respondent mentioned that in late 1980s AIDS was responsible for the death of some Zimbabwean soldiers on national duty in Mozambique. The perception that army personnel in Zimbabwe were understandably prone to high risks of HIV due to the nature of their duties, emerged from another lay Roman Catholic. In the early years of the epidemic in Zimbabwe public perceptions that associated HIV with army personnel and promiscuity were common and may have shaped people’s responses to the AIDS epidemic. The apportionment of blame on others for having caused the epidemic was also evident in the following statement of Cecilia Mauye who stated: “Promiscuity of both men and women was to blame for the inroads made by AIDS into the community.” George Maedze has also pointed out that between 1985 and 1995 at Triashill it was common to hear people, including some of the church’s members whispering to each other about a strange disease. In Rusape, some Christians became suspicious of those individuals suffering from what people termed a ‘slimming disease,’ or a disease that made one’s hair unusually soft. These perceptions from some members of the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland had an effect on HIV interventions at the grassroots level.

Furthermore, between 1985 and 2000 the Manyika people’s worldview that witchcraft was the underlying cause of the epidemic enhanced the denial of HIV and AIDS. The fact that some Roman Catholic Church followers tended to associated HIV and AIDS with witchcraft and occult forces negatively affected prevention strategies by imparting inaccurate information, and therefore enhancing denial. Since AIDS was a new disease, ordinary people struggled to understand its origins and mode of transmission. For example, in 1993, strong beliefs in traditional myths and spirits, prevented communities from appreciating biomedical explanations of HIV and AIDS. Others associated AIDS with ‘runyoka,’ a cultural taboo in which a man who
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suspected that his wife was unfaithful obtained traditional charms from a traditional health practitioner. The charms bring affliction to any man the married woman had sexual intercourse with other than her husband and the 'trespasser' wastes away. Sex is therefore protected by a number of taboos and runyoka was one of them. The difference between runyoka and HIV was that →runyoka is, however curable with a traditional healer's intervention; HIV/AIDS is not.

Some Christians including some members of the Roman Catholic Church believed that traditional health practitioners could eradicate HIV. At grassroots level people associated HIV and AIDS with witchcraft and did not accept biomedical explanations. At the same time people also trusted traditional healers who claimed to cure AIDS. This affected the input by the diocesan project in carrying out HIV interventions especially among HIV positive people. The intensity of this problem led the project officers to initiate meetings with traditional leaders as will be discussed in the next chapter. In the wake of HIV and AIDS the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland was made to re-examine its teachings on sexuality, traditional healing, myths and spirits in the context of the Christian faith.

During the period 1985 to 1994 there was also a general understanding that HIV and AIDS is something outside the church. Women were the first group to seek ways of openly discussing HIV and AIDS-related issues since the early 1990s. For example, within the Roman Catholic Christian women's guilds, special sessions on HIV and AIDS became a regular feature at weekly meetings in Mutare, Mutasa and Rusape in 1990. Fellow guild members, clergy and health experts delivered lessons that focused on HIV and AIDS awareness, stigma and other aspects. The same platforms became space for women from the Roman Catholic Church to encourage each other to
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embrace those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. At times AIDS-related stigma was self-imposed by PLHIV and not by the people they lived with. Consistent with this assertion, Chiome mentioned: "The infected person tended to develop feelings of self-guilt and shame due to the tendency of associating AIDS with promiscuity." If there was something about HIV and AIDS that the churches, including the Roman Catholic Church, struggled to deal with in their respective reactions between 1985 and 1994, stigma was one such an issue. Among the Shona speaking people, including the "Manyika" of eastern Zimbabwe, AIDS being similar to sexually transmitted infections is a disease that one could not mention openly. In addition to linking it with witchcraft, AIDS was perceived, as a disease that exposed the evils of a person's sexual ill discipline. Although within the diocese, pastoral agents were trained to provide psychosocial support to PLHIV, stigma mitigation gradually took effect from the late 1990s to mid-2000s.

At the local parish level HIV and AIDS was not a regular item on the formal agenda of parish council meetings. This is noted from parish council meetings held at St. Simon Stock Roman Catholic between 1991 and 1994. However, in June 1994 at a meeting of the parish council a proposed HIV and AIDS awareness youth seminar to be held St. Joseph's, Vengere on 24-26 June 1994 was approved. The general absence of HIV and AIDS talks in the priest-in-charge's ministry to adult congregants at St. Simon Stock shows that there was also lack of cohesion in the manner in which clergy reacted to the pandemic. At the Roman Catholic Church's Cathedral of the Holy Trinity in Mutare silence on HIV and AIDS was noted from the parish council meetings held in 1987, 1988, and 1991. Given the reality that lay members looked up to the clergy for guidance and leadership, low levels of awareness at the parish level therefore caused possible harm.
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635 E. Tichawangana, same interview. See also C. Chitsungo, same interview. See also V. Chibatamoto, same interview. See also T. Nyawera, same interview.
636 R. Chiome, same interview.
637 E. Tichawangana, same interview. See also A. Dera, same interview.
639 SSCPR, Minutes of parish council meeting, 10 June 1994.
642 See CHT, Minutes of parish council meeting, 30 March 1991.
Chiome has shown that at St. Simon Stock the priest mainly carried out HIV and AIDS awareness and prevention activities with the youth at the peril of adult church members. Chiome shared a perception that the youth were prey to HIV and AIDS because of they failed to take the Roman Catholic Church’s teachings on morality seriously as opposed to the case in former years. The ‘then’ and ‘now’ trend observed by Ronald Grele among interviewees when speaking about the past in comparison with the present appears to be of relevance. In another case, at St. Paul’s in Dangamvura, there was also a perception among lay people that talking about HIV and AIDS during church services was an embarrassment. For example, Caston Nyemba, a male parishioner, mentioned that one could not discuss AIDS in the church without reference to sex and health. Nyemba’s opinion that matters of sex and health were private and personal—if widely shared—may have led to low-key engagement in HIV and AIDS interventions at the parish level.

3.3. The Anglican Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section indicates that despite having three healthcare centres including St. David’s Bonda mission hospital, schools and parishes in Manicaland the church’s reaction to HIV and AIDS was quite slow and largely negative. The fact that each diocese in the Anglican Church is an autonomous ecclesiastical unit headed by a diocesan bishop gave reason to argue that the diocesan bishop was responsible for the choice of priorities. A bishop exercised ecclesiastical authority within a diocesan synod. It was a bishops’ choice to consider HIV and AIDS interventions as a priority issue for the Anglican Church in Manicaland.

In the early 1980s some church leaders affiliated to Zimbabwe Council of Churches including Bishop Masuko, held the new political dispensation of Robert Mugabe in suspicion over the possibility of the introduction of communism into the country. The Zimbabwe Council of Churches’ affiliate denominations were held in limbo since
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643 R. Chiome, same interview.
645 C. Nyemba, same interview.
none of them were certain of the ideological direction that Mugabe was likely to take. However, the positive attitude taken by the Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) and the government towards the churches in independent Zimbabwe since 1980, confounded anti-communist propagandists who thought the new political dispensation was totally opposed to Christianity. The relations between Bishop Masuko and ZANU PF took a plunge in March 1986 when a Mutare based ZANU PF Member of Parliament, Edgar Tekere, successfully incited a mob to desecrate the Anglican Church’s Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in the city of Mutare. The cautious position taken by the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland on social development issues affected the church’s responses to HIV. The study explored the effects of AIDS-related stigma on the way elements of the Eucharistic were distributed. It also examined how spiritual healing exploits by the Reverend Livingstone Nerwande could have been a manifestation of the church’s denial of HIV and AIDS.

3.3.1. Delayed HIV and AIDS Interventions by the Leadership

Within the Anglican Church in Harare, Rogers of the Roman Catholic Church reportedly discussed HIV and AIDS at a seminar with the clergy and laity of the Anglican Church in February 1988. Some members of the Anglican Church in Harare carried out limited HIV and AIDS interventions earlier than fellow Anglicans in Manicaland. For example, in 1988 Chad Gandiya, who was then a priest and currently serves as bishop of the diocese of Harare, joined an AIDS initiative led by Rogers. Gandiya and other Anglican clergy from Harare attended meetings organised by Rogers. The fact that Anglicans in Harare invited Rogers, and that Gandiya chaired the AIDS Counselling Trust committee from the late 1980s to the early 1990s, serves to indicate that some fellow Anglicans in Harare valued HIV and AIDS.

648 M. Lapsley, “ Anglican Church and State from UDI in 1965 until the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980,” in Hallencreutz and Moyo, Church and State in Zimbabwe, 125. See also S. Bakare, —Christianity and scientific socialism in Zimbabwe,” in Hallencreutz and Moyo, Church and State in Zimbabwe, 477-493.


650 Rogers, Jesuit, social pioneer and AIDS activist.

651 See the section on Edward T. Rogers earlier in this chapter.

652 T. Rogers, same interview.
However, the initiatives involving the Anglican Church in Harare and supported by Rogers did not result in institutional diocesan programmes. The attempt by the Diocese of Harare to draw attention to the pandemic was a positive step. Rogers and Gandiya had known each other for some years and this network possibly accounted for why they were jointly involved in the setting up one of the earliest few AIDS service organisations in Zimbabwe.

Apparently, the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland adopted a lukewarm approach to HIV and AIDS-related issues in the late 1980s as was also echoed by Geoff Foster, founding director of FACT. Foster elaborated that the lack of interest in HIV and AIDS interventions by the Anglican Church's leaders in Manicaland indicated that the bishop and clergy did not perceive the epidemic to be a critical life-threatening issue until later years. Furthermore, Foster's observation that bishops were only interested in HIV and AIDS interventions where their positions could be affirmed could have accounted for Bishop Masuko's unwillingness to join hands with FACT. This lack of interest in HIV and AIDS on the part of the Anglican Church's clergy was also acknowledged by an internal source to the diocese. For example, the Reverend Obert Murakwani who was stationed in Mutare since 1985, alluded to the fact that there was little attention given to HIV and AIDS at diocesan meetings because clergy and laity shied away from talking about the pandemic. While some Anglicans in Harare had responded early to HIV and AIDS, the initiative did not necessarily translate into widespread action across other Anglican dioceses in Zimbabwe. However, at least a handful of medical personnel serving at some of the church's healthcare centres became aware of the pandemic and carried out limited HIV awareness activities. For example, at St. Peter's Mandeya clinic the nurse-in-charge, Cora Dekker, an expatriate from the Netherlands, successfully organised public HIV and AIDS education and awareness meetings and received support from the community and the State from 1992 to 1994.

653 Information supplied by C. Gandiya to M. Mbona through email. 7 February 2011.
654 G. Foster, same interview.
655 O. Murakwani, interview conducted by M. Mbona at St. Bartholomew's parish, Rusape, 4 May 2011.
656 Information supplied by Cora Dekker to M. Mbona on 7 August 2011. Dekker worked as an expatriate nurse at St. Peters' Mandeya clinic between 1991 and 1994 and was in Durban on holiday in 2011.
Similarly, Bishop Ishmael Mukuwanda of the Anglican Diocese of Central Zimbabwe confirmed the diocese's late involvement in responding to the HIV epidemic. Mukuwanda further noted that it was only in April 2003 that the diocesan HIV and AIDS service organisation called St. Patrick’s HIV and AIDS Actions Programme was established. Thus, at the official level, within the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland and the Anglican Church in Zimbabwe in general, HIV and AIDS received limited attention. The slow pace at which the church’s leadership in Manicaland responded to HIV and AIDS was a common trend as obtaining from its sister dioceses in Zimbabwe. Within the Church of the Province of Central Africa, provincially coordinated HIV and AIDS interventions were only established after 2001. The Anglican Church’s polity recognised dioceses as autonomous entities and this entailed that diocesan bishops and synods could either chose to prioritise or not prioritise on HIV interventions. This accounted for the level of diversity found within the Anglican Communion’s engagement with HIV and AIDS.

The leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland had its priorities set on evangelism and building up financial resources for the new diocese. For example, at the Anglican Church in Zimbabwe centenary in 1991 Bishop Masuko highlighted the evangelism as a major thrust in Manicaland as stated: "The church has a mandate and involvement with the world in its evangelism. It brings healing, reconciliation, and prophetically declares God’s judgement against corruption in society." Growing up as a young adult Anglican in the 1990s, the researcher recalls a strong thrust accorded to evangelism by the diocesan leadership. The focus on evangelism activities at the diocesan level could be traced to the Lambeth Conference of 1988 that declared the years between 1990 and 1999 as the "Decade of Evangelism." However, this could not justify the slow pace at initiating HIV and AIDS interventions that could have assisted Anglicans and other people as well. Consistent with this observation, Lapsley noted that "the Anglican Church [in Zimbabwe] had always been concerned with sin
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without addressing the social, political and economic factors responsible for sinful behaviour. The church lacked an analytical theological methodology.\footnote{Lapsley, “ Anglican Church and State,” 125.} The Anglican Church’s evangelism campaigns focused primarily on conversion and drew little attention to teachings on Christian living. The latter approach stressed the importance of enabling Christians to live out a new life but it was not supported by regular teachings that stressed strictness on sexual discipline.\footnote{Marshall and Taylor, “Fackling HIV and AIDS with faith-based communities,” 368-369.} There is nothing unusual for a church to focus on evangelism but the study notes that competing interests could have overshadowed the reaction of the diocesan leadership to HIV and AIDS. Apparently, more emphasis was placed on evangelism and capacity building than on the growing epidemic.

Bishop Masuko attended the Lambeth Conference of 1988 where a resolution on AIDS was passed.\footnote{Anglican Consultative Council, \textit{The truth shall make you free: The Lambeth Conference 1988, The reports, resolutions and pastoral letters from the bishops}, (London: Church Publishing House, 1988), 245.} The assembly of bishops from the worldwide Anglican Communion took note of the rapid spread of the catastrophic HIV epidemic and \textit{mandated} the bishops to respond to the crisis by giving a lead in:

The promotion, of and co-operation with, educational programmes both of church and State concerned with the cause and prevention of the disease, in a loving and non-judgemental attitude to those who suffer. To develop diocesan strategies: to train and support pastoral helpers; to give direct personal support to those living with AIDS [PLHIV]; to identify and try to resolve the social problems leading to and arising from the disease; to reaffirm the traditional biblical teaching that sexual intercourse is an act of total commitment which belongs properly within a permanent married relationship…to encourage global co-operation between churches, governments and nongovernmental agencies in the fight against the disease, to develop ways in which churches can share information and resources, to press where necessary for political action.\footnote{Anglican Consultative Council, \textit{The truth shall make you free}, 222-223.}

However, HIV and AIDS interventions at the diocesan level in Manicaland were either delayed or existed at a low key. The lack of HIV and AIDS interventions in the Anglican Church in Manicaland appeared common as what obtained from other parts
of the Anglican Communion in Africa. In 1993 James Thrall and James Rosenthal of the Anglican Communion News Service observed:

As late as the 1988 Lambeth Conference, bishops from Africa were denying that there was a disease called AIDS. It could well be that the fact Anglicans do meet together internationally and share and consult with each other, that has brought about change in the way some African prelates look at the trauma of AIDS.\(^{666}\)

After the Lambeth Conference of 1988 some Anglican bishops from Africa went back to their dioceses committed to stamping out the tide of HIV and AIDS. For example, the Archbishop of Uganda mobilised clergy and laity to confront the pandemic.\(^{667}\)

This did not happen in Manicaland. Bishop Masuko’s pastoral letter for Christmas and New Year (1994) appeared to be silent on any reference to HIV and AIDS.\(^{668}\)

Within Anglican clergy, perceptions regarding HIV and AIDS were altered by first-hand experiences of AIDS-related illness and subsequent death of family members or close friends. When it happened elsewhere, the tendency was to look at the HIV epidemic as something far away.\(^{669}\) The church’s followers were infected and affected by HIV and AIDS more than the church’s efforts at HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation. It has to be noted that the Anglican Church structures in Manicaland appeared to have taken a passive approach to the epidemic.

### 3.3.2. AIDS-Related Stigma and the Chalice

The Anglican Church in Manicaland was not the first part of the Anglican Communion where concerns of fear of HIV infection from drinking wine from the same chalice were noted. Within other parts of the Anglican Communion, the chalice and HIV became a subject of debate among bishops of the dioceses of Canterbury and York in 1987. Historically, Canterbury is the oldest diocese of the Anglican Communion and is followed after by York. In 1987 Archbishops Robert Runcie and


\(^{668}\) Holy Name parish archives, Sakubva, (HNM), Bishop Elijah Masuko’s Christmas and New Year pastoral message, 1994/95.

\(^{669}\) K. Nyazika, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Anglican diocesan office, Mutare, 1 September 2010.
John Ebnor of Canterbury and York respectively issued a statement on behalf of the House of Bishops of the Church of England, part of which read:

Public concern about AIDS has aroused fears among some people that the sharing of the common cup might be a possible means of infection. The advice given to us by the highest medical authorities is that such fears are groundless. The virus which causes AIDS may occasionally be present in saliva, but recent research has shown that saliva inhibits the activity of the virus and that it has not been transmitted by being swallowed. …People who are infected by the virus or who have AIDS will be usually susceptible to other infections and may wish, and should be allowed, to receive communion by intinction or in one kind.670

The fact that the House of Bishops of the Church of England issued this statement testifies to the concerns emanating from members of the church. The same concerns could have filtered through to Zimbabwe and were first evident in Manicaland. However, this was not the first time when fears of infection from the chalice were raised from within the Anglican Communion. According to David Gould of the Episcopal Church in the US: “The influenza epidemic in 1917 raised similar concerns and the controversy has surfaced periodically since the sixteenth century.”671

Until the late 1980s and early 1990s communicants from the Anglican in Manicaland used to drink wine from the same chalice. The practice changed due to a contagion of fear that “contact with blood or saliva of HIV positive persons could lead to contracting the AIDS.”672 In Manicaland, the first Anglican parish to discontinue drinking from the same chalice was the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, Mutare.673

For Anglicans in Manicaland, the cathedral parish is regarded as the mother church that is also seen as setting out best practices on most ecclesiastical matters. Thus, other parishes emulated the changes in drinking wine from the chalice from the cathedral parish. In the late 1980s, the new reality that emerged whereby
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672 K. Nyazika, same interview. See also M. Mafulela, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Anglican Diocesan office, Mutare, 13 August 2010.
673 O. Murakwani, same interview.
communicants received the elements of communion by intinction was a paradox to visitors at the Cathedral of St John the Baptist.\(^{674}\) It became apparent to communicants that “the chalice was no longer the cup of salvation, but one of deadly poison leading to death through HIV infection from fellow members of the body of Christ.”\(^{675}\)

Church followers at the cathedral parish comprised of whites, Indians, coloureds and blacks. It was a known fact that generally, many of the early publicly known cases of HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe were found among blacks. The cathedral parish did not provide safe space to talk about HIV and AIDS and thus indirectly showed denial and stigma of the epidemic. For example, Murakwani mentioned that the parish’s white clergy and parishioners could have been generally aware of HIV and AIDS but had no freedom to speak about it openly. The dean of the cathedral of St. John the Baptist, maintained silence following an AIDS-related death of a young single black woman communicant at the cathedral parish in 1988.\(^{676}\) This incident became a first hand encounter of an AIDS-related death case for Murakwani. Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, the church’s members were afraid of contracting HIV and this gradually but steadily set a new tone especially at the Eucharist.\(^{677}\)

For the Anglicans, the sacrament of the Eucharist was perceived to be quite central in deepening the relationship between God and the communicants as well as fostering oneness and fellowship amongst Christians.\(^{678}\) The fact that the subject of AIDS and the chalice received formal attention at some diocesan clergy meetings and those of the diocesan standing committee from 1989 onwards was an indication of the seriousness given to this matter.\(^{679}\) While the discussions shaped decisions regarding the chalice, no diocesan synod resolutions were passed on the issue. According to Murakwani, the diocesan bishop encouraged clergy and lay leaders to seek the


\(^{675}\) M. Mafulela, same interview.

\(^{676}\) O. Murakwani, same interview.

\(^{677}\) M. Mafulela, same interview.

\(^{678}\) See Church of the Province of the Southern Africa, *Liturgy: 1975* (Braamfontein: Church of the Province of Southern Africa, 1975), 16-24. The Anglican Church in Manicaland used the same liturgy in its services.

\(^{679}\) M. Mafulela, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview.
feelings' of Anglican communicants at the parish level." Apparently, the possibility of contracting HIV from drinking from the same chalice was partly informed by the deliberations that were going on in the Church of England on the same matter in 1987. However, the Lambeth Conference of 1988 attended by Bishop Masuko did not address the issue of HIV and the chalice but encouraged Anglican bishops to play a positive role in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation. Within Africa, the issue of drinking from the chalice ranked quite high at a conference on HIV and AIDS and the church, held in Kenya in 1989. Murakwani who attended the conference as a delegate of Anglican Church in Manicaland stated that the majority of speakers argued that the chances of contracting HIV by drinking from the same chalice were high. Similarly, since 1985, the communicants in the Anglican Church of Uganda discontinued the practice of drinking from the same chalice due to fear of contracting HIV. The links between the Anglican Diocese of Manicaland and the Anglican Church of Kenya might suggest that the Anglicans in Manicaland adopted the change in the ritual of the chalice from East Africa.

The changes introduced to the ritual of the chalice as a consequence of HIV and AIDS among Anglican Christians in Manicaland were also a legacy of the epidemic's trail of devastation in the lives of the faithful. For example, in the early 1990s at St. Faith's mission near Rusape, relations among Anglican communicants did not remain the same. On the one hand, the elderly members of the church, now in their late-seventies, blamed the young generation for being 'unfaithful' and guilty of spreading HIV. On the other hand, Nyazika, a senior and elderly priest from the Anglican Church in Manicaland stated that intinction was necessary in the interest of public health and hygiene. The message underneath this pretext was that 'any suspected HIV positive communicants were never to be trusted.' Blaming others as being responsible for contributing to the changes in the ritual of the chalice showed that denial and stigmatisation were inherent.
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3.3.3. AIDS-Related Denial and Witch Hunting

Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, the denial of AIDS led to the perception that HIV was caused by witchcraft and occult forces. However, the practice of blaming witchcraft and occult forces for illness and or death among the Manyika people was not unique to the HIV and AIDS era.\textsuperscript{687} Though mention has already been given to this subject in relation to the followers of the Roman Catholic Church above, within the Anglican Church, this assumed a different level. Witchcraft is a phenomenon that most black Zimbabweans, including members of the Anglican Church believe in. Generally, witchcraft is a phenomenon that parishioners and families do not speak about openly, especially with the clergy. Similarly, the disclosure of one's HIV and AIDS status was shrouded in secrecy. The fact that at the leadership level there were no open spaces to deal with HIV and AIDS from a biomedical perspective provided fertile ground for perceiving AIDS as product of witchcraft and occult forces. Rarely did Anglican Christians openly admit to the fact that AIDS was responsible for the death of a loved one.\textsuperscript{688} Under such circumstances some members of the Anglican Church blamed witchcraft and occult forces for causing HIV and AIDS.

The case of witch hunting by one of the church's senior priest, Livingstone Nerwande, who served at St. Mary’s Magdalene Nyanga, had effects on the church’s reactions to HIV and AIDS in the 1990s. Surges in HIV and AIDS-related illness and subsequent deaths coincided with Nerwande’s claims to destroy the power of witchcraft, a malevolent force believed to be the cause of sickness. Some Anglican Church members teamed up with Nerwande to form —Chi ta cheMuchinjiko" translated as the "Community of the Holy Cross" in 1992. The identification of witches and the destruction of occult forces were common features at healing gatherings. This had the effect of misleading people, including members of the Anglican Church to think that AIDS was the product of witchcraft and occult forces.

\textsuperscript{687} N. Mushawa, same interview. See also C. Matenga, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St. Matthew’s parish, Vengere, Rusape, 23 August 2010.
\textsuperscript{688} O. Murakwani, same interview.
Similarly, in Soweto, South Africa, Adam Ashforth’s analysis of AIDS as isidliso indicates that traditional healers and prophets claimed that they could cure AIDS. Thus the intervention by traditional healers was important due to the public perception that AIDS was a “man-made” illness invented by witches.\(^{680}\) As Ashforth explains, witchcraft is associated with people’s ability to manipulate evil forces to harm others: “Witchcraft in the South African context typically means the manipulation by malicious individuals of powers inherent in persons, spiritual entities, and substances to cause harm to others.”\(^{690}\) Elsewhere, in Uganda, Behrend’s findings concluded that AIDS-related deaths were responsible for the dramatic reactivation of belief in occult forces. As Behrend has observed: “Thus, the revelation of and fight against occult forces led their being reinstated and growing even more powerful.”\(^{691}\) In the case of Uganda, and similar to Manicaland, increased deaths mainly due to AIDS made some people to believe that witches were responsible for the death of today.

In Uganda the Roman Catholic Church-related Uganda Martyrs guild established in the 1980s, instituted the practice of witch hunting around 1995.\(^{692}\) The fact that the Holy Cross guild in Manicaland existed since the early 1990s led to the conclusion that perhaps Nerwande might have influenced a later development in Uganda. The Uganda Martyrs guild called for open confession and destruction of satanic forces and the Holy Cross guild did the same.\(^{693}\) In the case of Nerwande, the clients paid exorbitant fees before services were rendered. This accounted for the dissolution of the guild and the banning of all its activities by Bishop Masuko later in 1996.\(^{694}\) Apparently, Bishop Masuko believed that HIV and AIDS was strictly a consequence of moral failure.\(^{695}\) Masuko’s support for Nerwande’s divine healing ministry for almost a decade misled Anglicans in Manicaland to associate AIDS with sin and the work of witchcraft. Nerwande’s claims to destroy witchcraft at a time the HIV
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epidemic was ravaging the nation drew close parallels with prophetic responses to the influenza epidemic in Southern Rhodesia. Ranger observed that claims to heal disease were quite central to the new prophetic movements whereby in their prophetic teaching healing came directly to the purified faithful through the descent of the Holy Spirit.”

The fact that Bishop Masuko officially licensed Nerwande to function as a priest and appointed him vicar-general of the diocese meant that the episcopacy was in full support of Nerwande’s spiritual healing exploits.

3.3.4. Moral Rhetoric Undermines HIV Prevention

Generally, the Anglican Church maintained a liberal position on the use of condoms as a method of contraception within marriage. Married couples from the Anglican Church were not duty bound to stick to a particular method of birth control. In fact, since 1958, the Anglican Church considers contraception as a responsibility of married couples to decide on and has to be informed by their God given conscience. Among the church’s married couples in Manicaland, and prior to the HIV and AIDS era, condoms were strongly associated with promiscuity. For example, a number of female respondents stated that the use of condoms as prophylactics was unpopular among the church’s married members because male spouses became quite suspicious and apprehensive. The fact that women were also shy to talk about condoms, let alone take them home, demonstrates that condoms were seen as unwelcome within a marriage.

Epstein suggested that in Africa condoms were unwanted because they prevented conception when many couples desired to have children and women who opted to use condoms faced resistance. This could be another reason for the low uptake of condom use within the Anglican Church in Manicaland. According to Martha Nyamwena, there was little done by the leaders of the Anglican Church in addressing the sexual dilemmas faced by married couples
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698 B. Makoni, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St. Cuthbert’s Denzva, 15 August 2010. See also J. Chimwaza, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Holy Name parish, Sakubva, Mutare, 24 August 2010.
before and during the HIV and AIDS era. The lack of regular programmes on marriage and family life, including sexuality and AIDS at diocesan level exposed Anglicans to the risks of contracting HIV.

The Mothers’ Union guild, an important wing of the Anglican Church in Manicaland, did not create safe spaces for young women who faced the threat of contracting HIV from their spouses. The situation was further exacerbated by the belief that using condoms to protect oneself from possible chances of contracting sexually transmitted HIV was unchristian. There was a belief that in using condoms the church’s married women, mainly members of the Mothers’ Union guild, portrayed them as being unfaithful and literally showed mistrust of their husbands. For churchwomen, marriage in the time of HIV and AIDS became a death trap, not only due to the undeniable influence of culture, but also due to teachings received from within church circles. In support of this assertion, Mungwini made an important observation that within Shona culture, married women were relatively disadvantaged due to limited chances of negotiating safe sex. This situation exposed young women to high risk of contracting HIV sexually and yet the church’s leadership Manicaland did little to address it. Generally, society appeared to be tolerant of men’s use of condoms with concurrent partners and the practice was accepted as being normal. Takyi pointed out that in Ghana, while many Christian women gained important AIDS information from church and other faith-based interactions, they often encountered restrictions at the individual level. As Takyi stated: “Rather than facilitate the diffusion of new ideas, it was possible, however, that the influence of religious organisations could constrain individual actions such as use of condoms because they go against church tenets.”

While the subject of HIV and AIDS became a talking point in sermons, teachings and addresses, the lack of well structured attempts to organise proper presentations at diocesan level could have denied parishioners of opportunities to gain crucial
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knowledge and information. The diocesan leadership appeared to assume that the church’s members were aware of HIV and AIDS from the media or other sources. HIV awareness campaigns organised by the diocesan leadership for the benefit of church followers were non-existent or very minimal. \(^{706}\) Between 1985 and 1994 very few Anglicans realised that the pandemic had deeper roots than had been imagined. The denial of HIV and AIDS-related stigma could have prevented the church’s leadership from using the church’s healthcare institutions to initiate responses to HIV and AIDS and enlighten church members on the epidemic. The lack of collaboration between the diocesan leadership and the church’s healthcare institutions weakened the general response to HIV and AIDS interventions. One possible factor is that the church’s leadership perceived the epidemic largely in moral terms and not as a biomedical reality. \(^{707}\)

The lack of openness about the AIDS limited the amount and nature of support that could be provided to PLHIV by both the clergy and the laity. Nyazika and Murakwani mentioned that Anglican parishioners rarely confided information regarding a person’s HIV status to the priest. \(^{708}\) The fact that at times priests were left to guess the causes of death among deceased church members was indicative of the extent to which Anglican Christians were secretive. The perception of AIDS in moralistic terms and the stigma that followed affected the credibility of Anglican clergy in confessional matters that involved PLHIV. For example, Jesmine Mavhima mentioned that some members of the clergy were stumbling blocks to HIV prevention because a number of Anglican priests were of questionable moral standing. \(^{709}\) This is not to suggest that Anglican clergy in Manicaland were immoral but to note that sexual immorality and HIV have links and the clergy were not an exception. The HIV epidemic mainly thrived on flaws in human sexuality and increased in cases where immorality was rampant. According to a South African study conducted by Marshall and Taylor, it is not only in its lack of response to the crisis that the church is struggling. At the same time, it is failing to lead by example on matters of sex, gender

\(^{706}\) Information supplied by P. Z. Dhlomo to M. Mbona, Rusape, 28 September 2010. See also M. Nyamwena, same interview.
\(^{707}\) M. Chikukwa, same interview.
\(^{708}\) K. Nyazika, same interview.
\(^{709}\) J. Mavhima, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Lesape Drive, Rusape, 17 August 2010.
relations and HIV and AIDS in its own behaviour.”

It appears that HIV prevention in the Anglican Church in Manicaland was undermined by a perceived lack of moral leadership that generally turned into moral rhetoric.

3.3.5. Responses to HIV at the Grassroots Level

Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, some respondents stated that they were aware of AIDS among their families, friends and neighbours since the mid-1980s. For example, Edgar Mbutsa, an Anglican parishioner at Holy Name parish, Sakubva, recounted the story of a friend who got ill from an unusual disease that later turned out to be AIDS-related and died in 1987.

Similarly, in 1988, one of the researcher’s relatives died of AIDS and the corpse was delivered from a provincial hospital morgue wrapped in black plastic in a sealed coffin. Secrecy, denial and stigma surrounded many of the early cases of people who were HIV positive or succumbed to AIDS. This level of denial of HIV and AIDS was also manifest within the Anglican Church in Manicaland. For example, Jessie Chimwaza, a female member of Holy Name parish, Sakubva, mentioned that in the late 1980s, members of the Anglican Church were secretive about the cause of a ‘slimming disease’ that literally disfigured a person prior to its final conquest.

Thus, elements of secrecy, stigma and discrimination were common among some Anglicans in Manicaland. The situation was not different elsewhere, as observed by Chitimbire who in retrospect has stated: “Generally, the church and the State were not angels in the way Zimbabweans in general responded to HIV and AIDS.” Chitimbire who worked in the public health sector in Zimbabwe before joining ZACH further stated that the church in general contributed heavily to denial and stigma, as did the State.

At the parish level well-structured HIV interventions were almost non-existent. For example, at Holy Name parish, Sakubva, a handful of written sources indicate that HIV and AIDS rarely featured in the official business of the parish meetings held
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711 E. Mbutsa, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview. See also E. Mbutsa, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview. See also B. Makoni, same interview. See also S. Bakare, same interview.
712 J. Chimwaza, same interview.
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between 1985 and 1994.\textsuperscript{714} Chimwaza and Mbutsa in separate interviews concurred that from the time of the first appearance of HIV and AIDS in the 1980s, and the surge in HIV infection between 1990 and 2000, the epidemic received minimum attention at Holy Name.\textsuperscript{715} Whereas there were no corporate parish-based HIV and AIDS interventions, some Anglican Christians at the grassroots level were not deterred from supporting and caring for PLHIV and OVC. For example, the church’s members who were affiliated to the Mothers’ Union guild –eared for people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS and operated without diocesan or donor support for PLHIV and orphans.\textsuperscript{716} Apparently, FACT trained some Anglican churchwomen as voluntary caregivers in the early 1990s.\textsuperscript{717} Chinouya also paid tribute to AIDS-related care initiatives carried out by churchwomen at the grassroots level in the period between the early 1980s and 2007. As Chinouya has observed, –there were many ‘hands’ at the grassroots emerging and pouring the cooling waters on a community devastated by the HIV epidemic. These ‘hands’ are women like the grandmothers, the Mothers’ Union [guild] members, people infected by HIV and the nuns.’\textsuperscript{718} The fact that churchwomen also acted as pastoral agents to the sick led to their early involvement in AIDS-related care programmes.\textsuperscript{719}

Generally, a large proportion of married women in Manicaland including Anglican followers lived separately from their husbands due to migrant labour practices. As already noted above, this exposed women to the risks of contracting HIV from their spouses. Some married women from the Anglican Church appeared helpless in reducing chances of contracting HIV because the church’s leadership appeared to underestimate the importance of encouraging married couples to live under the same roof. Whereas women were increasingly exposed to HIV, the leadership of the

\textsuperscript{714} HNM, Minutes of parish council meeting, 6 August 1982, Minutes of parish council meeting, January 1990. Minutes of parish council meeting, January 1993, Minutes of parish council meeting, 30 June 1993.
\textsuperscript{715} E. Mbutsa, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{716} M. Nyamwena, same interview.
\textsuperscript{717} B. Makoni, same interview.
\textsuperscript{718} Chinouya, ‘Ubuntu and the helping hands for AIDS,” 104. The presence of Anglican nuns in Zimbabwe is traceable from the arrival of Mother Anne at St. Augustine’s Penhalonga from Grahamstown in South Africa in 1904 and the profession of the first two members of the Chita cheZita Rinoyera (Community of the Holy Name) occurred at Penhalonga in 1941. Later another group of indigenous nuns established centres at St. Faith’s mission, Rusape, St. Agnes, Gokwe and St. David’s Bonda mission. For this see Weller, Anglican centenary in Zimbabwe 1891-1991, 10.
\textsuperscript{719} B. Makoni, same interview, M. Nyamwena, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview. See also R. Munakamwe, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Mutare provincial hospital, 1 September 2010. See also J. Mavhima, same interview.
Anglican Church became hesitant to confront cultural traditions that domesticated married women. The phrase _Musha mukadzi_, meaning that a married woman was expected to stay in that home permanently. Thus, married churchwomen existed in a _pāsōn_. Similarly, Deborah Gaitskell argued that the early mission-educated African Christian women only advanced women’s interests in the spheres of social welfare, community projects domestic work. As Gaitskell has further observed: _‘Just as anthropologists _saw_ women largely within the family, so a particular view of women’s primarily domestic role was widely current among women activists early in this century.’_ Nyamwena mentioned that within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, AIDS-related deaths culminated in a numerical increase in the number of young widows. Many of the widows could not access help from the church and lack of diocesan programmes to support young widows and their families _exposed them to untold hardships._

Within the Anglican Church in southern Africa, the church had a hand in supporting the low status of women in the home and wide society. This situation was part of the early missionary legacy. In 1993 Marc Epprecht studied the influence of missionaries on churchwomen’s movements in Lesotho and concluded that the missionaries in southern Africa prescribed an ideology of domesticity for Christian women, with housewifery, wifehood and motherhood as full time spiritual vocations. Similarly, Chinouya argued that the missionary ideology of domesticity compromised the position of women in society: _‘This discourse of good, housewifery, needlework, Christian motherhood often silenced the private voices of churchwomen…in particular on matters related to domestic violence, sex and sexual health.’_ The fact that the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland took some time before establishing AIDS sensitisation and prevention programmes at the diocesan level resulted in the exposure of women to the HI-Virus. The women who championed care activities were at great risk of infection from their own spouses.
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721 M. Nyamwena, same interview. See also M. Nyakani, interview conducted by M. Mbona, St. David’s Bonda mission, 22 September 2010.
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3.4. The United Methodist Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section will show the HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe and make particular reference to Manicaland. According to the Reverend Sophirina Sign, the church’s connectional ministries director of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference, in the early period the church’s interventions were generally sporadic. This could have been caused by notion that the church’s leaders and followers initially having the wrong facts about the HIV and AIDS epidemic.” The section will explore some of the factors that led to delayed responses to HIV and AIDS by the United Methodist Church. The responses will be discussed in the following order: HIV and AIDS interventions initiated by the church’s global Council of Bishops, responses to the epidemic by the leadership of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe which include HIV prevention. This will be followed by low key AIDS mitigation efforts, and AIDS related denial and stigma at the institutional and grassroots level to be discussed separately.

3.4.1. The Global Council of Bishops Engages with HIV and AIDS

Between 1988 and 1992 the United Methodist Church’s global Council of Bishops and the church’s General Board of Global Ministries issued a few statements and resolutions on HIV and AIDS. All the church’s active and retired bishops from North America, Europe, Africa and Asia are members of the Council of Bishops whose administrative office is located in Washington DC, US. There Council of Bishops focuses on four main areas which were: (a) combating diseases of poverty by improving health globally, (b) engaging in ministry with the poor, (c) creating new places for new people and revitalising existing congregations, and (d) developing principled Christian leaders for the church and the world. The Council of Bishops meets twice every year to reflect on the church’s internal work as well as the mission
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725 S. Sign, interview conducted by M. Mbona, ZEAC of the UMC office, Mutare, 23 September 2010.
726 S. Sign, same interview.
728 Council of Bishops.
of the church to the world. This implies that Bishop Muzorewa was part of this council for the twenty-four years of his episcopacy in Zimbabwe. The fact that the statements came from the church’s global Council of Bishops meant that they expressed the collective voice of all the church’s top leadership throughout the world including Bishop Muzorewa.

On 20 April 1988 the church’s global Council of Bishops at a conference in the US issued a statement on the church’s position on the HIV and AIDS epidemic. The statement was not necessarily binding on the local conferences but it indicates the bishops’ commitment at responding to the epidemic. For example, the Council of Bishops dispelled the myth that AIDS was part of God’s plan to instigate retributive justice and thus categorically stated: “We do not believe that the God of love, revealed in Jesus Christ, waged germ warfare on the human family, including the unborn and the newly born babies.” The Council of Bishops took the position that Christian morality, based on abstinence and faithfulness, was the most ideal weapon for HIV prevention as they asserted: “Monogamous, sexual fidelity within the bond of holy matrimony is the standard behaviour expected of United Methodists and recommended to all others as behaviour that comes close to assuring the prevention of the spread of AIDS.” Comparatively, the ZCBC was one of the few ecclesiastical bodies that issued a similar message in October 1987.

However, unlike the ZCBC, and as early as 1988, the Council of Bishops went a step further by accepting the reality of human folly and argued that unprotected sex had the potential effect of increasing the rate of HIV infection. Based on recommendations from medical experts, the Council of Bishops confidently suggested that the only alternative and viable option for people who failed to abstain or remain faithful was to use condoms. In Zimbabwe, the leadership of the United Methodist Church discussed the use of condoms among married couples three years later in 1990. The local ecclesiastical and cultural landscape that tended to despise the use of

731 Council of Bishops, “A statement on acquired immune deficiency syndrome.”
732 Council of Bishops, “A statement on acquired immune deficiency syndrome.”
733 Council of Bishops, “A statement on acquired immune deficiency syndrome.”
condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV could have led the church’s national leadership to water down the recommendations of the Council of Bishops as noted in the resolutions for 1990 and 1991. The statement by the Council of Bishops’ in 1988 was nevertheless quite liberal and accommodating and therefore responded to people’s circumstances from a pragmatic position.

In another related development, in 1988 the church’s global General Conference drew up a resolution entitled –AIDS and the healing ministry of the church.” This time the emphasis was on rededicating the church denomination to a ministry of wholeness through compassion and healing, as a means of meeting the needs of humanity. Part of the resolution stated that the United Methodist Church would open up the church’s structures for the caring of persons living with HIV, collaborate with communities on priorities for action, lead in education and awareness, provide emotional and physical support to caregivers and use other local church resources to respond to the pandemic. Although the resolution showed the urgency with which the church’s global body treated AIDS, at the local level in Zimbabwe, the interpretation became different. Zimbabwe was still in a state of AIDS denial and the church’s leadership seemed unenthusiastic about launching holistic HIV and AIDS interventions.

Furthermore, five years later, the General Board of Global Ministries submitted a resolution that was approved by the General Conference in 1992. The resolution was a follow up to that of 1988. It further re-emphasised the functions of the local congregations, the general programme agencies, the Episcopal leadership and the church’s annual conferences in responding constructively to HIV and AIDS. For example, annual conferences were expected to explore opportunities for HIV prevention and care, the scaling up of pastoral work and involvement in HIV and AIDS education programmes. Each bishop was also expected to issue pastoral letters on HIV and AIDS as a public health threat and also provide responsive, decisive,
compassionate and committed leadership to counter the effects of the epidemic.\textsuperscript{737} Thereafter, the church’s annual conferences were expected to launch HIV and AIDS awareness, care, and prevention programmes.\textsuperscript{738} However, the fact that at the international or global level the United Methodist Church began to engage openly with AIDS from 1988 indicates a high degree of commitment at seeking to direct and empower local annual conferences to address the deadly pandemic.

\textbf{3.4.2. Responses to HIV and AIDS by the Church’s Leaders in Zimbabwe}

The spirit of hope, engagement, acceptance, care and encouragement from the church’s global institutions did not immediately translate into the launching of HIV interventions within the church’s Zimbabwe Annual Conference. This was led by Bishop Muzorewa. While the church’s global institutions enlightened the United Methodist Church’s annual conferences across the world on the need to respond positively to HIV and AIDS, little was achieved locally in Manicaland and Zimbabwe. The limited local AIDS-related initiatives undertaken by the leadership of the church between 1988 and 1992 could be a consequence of an understanding that it was a ‘persecuted church.’ Within church circles, there was a perception that the relationship between Bishop Muzorewa and the State in the early 1980s could have cast a dark shadow on the future participation of the UMC [United Methodist Church] in carrying out HIV and AIDS interventions.”\textsuperscript{739} The role of a head of the denomination in matters such as HIV and AIDS cannot be underestimated. Similar to any ecclesiastical authorities, the church’s bishops played a significant role by shaping the common discourse on HIV and AIDS. Consistent with this assertion, Denis has observed: “...the church authorities contributed, sometimes powerfully, to the public discourse on the epidemic and in this way influenced both policy and popular attitudes.”\textsuperscript{740}

\textsuperscript{737} Global Ministries of the UMC approved by the General Conference in 1992, \textlangle \textit{http://gbgm-umc.org.health/aids/globalaids.stm/} \textrangle [Accessed 1 July 2011].
\textsuperscript{738} Council of Bishops, “A statement on acquired immune deficiency syndrome.”
\textsuperscript{739} E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview. See also I. Chowa, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Rusape, 21 August 2010.
\textsuperscript{740} Denis, “The church’s impact on HIV prevention,” 69.
Between 1985 and 1994 public knowledge on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe was scanty. AIDS was also at its infancy. This explained why the pandemic did not feature officially in the church’s recorded local annual conference proceedings in 1984, and 1985. The major concern at the annual conference session of 1985 was political tension in the Matabeleland provinces. At that time the government had commissioned the army to ‘hunt’ for the so-called dissidents and thus disrupted peace in the two Matabeleland provinces. The subsequent mass killings were seen in some circles as genocide. The State in Zimbabwe considered Bishop Muzorewa’s political activities as a threat to national security and linked him with the destabilisation forces of South Africa’s Pieter Botha. State and church relations tumbled between 1981 and 1982 after the State alleged that the Zimbabwe Council of Churches stalled channelling of reconstruction and development funds from the World Council of Churches towards proposed social development and reconstruction projects. These events could have weakened the input by the United Methodist Church in carrying out HIV and AIDS interventions which also affected the middle and later periods as shown by the present research study. Therefore, while the church’s General Board of Global Ministries pledged to support the annual conferences in Africa in launching HIV and AIDS interventions, the church’s leadership in Zimbabwe lagged behind until Muzorewa’s retirement in 1992.

The church’s leadership in Zimbabwe first mentioned the effects of AIDS as noted in the “Church and Society” report presented at the church’s annual conference session in December 1987. AIDS appeared almost as an afterthought because it was relegated to a comment in the last sentence of the report. The compilers of the report noted:

743 UMCAUM, Official Journal of the Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC sixth session, 30.
745 For a detailed analysis of this see Hallencreutz, “Ecumenical challenges in independent Zimbabwe,” 252-275.
746 UMCAUM, Official Journal of the Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC eighth session, 16-20 December 1987, 47.
Let us continue to uphold the sanctity of Christian marriage and articulate to our members the evils of sexual promiscuity which is a major element in spreading AIDS. Teachings about this disease should be undertaken as this is spreading like grass fire.\textsuperscript{747}

The church and society committee’s mandate was to act as a link between the church’s annual conference and Zimbabwean society in general. Thus the committee became aware of the social issues that were confronting the wider communities in Zimbabwe at that time including HIV and AIDS.

The call by the committee to uphold the sanctity of Christian marriage fitted in well with the statement that had been issued by the ZCBC in October 1987. There was no strong case to argue that since the statement issued by the ZCBC came earlier than the United Methodist’s annual conference session in the same year, the former might have influenced the latter. It is a United Methodist Church trend that the most crucial matters were always noted from either the bishop’s address or the district superintendents’ composite report. The bishop, the district superintendents and the other committees did not mention anything on AIDS. This illustrates the fact that the church’s leadership either turned a blind eye on the new epidemic or seriously underestimated the potential effects of HIV and AIDS on communities.

The apparent silence on AIDS as shown by the church’s leadership was again noted from the reports submitted at the annual conference session held in 1988.\textsuperscript{748} However, the medical board’s report simply mentioned in passing the surge in the number of admissions and outpatients at Old Mutare, Gatsi, and Mutambara healthcare centres among others.\textsuperscript{749} The fact that the medical board’s report gave no further explanation on the rise in the number of patients visiting healthcare centres was not helpful to the delegates who attended the annual conference session. Similarly, the district superintendents’ composite report also noted the high number of people coming to the


\textsuperscript{748} UMCAUM, \textit{Official Journal of the Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC ninth session}, 14-18 December 1988. This included reports from the United Methodist Youth Fellowship (UMYF), RRW and United Methodist Church Mubwuwi (MUMC), a guild for men who are charismatic, district superintendents as well as the church and society committee.

\textsuperscript{749} UMCAUM, “Medical board report,” \textit{Official Journal of the Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC ninth session}.
church’s healthcare centres in need of medical treatment. This was seen as a strain on financial resources at Old Mutare, Mutambara in Manicaland.” The major concerns of both the medical board and the district superintendents related to the ever-increasing pressure on the church’s healthcare resources rather than the need to carry out investigations of the underlying causal factors. HIV and AIDS gradually started to become an important issue to the leadership of the church’s annual conference in Zimbabwe later in 1989.

A year after the statement on AIDS issued by the church’s global Council of Bishops, the local leadership of the United Methodist Church undertook a few initiatives in reaction to the epidemic. A report by the health and welfare committee presented at the church’s annual conference session in December 1989 covered four aspects. First, it was noted that in 1989 Sister Nyamajiwa of Old Mutare Hospital attended a three months course specialising in AIDS healthcare, planning, communication, teaching and management in Atlanta, Georgia in the US. This was funded by Dr Johnson’s church support programme. Second, the three hospitals at Nyadire, Old Mutare and Mutambara, with the last two being in Manicaland, started working towards promoting community, patient and staff education and awareness about AIDS. Individual and family counselling was instituted. Third, a church health education seminar attended by Mutasa-Makoni and Mutare South district chairpersons was held in 1989. Fourth, increased sessions on health education with a special focus on HIV and AIDS and sexually transmitted infections were to be mounted by the church’s district health and welfare committees in 1990. The church’s members were expected to be aware of how communities could deal with those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. The same report recommended that Nyamajiwa be available to assist her counterparts at Nyadire, and Mutambara hospitals with the medical skills crucial in addressing the pandemic. This became one of the first practical steps in responding to the pandemic at institutional level.

752 AM, “Health and welfare report.”
At the church’s top leadership level, the district superintendents appeared unaware that HIV and AIDS was making inroads into the church. This was noted from the lack of any mention of the epidemic in their report. It was the health and welfare board whose report noted the board’s intentions to provide awareness to all church members about the killer disease, AIDS. While the church’s annual conference received support for human capacity building from its sister conferences in the US in 1990, and 1992, this did not translate into large scale HIV and AIDS interventions. The links between the United Methodist Church’s annual conference in Zimbabwe and its sister annual conferences in the US has a long history, dating as far back to the beginning of the twentieth century when the church was first established. Such relationships, enhanced by powerful networks, continued to serve as a lifeline for obtaining resources for the United Methodist Church in Manicaland and in Zimbabwe. Thus, the church’s leadership in Zimbabwe benefited from its global partners. However, locally, at the annual conference level, HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation activities appeared to have minimum effect apparently because of the church’s lack of full time personnel in this field.

3.4.3. HIV Prevention and the Condom Use Controversy

The resolution on the use of condoms passed by the church’s annual conference session in December 1990 became a major landmark in the history of HIV prevention. Resolution 43 reads: That the use of condoms be recommended to married couples as a means of family planning and protection against AIDS and indiscriminate distribution of condoms be condemned. Significantly, the leadership of the church’s annual conference moved beyond mere moralising about the pandemic. The church’s leadership took practical steps to safeguard its members who were prone to

757 UMCAUM, Health and welfare report,” 166.
759 S. Sign, same interview.
infection, especially women. While three years previously the position of the church’s
global Council of Bishops had been very pragmatic on this matter, the local church’s
leadership appeared hesitant to implement the recommendations on the use of
condoms. This delay was less helpful to ordinary people.

Within the context whereby local African cultural traditions and Christian morality on
sexuality did not support sex outside marriage, the church’s leadership treaded
cautiously. Also, while the resolution appeared to be helpful to couples at risk of
contracting HIV, it overlooked the challenges faced by churchwomen in exercising
choices of safe sex. Studies done on women and sexuality on the African continent
showed that married women were often not at liberty to negotiate the use of condoms
as part of safe sex because it was perceived as ‘culturally unacceptable’ to their
spouses. As Daryl Somma and Claudia Bodiang have observed: ‘Women talking their
male partner about sex may be taboo in certain communities and recommending them
to negotiate safe sex may thus be culturally inappropriate and ineffective.’761 The use
of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV received support from the
State in Zimbabwe through the MOHCW.762 Within the United Methodist Church,
condoms have always been considered to be a contraceptive device within marriage,
and the church did not officially discourage couples from using them.763

Generally, the fear of HIV bestowed new value on condoms – that is from being used
as a method of contraception to now being used as prophylactics. Jane Makunike of
Tsonzo near Watsomba, Mutasa district, stated that from the mid-1980s onwards,
condoms suddenly became quite prominent because they reduced the chances of
HIV.764 Despite this new reality, it was still not easy for married churchwomen to take
condoms home for use with spouses. The fact that churchwomen from the United
Methodist Church were not at liberty to suggest the use of condoms as prophylactics
rendered them at risk of contracting HIV from unsafe sex. Cultural perceptions of a

761 D. B. Somma and C. K. Bodiang, The cultural approach to HIV/AIDS prevention, Social
Development Division’s Health Desk, Swiss Tropical Institute, (2003), 7.
762 This was implied in the Medium Term Plan 1 (MTP1) 1988-1993.
763 J. Makunike, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Makunike farm, Watsomba, Mutasa, 13 September
2010. See also I. Chowa, same interview. See alos T. Matsika, interview conducted by M. Mbona,
Rukweza UMC circuit, 8 September 2010. For a further perspective on this see: UMC, Responsible
764 J. Makunike, same interview.
—decently married African woman” who could not “suggest” safer sex were still dominant. However, the noted significant increase in AIDS-related deaths was worrying to some church members. HIV prevalence rate in 1990 was above 10%, only five years since the first public case AIDS in 1985. As HIV and AIDS infected and affected the church’s members, the leadership was left with limited options and thus had to intensify their efforts at mounting programmes on HIV and AIDS awareness and prevention.767

In 1991 the United Methodist Church’s districts of Mutasa-Nyanga, Mutare South, Mutare, and Makoni Buhera in Manicaland failed to launch planned HIV awareness campaigns as was previously agreed on. AIDS awareness activities were only carried out during the church’s health and welfare week once in the year. There were no on-going initiatives to augment AIDS awareness and educate people on prevention of HIV transmission. Thus, the programme had known limitations and yet HIV and AIDS made life miserable for church members and their families. This can be one of the reasons for pushing a motion to legitimise the use of condoms as resolved at the church’s annual conference session in 1991. An outcry from the health and welfare committee to amend resolution 43 of 1990 resulted in changes and thus now read as follows: “That the use of condoms be legitimised as a means of family planning and protection against AIDS but that the indiscriminate distribution be discouraged.”770 The delegates to the church’s annual conference session accepted the proposed changes in the spirit of making the use of condoms widely acceptable. This latest stance on condoms by the church’s leadership set a new tone concerning matters of sexuality. Theoretically, out of fear of HIV infection, coupled with the intention to protect women, condoms gained ground and thus liberated married women. Thus, while AIDS brought misery through infection and death, it also empowered married

765 T. Matsika, same interview. See also E. Humure, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Makunike farm, Watsomba, Mutasa, 13 September 2010.
766 NAC, Zimbabwe behaviourial change strategy, 6. A similar figure was noted from a report by United States Aid (USAID) that noted that by the end of the 1980s around 10% of the adult population were thought to be infected with HIV. For this see USAID, Zimbabwe, HIV/AIDS health profile . See also “HIV decline in Zimbabwe due to reductions in risky sex? Evidence from a comprehensive epidemiological review,” International Journal of Epidemiology 39 (2010), 1312.
769 T. Matsika, same interview.
churchwomen by making it legitimate for them to insist on safe sex through using condoms.

The church’s leadership in Zimbabwe displayed mixed reactions to the government’s messages that encouraged the use of condoms as protection against contracting HIV sexually. While the churches perceived increased condom use to be the worst enemy of morality, an inherent weakness was that the position was unhelpful to women in particular including those who were in danger of contracting HIV from unfaithful spouses. Consistent with this assertion Ana Langerak has stated that “the moral admonitions (for example by the churches), to remain faithful has its limitations because its emphasis is more on the individual rather than the community.” On the one hand, the leadership of the church’s annual conference in Zimbabwe were opposed to the indiscriminate distribution of condoms arguing that this practice weakened the moral integrity of society. On the other hand, the church conceded that using condoms within marriage could prevent sexual transmission of HIV. However, the annual conference session’s resolutions on condom use protected the first position, that of preserving a good image of the church. Isabel Chowa, a member of the United Methodist Church stationed in Rusape, who served with the youth for many years, stated that the prohibition of condom use in prevention of HIV among the youth showed that the church’s leaders were in denial of sexual realities. The church’s leadership overlooked the fact that church followers were indulging in unprotected sex including the youth. Thus, the present research study concludes that this stance by the leadership of the church directly fuelled the spread of HIV and AIDS.

The State’s introduction of antenatal clinic surveillance initiated in 1990 served as an eye-opener to women’s knowledge of the extent of HIV prevalence. For example, a study by Gregson et al. indicated that the introduction of antenatal clinic (ANC) based surveillance in 1990 in Zimbabwe revealed that HIV prevalence exceeded 10%. The fact that this figure was based on ANC surveillance serves to illustrate the levels of HIV among women. According to Chowa, “that caused alarm among married
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women who were members of the UMC [United Methodist Church].”  
Mary Saungweme, a nurse by training and also a member of the United Methodist Church, stated that married males preferred using condoms with concurrent partners and not with their spouses. Saungweme further pointed out that "in 1993 married men from the UMC [United Methodist Church] were shy and unwilling to admit to possibilities of involvement in concurrent partnerships."  
Saungweme, who served on the Hilltop circuit healthcare committee between 1990 and 1994, mentioned that a number of married men were interested in knowing about HIV prevention. This was shown by high attendance at meetings where HIV awareness and prevention were discussed and yet "sadly church members continued to die of AIDS.”

The statement issued by the church in June 1993, after the church's consultation on HIV and AIDS, was also an important step towards a victory for pro-condom advocates working in the field of prevention of HIV. The proper and consistent use of condoms in situations where people failed to restrain themselves from sex outside of marriage was recommended. Furthermore, the statement also recognised some of the challenges faced by the youth in preventing HIV and thus recommended that young people be allowed to use condoms. Part of the statement observed:

Peer pressure among youth encourages them to become sexually active at an early age. Many of them do not believe in their mortality and therefore fail to postpone their sexual activity or to utilise precautions which would reduce their risk for contracting HIV.

The church's leadership and clergy stationed at the grassroots level did seldom agreed on the use of condoms. For example, a pastor had this to say: "Within the church a liberal policy on the use of condoms was a threat to Christian morality and the institution of marriage.” Thus, the church's position on the use of condoms was veiled in controversy. In 1993, at a national church leaders' forum on AIDS, of which the top leadership of the United Methodist Church was a part, a collective stance was
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taken which thus stated: "Chastity before marriage and faithfulness to one’s spouse are not impossible ideals. …The indiscriminate use of condoms is not the answer."\textsuperscript{780}

The position of the leadership of the United Methodist Church on the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV was ambiguous and sent mixed messages to the church members and the rest of the public.

While the statement also highlighted awareness of the acute challenges faced by women, it fell short of identifying practical ways of addressing economic pressures that separated married couples.\textsuperscript{781} There was already a growing feeling that keeping married couples under one roof as far as possible could reduce the spread of HIV and thereby contribute to a decline in AIDS. However, it was remarkable to observe that the church’s leadership appeared to be enlightened not only to the issues of individual morality but also to structural sin. The consultation report further stated:

Because of economic pressures many men are forced to leave their families for work in towns or in neighbouring countries. This often leads men to develop sexual relations with other women, some of whom are infected with the HIV. When the men return home, their sexual partner is placed at increased risk for contraction of HIV. Married persons who indulge in extra-marital sex places their spouses at risk.\textsuperscript{782}

The statement shared some degree of commonality with an earlier one issued by the ZCBC in 1991.\textsuperscript{783} Thus in the wake of HIV and AIDS, some of the churches in Zimbabwe including the United Methodist Church became a voice for encouraging married couples to live under one roof. While it was difficult to measure the short term benefits of this action, we might confidently state that some people gradually realised that the chances of contracting HIV through sexual contact could be reduced if married couples lived together. According to Chief John Rukweza who worked in Harare in the early 1990s, some couples were saved from contracting HIV by taking heed of the church’s calls to abandon the practice of living separately.\textsuperscript{784}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\itemHOCD, \textit{Conference statement on AIDS}.
\itemFor this see earlier section on the statements issued by the ZCBC under the Roman Catholic Church.
\itemJ. Rukweza, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Rukweza service centre, 8 September 2010.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
3.4.4. The Launch of AIDS-Related Care Interventions

Bishop Jokomo’s remarks at the annual conference session that he addressed as head of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe in 1992 did not make any specific reference to HIV and AIDS. Part of Jokomo’s remarks read as follows:

Our hospitals can empower our communities to address health issues from a socio-economic, spiritual and medical perspective. Our hospitals must take the lead in advising the church and local authorities about the new trends in healthcare.\(^{785}\)

The new bishop had served under Bishop Muzorewa as secretary to the church’s annual conference and in that capacity Jokomo had access to the different forums of the church globally at which HIV and AIDS was a major focus.\(^{786}\) Jokomo was therefore conscious of possible shortcomings in the church’s response to HIV and AIDS. A delay by the church’s leadership to establish well-structured HIV and AIDS interventions could have been connected to fear of being seen as undermining or interfering with the State.\(^{787}\) Apparently, hesitant to take bold steps, and without a fully-fledged HIV and AIDS department, the only viable and user-friendly option for the church’s leadership appeared to be the care of OVC. For example, in 1992, Rukwadzano RweWadzimai (RRW) hereafter called Rukwadzano guild donated money and clothes to Fairfield Orphanage Old Mutare, established in 1903.\(^{788}\) According to Farai Muzorewa, since the formation of Rukwadzano guild at Old Mutare mission in 1929, the members were involved in works of charity including the care of orphans by donating clothes, food and money for education.\(^{789}\) However, AIDS challenged the other church members to also consider giving support to OVC at institutions and elsewhere within localities.
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\(^{786}\) A. Mhondoro, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview.

\(^{787}\) E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also I. Chowa, same interview.


The church’s annual conference in Zimbabwe faced difficulties in launching sustainable home-based care programmes. Low attendance at meetings, the lack of teaching materials, and the unavailability of drugs at church’s healthcare institutions and shortage of doctors at Old Mutare hospital were cited as common challenges. The shortage of medical personnel in mission hospitals including Old Mutare presented unique problems for service delivery and also affected the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions. The State’s introduction of financial cuts in government spending on public health following the introduction of economic reforms dealt a major blow on staff retention. The salaries of workers at mission hospitals were paid by the State’s health ministry through the “mission section” department and were therefore affected by cuts in public spending. Consequently, a large proportion of doctors and nurses shunned working in rural mission hospitals where conditions of service were at times deplorable. The healthcare delivery system was dire to an extent that an expatriate medical doctor based at St. David’s Bonda mission hospital under the Anglican Church served at a number of mission hospitals including Old Mutare hospital. The same doctor used to pay monthly visits to Old Mutare and several other clinics in Mutasa district. While the HIV epidemic expanded, unfavourable working conditions for medical staff affected service delivery and thus compromised the HIV and AIDS interventions initiated by the church’s leadership.

3.4.5. AIDS-Related Denial and Stigma at Leadership level

The fact that the leadership of the church’s annual conference only started to address AIDS-related denial stigma in 1993-1994 indicated that the church had nurtured the notion that AIDS was a punishment from God. However, there was a shift towards a new understanding of HIV and AIDS at the annual conference in December 1993. According to the church’s HIV and AIDS consultation report, to which reference will also be made later, the myth that AIDS was a punishment from God was dispelled:

791 T. Manyeza, same interview.
792 T. Manyeza, same interview.
The origin of this virus is still in question in the medical community, we in the religious community are certain that it is not sent as a punishment from God upon those whose lifestyle is called into question. Humankind does indeed face a crisis in the wake of AIDS. We speak with hope that those who may not have taken seriously the impact and implications of AIDS will now do so.\footnote{SM, “Statement from HIV/AIDS consultation,” 272.}

The report contained two significant issues. First, the report offered a theological stance on responding to HIV which was characterised by tolerance, urgency and hope. Second, the report exposed crucial information on the extent of HIV prevalence and the effects of the pandemic on children. It appears that Bishop Jokomo was more aware of the way HIV and AIDS infected and affected ordinary people than his predecessor. Jokomo was elected to the office of bishop at the age of fifty and appeared to be enthusiastic to lead the UMC [United Methodist Church] in Zimbabwe into engagement with social issues that affected ordinary people.\footnote{T. Manyeza, same interview. See also United Methodist News Service, “Former bishop of Zimbabwe dies at 64,” <http://www.umc.org/site/apps/nl/content3.asp?c=lwL4KnN1LzH&b/> [Accessed 8 November 2011].} The fact that the church’s efforts to address the HIV and AIDS pandemic came largely after 1993 suggests that the previous leadership under Bishop Muzorewa might have contributed little to the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions.

The hosting of an HIV and AIDS consultation conference held in Harare, 21-25 June 1993 strengthened the capacity of church’s annual conference in responding to the pandemic. The delegates to the meeting were drawn in from the United Methodist Church’s annual conferences of West Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe.\footnote{SM, “Statement from HIV/AIDS consultation,” 269.} An eight-member committee that was comprised of two clergy, including Bishop Jokomo, and six lay people including medical professionals, represented the church’s Zimbabwe Annual Conference.\footnote{SM, “Statement from HIV/AIDS consultation,” 273.} An important step taken by the consultation was that physical and mental health were considered inseparable from spiritual well being. This position meant that HIV and AIDS interventions were to be an integral part of the church’s spiritual work and therefore the church was obliged to undertake HIV awareness, prevention and care programmes.\footnote{Statement from the HIV and AIDS consultation, Harare, 21-25 June, 1993, <http://gbgm-umc.org/health/aids/harare.stm/> [Accessed 1 July 2011].} This meeting also observed that the
church’s annual conferences from the three participating countries needed to boost responses to HIV and AIDS. Part of the statement reads as follows: “Governments and private social service and healthcare institutions will face incredible, if not impossible, demands for care for those suffering from HIV disease and their families.” By extension, HIV interventions had a potential to boost the income of local churches.

The HIV and AIDS epidemic forced the church’s leadership in Zimbabwe to form an HIV and AIDS task team. Representatives were drawn up from the following departments: Christian Education, Evangelism, Stewardship, Church and society, Rukwadzano guild, Mubvuwi guild, youth, health and welfare committee. The team’s mandate entailed focus on the following six objectives:

1. Education targeting youth, men, women, clergy, health personnel, community leaders,
2. Sex education including anatomy, physiology, sexuality, church’s view on sexuality, birth control,
3. Fundraising for HIV and AIDS related work,
4. Establishment of AIDS care Centres,
5. Support to Orphan Care Centres,
6. Advise the bishop on the need to appoint a full time HIV/AIDS coordinator.

The same annual conference session witnessed the setting up of a HIV and AIDS committee that reported directly to the bishop. Approval was also given for the appointment of a full time HIV and AIDS coordinator. Some reasons accounted for Bishop Jokomo’s radical devotedness to HIV and AIDS. First, the timing of the new bishopric coincided with an increase in deaths that were associated with AIDS. Second, Jokomo was aware of the minimal attention given to the pandemic by the previous Episcopal leadership in the earlier years. Bishop Jokomo was thus committed to make a difference. Third, over the years some church members accumulated knowledge and information about the pandemic. Fourth, Bishop Jokomo, as a new leader, could have sought to project a positive image of the United Methodist Church to the State in Zimbabwe.

799 A. Mhondoro, same interview.
At the church’s annual conference session in December 1994 the new bishop pushed the boundaries of the annual conference’s reaction to the HIV epidemic. Jokomo told the delegates attending the annual conference session that it was not enough to show awareness of the existence of PLHIV and OVC without taking practical steps to assist. In praise of the Rukwadzano guild Jokomo remarked:

We are proudly aware that our Rukwadzano RweWadzimai have participated seriously in the provision of services to the street dwellers and to people living with AIDS. …This conference needs to be more responsive to the plight and needs of those who are suffering. 802

The Rukwadzano guild was not a newcomer to care that is driven by religious conviction, seeking to make life better for others including orphans. 803 However, AIDS had an effect of increasing the number of OVC. According to a consultation report tabled at the church’s annual conference session in December 1993, between 1988 and 1992 the number of OVC nationally grew from 10,000 to 200,000. 804 This figure was way below the estimate by another source that put the figure of OVC at 350,000 in 1988 and 500,000 in 1993. 805 The fact that AIDS-related deaths had the effect of increasing the number of OVC exponentially forced the church’s leadership to explore new models of OVC care. With AIDS claiming the lives of families and close relatives, the church's members faced a new reality of caring for OVC within one’s neighbourhood. 806

In 1994 for the first time the district superintendents’ composite report proposed that the annual conference designs suitable AIDS programmes. 807 Two possible reasons could explain why the district superintendents’ raised alarm. First, the lack of solid action taken on HIV and AIDS meant that the work of a previously constituted AIDS committee had been futile. Second, the district superintendents reacted in shock as

803 E. Humure, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also G. Gunderson, —What is worth knowing about religious health assets in Africa at this particular time,” African Religious Health Assets Programme, Papers and proceedings, Willow Park, South Africa, (July 2005), 13-15.
805 NAC, The HIV and AIDS epidemic in Zimbabwe, 43.
806 E. Nezomba, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Chitombo, Honde Valley, 14 September 2010.
they became aware of increased AIDS-related deaths. In support of the second observation, it was estimated that the number of deaths due to AIDS rose from 25,000 in 1990 to above 60,000 in 1994. With the district superintendents being in charge of the church’s affairs at district level, it is unbelievable to imagine that they were unaware of the effects HIV and AIDS on church members.

A respondent stated that the church’s leadership appeared uneasy to discuss HIV and AIDS because sexuality was at the centre of the epidemic. Elsewhere, Messer has noted that a great deal of secrecy surrounded the subject of sex as though it was not a God-given gift. He thus observed: ‘It is almost as if we have been programmed into a conspiracy of silence about sexuality, lest we be misunderstood or misinterpreted as less than spiritual persons and leaders.’ At the end of the first decade of AIDS in Zimbabwe a marked shift in denial and stigma of HIV was witnessed among the church’s leadership from a state of panic to one of accepting the epidemic. The district superintendents appeared ready to make meaningful contributions towards HIV prevention programmes for young people. However, their approach to HIV prevention was still moralistic.

Similar to the ZCBC, the district superintendents despised the State’s HIV and AIDS awareness and prevention education interventions. Part of their report read: ‘The sex education that is on offer is quite unacceptable to us because emphasis is being put on preventive contraceptives rather than total abstinence from sex outside marriage. Such a trend we deplore.’ In 1994, for the first time home-based care patients were provided with financial support amounting to Z$4,583 and this was used for food and sanitary provisions. The church’s leaders were drawn into adopting HIV and AIDS interventions not by choice, but because the pandemic infected and affected them. Families within the church reportedly lost loved ones and a huge amount of time was spent either caring for the PLHIV, mourning the dead or both. HIV and AIDS became
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a reality that had the potential to decimate whole United Methodist Church families if no appropriate action was taken.\textsuperscript{814}

### 3.4.6. AIDS-Related Denial and Stigma at the Grassroots Level

Initial responses to HIV and AIDS from the United Methodist Church's congregants and clergy were characterised by denial and stigma. Kabungaidze of Hilltop Circuit, Sakubva, mentioned that "when AIDS first made inroads into the youthful nation of Zimbabwe in 1983/4 people perceived it as a disease that was associated with the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK)."\textsuperscript{815} Another respondent, the Reverend Peter Mufute, stated that AIDS-related deaths of young people in the mid-1980s were "politically induced by those colonialists defeated at the war front."\textsuperscript{816} Such perceptions indicated the level of blame and denial, which were hallmarks of the HIV epidemic in Zimbabwe. Denial of the biomedical nature of HIV also led some people to accuse women involved in cross-border trade for "having contracted AIDS from sexual intercourse with dogs in South Africa."\textsuperscript{817} An informant mentioned that he first heard about AIDS at a convention of a Rukwadzano guild held in Murewa in 1983. Pius Hlahla further stated that Eben Nhiwatiwa, who then was coming from the US, was a guest preacher and during his sermon at that convention Nhiwatiwa mentioned AIDS.\textsuperscript{818} Thus, at the grassroots level some church members were exposed to information on AIDS epidemic quite early but denial and stigma might have held them back from launching HIV interventions.

One of the possible factors that contributed to the delayed HIV interventions by grassroots communities was the issue of complacency and that exacerbated denial and stigma. Generally, some of the church's members in Manicaland could not believe...
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\textsuperscript{814} A. Mhondoro, same interview.
\textsuperscript{815} E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{816} P. Mufute, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Old Mutare mission, 24 August 2010.
\textsuperscript{817} T. Matsika, same interview.
\textsuperscript{818} Information was supplied by P. Hlahla to M. Mbona, Makoni Buhera UMC district office, Rusape, 22 June 2010. The name of Eben Nhiwatiwa also appeared as one of the guest speakers at a south-north convention of the Rukwadzano guild as reported at the annual conference of 1985. For this see also UMCAUM, "Rukwadzano RwêWadzimai report," \textit{Official Journal of the Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC sixth session}, 69.
that Christians, especially members of the United Methodist Church, were not immune to the epidemic. As Kabungaidze stated:

You know, the problem with us church people is that we practice self-righteousness. We get to a point where we do not see ourselves as part of this world. With a disease like AIDS many of our Christians never thought it might come to them but it did.  

Similarly, another church member, Adulight Mapa of Mutare, stated that between the early 1980s and mid-1990s AIDS was never talked about because: "As Christian churchwomen we thought that none of us including our families could be infected or affected by HIV." Hence, at the grassroots level AIDS was understood as a disease associated with promiscuity. People who were suspected of having AIDS were thus stigmatised by other Christians and the public in general.

Within the United Methodist Church, when HIV first appeared, some married churchwomen confused it with sexually transmitted infections including syphilis or gonorrhoea and hoped that with regular treatment from healthcare centres one could fully recover. The fact that some church members at grassroots level confused HIV with sexually transmitted infections led to delays in recognising that this was a new disease. HIV and AIDS became associated with immorality. Against such perceptions, Ronald Nicolson warned:

Insisting, as we should, that the only totally reliable defence against AIDS is a lifestyle of fidelity, we must be very careful to make clear that having AIDS does not mean that one has been promiscuous.” Many, even most, of those who contracted AIDS in South Africa [as well as elsewhere] are not promiscuous.

Limited knowledge regarding HIV and AIDS was exacerbated by the fact that the grassroots communities in Zimbabwe were misinformed about the new disease. HIV and AIDS also challenged biomedicine in the sense that local medical experts
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engaged in clinical studies under pressure from an otherwise confused public.\textsuperscript{824} This was not unique to Manicaland and Zimbabwe. In the US, doctors took a long time before acquainting themselves with the symptoms of AIDS in the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{825} While the members of the United Methodist Church were in denial and stigmatised PLHIV, Kabungaidze mentioned that “by openly acknowledging AIDS for the first time as late as 1985 the government was dishonest and fuelled denial”\textsuperscript{826}

The initiatives undertaken by the church’s leaders at the annual conference level in responding to HIV and AIDS in 1992 remained sporadic and therefore yielded low achievements. For example, the programmes initiated by the medical staff at Old Mutare hospital to provide lectures on AIDS, and pamphlets for use with school children, became isolated cases that only benefited a small proportion of the public. In another case, in Mutare South, lectures on AIDS awareness were mainly conducted during the church’s health and welfare week.\textsuperscript{827} Such initiatives were restricted to people who were physically residing at the church’s institutions. As Makunike noted, “in the absence of any community outreach programme the effectiveness of the AIDS awareness campaigns was minimal.”\textsuperscript{828} To say the very least, this strategy was positive but not sustainable and its achievements were limited. In 1993, while the United Methodist Church’s health and welfare committee was committed to responding to HIV and AIDS, statements of intention did not translate into positive tangible action. In this period, there was little evidence of holistic engagement with the epidemic other than HIV interventions carried out at the church’s healthcare centres. Thus, grassroots church members benefited less because HIV and AIDS programmes were not mainstreamed and did not run throughout the year.\textsuperscript{829}

3.5. Synthesis

In this chapter the researcher has indicated that HIV crept into Zimbabwe at a time when the nation was still celebrating the joys of its newly attained independence and

\textsuperscript{824} T. Manyeza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{825} Bayer and Oppenheimer, \textit{AIDS doctors}, 12.
\textsuperscript{826} E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also A. Mhondoro, same interview.
\textsuperscript{828} J. Makunike, same interview. See also E. Humure, same interview.
\textsuperscript{829} T. Matsika, same interview.
it took some time before the public, including Christians, accepted the epidemic as a new reality. At the beginning of the 1990s the public healthcare system faced a gradual decline mainly because of the introduction of economic reforms under the IMF. As a result, the churches’ healthcare centres began to carry the burden of responding to the healthcare needs of the poor including PLHIV. It became critical for the churches to be involved in public healthcare and especially HIV and AIDS. According to Gelfand, this engagement with diseases had a history among the Western missionary-initiated churches in Zimbabwe. In Manicaland the churches including the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist continued with the legacy of involvement in public health and served some communities.

Politically, on the one hand, in 1980 the new democratically elected Government extended an olive branch to the churches to partner the State in the field of healthcare, education and community development. This gave the churches the opportunity of becoming involved in HIV interventions. On the other hand, the churches under the auspices of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches were hesitant to support the new government because of its choice of a socialist ideology. Generally, the church healthcare centres were well stocked in terms of medicines and served their clients in a Christian spirit. During the first two years of independence, this reluctance on the part of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches led the State to accuse the council for taking a ‘wait and see approach’ to issues of national importance. While the relationship between the Roman Catholic Church and the State could be described as harmonious immediately following independence, this was to change dramatically over time. Given this context, this chapter has explored church responses to the pandemic by analysing the input by different ecclesiastical players. The present study has shown that all the three churches had external links, which in a number of ways exerted an influence on their responses to the HIV epidemic. However, within Manicaland, all the three churches rarely collaborated with each other on HIV and AIDS interventions and this affected efficacy.

830 For this see P. Mutume, “Insights from the second Chimurenga.”
831 See Bakare, “Christianity and scientific socialism in Zimbabwe,” See also Hallencreutz, “Ecumenical challenges in independent Zimbabwe,” 251-311.
833 For this see Gundani, “The Catholic Church and national development in Zimbabwe,” 215-249.
While Denis asserted that the leadership of a church tends to exert influence on church responses to HIV and AIDS, it appears that the main actor in the story of church responses to HIV was the Jesuit, Ted Rogers. Rogers first drew the attention of the bishops of the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe and Southern Africa towards HIV and AIDS and worked with church leaders at similar forums. He became an AIDS activist and a theological consultant of church responses to HIV. The ZCBC benefited tremendously from working with Rogers and with his assistance issued the first statement on AIDS from the Christian community in Zimbabwe in 1987. The leadership of the Roman Catholic Church benefited from the church’s prior experience of engagement with social issues and thus released pastoral letters and statements on HIV and AIDS. Within the Roman Catholic Church, the existence of a central body, the ZCBC, became advantageous because it acted as a platform for the bishops to debate on matters of national interest and HIV became one of the issues. The leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland and that of the United Methodist Church made statements on HIV and AIDS jointly under the auspices of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches in 1989 and 1993. Within the Roman Catholic Church, the ZCBC streamlined the responses to the epidemic by creating an HIV and AIDS commission in 1988. This had the advantage of increasing the church’s attention towards HIV and AIDS. The delay by the Anglican and United Methodist church in establishing similar structures until after 2000 indicates that these churches were lagging behind in responding to the pandemic.

The statements on HIV issued by the leadership of all the three churches indicate blame, denial and stigma. Generally, the leaders of the Anglican and United Methodist churches appeared to be in full agreement with the bishops of the Roman Catholic Church that AIDS was the result of moral failure. Hence, by using moral language and strongly insisting that in order to stop the spread of HIV sexual abstinence and faithfulness were the only two ideals, the church leaders played a negative role in HIV prevention. The church leaders cast blame on PLHIV. The Government of Zimbabwe and other team players encouraged the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV to which church leaders generally disagreed. The Roman Catholic Church in Southern Africa and Zimbabwe clearly
upheld and taught its followers on the importance of the sanctity of sex within the commitment of Christian marriage.  

It appears that the Catholic bishops were not highly sensitive to the challenges faced by grassroots members of the Roman Catholic Church especially married churchwomen. Thus, by upholding a long-held moral tradition, and doing little to address the realities faced by society due to HIV, the ZCBC exacerbated the spread of HIV. It must be noted however, that officially, the Anglican and the United Methodist churches did not share a common position with the Roman Catholic Church on baring the use of condoms as part of birth control. For example, the Anglican Church and more specifically the Church of England, subscribed to the view that artificial contraception including the use of condoms is not a sin. Hence, the bishops of the Church of England stated: “Sexual love can be seen as good in itself, and it provided an essential way for a husband and wife to express their love for each other.” As a result, the Anglican Church took a more liberal stance on contraception by allowing married couples to enjoy sex freely without committing themselves to the procreative agenda. At the Lambeth Conference of 1968, the Anglican bishops disagreed with Humanae Vitae on abstinence from sex and keeping the rhythm method, on the premise that these tended to impose restrictions on the pleasure derived from sex and were thus contrary to Gods’ will.

Similarly, the United Methodist Church adopted a resolution on artificial contraception in 1976 that was amended and readopted in 1996 and readopted in 2004. Part of the resolution read: “Each couple has the right and the duty to prayerfully and responsibly control contraception according to their circumstances. They are, in our view, free to use those means of birth control considered medically safe.” The fact that the United Methodist and the Anglican churches shared a common official ecclesiastical position on the use of condoms in the realm of birth control demonstrated that they had a more tolerant attitude towards condoms for the
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prevention of sexually contracted HIV. The Roman Catholic Church appeared to be totally opposed to the use of condoms and suggested instead a behaviour change approach. However, at times the position of the Roman Catholic Church tended to override the others, especially on Christian morality. Within the context of HIV and AIDS, condoms if properly and consistently used, offered a short term solution to prevention. However, in the long term, abstinence and faithfulness could prevent the spread of HIV and that accounts for the position taken by the church leaders.

Under the leadership of Bishop Muzorewa the church did not fully utilise the resolution allowing for the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV taken by the church’s global Council of Bishops in 1988.\(^{838}\) Similarly, while the Lambeth Conference of 1988 resolved that Anglican bishops should support State led HIV prevention programmes,\(^ {839}\) HIV prevention under Bishop Masuko took on a distinctly moralistic rhetoric. However, the church’s teaching on sex and fidelity in marriage deserved some respect: “It is undeniable that any couple who come together when uninfected by AIDS, and whose relationship is marked by fidelity, will not acquire the disease as a result of their sexual activity.”\(^ {840}\) Moralising the epidemic translated into denial, stigma and discrimination of PLHIV including church followers. The church leaders behaved like some of the Western missionaries in the time of the leprosy epidemic as postulated by Niehaus.\(^ {841}\) The reinforcement of the sinner versus righteous moralistic paradigm prevented some people including Christians from knowing their HIV status. Thus, between 1985 and 1994 the denial of AIDS by the churches accounted for the delay in setting up of HIV interventions. If the church leaders had acknowledged the effects of HIV and AIDS early they could have motivated others within religious groups to respond positively to those infected and affected by HIV/AIDS.\(^ {842}\)
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Within religious contexts such as churches, stigma was attached to HIV and AIDS mainly due to the notion that HIV was perceived to be a consequence of promiscuity. Hence, according to Parker and Birdsall:

> Stigma is a process that may occur at individual level, but it is also influenced by social processes related to assumptions, stereotypes, generalisations and labelling of people as falling into a particular category on the basis of associations.\(^{843}\)

There is self-stigmatisation in which a person lives with feelings of guilt towards his or her condition as well as stigmatisation experienced from others, often leading to discrimination. Concerning stigma towards HIV, Mawadza has observed: —In the case of HIV/AIDS, stigma may be applied to actual infection or to the behaviour believed to lead to the infection. Speaking ill of the person with HIV/AIDS is one of the common manifestations of stigma.\(^{844}\) Again, Ezra Chitando has also noted: —When the HIV epidemic first broke out in Africa in the 1980s, the church fuelled stigma and discrimination. The Bible was read in ways that condemned people living with HIV. The issue was reduced to one of individual or personal morality.\(^{845}\) Thus the theology of divine retribution that perceived AIDS as a consequence of the sin of promiscuity shaped the earliest reactions to HIV and AIDS by the churches in Manicaland in the years 1985-1994.

The early interest in the epidemic shown by the ZCBC, the bishops’ tradition of social engagement, and access to foreign funding led to the formation of diocesan HIV and AIDS structures in Zimbabwe. Within Manicaland, the launch of the Catholic Diocese of Mutare’s AIDS care-related project in 1992 turned church hospitals into centres for carrying out HIV interventions. The main activities included the treatment of AIDS-related symptoms, HIV awareness, and the provision of care of PLHIV and OVC services. While there were other ongoing forms of home-based care, the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland joined FACT in providing formalised home-based care programmes in communities. The launching of the diocesan project under Bishop Muchabaiwa and Bishop Mutume coincided with a period that witnessed a rise in advocacy, care and support of PLHIV in Zimbabwe. As Irish Aid has observed:

\(^{843}\) Parker and Birdsall, *HIV/AIDS, stigma and faith-based organisations*, 5.
\(^{844}\) Mawadza, —*Stigma and HIV/AIDS discourse in Zimbabwe,*” 422.
The period 1991-1995 was very eventful in the nation’s commitment to respond to the epidemic, with more HIV and AIDS focussed NGOs being formed, donors becoming more generous in funding HIV and AIDS activities and churches coming on board to give and care and support to PLHIV.\footnote{Irish Aid, \textit{Looking back, mapping forwards}, 30.}

While the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland took a lead in caring for PLHIV and OVC, there was no change in their theological messages on HIV prevention. Consistent with this observation, Denis has stated:

> The gradual emergence of HIV and AIDS as a theme for theological discussion, however, did not change the fact that, at the local level, the discourse on HIV/AIDS remained moralistic in tone, as if the areas of prevention on the one side and of support and care on the other were totally disconnected.\footnote{Denis, "The church’s impact on HIV prevention,” 73.}

The lack of HIV desks at the diocesan or annual conference levels in the Anglican and United Methodist churches respectively suggested that the attention given to the epidemic was limited. The denial of HIV and stigmatisation of PLHIV could have accounted for the failure by the leadership of Bishop Masuko to launch AIDS-related home-based care as well as HIV and AIDS awareness programmes as carried out by the Roman Catholic Church. The treatment of people with AIDS-related illness at the Anglican Church’s healthcare institutions failed to highlight incidence of HIV. The church lacked a deliberate strategy to respond holistically to HIV. The case of St. Peters Mandeya clinic at which members of the community were sensitised on HIV and AIDS was rather isolated from the general routine of silence.

While FACT and the Catholic Diocese of Mutare’s project carried out HIV and AIDS interventions, the leadership of the Anglican Church appeared to have lacked criticality in the real issues that affected ordinary people’s lives, including HIV and AIDS. Ranger’s study on the rise of prophetic movements and witchcraft hunting during the influenza epidemic in Southern Rhodesia resonates well with the situation that developed in the Anglican Church in Manicaland. Ranger’s observation that within Christianity, influenza invoked interpretations in which –prophets usually
identified sin within African circles as the root cause of the epidemic…strangers were often blamed”848 In Manicaland the denial of HIV as a biomedical reality by the leadership of the Anglican Church was enhanced by witch hunting that was led by the vicar general. Stigma led to changes in the distribution of the chalice in which people perceived to be living with HIV were discriminated against.

The United Methodist Church’s response to HIV in Manicaland suffered from dilemmas that surrounded Bishop Muzorewa’s political career and his involvement with the Zimbabwe Council of Churches. The United Methodist Church’s strategy of initiating HIV interventions through the church’s healthcare system had severe limitations because there were no fulltime personnel involved in managing the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions. The fact that within the United Methodist Church, a major shift in HIV interventions was experienced after the retirement of Muzorewa in 1992 indicates that the role of a church leader was critical in responding to HIV. Bishop Jokomo’s election to the helm of the United Methodist Church yielded dramatic changes in the church’s approach to HIV and AIDS. The regional HIV and AIDS consultative meeting held in Harare in June 1993 became an opportunity for Bishop Jokomo to network with other annual conferences in southern Africa.849 Similar networking exercises existed within the Roman Catholic Church at the IMBISA. The Anglican Church in Manicaland was less organised at this level and HIV interventions were solely in the hands of dioceses. While the ZACH and Heads of Christian Denominations provided local opportunities for ecumenical collaboration on HIV interventions, the initialisation of each member denomination's response to the epidemic was the responsibility of each church leader. The statements issued by the Heads of Christian Denominations and the activities launched by ZACH did not always translate into visible action within local ecclesiastical units.

The general pattern emerging at the grassroots level showed that denial of HIV and the stigmatisation of PLHIV became common throughout the first phase. The church followers from the Roman Catholic and United Methodist churches shared a common perception that connected AIDS with situations of war. Within the United Methodist Church, some people perceived HIV as a US or British-born disease politically

introduced to Africans at the end of colonialism. Another emerging common perception was the association of HIV and AIDS with sexual promiscuity. Given the situation of families living apart due to migrant labour practices and cases of STIs as having been common among married Christian women, married churchwomen from all the three churches were prey to HIV. In all the three churches cultural factors and Christian teachings that reinforced patriarchy undermined married women’s choice of safe sex were not adequately addressed. These issues were not unique to the HIV and AIDS epidemic and thus mirrored how societies conceived earlier epidemics. As Rosenberg has shown, the eighteenth and nineteenth century epidemics attracted class-oriented moral hegemony. Epidemics did tend, for example to be associated with place of residence and occupation as well as behaviour. Religions have always been important forms of social control of sexuality. But many religions, especially in the past, also respected and even celebrated the powerful forces that come with sexuality, whether for reproduction or for eroticism.

At the grassroots level church followers from the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches in Manicaland commonly held the perception that AIDS was synonymous with runyoka and that witchcraft caused AIDS. These perceptions were so deeply entrenched among some Christians at the grassroots level. The claims to cure AIDS by some traditional healers and emerging prophets worsened the situation. Unlike the Roman Catholic and Anglican churches, the members of the United Methodist Church maintained a high level of Christian pietism. This had a bearing on the way members of the church perceived and responded to the HIV and AIDS epidemic. There was a lot of complacency in which the United Methodist Church’s members thought of HIV and AIDS as something outside their families and congregations and this fanned denial and stigma. Hence, while at the grassroots level some United Methodist Church congregations donated cash and goods in support of PLHIV and OVC, the same members exacerbated the spread of HIV by adopting the ‘righteous’ versus ‘guilty’ approaches. Generally, churchwomen from all three denominations formed the earliest teams of primary and voluntary home-based caregivers having been inspired by the values of their guilds. Unfortunately, the missionary legacy of the domesticity
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of Christian married women undermined their ability to challenge culture and thus exposed the caregivers to HIV. Further steps taken by the three churches in responding to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland (1995-1999) will be analysed in the chapters that follows.
4.1. Introduction

This chapter will show that while the three churches gradually scaled up HIV and AIDS interventions in Manicaland, this was carried out within the context of a declining social, economic and political environment in Zimbabwe. What is also apparent for this present chapter though, will be to investigate whether or not the declining relations between some church leaders and the Government of Zimbabwe affected church-led HIV and AIDS interventions in Manicaland. This chapter will discuss responses to HIV and AIDS by the three churches following the order as set in chapter three of the present study.

4.2. The Roman Catholic Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section builds upon the previous responses to HIV and AIDS by the ZCBC, the ZCBC HIV and AIDS commission and the Catholic Diocese of Mutare. It also indicates the wariness of the ZCBC over the government's economic policies that failed to support the needs of the citizens including the care of the PLHIV and OVC. While the State invested limited resources in healthcare, the burden of caring for the PLHIV and OVC fell on the shoulders of churches and NGOs. The ZCBC maintained its previous stance of being the voice against the State denouncing the latter's neglect of public healthcare in general. At the same time the ZCBC was committed to the provision of caring for PLHIV and OVC and carrying out other HIV and AIDS interventions. The statements on the epidemic issued by the ZCBC between 1995 and 1999 expressed the bishop’s frustration at some of the State's policies that affected the general welfare of the public. For example, in 1997 the ZCBC opposed
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the State for the government’s compulsory land acquisition policy. This section
also explores areas in which the HIV and AIDS interventions under the Roman
Catholic Church were in collaboration with those of the State as well as indicate
aspects where the two contradicted each other.

4.2.1. The ZCBC’s HIV Advocacy Statements at the National Level

The statements issued by the ZCBC in the period 1995-1999 showed the
understanding that HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation were to be taken in the wide
context of declining public healthcare in Zimbabwe. There was deliberate effort by
the ZCBC to shift towards calling the Government to address the socio-political and
economic factors responsible for fanning HIV and AIDS. The ZCBC also reminded
the State to commit itself to the care of PLHIV and OVC. In January 1996, the ZCBC
issued a pastoral statement entitled ‘Male and Female He Created Them.’ While
the statement focused on the views of the ZCBC regarding homosexuality and the
sterilisation of women, HIV and AIDS did not receive direct attention. The
relationship between homosexuality and the spread of HIV in Zimbabwe was not
something locally established.

It should be noted that perhaps the Zimbabwean Catholic bishops intended to use such
statements simply to remind the State that the spread of HIV should not be blamed on
people’s sexual orientation. The ZCBC was concerned at the socio-economic decline
experience in the country and the high number of cases of HIV infection and AIDS-
related deaths. To demonstrate this, in 1997, the bishops grew apprehensive at the
realisation that there was little concern for the welfare of ordinary people on the part
of the Zimbabwe Government. The availability of medicines at State hospitals
decayed and medical services became unaffordable to the majority of Zimbabweans.
Whereas the healthcare centres under the Roman Catholic Church and those of the

---
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other churches strived to serve the general population, the burden of responding to the medical needs of PLHIV became insurmountable.

The failure to offer adequate treatment and care to PLHIV by the Government of Zimbabwe was a major concern to the ZCBC. In the pastoral letter issued in April 1997 the Zimbabwean Catholic bishops called upon the government to show responsibility, honesty and solidarity with people who could not afford payment for basic healthcare services. In the face of such a calamity the ZCBC warned the government of the need to consider human beings ahead of ill-conceived economic reform policies: —People are the entire purpose of all our economic activity. If they are not served by the economy, then the entire economy does not serve any purpose."

The position adopted by the ZCBC was informed by Vatican II whereby in The Church in the Modern World, Pope Paul VI could state:

The social order and its development must constantly yield to the good of the person, since the order of things must be subordinate to the order of persons, and not the other way round, as the Lord suggested when he said that the Sabbath was made for men and not man for the Sabbath.

The economy of Zimbabwe was shrinking because economic reforms made thousands of workers redundant. There were a few voices that linked the plight of the people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS with the State's poor economic policies in Zimbabwe and the ZCBC was one.

Generally, the governments of most developing countries such as Zimbabwe failed to invest sufficiently in healthcare in general and AIDS in particular. Dean Peacock and Mark Weston made the important, yet general observation that: —Even when the HIV prevalence rates had become shockingly high, many authorities delayed – still delay – in making antiretroviral treatment available."

In a blatant attack on the inadequate
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allocation of funds to the health delivery system, the ZCBC expressed grievous concern:

We, the bishops of Zimbabwe, deplore that the health budget has decreased in real terms over the last ten years. We ask the government to cut drastically any expenditure on unnecessary travel, mere prestige projects, and the army and armaments so as to boost the inadequate health budget.\(^{864}\)

The priority for the poor in any economic activity formed a backbone of the Roman Catholic Church’s social teaching. For example, the teaching of the Pontifical Council in *World hunger, A challenge for all: Development in solidarity,\(^{865}\)* was consistent with this position. The Pontifical Council thus stated: “Embarking upon difficult and costly social and economic policies, without taking account of the perception of reality by the most humble members of society, can eventually lead to extremely costly dead-ends for the whole world.”\(^{866}\) The churches, FBOs and NGOs were the main role players in the provision of AIDS-related care. The government faced challenges of inadequate funding as well as the lack of political will towards committing resources to the care of PLHIV.

In 1997 the Zimbabwean economy witnessed a downturn and the churches found it difficult to sustain public health funding including HIV interventions. This was also related to the collapsing power of the Zimbabwe dollar. The situation was worsened by a series of public sector strikes and evidence of a systematic high level corruption, the government’s acquiescence to war veterans’ demands for substantial pensions led to a rapid devaluation of the Zimbabwe dollar in November.\(^{867}\) The budgets of donor supported HIV and AIDS projects under the churches; FBOs and NGOs were severely affected. Amidst declining State support, the bishops called for solidarity “with PLHIV, their families, and those who had been made orphans by the death of their parents, and the promise of care.”\(^{868}\) In May 1998, the bishops blamed the State again for not allocating enough resources towards healthcare and people
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were dying of AIDS in hospitals. In this regard, the bishops highlighted the fact that in the city of Harare alone one in every nine infants born was HIV-positive.\footnote{ZCBCH, ZCBC, ‘Working for the common good.’} Apparently, the State was already faced with public strikes and the bishops added pressure by declaring that the State was corrupt. The ZCBC linked the shortages of funds for HIV interventions with corruption on the part of the State.\footnote{ZCBCH, ZCBC, ‘Working for the common good.’} The HIV interventions carried out by the Roman Catholic Church and NGOs became quite significant within the public healthcare system.

The Catholic bishops in Zimbabwe were wary of the dangers of taking over the State’s obligation to provide healthcare to all its citizens and they argued that such a development could only make the government more irresponsible than before. The bishops thus stated: ‘To work in partnership, and with a special concern for the poor, church-related hospitals should, at the very least, be treated no different to government hospitals with respect to finance and personnel administration.’\footnote{ZCBCH, ZCBC, ‘Working for the common good.’} While the ZCBC was outspoken against the State, the ZCBC availed its healthcare services to people in need. The bishops argued that the State should honour its responsibility to the citizens by supporting church-related healthcare institutions financially. The church’s motivation for partnering with the State in healthcare lay in the need to serve the poor but on condition that the government provided support such as finance and personnel resources as in State hospitals.\footnote{ZCBCH, ZCBC, ‘Working for the common good.’} According to David Kalemu of the African Forum for Catholic Social Teachings, the church that acted out of an understanding of its prophetic role in society is ‘…a church that understands its social context and discerns its historical role.’\footnote{D. Kaulemu, ‘The role of the church in society,’ in Churches in Manicaland, The truth will set you free, xii.} The ZCBC considered the pandemic as a \textit{kairos} moment to show solidarity with ordinary people. The church-related healthcare institutions in Zimbabwe also used the ZACH to outsource funds and medicines.\footnote{V. Chitimbire, same interview.} This was not the case at the State’s healthcare centres. The existence of church-based HIV interventions in Manicaland increased the church’s visibility while at the same time this could have undermined the State.
In 1997, the total number of church-related healthcare centres in Zimbabwe stood at 126, the majority of which belonged to the Roman Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{875} The church-related healthcare centres accounted for approximately 35\% of all beds nationally and 70\% of rural hospital beds.\textsuperscript{876} Similarly, Oliver Mudyarabikwa and Angelbert Mbengwa’s study on healthcare worker distribution in Zimbabwe for 1997 reported: ‘‘Missions came second after the public sector in health worker contributions and in public coverage of healthcare.’’\textsuperscript{877} Thus all church-related healthcare centres were placed in a very precarious position in responding to the needs of PLHIV. What also attracted large numbers of patients to some church healthcare centres was a perception that they offered good quality services as opposed to State hospitals because the staff were known for upholding the Christian ethos of care and compassion in the treatment and care of the sick including PLHIV.\textsuperscript{878} The ZCBC attempted to show responsibility, honesty and solidarity towards PLHIV within the context of an ailing public healthcare system.

\subsection*{4.2.2. The ZCBC’s HIV Prevention Strategy at National Level}

In relation to HIV prevention, the ZCBC held on to its previous position that the best remedy to end the epidemic was the restoration of the family to its former glory. For example, the bishops proposed:

(a) That the government supports marriage and family life in its schools through establishing a clear moral based AIDS awareness, family life religious and moral education, (b) that children should be left without doubt that sexual intimacy is not for them, (c) that government must adopt a family-friendly housing policy that allows married couples to live under one roof, (d) that working parents receive special credit for children under their care including OVC, and (e) that married couples write wills to protect widows against loss of property.\textsuperscript{879}
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The failure by the bishops to explore other HIV prevention options such as the prophylactic use of condoms exposed people to infection. HIV prevention was a complex matter that the church had to face. It also took many years for people such as Rogers to realise that “the rigid position of the Roman Catholic Church on using condoms failed to save people’s lives.”880 Within the ZCBC, the belief that upholding morality within marriages guaranteed the safety of couples from lethal dangers of AIDS was deeply entrenched. However, there was always a discrepancy between the official teachings of churches and how members lived out their faith convictions.

Between 1995 and 1999 the approaches used by ZCBC at preventing sexually transmitted HIV still took a moralistic stance. In 1998 the prelates of the Roman Catholic Church together with fellow church leaders under the banner of the Heads of Christian Denominations forum maintained the position that the scourge of HIV and AIDS could be eradicated by simply being moral.881 An extract from a joint statement thus stated:

Christian and traditional morality as well as sound medical opinion coincide to tell us that the best way of combating AIDS is chastity before marriage and faithfulness in marriage. The indiscriminate issuing and use of condoms is not the answer.882

There were no changes to the first statement on HIV and AIDS issued by the ZCBC in 1987. However, the joint statement did little to acknowledge that some church members including faithful married women contracted HIV from unfaithful spouses. Similarly, as Denis has pointed out: “Faithful wives are vulnerable to infection if their husbands see, as a culturally sanctioned right, the multiplication of sexual partnerships.”883

In 1999 at the dawn of the new millennium the ZCBC repeated its old message on the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV by stating that the epidemic could be stopped through the restoration of the sanctity of family life. Nothing changed in respect of the
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bishop’s position regarding Christian morality and family values as noted from their statements issued in 1987 and 1991. In December 1999 the ZCBC stated:

As if this were not enough, our society is, along with other countries of the world, facing the deadly challenge of AIDS and its multifarious effects on society. While we support the work of scientists and their pursuit of sociological and medical solutions to the problem, we still maintain the call to spiritual rearmament as the lasting solution. We need God in our life. We need to take seriously the call to love through mutual respect, chastity and fidelity.\(^{884}\)

The gap between the messages from the ZCBC and that of the government on prevention of HIV also widened. Christian morality could serve as a long term solution to the spread of HIV but this alone could not contain the spread of the epidemic in the short term. It emerged that the members of the ZCBC as was also the case with church leaders from other denominations failed to appreciate the need to adopt a double pronged approach to HIV prevention.

Ronald Nicolson has suggested that churches should consider a holistic approach to HIV prevention by laying emphasis on moral values together with the use of condoms. Nicolson showed two realities: “Churches need to make it clear that only lifelong monogamy is absolute protection. …There will always be casual sex. Unless churches promote the use of condoms the death rate will be much higher.”\(^{885}\) The churches have always preached, taught, and admonished church followers to adhere to high moral principles. The fact that the ZCBC strongly opposed the prophylactic use of condoms meant that the bishops in Zimbabwe were at odds with the State. According to Auxiliary Bishop Mutume, “condoms increased the risks of contracting HIV because they gave a false sense of protection.”\(^{886}\) The Episcopal leadership of the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe continued to shape the HIV prevention discourse in moralistic ways. As Denis has observed, such an approach by churches was to prove detrimental:

Promoting abstinence and faithfulness can have the unintended effect of encouraging denial, stigma and discrimination even though
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adherence to the Christian norms of sexual behaviour, when it is observed, demonstrably reduces the rate of infection.  

4.2.3. The HIV and AIDS Commission’s HIV Prevention Strategy

Between 1995 and 1999 the ZCBC HIV and AIDS commission was in opposition to the government over the State’s HIV prevention education materials that were perceived as anathema to the teachings of the church.888 This triggered the question of whose responsibility it was to educate young people about the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. The State’s introduction of HIV and AIDS education in schools resulted in tension between the family, the church, the school and the State. The extent to which all the players could collaborate and assist one another was unclear. Within Roman Catholic Church’s schools, the government-backed HIV prevention and AIDS education programmes became unpopular due to the allegation that “the intervention strategy encouraged promiscuity.”889 In some of the church’s schools, some teachers expressed the opinion that it was unsuitable for students to be exposed to the State’s programme because of their exposure to the subject of sex. As an oral source was to report: “Sex was an exciting and attractive matter to young people and students could end up experimenting.”890

The behaviour change programme restricted young people’s knowledge about sexuality and HIV prevention. In 1996 the commission introduced a booklet entitled *The Christian approach to sexuality*. This new resource formed the basis of sexuality education for the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV in all the Roman Catholic schools as well as the two colleges countrywide.891 The adoption of the new resource by the church’s schools suggested that the church was committed to pursuing an alternative approach to HIV prevention education. Similarly, within the Roman Catholic Church’s parishes in Manicaland, HIV prevention education programmes for the youth were left into the hands of elderly church members. They were identified by
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special Shona family titles such as Tete (Aunt), Sekuru (Grandfather) and Mbuya (Grandmother).\textsuperscript{892} The use of different approaches to sexuality in the Catholic schools and in church youth groups undermined the State sex education strategy.

The targeting of the church’s schools with a different HIV prevention programme was met with resistance. Under the leadership of Christine Mtize, the commission organised workshops for teachers, heads of schools and other interested mission personnel throughout 1997 and 1998.\textsuperscript{893} However, the programme faced a degree of resistance from some members of the clergy and teachers: “it was noted that many schools did not implement the –AIDS Action Programme,” even with the assistance of workshops and teachers’ supplements. It was seen that direct monitoring was necessary.”\textsuperscript{894}

This indicates that the Roman Catholic Church was divided over the value of the new programme. Pockets of resistance to HIV prevention education and AIDS-related care were a common feature among the Roman Catholics. Father Rogers mentioned that the low numbers of black clergy who attended meetings organised by the ZCBC since the late 1980s showed a negative attitude towards HIV interventions.\textsuperscript{895} However, at St. Killian’s mission in a rural part of Makoni district and St. Joseph’s secondary school in Rusape town the programme was well received. Ordwell Kanyere, a former teacher at St. Killian’s primary school stated that “the mission staff and students were enthusiastic about the AIDS sessions.”\textsuperscript{896} Kanyere’s involvement in the HIV and AIDS awareness and prevention activities at St. Killian’s in the late 1990s created opportunities for him to be employed later as one of the programme managers at FACT (Rusape).

The programme on HIV prevention education for schools was further consolidated after the commission identified school-based AIDS coordinators to assist school heads
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in its implementation.\textsuperscript{897} Apparently, the commission was the only ecclesiastical organisation that went as far as initiating a school-based HIV prevention programme. As far as this study was aware of, none of the other churches in Zimbabwe developed a school-based HIV prevention education programme. The programme also incorporated aspects of counselling and psychosocial support to students and staff in areas such as illness, care, death due to AIDS, and child sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{898} Very few schools in Zimbabwe and Manicaland assisted HIV-positive pupils and OVC who were traumatised by the loss of parents in this way. However, within schools, the implementation of the commission’s programme overwhelmed the teachers due to increased workloads.\textsuperscript{899} On a positive note, the availability of funding towards educational costs for OVC attracted pupils from other schools who then joined Roman Catholic Church-run schools.

The commission’s HIV prevention strategy was designed following the principles of: obtaining accurate information about HIV and AIDS, the understanding of personal risks and responsibility, the confidence to recognise and choose preventive options within a supportive environment, and the need for God’s assistance in order to persevere.\textsuperscript{900} The approach was premised on the tenets of abstinence before marriage and faithfulness in marriage as opposed to sex before marriage, infidelity and the use of condoms as prophylactics. A commission from Uganda adopted the moral behaviour change model of preventing sexually transmitted HIV.\textsuperscript{901} For example, the Roman Catholic Church, the Anglican Church and the Muslim community in Uganda successfully implemented the moral behaviour change model in 1987. In Uganda the approach had shown that religion could positively influence people to exercise abstinence, faithfulness and delay the age of sexual debut.\textsuperscript{902} Uganda was one of the first countries in Africa to use the behaviour change model in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. In 1999, Halperin \textit{et al.} partly attributed the decline in HIV
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in Zimbabwe from the mid-1990s to widespread access to information about HIV and AIDS and stated that the churches had played a positive role: "In addition, national survey data suggest that between the mid-1990s and the early 2000s, Zimbabweans increasingly received information about AIDS from their friends, the churches and other interpersonal sources."  

In 1994 the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales issued a statement on social and moral education in schools. The statement emphasised the need for moral reflection as a basis for behaviour change: "Teaching about HIV should be situated within a broader context that affirms the dignity and destiny of the human person, the morality of human actions and considers the consequences of individual actions and choices for the whole society." In September 1996 a church programme set up by FACT in Manicaland spearheaded a behaviour change strategy in opposition to using condoms. Some church leaders including those from the ZCBC and the Zimbabwe Council of Churches joined the nationwide marches organised by FACT. The said marches denounced the State's position of openly encouraging people to use condom in preventing sexually transmitted HIV. The churches offered limited options in reducing sexually transmitted HIV and the moral or behaviour change strategy appeared to have made sense to some church followers. First, AIDS related deaths and HIV prevalence rate peaked in the period 1997-1999. Consistent with this assertion Halperin et al. observed that "high AIDS mortality appears to have been the dominant factor in stimulating behaviour change. Both empirical and modelling-derived estimates indicate that AIDS death increased dramatically during the mid-to-late 1990s before stabilising after 2000." The second factor was that HIV had no cure and without changing sexual behaviour death was imminent. In the long term, the commission's strategy could have yielded positive results.
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The process of achieving positive changes in peoples’ sexual behaviour is complex. In admitting to this reality the commission stated: “Changing one’s behaviour is not that easy. This is the only option in Zimbabwe if we are to stop the spread of HIV. Because there is no vaccine, there is no cure for AIDS.” The leadership of the Roman Catholic Church and the government continued to read from different pages on the issue of preventing sexually transmitted HIV. The tendency among the two role players to undermine each other’s HIV prevention strategies existed. On the one hand, the government’s stance on using condoms was motivated by the need to be realistic about the different situations encountered by people within the realm of sexuality. On the other hand, Foster stated that the moralistic stance held by the churches had “the consequence of strengthening the innocent-guilty paradigm and reinforces discrimination and stigma against people living with HIV/AIDS, including women or men whose only sexual partner has been a spouse.” The national church leaders took the same position, as did the ZCBC. This undermined the State’s HIV prevention approach, which encouraged the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV by stating:

The underpinning of the HIV and AIDS prevention programme in Zimbabwe is faulty. The wholesale promotion of condoms has developed a false sense of security in the population and blunted the fear of HIV infection.

The commission and the State were reluctant to strike any compromise. However, at the launching of the National Policy on HIV/AIDS for the Republic of Zimbabwe in December 1999, President Mugabe emphasised the need for behaviour change in reducing sexually transmitted HIV. This stance by the head of State could have been understood by the church leaders as reinforcing the moralistic HIV prevention approaches used by churches in general and the ZCBC’s HIV and AIDS commission in particular. From the State’s point of view, behaviour change was quite broad and included the use of condoms.
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4.2.4. The Catholic Diocese of Mutare’s HIV and AIDS Interventions

In 1999 the Mutare Community Home Care project changed its name to become the Diocese of Mutare Community Care Project.\textsuperscript{913} The expanded project had its headquarters at St. Joseph’s, Sakubva and Bishop Muchabaiwa officially opened the new project centre on 22 October 1999.\textsuperscript{914} The diocesan project staff comprised of a full time project administrator and four others. The transformation of the project was necessitated by the need to expand HIV and AIDS interventions. This was against the backdrop of declining State healthcare. This section will show that despite some challenges, the diocesan project attained success in HIV and AIDS awareness, stigma mitigation and care of PLHIV and OVC. HIV and AIDS interventions implemented by the project were affected by the declining purchasing power of the local currency.

4.2.4.1. The Home-Based Care and the Treatment of AIDS-related Illness

Between 1995 and 1999 Government of Zimbabwe appeared not to consider AIDS-related home-based care as critical healthcare intervention.\textsuperscript{915} Meanwhile, there was an escalation of the number of PLHIV who needed care support compared to what the diocesan project originally envisaged. Terminally ill patients had to rely on the family and the community for care. Families took up the care of PLHIV but without resources such as food, medical drugs and sanitary materials.\textsuperscript{916} Food parcels donated by the diocesan project to PLHIV turned out to be a lifeline for families many of who were reeling under poverty. Thus, within families, having HIV positive members registered under the project became a blessing in disguise because that created chances of receiving scarce donor-funded food resources. In December 1996, at least 497 out of 600 PLHIV were supported by the diocesan project and 159 clients were reported to have died. The support comprised of food, ordinary pain relief drugs,
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sanitary materials, blankets, mattresses and bedding sheets. The fact that the AIDS patients were cared for by relatives in the village presented a crisis for rural communities and church hospitals. Given the fact that the project’s home-based care intervention focused on 600 PLHIV in the province, covering less than 10% of people in need, the researcher observes that the achievements of the initiative were modest.

The movement of PLHIV from urban to rural areas in order to access care from relatives and families overwhelmed the diocesan project. Whereas the project was initially established for the benefit of women and OVC living in rural areas, it was overwhelmed by an influx of HIV positive adult males. The HIV positive males who were originally living at work places on farms, or in urban areas and mining establishments affected the dynamics of care:

The pattern of our clientele in the home based-care indicate that more than half of our clients come from urban areas after being discharged from their employment due to their illness. The widow or orphans in our programme also indicate that either or both parents resided in urban area or other work places. Our STD hospital statistics also confirm that most of the women seen in our mission hospitals presenting signs and symptoms are legitimate wives of men working in town and they usually show up after public holidays when their husbands visit them.

The workers and voluntary caregivers from the project expressed disappointment at the lack of cooperation of visiting males who shunned attending some of the HIV awareness meetings. There were complaints to the effect that the adult males who joined their families periodically tended to undermine the project’s efforts at HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation. Furthermore, the loss of jobs and escalating cost of living in urban areas forced some of the people to move back to rural areas and that overstretched the resources earmarked towards AIDS-related care and treatment under the project.

---
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Apparently, the families and rural communities appeared to draw resources together and provided for the material needs of PLHIV. In the urban areas and other work places the cost of living was generally high and made it difficult for people to provide AIDS-related care services. It was common knowledge that unemployed breadwinners who were HIV positive struggled to pay for basic needs including medical care, food and accommodation. In some cases the landlords in urban areas asked the sick to vacate rented accommodation.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996.} In the majority of cases urban areas did not offer sustainable support to AIDS-related home-based care clients as compared to the rural areas where the community ethos of solidarity was generally quite visible. Consistent with this observation, one of the reports on the diocesan project has noted: “The urban community has not been successful in living as a community and in most cases people do not know each other within the same radius compared to a rural community village.”\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996. See also Dera, same interview.} Within African traditional settings, people who live in the same community practise a form of social solidarity in which they assisted each other especially when members of the community are affected by adverse situations such as illness and death. The care of PLHIV emerged as an opportunity in which traditional community ethos meant that assisting each other in a time of need was always considered as being reciprocal.\footnote{E. Tichawangana, same interview.}

The project put in measures that shielded PLHIV and OVC from the effects of the harsh socio-economic environment in Zimbabwe. In 1996, the diocesan project decentralised its operations and trained nine local home-based care coordinators and ten local trainers in holistic care.\footnote{DOMCCPM, B. Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report for MCHC Phase II for the period 1 March 1997 to February 1998, (15 April 1998), 6.} This was achieved with support from Mutare provincial hospital. The medical personnel from the State’s MOHCW assisted the diocesan in various skills training initiatives. In 1997, a further 56 voluntary caregivers and 223 primary caregivers were also trained in holistic care. Support visits to the PLHIV in 1997 were as follows: local coordinators: 427 visits, pastoral agents: 498 visits, local trainers: 1,502 visits and voluntary caregivers: 1,876 visits.\footnote{DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 6-7.} The importance of support visits to the PLHIV and their families provided the much
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needed moral encouragement. AIDS-related sicknesses appeared to be a dreaded condition especially without access to ARVs. Thus, voluntary caregivers were of great value in lightening the burden of care on the part of the medical staff and families as well as enlivening the feelings of the PLHIV. However, at times and in some areas voluntary caregivers were accused of having failed to exercise confidentiality,\(^{927}\) which had the effect of undermining their work.

The Christian ethos of loving service to others might have also inspired some voluntary caregivers to serve their clients honourably. Some respondents involved in home-based care stated that Christian charity towards the sick and needy made them to assist fellow community members living with HIV. A passion to serve others in fulfilment of Jesus Christ’s words in the Sermon on the Mount was seen as underpinning the spirit of Christian volunteerism.\(^ {928}\) Another respondent stated that providing care to the PLHIV was part of Christian charity and that to expect payment for such a service undermined the Christian spirit of joyful service towards the sick.\(^ {929}\) Some Christian voluntary caregivers also expressed the opinion that at times the diocesan project failed to appreciate their services. At Nyahukwe, one voluntary caregiver stated that they expected the diocesan project to provide regular allowances.\(^ {930}\) Similar sentiments were expressed at Triashill mission. Some of the volunteers were widows aged between 40-45 years of age and had no other sources of income. The lack of regular incentives such as T-shirts, soap, and tennis shoes also affected Christian voluntary caregivers. However, at Dananai Home-Based Care under Murambinda mission hospital —the majority of individuals trained were church members who felt spiritually called upon to serve.\(^ {931}\)

Within some communities, voluntary caregivers were held in high esteem because they offered compassionate services. Male voluntary caregivers including Augustine Dera of Triashill mission stated that fellow community members respected him because few males sacrificed their time towards the care of PLHIV.\(^ {932}\) In 1996 the

\(^{927}\) G. Maedze, same interview. M. Mudzimiri, same interview.
\(^{928}\) E. Tichawangana, same interview. See also C. Mombe, same interview. See also A. Dera, same interview. See also Matthew 5: 1-13.
\(^{929}\) C. Mauye, same interview.
\(^{930}\) M. Mudzimiri, same interview.
\(^{931}\) Irish Aid, *Looking back, mapping forwards*, 16.
\(^{932}\) A. Dera, same interview.
home-based care programme had 358 active voluntary caregivers serving in various communities. This number was small considering the high demand for services and consequently voluntary caregivers were also affected by burnout. In the same period the total number of home visits by voluntary caregivers was 2,007 and they covered 3,455 families of people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996.} The smooth running of the programme was affected by the lack of transport to follow up on patients, the lack of incentives for volunteers, and at times did not receive cooperation from the families of clients.\footnote{A. Dera, same interview. See also E. Tichawangana, same interview. See also M. Mudzimiri, same interview. See also DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996.} Some of the problems were resolved later when a full time coordinator and a team of staff members were appointed at the end of 1999.\footnote{See DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report, March 1999-December 2000, 3-7.} Apparently, the delay in the appointment of full time staff members by the management of the diocesan project and the escalating demands for the care of the PLHIV and OVC undermined its effectiveness.

At times HIV positive people abandoned some of the prescribed medical remedies in favour of the advice given by African traditional health practitioners locally known as \textit{n'anga}.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996.} The African traditional health practitioners took advantage of the situation by claiming that they had a remedy for HIV and AIDS.\footnote{G. Maedze, same interview. See also A. Dera, same interview. See also T. Nyawera, same interview.} Gordon Chavunduka has observed that African Christians consulted traditional health practitioners and that \textit{many African Christians have dual membership in the Christian church and membership in African religion.}\footnote{Chavunduka, \textit{Christianity, African religion and African medicine.\textsuperscript{\text quotationmark}} } However, the contribution of traditional health practitioners to health and wellness at the family and community level could not be underestimated. Within the context of HIV and AIDS and disease in Africa in general:

\begin{quote}
Traditional health practitioners were often the first interface between patients and the healthcare system, they have a potential to educate patients on HIV transmission and prevention and to endorse risk-reduction strategies in a culturally acceptable manner.\footnote{Somma and Bodiang, \textit{The cultural approach to HIV/AIDS prevention}, 14.}
\end{quote}
In Manicaland traditional health practitioners provided concoctions of herbs that treated skin rashes and diarrhoea. The caregivers appreciated the ‘muti’ because it was effective in AIDS mitigation and brought some noticeable relief to some PLHIV.\footnote{Mombe, same interview. See also J. Nyamande information supplied to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010.} Subsequent to that, in the late 1990s joint workshops were organised and brought together biomedical practitioners, traditional health practitioners and midwives as well as clergy. The forum opened up space for constructive engagement on the cautious use of sharp objects in the light of preventing contact with infected blood. This included safe ways of using razor blades, knives and needles.\footnote{See DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996. See also DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March to 30 June 1999. See also F. Nyatsuro, information supplied to M. Mbona in Rusape, 3 June 2010. See also C. Mukazi, same interview.} Thus, HIV and AIDS initiatives strengthened the relationship between traditional and biomedical health practitioners and the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland. The pandemic enabled the personnel from the diocesan project to propagate new understandings of HIV and AIDS among traditional health practitioners who were previously perceived as a threat to HIV prevention.

Between 1995 and 1999 the diocesan AIDS-related project was still one of the few FBOs with well-established HIV interventions in Manicaland. Local communities were consulted on the choice of programmes.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March to 30 June 1999.} This practice enhanced good working relations between the project and the community. At the community level traditional leaders and their subjects were responsible for the initiative to establish central committees and similar structures at ward and village levels. The fact that members of committees were drawn up from people of diverse backgrounds led to a well-balanced consultancy and collaborative support network.\footnote{See DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 7, 11. See also J. Nyamande, information supplied to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010.} Three factors might have enhanced the willingness of local communities to be involved in AIDS-related home-based care committees. First, it was common knowledge that most families were caring for sick relatives. Second, the support received through the Catholic Diocese of Mutare’s hospitals combined with the FACT’s home-based care programme in remote areas could not be obtained at government healthcare centres. Third, the project’s
decentralised planning of AIDS-related care interventions ensured flexibility in the choice of priority areas for community benefit.\(^{944}\)

The demand for home-based care services in Manicaland led to the escalation of the number of beneficiaries under the diocesan project from 600 in 1996 to 739 between March 1997 and April 1998.\(^{945}\) In that period various essential sanitary and protective materials were given to 490 PLHIV. Essential drugs were given to 799 PLHIV and 210 of them were supplied with bedding requirements.\(^ {946}\) A caring spirit at the helm of the Catholic Diocese of Mutare appeared to have underpinned the operations of the project. In line with this assertion, Auxiliary Bishop Mutume mentioned: “There was no way the Catholic Diocese of Mutare could separate the spiritual and physical needs of people because the problems faced by the society were the same challenges faced by the church.”\(^ {947}\) It could also be stated that the HIV and AIDS pandemic provided opportunities for the Catholic Diocese of Mutare to offer unparalleled holistic care services through its AIDS care project. Some of the achievements for 1998 included visits to 739 PLHIV by voluntary caregivers and spiritual leaders, and the further formation and funding of twenty support groups.\(^ {948}\) During the same period 1,504 primary caregivers and family members were constantly counselled to reduce burnout.\(^ {949}\) Furthermore, between January and October 1999 a total of 826 PLHIV were supported by the diocesan project.\(^ {950}\) Under the harsh economic environment in Zimbabwe, the church’s healthcare institutions in some parts of Manicaland gained visibility especially due to their unique support towards PLHIV.

Whereas the interventions carried out by the diocesan project mainly focused attention on the poor, events in June 1999 set in a new trend. The untimely dishonour of medical claims by the Public Service Medical Aids Society at the end of June 1999 increased the demand for healthcare services at church hospitals nationwide including

\(^{944}\) See also F. Nyatsuro, information supplied to M. Mbona in Rusape, 3 June 2010. See also J. Nyamande, information supplied to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010.
\(^{945}\) DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 5.
\(^{946}\) DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 14.
\(^{947}\) P. Mutume, same interview.
\(^{948}\) DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 14.
\(^{949}\) DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 14.
\(^{950}\) DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report, March 1999 to December 2000, 8.
Manicaland.\textsuperscript{951} Clientele who previously afforded payment for medical services at private hospitals were now competing with the poor at the church hospitals in rural areas. HIV positive people were among the affected clients who need regular care, support and treatment. The increase in public health fees at the Mutare provincial hospital, and at the city's clinics coupled with the general shortage of medicines nationwide, severely affected the PLHIV.\textsuperscript{952} In this particular case, the CRS donor funded diocesan healthcare institutions became beacons of hope for the people of Manicaland.\textsuperscript{953}

Similarly, Richard Hore of the Cimas Medical Aid Society in Zimbabwe stated that the AIDS epidemic overwhelmed the funding capacity of medical aid societies. The Cimas Medical AID Society served clientele from private companies and individuals while the Public Service Medical AIDS Society mainly catered for State employees. Hore mentioned that AIDS was a resource drainer. For example, the cost of AIDS-related treatment drugs at Z$1,400 per month in 1993 was beyond the reach of Cimas.\textsuperscript{954} Furthermore, Hore suggested that home-based care remained the only medical costs saving plan for the PLHIV: “It is understood that a similar situation exists with both government and missionary hospitals. The answer lies in having these patients removed from hospital, and nursed at home.”\textsuperscript{955} HIV and AIDS negatively affected the operations of medical aid societies and made them to consider home-based care as a favourable option. The outsourcing of medical drugs by missionaries and expatriate health professionals serving at church-related hospitals in the late 1990s also assisted the PLHIV.\textsuperscript{956} However, in that period none of the Roman Catholic Church’s healthcare centres in Manicaland offered ARVs.

There were noticeable changes in stigma and discrimination of PLHIV as society slowly became acquainted with the epidemic. These changes were as a result of intensified HIV and AIDS education and awareness campaigns run by the State

\textsuperscript{951} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March to 30 June 1999.
\textsuperscript{952} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March to 30 June 1999.
\textsuperscript{953} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March to 30 June 1999.
\textsuperscript{955} Hore, “The medical costs of AIDS in Zimbabwe,” 258.
\textsuperscript{956} V. Chitimbire, same interview.
through the public media. While this went on, the diocesan project also organised community sensitisation meetings and workshops in support of AIDS care programmes throughout the diocese. At least fifty-two additional home-based care sub-committees and one central committee were formed in 1998. Fifty-five workshops and sixty-one meetings on the importance of quality holistic care to PLHIV were also held in Manicaland during 1998. The total number of participants was 15,670. A number of the planned programmes achieved the set goals. This was attributed to the fact that the project was well funded and had an enthusiastic team of workers as opposed to the situation in the other two churches. It also appears that voluntary caregivers we

4.2.4.2. The Care of Orphans and Vulnerable Children

A surge in the number of OVC from 345,000 in 1988 to over 820,000 in 1998, serves to illustrate that AIDS-related deaths left behind a trail of distress. In Manicaland alone the estimated number of OVC in 1991 was at 47,000. This figure increased tremendously to 120,000 by the end of 1999. The lack of a national OVC policy framework in Zimbabwe suggests that the State dragged its feet on this critical issue. Only as late as 1999 did the government launch a National Orphan Care Policy. The drawing up of the policy appeared to be part of a crisis management strategy. The State in Zimbabwe realised too late that the ever-increasing number of OVC overwhelmed traditional family support systems. The policy was intended to

Mobilise communities to provide care and support to orphans living in the community with some assistance from the Government and non-governmental organisations [NGOs]. This enables orphaned children to remain in their communities under voluntary adult supervision.

957 E. Tichawangana, same interview.
958 DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 6, 7.
959 DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 11.
960 NAC, The HIV and AIDS epidemic in Zimbabwe, 43.
963 Kaseke and Demba, —Zimbabwe country report,” 15.
However, the policy did not translate into the immediate care and support of OVC by the Government because the State was battling to secure adequate financial resources. Therefore, much of the burden of OVC care remained on the shoulders of NGOs including the churches. In fact the OVC interventions under the diocesan project, FACT, and others served as a model for the State’s policy on OVC care.

Between 1996 and 1999 the demand for OVC care and support overwhelmed the capacity of the diocesan project. For example, in 1996 a total of 595 OVC from all mission stations were supported with school fees and other requirements. In the period between 1997 and 1998 the number of the OVC beneficiaries under the diocesan project dropped. Only 161 orphans received school fees from the diocesan project, the local committees supported 100 orphans with school needs such as uniforms and books, and fifty-five OVC were provided with bedding. The hyperinflationary environment in Zimbabwe affected HIV interventions by the diocesan project and this became evident from the sharp drop of the OVC under the scheme in 1998. However, the funding of operations improved in 1999. Consequently, in June 1999 a total of 1,000 OVC received financial support and the number increased to 3,003 in the period between July and October of the same year. However, the project was overwhelmed by the ever-increasing demand for financial support towards OVC. In 1999, a total of 2,000 OVC were on the original budget but the figure escalated to over 10,000 OVC. With AIDS-related deaths claiming the lives of either parents or close relatives, the need for OVC care and support became more apparent than before.

The diocesan project relied on the positive contribution by members of the community and the extended family towards the welfare of OVC. This was done through the provision of necessities in cash and kind. The model thrived on the fact that in Africa the community was an extended-extended family. In support of this model, Stanley Phiri and David Tolfree have observed: “The close links of families, [964] DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 31 December 1996.
[967] Information supplied by S. Mabhunu to M. Mbona, Triashill mission, Mutasa, 24 July 2010. See also F. Nyatsuro, information supplied to M. Mbona, St. Joseph’s mission, Rusape, 3 June 2010.
clans and communities in Sub-Saharan Africa made for an enduring resource.\textsuperscript{968} The value of the model was based on the assumption that the network of family ties and community ethos of caring could provide a safety net for OVC.

In some parts of Manicaland traditional leaders including kraal heads, headmen and chiefs had a programme of caring for the disadvantaged members of the society and all members of the community were expected to support this cause. In this regard, the need for the OVC support also revived the old practice of collective communal fields known locally as \textit{zunde ramambo}, implying a common field belonging to the local traditional leadership. The community worked on a demarcated piece of land and produced food that was given to the OVC.\textsuperscript{969} The personnel from the diocesan project provided inputs such as crop seed and fertilizer. Thus, in Manicaland OVC care fostered the old traditional spirit of social solidarity through community involvement in supporting its vulnerable members. This could have been motivated by a sense of expected reciprocal altruism: If I care for orphans today, someone will care for my children when I die.\textsuperscript{970}

According to the second model of OVC care, the church's members volunteered to adopt some of the OVC. This was consistent with Foster's observation that some religious groups in Africa were involved in the care of underprivileged people: Religious groups have a theological commitment to work with the poor, the sick, the underprivileged, and with vulnerable children.\textsuperscript{971} From 1998 onwards, some groups of Catholic churchwomen assisted with the care of OVC by giving them part of the produce from their vegetable gardens. Examples of such projects existed at Triashill and St. Babra's missions.\textsuperscript{972} Similarly, church members at St. Simon Stock in Rusape,\textsuperscript{973} and St. Paul's Dangamvura,\textsuperscript{974} donated used and new clothes, paid school fees for primary and secondary school going OVC and distributed food parcels. This was not the case at the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity in Mutare. The parishioners at
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the cathedral appeared “unconcerned” with the plight of AIDS-related OVC. An oral source stated that the parishioners at the cathedral parish had limited exposure to the hardships encountered by the OVC.\textsuperscript{975} This is not to deny the fact individual members based at the cathedral parish cared for the OVC privately in line with Christian charity. Given these realities, the contributions towards the support of the OVC or the lack of therefore by the church’s members affected the public image of parishes belonging to the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland.

The diocesan project further supported programmes that encouraged the acquisition of practical skills and income generating projects with the OVC being beneficiaries. At Triashill practical skills training programmes, which included welding, dressmaking and woodwork, were established.\textsuperscript{976} Some of the OVC who received training in practical skills were thereafter able to establish small businesses such as sewing school uniforms and coffin making at the mission centre and in Rusape.\textsuperscript{977} The focus on sustainable skills development was unique to the diocesan project at that time. Thus, the AIDS-related OVC care interventions transformed the lives of young people from being dependents to self-supporting individuals. An important observation was that the diocesan project supported those HIV interventions that were identified as priorities areas by particular communities. For example, at St. Peter’s mission in Chipinge, financial support towards the educational needs of OVC was a top priority intervention for the community. A community based decision to channel all the funds obtained from the United Nations International Children’s Fund towards the payment of school fees for the OVC in 1999 indicated this.\textsuperscript{978} This approach enhanced a health partnership between the diocesan project and the community and this became beneficial to the carrying out of HIV and AIDS interventions.

The decline in the State of Zimbabwe’s budgetary support towards schools led the AIDS-related OVC interventions by the diocesan project to improve educational facilities at some schools. This was particularly significant at schools that received

\textsuperscript{975} G. Maedze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{976} The present researcher visited some of the income generating projects at Triashill in 2010.
\textsuperscript{977} This information was supplied by S. Mabhunu to M. Mbona, Triashill mission, Mutasa, 24 July 2010.
\textsuperscript{978} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC progress report, 1 March-30 June 1999.
fees for OVC under the diocesan project through the payment of block grants.\textsuperscript{979} New building projects, additional furniture, textbooks and stationery for the whole school were purchased using funds from the OVC-related block grants. The school management committees and the local project officers worked out school fees for all pupils on the OVC scheme and the money was channelled towards an identified school project.\textsuperscript{980} Thus, block grants paid out to beneficiary schools enabled the improvement of educational infrastructure and other resources. According to Shakespear Mabhunu who served as the project’s manager for Mutasa district, the communities were quite appreciative of the system of block grants.\textsuperscript{981} The resources donated towards maintaining high quality educational facilities through AIDS-related OVC care led to the flourishing of some schools. While some people considered large numbers of OVC in community as a burden, others including heads of schools found it to be beneficial.

4.2.5. Mixed Reactions to HIV and AIDS at the Grassroots Level

Between 1997 and 1998 the diocesan project hosted 230 AIDS related education sessions that were attended by over 31 051 people. This was mainly on occasions such as the World AIDS Day, the World Health Day and the International Day of the Sick.\textsuperscript{982} Unfortunately, the diocesan project failed to address matters of sexuality in ways that were adequate. A respondent, Matilda Chitsungo stated that “at the parish level open discussions about HIV and sexuality remained largely unknown and this led to the spread of HIV. If the clergy had sought ways of addressing this subject many souls could have been saved from AIDS-related deaths.”\textsuperscript{983} However, there were reasons to explain why the clergy appeared reluctant to engage in public discussions on the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. By and large, the church’s official position on the use of condoms to prevent HIV remained conservative. This was the case despite perceptions that marital unfaithfulness was responsible for the

\textsuperscript{979} Information supplied by S. Mabhunu to M. Mbona, Triashill mission, Mutasa, 24 July 2010.
\textsuperscript{980} Information supplied by J. Nyamande to M. Mbona, DOMCCP head office, St. Joseph’s mission, Sakubva, Mutare, 10 June 2010.
\textsuperscript{981} Information supplied by S. Mabhunu to M. Mbona, Triashill mission, Mutasa, 24 July 2010.
\textsuperscript{982} DOMCCPM, Muchini, CRS: Zimbabwe project progress report, 7, 11.
\textsuperscript{983} M. Chitsungo, same interview. See also R. Chiome, same interview.
spread of HIV among married Catholics. The clergy were in a precarious position because they could not comfortably handle teachings on safe sex practices without making reference to condoms. Some of the church’s lay members were of the opinion that the ZCBC could have shown sensitivity to the challenges faced by Roman Catholic married women in respect to choice of safe sex. The fear of contracting HIV and the Roman Catholic Church’s position of public intolerance to use of condoms haunted married churchwomen.

Some Roman Catholic churchwomen in Manicaland attempted to influence the church’s clergy towards the integration of HIV and AIDS into the liturgical services and other platforms of the church. They approached the clergy and begged them to address particular aspects of the epidemic including HIV awareness. In 1999 a few of the church’s clergy stationed at some parishes began to address the subject of sexuality in the context of HIV and AIDS. This change was noted at St. Joseph’s, Sakubva, and St. Thomas’ Nyahukwe, and Triashill mission. Given the fact that the Roman Catholic Church priests were celibate, parishioners, especially women struggled to find a suitable language to effectively express their experiences. However, Chiome mentioned: HIV and AIDS made Roman Catholic Church to talk about sexuality out of a realisation that many people were dying due to AIDS. It became necessary to seek ways of saving the lives of people. In Manicaland, the effects of the HIV pandemic on the church’s members slowly forced some of the clerics to launch teachings on sexuality.

The HIV and AIDS pandemic also influenced members of the Roman Catholic Church to shift their position on widow inheritance. In the late 1990s, there was a notable refrain about the cultural practice of widow inheritance among Catholic churchwomen and married men in Manicaland. Some female respondents stated that even without knowledge of a person’s HIV status, widow inheritance was seen as
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being unsafe and a possible cause of a person's future death.\textsuperscript{992} Similarly, in the Luo tribe of Kenya, in the late 1990s 'saved' Christian married women refused the traditional practice of widow inheritance or \textit{tero}, mainly due to the AIDS crisis. However, in Kenya a compromise between saved Christians and traditionalists was reached later, leading to an evolution of \textit{tero}. Prince did observe: \textit{The crisis of AIDS and the need to regenerate life and growth after death is also leading to negotiations between saved and traditional pathways, some of which involve the creation of new traditional rules that accommodate salvation.}\textsuperscript{993}

There was also a relationship between saved Christians' resistance to widow inheritance and the values of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement that took root in Uganda in the 1980s. Within the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland, some churchwomen drew inspiration to resist widow inheritance from the Roman Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement.\textsuperscript{994} Some of the clergy delivered messages against the practice of widow inheritance and legal personnel from the government were invited to educate churchwomen on the writing of wills.\textsuperscript{995} This action, taken by the Roman Catholic Church, came after realising the passionate plight of some widows and orphans who lost family property to relatives after the passing on of a breadwinner.

In some parishes, responses to the HIV and AIDS pandemic were sporadic. The streamlining of HIV interventions to fall under the diocesan project, left a few people with the responsibility to carry out an enormous task. For example, HIV interventions were not a regular subject of discussion at some of the parish council meetings held at the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity. This was confirmed by the lack of mention of anything about HIV in the minutes of parish council meetings held in 1997.\textsuperscript{996} However, in May 1999 the pandemic was the subject of discussion at a parish council meeting. This was noted by way of recording a planned HIV and AIDS awareness workshop that was to be held at the cathedral.\textsuperscript{997} At the next parish council meeting in June 1999, the members of the church council agreed to have an HIV and AIDS
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workshop on two separate dates; 16-18 August for adults and 23-25 August for the youth.\textsuperscript{998} Compared to the magnitude of the effects of HIV and AIDS on society, the HIV interventions at the cathedral parish could not correspond with the plight of people infected and affected by the pandemic. HIV appeared to make inroads among the poor blacks as opposed to rich blacks, whites, coloureds and Indians who dominated the membership at the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity.\textsuperscript{999}

At St. Paul’s Dangamvura, two contradicting versions of the parish’s history of responding to HIV and AIDS emerged. On the one hand, the current rector mentioned that the parish council had never carried out any HIV and AIDS interventions until his arrival in 2009.\textsuperscript{1000} On the other hand, some of the parishioners stated that in the late 1990s the diocesan project discontinued support towards the parish’s HIV and AIDS care programme because some members of the church misappropriated the resources that were earmarked for the benefit PLHIV and OVC.\textsuperscript{1001} There might have been lack of coordination between the parish council and the priest. Apparently, the lay members of a parish and the clergy were key players in launching and sustaining any HIV interventions. The willingness of Catholic Christians to assist people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS was an important step in responding to the epidemic. The opposite could also be true. At St. Simon Stock, Rusape, HIV interventions did not feature regularly at the parish council meetings.\textsuperscript{1002} The blame for this was laid on previous clergy.\textsuperscript{1003} This was despite the fact that the lay members of the congregation did not fully utilise the opportunity to integrate HIV interventions in the activities of the parish. However, at Triashill two respondents stated that the regular contribution towards HIV and AIDS awareness by clergy who openly spoke about the epidemic at gatherings such as church services and funerals made a mark on pandemic.\textsuperscript{1004} The same parish launched AIDS memory books for OVC not only to preserve their family history, but also to reduce chances of incest.\textsuperscript{1005}

\textsuperscript{998} HTCM, Minutes of parish council meeting, 8 June 1999.
\textsuperscript{999} G. Maedze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1000} Information supplied by R. Musakwa to M. Mbona, Mutare, 21 July 2010.
\textsuperscript{1001} T. Nyawera, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1003} R. Chiome, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1004} E. Tichawangana, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1005} Information supplied by S. Mabhunu to M. Mbona, Triashill mission, Mutasa, 24 July 2010.
4.3. The Anglican Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

Bishop Masuko’s retirement at the end of 1998 and the election of Sebastian Bakare as his successor in April 1999 opened a new era in the response to the HIV pandemic by the Anglican Church in Manicaland. Between 1997 and 1999 the leadership of the Anglican Church, acting under the Zimbabwe Council of Churches opposed the economic policies of President Mugabe’s government.\(^{1006}\) The diocesan healthcare centres served members of the public who sought treatment of AIDS-related illness and distributed condoms as a way of preventing sexually transmitted HIV. However, the church’s leadership remained generally opposed to the use of condoms as prophylactic. Generally, the Anglican Church in Manicaland took some time before it confronted the pandemic.

This section will show that HIV and AIDS affected the Anglican Church in Manicaland more than what the church did to counter the effects of HIV and AIDS on its followers. Some positive changes were noticeable during episcopacy of Bishop Bakare when a paradigm shift in the institutional policy on the HIV epidemic was witnessed. Bakare’s previous appointment as secretary of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches’ ―Urban and Industrial Mission Department‖ and as chaplain at the University of Zimbabwe in 1984, made him to appear well informed about social issues including public healthcare.\(^{1007}\) Furthermore, Bakare witnessed HIV and AIDS cases in Germany and California in the US, where it was openly talked about.\(^{1008}\)

4.3.1. AIDS-Related Denial and Stigma at the Leadership Level

Within the leadership circles of the Anglican Church in Manicaland, AIDS-related denial and stigma continued to exist. Either the church’s leadership was not well informed about HIV and AIDS, lacked interest in responding to the epidemic or that there were other diocesan priorities. According to Nyazika, the leadership of the diocese lacked interest in obtaining the correct facts and knowledge about HIV and AIDS.

\(^{1006}\) Dorman, “NGOs and the constitutional debate in Zimbabwe,” 848.

\(^{1007}\) Hallencreutz, “Ecumenical challenges in independent Zimbabwe,” 295.

\(^{1008}\) S. Bakare, same interview.
AIDS.”

Furthermore, another respondent pointed out that between 1995 and 1998, “the reluctance to confront HIV and AIDS shown by the diocesan leadership, created an environment that was less supportive of open discussions on the pandemic.” In 1994 FACT established a church programme that sensitised church leaders on HIV and AIDS. The programme was also meant to equip the leadership of different churches including the Anglican Church, with knowledge and skills critical in responding to the AIDS epidemic. While some of the churches leaders embraced this initiative others did not.

In 1996 the bishop hosted a diocesan HIV and AIDS seminar for the clergy at the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in Mutare. The seminar did not provide members of the Anglican Church clergy with further ways of responding to the epidemic. However, some of the clergy gave the impression that the proceedings of the seminar were worthwhile as this was “the first time that some priests got detailed facts about the deadly epidemic.” Beyond this platform, the diocesan leadership did not do much to educate the church’s clergy on HIV and AIDS. The lack of further opportunities for the church’s clergy to learn about the AIDS epidemic affected their competence in rolling out any HIV interventions at parish levels. According to Arden Strasser and Susan Strasser, generally, the level of indifference shown by church leaders on the epidemic was not helpful and therefore contributed to stigma and discrimination. They observed that the unwillingness by Zimbabwean religious leaders to be tested and disclose their HIV status may impede self-disclosure in general. Role model self-disclosure is important in so far as it reduces society’s denial of AIDS and it serves to reduce stigma.”

In a paper published in 2009, the

---

1009 K. Nyazika, same interview.
1010 See also J. Chimwaza, same interview. See also E. Mbutsa, same interview. See also M. Nyamwena, same interview.
1011 M. Mafulela, same interview.
1013 See FACTM, L. Muchaneta, FACT church programme report, February 1995. See also, L. Muchaneta, FACT regional community oriented training programme, September 1996.
1014 O. Murakwani, same interview.
1015 O. Murakwani, same interview. See also M. Mushipe, interview by author at St. Cuthbert’s Denzva, 15 August 2010.
Strassers wrote on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe and focused on the relationship between religious affiliation and HIV transmission. None of the Anglican Church clergy in Manicaland had been publicly tested or their HIV status declared. This could have promoted an unhealthy culture of silence and denial.

Two important issues marked the closing years of Bishop Masuko's leadership. First, divine healing and witch hunting by Nerwande was discontinued and the bishop dissolved the Community of the Holy Cross on 27 November 1996. Nerwande charged exorbitant sums of money for healing services and his fame as a divine healer was phenomenal. The bishops' support of Nerwande's divine healing ministry for almost a decade misled Anglicans in Manicaland to associate AIDS with sin and the work of witchcraft. Apparently, Bishop Masuko stated that HIV and AIDS was a consequence of moral failure.

Second, Bishop Masuko's last charge to the synod in 1997 contained a statement on HIV and AIDS. The bishop's charge to the synod sums up well what a bishop considers as the most important issues for the diocese. It was at the diocesan synod session of 1997 that Masuko put across his mind on HIV and AIDS:

It should be understood that it [AIDS] is an economic, social, health and moral problem. The question is how are we going to invest in our children when these problems are destroying them? The church must teach total abstinence before marriage which is Christian and recognised by our cultural values, faithfulness to one's legal partner for life, and that condoms have not been successful and that they promote promiscuity. The church and many people tend to shrug their shoulders and sit on the fence and say that they can do nothing. But it is a fact that when natural disaster comes, it knows no bound. But what the church needs also to know is to put its house in order first before it condemns others.

---

1017 O. Murakwani, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview. See also M. Mafulela, same interview.
1018 HNM, the Rt Revd Elijah Musekiwa Masuko, Bishop of Manicaland to the Members and supporters of the Community of the Holy Cross Re Dissolution of the Community of the Holy Cross, 27 November 1996. Letter was sent to all parishes and institution of the diocese and to all bishops of the Church of the Province of Central Africa. See also See HNM, Church of the Province of Central Africa, Standing Committee's report to synod, Diocese of Manicaland synod 1997, Agenda and reports, 5-6 December 1997, 15.
1020 HNM, Bishop’s charge to the eighth synod, “Unity in the body of Christ.”
1021 HNM, Bishop's charge to the eighth synod, “Unity in the body of Christ.”
Apart from socio-economic, health and moral realities that fertilised the pandemic, Masuko identified immorality as the main cause of HIV. The lack of well-organised diocesan instituted and coordinated HIV interventions left some people already infected and affected by AIDS in despair. These included members of the Anglican Church in Manicaland.

Bishop Masuko’s message on HIV and AIDS appeared to have come late because the bishop was just about to retire in 1998 and could not therefore initiate new developments including the launching of HIV interventions at the diocesan level.1022 Thus, Bishop Masuko’s response to the epidemic was perceived as ambiguous at a time when many Anglican Church families lost loved ones due to AIDS.1023 Elsewhere in the Anglican Communion in Africa, the Anglican Church of Uganda was ahead of the Anglican Church in Manicaland in responding to HIV and AIDS. For example, in 1995 the Church Human Services AIDS Programme under the Anglican Church of Uganda hosted a conference on HIV and AIDS awareness at Bishop Tucker Theological College in Mukono.1024 The participants were comprised of 120 Anglican churchwomen from all walks of life including teachers, priests, mothers, wives, lawyers, physicians and grandmothers. At the conference, the participants shared problems they faced as wives of men who lead ‘reckless’ lives. They were all agreed on the use of condoms in marriage not only for purposes of birth control but for protection against AIDS.1025

The fact that the Anglican Church of Uganda ordained women since the 1970s could have been a contributing factor towards women’s openness about the HIV and AIDS. The women clergy could have been more sensitive to the ways in which HIV affected women than their male counterparts. The predominantly male leadership in the Anglican Church in Manicaland lacked sensitivity to matters that affected women. The government through the MOHCW encouraged the use of condoms as a practical step in preventing HIV and the church believed and taught that Christian morality was the sole solution.1026

1022 M. Nyamwena, same interview.
1023 K. Nyazika, same interview.
1025 Editor, ‘Fighting AIDS in Uganda.”
1026 G. Mukaratirwa, same interview, M. Nyakani, same interview.
According to the rules of diocesan synods in the Anglican Church in Manicaland, an item does not receive any official attention unless it appears in the synod agenda, reports or is moved as a motion from the floor.\textsuperscript{1027} Whereas HIV and AIDS appeared under the reports from healthcare institutions, no resolution was then drawn up. Notices of motions constitute the synod’s agenda and the clergy and laity were expected to move motions for debate.\textsuperscript{1028} The diocesan bishop and members of the clergy and the laity shared in the responsibility of raising issues for the synod agenda. Given the fact that little attention was given to the HIV pandemic by the leadership of the diocese, the church could have missed the opportunity to respond positively to the needs of PLHIV and OVC. Without publicly known diocesan HIV interventions, the PLHIV and OVC from the Anglican Church in Manicaland and others had to seek care and support from elsewhere.\textsuperscript{1029} While there was evidence to indicate that the diocese received donations from unnamed international partners, as noted in the audited accounts for 1997, there were no records of incurred costs towards HIV interventions.\textsuperscript{1030} This meant that either HIV interventions such as AIDS-related care were non-existent or could have existed but without being reflected in such reports which was quite unlikely.

Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, responses to the AIDS epidemic at the leadership level remained peripheral. If some HIV interventions existed at the diocesan level, it was always incumbent upon the church leadership to reflect on the work and this would feature in diocesan meetings and circulars. For example, the minutes of a meeting of the diocesan standing committee held in January 1998 did not make any reference to the epidemic,\textsuperscript{1031} and neither did the diocesan secretary’s circular of same year,\textsuperscript{1032} and also the minutes of the diocesan standing committee meeting held in October 1998.\textsuperscript{1033} Furthermore, beyond Manicaland, the HIV and AIDS epidemic did not receive much attention at the Lambeth Conference in 1998.\textsuperscript{1034}
1998.1034 This did not mean that some Anglican dioceses and provinces in Africa did nothing to combat HIV as noted in the case of Uganda. Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, responses to HIV at the leadership level existed in the form of moral rhetoric and without practical interventions.1035 Apparently, the reports of the diocesan synod sessions held in 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994,1036 hardly mentioned anything about the AIDS epidemic. Perhaps other priorities took precedence over HIV and AIDS interventions including the welfare of the clergy welfare, evangelism and the construction of the human resource centre.1037

4.3.2. Engagement with AIDS by the Church Leadership (1999)

The election of Bakare as the second diocesan bishop in 1999 opened a new era in the response to HIV and AIDS by the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland. Unlike his predecessor, Bakare had exposure to the distress that people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS experienced. Bishop Bakare's postgraduate studies in California (1980-1991),1038 one of the areas hard hit by the pandemic in the early 1980s,1039 could have shaped Bakare's understanding of pandemic. The first step was that Bakare capitalised on the existing infrastructure at Kubatana under St. Augustine’s clinic to initiate further HIV and AIDS interventions in the diocese. The appointment of Lin Parsons as the director of the diocesan healthcare services in 1999 was made with the intention of scaling up HIV and AIDS interventions throughout the diocese.1040 The Kubatana initiative managed to achieve positive results through the collaborative effort of healthcare personnel, members of the community and FACT. The nurse at St. Augustine’s clinic joined the members of staff from FACT in
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1034 See Lambeth Conference resolution 1.10, Human sexuality of 1998. See also Lambeth Conference 1988 resolution 29 as noted in chapter three.
1035 M. Mafulela, same interview. See also R. Mlambo, interview conducted by M. Mbona, Anglican Diocesan office, Mutare, 16 August 2010.
1036 MM, Diocese of Manicaland, “Acts of the Diocese of Manicaland.” See also O. Murakwani, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview.
1037 O. Murakwani, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview.
1038 S. Bakare, same interview.
1039 Bayer and Oppenheimer, AIDS doctors, 18.
1040 S. Bakare, same interview.
carrying out home visits. Several healthcare workers in the Muchena area joined the AIDS-related care programme.1041

Faced with a growing epidemic, some members the Anglican Church in Manicaland were in a state of despondence. Bishop Bakare’s commitment to responding to the HIV and AIDS pandemic made Bakare to be seen as "the right person for the moment."1042 In a circular addressed to the clergy, parishioners and heads of diocesan institutions Bishop Bakare broke out:

Zimbabwe as a nation is daily confronted by the devastating effects of the HIV and AIDS pandemic. The death figures are frightfully high, ranging between 1,500 and 2,000 per week. We do not know the exact number of new cases but it should be terribly high. Such a national disaster creates a context in which the church has to think of a new method to proclaim the gospel. Indeed our clergy spend most of their time at cemeteries, taking funeral services.1043

This message contained the bishop’s concern on the devastating effects of HIV and AIDS on Zimbabweans of which the members of the Anglican Church in Manicaland were part. Unlike his predecessor, Bakare appears to have shown a strong moral will and the courage to address the plight of people infected and affected by the epidemic. Apparently, at the University of Zimbabwe, where he had served as a senior chaplain,1044 Bakare gained deep insights into the effects of HIV and AIDS in the lives of students, staff and various State officials.

In subsequent years, Bishop Bakare launched HIV and AIDS interventions under the Anglican Church in Manicaland. The first step taken was the proposal to use the church’s mission sites in the training of voluntary caregivers under the supervision of Parsons:

The Anglican Diocese of Manicaland is now engaged in a programme that seeks to help combat the spread of the disease by establishing AIDS/Health Centres in our rural mission districts. We believe that this

1042 K. Nyazika, same interview. See also O. Murakwani, same interview; R. Mlambo, same interview.
1044 S. Bakare. Same interview.
is one of the ways that the church can respond to this human tragedy in our country.1045

Whereas the strategy appeared to be well meaning, it was met with resistance from some members of the clergy. They opposed the bishop’s plan to invest scarce diocesan financial resources towards HIV interventions. One of the main reasons for the clergy’s resistance to the move was that “this took away the bishop’s attention from the welfare of clergy to other pertinent needs.”1046 Despite the resistance, Bakare proceeded with the plan of launching diocesan AIDS-related care interventions at selected rural mission sites. Bakare opted to prioritise on the establishment of the programme because the rural folk in Manicaland increasingly carried the burden of AIDS-related care.1047 Whereas the care of the PLHIV and OVC were planned for, the position of the diocese on HIV prevention was not clearly articulated.1048

Bishop Bakare’s proposal to launch HIV interventions was set to complement the AIDS-related work by the Roman Catholic and United Methodist churches and FACT in the rural parts of Manicaland. FACT had spread its tentacles across the province with new branches in Rusape, Nyanga and Mutasa.1049 However, the programmes were not directly aligned to particular churches. The directors “deliberately avoided being owned and controlled by church leaders and this gave the FBO the flexibility to carry out programming as per community needs.”1050 Previously, the uptake of this initiative by the clergy of the Anglican Church in Manicaland was slow. However, Bakare’s episcopacy created new opportunities for strong collaboration between FACT and the Anglican Church.1051 According to Foster, the healthy working relationship with the churches remained strategic for rural training, orphan care support, sex education, and home care programmes.1052 Some members of the clergy

1046 Nyazika, same interview.
1047 S. Bakare, same interview.
1048 SMAR, Churchwardens file, The Rt. Reverend Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters: HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe.
1049 Madava, The FACT story, 8-12.
1050 G. Foster, same interview.
1051 O. Murakwani, same interview.
1052 FACTR, G. Foster, Guidelines for the establishment of FACT branches, August 1993.
from the Anglican Church in Manicaland expressed regret at having missed the opportunity to participate in the HIV and AIDS programmes launched by FACT.\textsuperscript{1053}

The establishment of diocesan programmes for the care of PLHIV and OVC programmes at St. Werburgh’s Chigodora, Nedziwa in the Mutungagore area and St. Mary Magdalene’s Nyanga received approval from local communities.\textsuperscript{1054} However, politically, the new AIDS-care related projects were held in question. Bishop Bakare’s statement on the strategy to outsource funding thus explained:

\begin{quote}
We are therefore appealing to concerned Christians outside Zimbabwe to assist us as a diocese to establish AIDS healthcare centres. …By establishing these centres, the diocese hopes not only to share the pain with the people but to give them the support and encouragement they so much need.\textsuperscript{1055}
\end{quote}

Understandably, it was the State’s responsibility to initiate programmes such as HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation but the State alone could not accomplish this enormous task. At the same time, the involvement of the churches in outsourcing funding for HIV interventions generated controversy from within political circles in Zimbabwe. HIV and AIDS interventions were perceived as “undermining the State.”\textsuperscript{1056} According to Chitando, in the late 1990s, “as it dawned on the masses that political independence had not been translated into the economic miracle that many had anticipated, discordant voices became more pronounced.”\textsuperscript{1057} The ZCBC reminded the government to deliver decent healthcare services to ordinary people including HIV interventions.\textsuperscript{1058} Along the same vein, Bakare patently pointed out that dishonesty and selfishness on the part of the government and some political leaders left ordinary people in despair.\textsuperscript{1059} Some church leaders including Bakare invoked the Anglican Church’s long history of involvement in public healthcare in Zimbabwe to justify the establishment of HIV and AIDS interventions.

\textsuperscript{1053} O. Murakwani, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1054} SMAR, Churchwardens’ file, The Rt. Reverend Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters: HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe.
\textsuperscript{1055} SMAR, Churchwardens’ file, The Rt. Reverend Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters: HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe.
\textsuperscript{1056} S. Bakare, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1058} For this see section on the ZCBC in this chapter
\textsuperscript{1059} S. Bakare, same interview.
4.3.3. Church Healthcare and Treatment of AIDS-Related Illness

The effects of reduced spending on public healthcare by the State resulted in the migration of qualified medical personnel to find greener pastures elsewhere. This affected the delivery of services at most healthcare centres throughout Zimbabwe including Manicaland. The capacity of church healthcare services to assist the sick including PLHIV was also compromised. For example, in 1997, St. David’s Bonda hospital only had fifty-five nurses instead of 105. The lack of adequate numbers of qualified medical staff was an impediment on service delivery. HIV and AIDS affected the hospital because it increased workloads for the remaining staff. Dr Matthew McNally, reported that the capacity of the hospital to offer medical services was undermined by lack of qualified medical personnel:

It is the government which allocates nurses posts to us, but in the present economic climate it is unlikely that we get any more posts. Despite these difficulties, our nurses are often praised for the work they do, and I would like to add my own thanks to them for keeping up the hospital’s good name.

The report made no reference to HIV and AIDS as a major health issue facing the St David’s Bonda hospital. This could have suggested that the hospital carried out low key HIV and AIDS interventions.

St. David’s Bonda hospital, being one of the largest Anglican Church-related healthcare centres in rural Manicaland, was then designated as the district referral hospital for Mutasa. The HIV and AIDS epidemic overwhelmed the services at the hospital as mentioned by Magna Chikukwa, a senior nursing officer at institution since 1980. Chikukwa has recalled: “The pandemic besieged the medical fraternity to the point that some members of staff deserted the hospital for other areas where the situation was not as deplorable.”

Similarly, St. the report for Peter’s Mandeya
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1060 See HNM, M. McNally, “St. David’s Bonda hospital report,” Diocese of Manicaland synod, agenda and reports, 5-6 December 1997, 73-74. Dr Matthew McNally was the medical superintendent of the hospital.
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clinic’s presented at the synod maintained silence on HIV and AIDS. This was despite of the fact that the clinic served the rural population of Mandeya, Muparutsa, Zindi and Chisuko. It is also close to the Katiyo and Eastern Highlands Tea Estates. These areas attracted migrant workers who were therefore prone to HIV. It is quite likely that these healthcare centres either had other priorities or that they failed to cease the opportunity to highlight the impact of HIV and AIDS on their operations. It appears that the report did not do justice to the conditions at hand.

The lack of mention of HIV and AIDS in the synod reports from St. David’s Bonda hospital and St. Peter’s Mandeya clinic could have led the synod delegates to underestimate the effects of the pandemic. However, perhaps the relationship between the diocesan hierarchy and heads of diocesan healthcare could have accounted for the situation. In this regard, “the demand by the diocese to control funding and operational activities at diocesan institutions acted as barriers in accessing foreign aid to support the diocesan healthcare services.” In this regard the attitude of the diocesan leadership was seen as having undermined the work of its healthcare institutions and therefore HIV interventions might have been affected.

At the diocesan synod session of 1997 the report on St. Augustine’s clinic mentioned how the mission had launched HIV interventions since 1995. Part of the report presented at the synod by Sarah Hinton, then sister-in-charge, observed:

> Over the past three years we formed from the [St. Augustine's] clinic ‘Kubatana’ which has twenty volunteers in home based care and orphan care. This is now run by a full-time supervisor, but co-ordinated by the sister in charge of the clinic. Home based care has seen 120 clients at this time, 70 of which have died; the orphan care helped by FOCUS (FACT-related) in Mutare is at present caring for 201 needy children in the surrounding community. Spiritual care is placed high within these projects and we have worked closely with the priest in charge, CDC Brothers and CZR Sisters. The volunteers also

---


1064 See HNM, McNally, “StDavid's Bonda hospital report.” See also HNM, Kamhunga, “StPeter’s Mandeya clinic report.” See also, M. Chikukwa, same interview.

1065 HNM, Diocese of Manicaland synod, agenda and reports, 5-6 December 1997.
are involved in drama to local places on AIDS prevention, soap making and nutrition garden for orphan families. The close proximity of St. Augustine’s clinic to the mining and timber plantation areas, that attracted migrant labour and local workers, could have contributed towards high cases of HIV and AIDS-related illness. This clinic, located less than thirty kilometres from Mutare establish some HIV and AIDS interventions in response to the acute needs in that area.

The work of the same HIV and AIDS project was highlighted in the report submitted by the priest-in-charge of St. Augustine’s mission. The priest-in-charge, Brother Benedict, stated:

The mission runs several projects set up to help the needy and poor people who live in the area. This social programme is very impressive. Most of the projects operate from the clinic here—home-based care, caring for orphans in the villages, AIDS awareness scheme and funds for sponsoring primary school children’s fees.

The AIDS-related care project at St Augustine's clinic was funded through a partnership between external donors and FACT. The project did not receive funding from the diocesan office. Furthermore, examples of conflict involving the diocesan office, rectors of parishes, heads of schools and leaders of healthcare institutions could have discouraged potential donors from supporting the Anglican Church in Manicaland. This affected diocesan social development projects including HIV interventions. For example, while Benedict and Hinton sourced funding and other forms of support for AIDS care programmes, the perceived unsupportive stance shown by the diocesan leadership, undermined the rapport with prospective donors and the community.
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The rather unhealthy working relationship between the diocesan leadership and the church’s healthcare institutions contributed negatively to the setting up of HIV and AIDS interventions under the Anglican Church. It appears that the failure by the diocesan leadership to work closely with medical personnel stationed at the church’s healthcare institutions affected the capacity of the Anglican Church to respond meaningfully to the pandemic. However, the church leadership allowed its healthcare centres to collaborate with the State in the areas of HIV and AIDS awareness, prevention and treatment. While such collaboration was of value to PLHIV, generally, it appears that the Anglican Church had the potential to intensify and broaden its response to HIV and AIDS. This took some time before being initiated. The work of a small diocesan healthcare centre, St. Augustine’s clinic, placed the Anglican Church in Manicaland on the map of organisations responding positively to the needs of PLHIV and OVC. However, it has to be noted that the staff and community at St Augustine’s mission initiated this.

4.3.3. AIDS-Related Denial and Stigma Unabated at the Grassroots Level

Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, in the years between 1995 and 1999, AIDS-related denial and stigma was still manifest at the local parish level. The general picture showed that many of the parishes remained seemingly unmoved by the plight of the PLHIV and OVC. For example, at St. Matthew’s in Rusape, HIV interventions were not integrated in the parish and the care of people living with HIV and orphans was done unsystematically. The sporadic efforts by the members of MU at the same parish to assist some of the vulnerable members of the church fell short of meeting the needs of PLHIV and OVC. The denial of AIDS and the stigmatisation of PLHIV at the parish level affected the church's ability to provide sustainable AIDS-related care and support interventions. This probed the question of whether or not Anglicans at St. Matthew’s parish shared the pain and sorrows of PLHIV who were part of the body of Christ. In answering this question, Neville Richardson has observed that: --Those who belong to the Christian community would
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claim that Jesus offered the kind of care that addresses disease and its accompanying fear and sorrow.\(^\text{1074}\) The care of PLHIV and OVC was something that Christians at St. Matthew’s parish were still yet to be collectively involved in.

The apparent denial of AIDS at St. Matthew’s parish was noted from the lack of planned strategies on the prevention of HIV. The parish’s inability to launch HIV awareness and prevention programmes affected young people by robbing the future generation of vital information that could have saved them from succumbing to the epidemic.\(^\text{1075}\) Until the end of 1999, the Anglican Youth Fellowship at St. Matthew’s parish lacked exposure to youth friendly HIV prevention education programmes. According to another source from the same parish, the church leaders were in the practice of giving moral warnings about HIV without discussing in pragmatic ways other methods of preventing the spread of HIV.\(^\text{1076}\) This could have exacerbated the effects of the pandemic on some members of the congregation. An informant, Peter Dhlomo, expressed the view that parishioners were benefited more from HIV awareness and prevention programmes on national television such as the Mai Chisamba Show” than from the church.\(^\text{1077}\) The situation at St. Matthew’s was widespread within the Anglican Church in Manicaland and this was fuelled by cultural practices that treated matters of human sexuality as taboo. This affected the contribution of the parishes to HIV prevention.\(^\text{1078}\)

A limited number of documents indicated the apparent lack of mention of HIV and AIDS interventions at St. Matthew’s parish. These included the churchwardens’ report of August 1999,\(^\text{1079}\) the archdeacon’s report of September 1999,\(^\text{1080}\) and churchwardens‘ annual report of 1999.\(^\text{1081}\) This was despite the fact that some lay people stated that a large proportion of church members at the parish succumbed to


\(^{1075}\) Information supplied by P. Z. Dhlomo to M. Mbona, Rusape, 28 September 2010.

\(^{1076}\) J. Mavhima, same interview. See also C. Matenga, same interview.

\(^{1077}\) Information supplied by P. Z. Dhlomo to M. Mbona, Rusape, 28 September 2010.

\(^{1078}\) J. Mavhima, same interview. See also O. Murakwani, same interview. See also J Chimwaza, same interview. See also Haddad, —We pray but we cannot heal,” 84.

\(^{1079}\) SMAR, Report of the west archdeaconry, January to August 1999.

\(^{1080}\) SMAR, Onious Chikandiwa, Archdeacon’s report, September 1999.

AIDS.\textsuperscript{1082} The geographical position of Rusape, being on the main road junction linking Nyanga, Hwedza, and Murambinda to the Harare, Mutare and Beira highway attracted long distance truck drivers. Furthermore, migrant labour serving at commercial farms and the copper mine at Inyati had the potential of increasing cases of HIV in Rusape. The military base at Tsanzaguru also made the town to be fertile breeding ground for HIV and sex work proliferated.\textsuperscript{1083}

Given this context, the churches in Rusape had a high probability of having members who were either infected or affected by HIV and AIDS. When the new diocesan bishop issued a circular on HIV and AIDS in October 1999, the church leadership at St. Matthews did not do much in enlightening the congregants on this matter.\textsuperscript{1084} The parish council took long before realising the urgency with which the diocesan bishop sought to address the effects of HIV and AIDS on Anglicans and the community. Such action on the part of the church’s leadership translated into a form of conspiracy of silence.

At Holy Name parish in Sakubva, between 1995 and 1999 the church’s income and expenditure statements and the minutes of parish council meetings showed that responses to HIV and AIDS were not a central part of church’s activities.\textsuperscript{1085} This was also confirmed by views expressed by two parishioners from Holy Name.\textsuperscript{1086} The parish was preoccupied with other issues that could have prevented it from being involved in carrying out HIV and AIDS interventions. On the contrary, at Hilltop circuit belonging to the United Methodist Church and at St. Joseph’s Sakubva, a Roman Catholic Church establishment, HIV and AIDS interventions were thriving.

\textsuperscript{1082} J. Mavhima, same interview. See also C. Matenga, same interview. See also N. Mushawa, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1083} N. Mushawa, same interview. See also O. Kanyere, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1084} J. Mavhima, same interview. See also C. Matenga, same interview. See also N. Mushawa, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1086} E. Mbutsa, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview.
Holy Name, Hilltop, St. Joseph’s Mutare were among the oldest and largest parishes or circuits located in Sakubva high-density suburb. Generally, the lack of ecumenical collaboration on HIV interventions at the parish level weakened the effect of churches on the pandemic.

The negative effect of HIV and AIDS on members of the Mothers’ Union was one of the major factors that led the guild to be involved in HIV awareness education campaigns starting from 1995 onwards. The HIV and AIDS awareness education became a topical issue at the guild’s district and diocesan conferences and sessions were led by speakers from the nursing fraternity including Patricia Nyazika, Nyasha Madziro and Magna Chikukwa among others. The presentations focused on HIV and AIDS awareness and care only. HIV prevention was one of the critical areas that were not addressed by members of the guild.

One of the reasons for skirting the subject of prevention of HIV appeared to centre on local Anglican churchwomen’s discomfort and reluctance to explore the use of condoms in the prevention of HIV. Elsewhere in the Anglican Church of Uganda, in 1995 churchwomen showed enthusiasm and willingness to discuss the use of condoms in the prevention of HIV:

Participants decided that more had to be learned about the condom and how it is used as a prevention measure. They were all agreed on the use of condoms in marriage not only for purposes of birth control but for protection against AIDS.

Within the Mothers’ Union guild in Manicaland, the negative attitude shown by the members towards the inclusion of HIV prevention education undermined any efforts at stemming the epidemic.

---
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1090 Editor, “Fighting AIDS in Uganda.”
Ednah Masuko, wife to Bishop Masuko, launched a programme in which the guild members were encouraged to maintain smartness on the pretext that their husbands—abandoned wives who were not smart and sexually appealing.” Lessons on personal hygiene were given at the diocesan conferences held between 1995 and 1998. Furthermore, fashion parades and beauty contests at the guild’s gatherings were introduced. Married Anglican churchwomen were sensitized on the importance of sexual attractiveness and Masuko encouraged her fellow sisters to use special herbs that were inserted in the vagina to tighten up the muscles so that their spouses could ‘enjoy sex.’ This approach to sexuality and HIV prevention made most of the Anglican married churchwomen to ‘continue being infected and affected by the epidemic.”

The general lack of openness about a person’s HIV status among members of the guild enhanced AIDS-related denial and the fear of being stigmatised. Generally, the Manyika women were known to be culturally shy on personal and intimate matters such as sex and therefore HIV might have remained an ‘untouchable’ area.

Between 1995 and 1998, there were very rare cases of members of the MU guild who tested for HIV. As Murakwani has shown, within the Anglican Church in Manicaland—both men and women were unwilling to get tested for HIV and chose to suffer and die in silence.” Furthermore, Murakwani has also indicated that HIV positive women from the Zimbabwe Council of Churches Women’s Desk who presented talks on HIV and AIDS at the diocesan Mothers’ Union guild’s gatherings were reluctant to be identified with any particular church. The tendency not to disclose their church affiliation was due to the fact that ‘AIDS was still associated with promiscuity.’ This attitude gave the impression that AIDS was something outside of the Christian community. Fear and shame associated with AIDS discouraged people from obtaining knowledge about their HIV status. This became a hindrance to any attempts aimed at reducing the denial, stigma and discrimination of PLHIV.

1091 M. Nyamwena, same interview. For a further analysis of this see also Haddad, —Choosing to remain silent,” 151-152.
1092 M. Nyamwena, same interview.
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Generally, within some parishes of the Anglican Church in Manicaland, HIV interventions at the grassroots level were affected by lack of resources. This affected AIDS mitigation in areas that included St. Cuthbert’s Denzva in Makoni,\textsuperscript{1096} Honde Valley,\textsuperscript{1097} and Rusape,\textsuperscript{1098} among others. However, the situation in some Anglican parishes in Mutare was different. Between 1995 and 1998 the Anglican churchwomen groups at St. Agnes‘ Chikanga, St. John the Baptist Cathedral, and Mufudziwakanaka parishes had access to limited resources from the diocesan Mothers’ Union office. The networks established by some of the Anglican churchwomen in Mutare were instrumental in setting up the stage for care and support towards PLHIV and OVC later in 2000.\textsuperscript{1099}

Some of the respondents from the Anglican Church in Manicaland stated that secrecy and alleged corruption on the part of the guild’s leadership at diocesan hindered the fair distribution of items donated towards AIDS-related care. It was stated that “the MU [Mothers’ Union] committee at the diocesan level received donations in the form of clothes for PLHIV from the UK but the distribution was not transparent.”\textsuperscript{1100} The incidents of misusing humanitarian aid material for self-enrichment by people involved in the care of others were prevalent in Zimbabwe. In 1995 Jane Hatendi, wife of the then Bishop Peter Hatendi of the Diocese of Harare in an address to churchwomen leaders at an “Interdenominational HIV and AIDS Conference” in Kadoma stated:

Church and NGOs leaders are suspected of giving one donation to the poor and the needy and two donations to themselves thereby forming a company of liars. …It is alleged that church and NGO leaders are enriching themselves at the expense of beneficiaries. Great women fear and love God in all their actions.\textsuperscript{1101}

Some members of the guild in Manicaland mentioned that in some areas, goods intended to be given to PLHIV and OVC were converted into personal possessions.\textsuperscript{1102} The perceived lack of transparency in providing material support to

\textsuperscript{1096} B. Makoni, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1097} M. Nyamwena, same interview
\textsuperscript{1098} J. Mavhima, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1099} R. Munakamwe, same interview. See also R. Mlambo, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1100} J. Chimwaza, same interview. See also E. Mbutsa, same interview.
PLHIV and OVC probed questions on the credibility of the involvement of church groups in caring for people affected and infected by the epidemic.

4.4. The United Methodist Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section will explore the response to HIV and AIDS by the United Methodist Church in the period 1995-1999. Despite the effort shown by the church’s leadership at educating the clergy on HIV and AIDS, the church delayed the process of sensitising the grassroots members about the pandemic.1103 This section explores the adoption of positive steps by district superintendents in support of the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions. This change came in 1995 and continued in the subsequent years.1104 The unwillingness to explore condom use in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV shown by the church’s leadership will be discussed. Finally, this section explores some of the “new” models of OVC care adopted by the United Methodist Church as well as the responses to HIV and AIDS at the grassroots level.

4.4.1. The Church Leadership’s Stance on HIV Prevention

Within the leadership of United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, HIV awareness and prevention took a moralistic outlook. In 1995, the annual conference’s board of lay activities recommended that evangelism be strengthened from circuit level upwards in order to save souls from the AIDS menace and further stated: “…a born-again Christian knows no AIDS.”1105 This appeared to be an oversimplified statement that was divorced from the realities experienced by church followers. The failure by the leaders of the United Methodist Church to dispel the myth that the people who

1102 M. Nyamwena, same interview. See also J. Chimwaza, same interview.
1103 T. Matsika, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview.
contracted HIV were less faithful Christians\textsuperscript{1106} undermined the church's competence in the effort at HIV prevention. The church's competence in responding positively to HIV and AIDS could only be achieved when people realised and accepted the epidemic as a reality. Consistent with this observation, Parry argued:

To become competent requires first and foremost a change in attitude and a committed desire to make a difference. Frequently there is strong denial of the problem and a resistance to change. This resistance may be individual, social, institutional, cultural or traditional.\textsuperscript{1107}

Within the United Methodist Church, the belief that the battle against HIV and AIDS could be won through preaching of the gospel and conversion to Christianity\textsuperscript{1108} was deeply entrenched. In this regard, the HIV prevention messages issued by the leadership of the United Methodist Church contradicted that from the Government and was seen a misleading.

However, the church's leadership appeared to be impressed by the work of the State and NGOs in responding to HIV and AIDS but took exception to messages that encouraged the prophylactic use of condoms. In this regard, the church appreciated the HIV awareness efforts carried out by the State especially the MOHCW and the NGOs as noted in the council on ministries report of 1995, which stated:

AIDS has become one of the greatest killer diseases of our time. The positive action which was taken by government, non-governmental organisations, groups in our church and individuals to make people in our society to be aware of this deadly disease and to alleviate the suffering of those already infected need to be commended. We also commend the work which our five hospitals are doing on AIDS awareness and treating AIDS patients.\textsuperscript{1109}

Apparently, the State and other private players were involved in responding to HIV and AIDS and that was public knowledge. However, the church's council on ministries showed reservations on public statements on HIV prevention options

\textsuperscript{1106} E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1108} A. Mhondoro, same interview.
including the use of condoms issued by the State. The church’s leadership publicly
discouraged condom use and preached salvation in Jesus Christ as the only definite
method of avoiding HIV infection.”\textsuperscript{1110} This was despite the church having passed
two resolutions recommending the prophylactic use of condoms within marriage as
noted in chapter three.

The church’s leadership spent large sums of money on HIV and AIDS awareness
workshops for the clergy.\textsuperscript{1111} However, at the grassroots level some of the church
members gave the impression that the workshops on HIV and AIDS meant for the
church’s clergy scored limited achievements. HIV and AIDS awareness was achieved through the State’s effort and not through church programmes.”\textsuperscript{1112} The
church’s district superintendents appeared to acknowledge that ordinary church
members lacked enough information on HIV and AIDS. In December 1995 the
district superintendents became open about the devastation caused by AIDS on the
church’s members.\textsuperscript{1113} For the first time since 1985 the district superintendents
suggested that concerted effort was needed to educate the population on the dangers
of AIDS and the United Methodist Church could be a major player. They stated:
―Bishop, the AIDS epidemic has caused bereavement in almost every community—
definitely every district has lost loved ones through this incurable disease, AIDS.
Bishop, your conference has suffered.”\textsuperscript{1114} Certainly, the concerns raised by the
district superintendents were a reflection of the realities faced by some people.
However, whether or not this notable change was going to translate into further action
by the district superintendents was something yet to unfold.

The church’s district superintendents appeared to believe that Zimbabweans were
immune to HIV because the epidemic was known to be common among minority
white gay people.\textsuperscript{1115} AIDS was then commonly associated with gay people in the US
and the UK but it surprised members of the UMC [United Methodist Church] when
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\textsuperscript{1114} AM, “District superintendents’ composite report.”
\textsuperscript{1115} E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also Epprecht, \textit{Heterosexual Africa?}, 2,3.
it turned out to infect heterosexual couples.”

However, the effects of HIV and AIDS forced the leadership of the United Methodist Church to accept the reality that the epidemic affected everyone regardless of sexual orientation. There was noticeable change in the perception of AIDS as a disease for ‘them’ and not ‘us’ to one of accepting that the pandemic affected everyone. For the first time the district superintendents accepted that Zimbabweans were dying of AIDS in large numbers. They used a summary of cumulative AIDS cases from 1987 up to March 1995. Manicaland was on fourth position with 4,433 cases, Harare: 8,797 cases, Masvingo: 4,513 cases, Mashonaland East: 4,345 cases, Bulawayo: 4,142 cases, Mashonaland West: 3,878 cases, Midlands 3,942 cases, and the country total was 34,050 cases. Other sources reported high figures of estimated number of the PLHIV to be at 1,600,000 in 1995 and AIDS-related deaths in 1995 totalled 70,000.

The pandemic affected the theology of the United Methodist Church. The theological language used by the church’s leaders in guiding the church to confront the pandemic showed a mixture of life asserting and life denying sentiments. Part of the message on HIV prevention issued by the district superintendents read as:

Our message as a church to these AIDS and HIV [HIV and AIDS] infected communities is that God welcomes sinners who repent but God does not welcome our sin in the case of those who acquired the disease due to promiscuity. To the innocent victims, the message is The Lord is my shepherd… he restores my soul (Psalm 23). So hang on to Jesus the saviour because those who believe in him, though they shall die, shall live eternally. To the AIDS free people, the message from the Zimbabwe Annual Conference is: Live by the word of God, seek morality and chastity. Above all, choose Christ the Lord of life, and live abundantly.

The district superintendents’ messages on HIV and AIDS appeared to be embracing and yet at the same time condemning PLHIV. They portrayed the image of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe as a church for the ‘innocent’ and ‘clean’ and not for the ‘guilty’ and ‘infected’. This also showed that the Christian leaders tended to
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conceptualise AIDS as a new deadlier kind of leprosy with all its overtones of divine punishment and horror.\textsuperscript{1122} Consistent with this observation, Tiendrebeogo and Buykx stated that –some religious leaders propagated judgemental attitudes towards PLHIV, religious leaders were slow to take action in much of the region.”\textsuperscript{1123}

By and large the approach used by the district superintendents in dealing with the prevention of HIV infection among the youth in 1995 took a moral outlook:

\begin{quote}
We, your fathers, believe that adhering to Christian principles is among the very few methods by which an AIDS free community can develop. To do this, we suggest that all HIV positive youths should not marry or get married. Or if they marry, should opt not to have children. Furthermore, we urge youth only to marry an HIV free partner if they wish to have children. That decision is almost as responsible as choosing Christ. All youth who marry in spite of HIV positive state [status] are committing a form of premeditated murder, which is unchristian and unholy. The church believes that if only all people would uphold moral standards, incidents of AIDS spreading would be reduced to zero. Our position as an annual conference is that we choose morality. Our goal is to work towards an AIDS-free community and society.\textsuperscript{1124}
\end{quote}

The claim by the leadership of the United Methodist Church to be the most ideal moral models was not necessarily substantiated by factual proof and was therefore part of moral rhetoric. More than ten years of the pandemic’s presence in Zimbabwe, the members of the UMC [United Methodist Church] still held the view that sex was taboo.”\textsuperscript{1125} Within the church, there was a struggle to find the right language and platforms to address issues of sexuality in the context of HIV and AIDS.

The understanding that to be HIV negative was synonymous with being a good Christian and vice-versa as stated by the district superintendents strengthened stigma and discrimination of PLHIV. This was a deeply seated problem and the churches in general struggled to overcome this notion. Chowa has contended: –Our church failed to appreciate that young people and church members in general lived in a world where

\textsuperscript{1122} Niehaus, “Leprosy of a deadlier kind,” 311.
\textsuperscript{1123} Tiendrebeogo and Buykx, Faith-based organisations and HIV/AIDS prevention, 15.
\textsuperscript{1124} AM, “District superintendents’ composite report,” 71.
\textsuperscript{1125} M. Saungweme, same interview.
the HIV was a daily reality.” Generally, some church members denied that Christians were part of the human community susceptible to moral failure. However, some of the church’s pastors, located in the community, were fully exposed to PLHIV and were thus compassionate. The pastors made a passionate plea for the church’s compassion towards HIV positive people and declared the church to be a sanctuary for people who are infected and affected by AIDS.” Therefore, the level of compassion towards PLHIV and OVC by church leaders was influenced by exposure to and interaction with people infected and affected by the pandemic.

In the years 1995-1999, the belief that the use of condoms promoted sexual unfaithfulness was in existence. For example, the church’s leadership refrained from making public statements that openly encouraged people to use condoms as prophylactics. According to Mhondoro, within the clerical leadership of the church in Zimbabwe, condoms use among married couples was resented. He indeed stated that condoms had no place in the lives of Christian married couples because of their potential to promote unfaithfulness.” This was a perception by an individual and the practice on the ground among married couples could have been quite different. However, other church members who are medical personnel were of the opinion that the use of condoms could prevent the spread of HIV. For example, Chowa stated that she used to encourage people to use condoms in order to prevent the spread of sexually transmitted infections. In the Rukweza area Teresa Matsika stated that some married couples felt that condoms as a ‘better evil’ in cases whereby the male spouse was unfaithful and therefore marriages were saved. Another respondent stated that until the late 1990s, the members of the UMC [United Methodist Church] were silent about disclosure of HIV status to a spouse or the pastor because of fear of being excommunicated or disciplined.”
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the church in general appeared to have limited options that could have provided immediate remedies to halt the spread of the epidemic.

At the national and ecumenical levels, the churches belonging to Zimbabwe Council of Churches and affiliated to the Heads of Christian Denominations remained opposed to the use of condoms. Thus condoms were not seen as being short term measure in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. While the church leaders and the State’s position on the use condom remained poles apart, this had the effect of undermining prevention of HIV contracted sexually. The Zimbabwe Council of Churches and the national leaders of church denominations jointly attacked the State by alleging: “The failure on those promoting the condoms to disclose the fact that condoms do not fully protect [people] from infection with equal vigour in promoting their effectiveness has led youth to believe that condoms are the answer.” Apparently, the gulf between the church leaders and the State on the prophylactic use of condoms confused members of the public. It appears that the church leaders did not fully appreciate the State’s approach where the public was warned to stick to one sexual partner and use condoms constantly and consistently. While some pastors expressed discomfort with condom users, the lay members and medical personnel at the church’s healthcare institutions held a different position. At Old Mutare and other healthcare centres under the church, “condoms were distributed to clients and constant, consistent and proper use was encouraged.”

4.4.2. Church Healthcare and Treatment of AIDS-Related Illness

The escalation in numbers of PLHIV and the growing number of possible AIDS-related deaths made the church’s leaders to seek new ways of using the church’s healthcare centres to respond to the pandemic. In 1996 the district superintendents admitted to the reality that the “UMC [United Methodist Church] and other churches [denominations] were generally wrestling with AIDS-related deaths that had shaken
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many communities especially Christian communities in the light of their beliefs.\textsuperscript{1136} The marauding nature of AIDS haunted the district superintendents to a point of opening up the church's doors to people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. For the first time the district superintendents declared that the church is \textit{ready to respond to Jesus' invitation to all who are weary or heavy-laden. Jesus would give them rest (Matthew 11: 28).}\textsuperscript{1137} This was followed by a recommendation by the district superintendents to offer free services to people who were unable to pay medical bills and a review of medical fees downwards at church's healthcare centres including Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1138} Thus HIV positive people had increased access to medical facilities at these centres. This move, meant to support poor people to access healthcare, ended up attracting patients from urban areas including Mutare, Rusape and Chipinge. They flooded Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals.\textsuperscript{1139} This set a new trend in which the church's healthcare centres began to steal the limelight from State hospitals.

The initiatives carried out by leaders of the United Methodist Church in the care of PLHIV and OVC were interpreted differently by the State. An ambiguous relationship between the State and Bishop Muzorewa could have hindered the church's plans to expand its HIV and AIDS interventions.\textsuperscript{1140} The State accused the United Methodist Church's leaders for planning to use the church's healthcare services to either revive the defunct United African National Council or to support the emerging National Constitutional Assembly under the banner of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches.\textsuperscript{1141} In defence, the district superintendents justified the church's involvement in carrying out HIV interventions by arguing that such work was part of the church's long legacy of having pioneered the provision of healthcare services to the nation.\textsuperscript{1142}
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The church’s medical work to the people of the colony, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) started in earnest in 1897 when the church was founded at Old Mutare. Medical services to the local people were a hallmark of Methodism since the arrival of Bishop Hartzell in 1897 and the founding of Old Mutare hospital by Dr. Samuel Gurney in 1903. Similarly, Hansjörg Dilger highlighted that the involvement of religious organisations in HIV interventions in Africa had historical connections. As Dilger observed:

Faith-based organisation had a long tradition of contributing to healthcare programmes in southern and eastern Africa—as donors, advocating agencies and implementers of projects—and that they established a significant sphere of influence across all sectors and strata of society.\textsuperscript{1144}

Furthermore, the willingness of the church’s leadership to provide free medical treatment to people in genuine need including PLHIV,\textsuperscript{1145} testified to the church’s commitment to meeting the needs of the disadvantaged members of society. The district superintendents stated that the Government of Zimbabwe “had no moral right to interfere with the church’s healthcare programme.”\textsuperscript{1146} A respondent stated that the church was highly respected especially in rural areas and therefore its contribution to healthcare was seen as worthwhile.\textsuperscript{1147} Free medical services could have lured people to join the United Methodist Church.

One might also speculate that the escalation in the church’s membership in Zimbabwe from 18,447 in 1986 to 68,603 followers in 1995,\textsuperscript{1148} could have been linked to people seeking salvation, treatment and care in a time of HIV and AIDS. In Zimbabwe there was a historical reality that missionaries used western medicine to attract local Africans to Christianity. Writing on the medical missions in Zimbabwe, Gelfand stated: “Through the practice of medicine the missionary was able to make friendly contact with Africans, who on the whole were ready to use the white man’s...
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knowledge in this field." Chavhunduka also emphasised the same point by asserting that the mission hospitals were a means of conversion and of keeping the people in touch with the spiritual life of the church.

The calls to overhaul the healthcare delivery system made by the leadership of the United Methodist Church testified to a crisis that was associated with the effects of HIV. In 1997 the conference council on ministries observed:

> It is sad to note that the healthcare delivery system leaves a lot to be desired. Today the effects of the AIDS pandemic are ghastly to imagine. Diseases like TB and HIV are threatening the greater part of the young. We call for a concerted effort in providing proper teaching to the nation.

Whereas during the late 1990s the general healthcare system in Zimbabwe declined, churches remained in a favourable position to continue providing decent services due to access to donor funds. By the end of 1997 the decline in public healthcare peaked and church hospitals were literally besieged by influx of patients. The church's leaders appeared to believe that human life mattered more than anything else. This drove the lay leaders of the church's annual conference to call for the prioritisation of basic healthcare: Effective primary healthcare and preventive medicine, dental care and general healthcare should receive primary consideration. Thus, at the leadership level, it became apparently clear that that the church's healthcare system had a crucial role to play in responding to the needs of HIV positive people and provision of healthcare in general.
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4.4.3. The Care of PLHIV and OVC

The minimum attention given to PLHIV by the State’s healthcare system in the late 1990s made the church’s leadership to provide home-based care support to families.\textsuperscript{1155} Within the United Methodist Church, primary home-based care was encouraged since the early 1990s. However, the training of voluntary caregivers came later. In 1997 the community home-based care programme at Old Mutare hospital was yet to be established.\textsuperscript{1156} Much of what was mentioned as home-based care referred to the basic training given to families of AIDS patients as part of equipping them to cope with the needs of PLHIV. Inadequate funding for the training of voluntary caregivers and competing needs such as food for PLHIV were some of the known constraints. One of the voluntary caregivers who trained in the late 1990s under FACT expressed the embarrassment she felt on a visit to an HIV positive client who requested some food.\textsuperscript{1157} The PLHIV and OVC needed resources such as food but that became scarce. The church’s worldwide distributive system of funding became a source of hope but could not sufficiently cover the needs of the church’s AIDS-related care interventions in Manicaland and Zimbabwe.

Despite the escalation in the numbers of OVC, this was one area in which the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe excelled. For example, in 1995 the church’s Mubvuwi guild intensified support to OVC and widows. Part of a report stated: “Orphans and windows were assisted with clothing and maize meal. A total of Z$2,616,401 was donated to various situations of need.”\textsuperscript{1158} Three quarters of the church’s congregations observed “Nherera (Orphans) Sunday,” 22 June 1997 that was earmarked for AIDS-related OVC care. Over Z$30,000 and clothes, blankets and clothes were distributed to needy children. The church’s friends in Britain and the US boosted the supplies by making further donations.\textsuperscript{1159}
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Whereas the United Methodist Church capitalised on the support received from the church’s sister annual conferences mainly in the West, this was understood as undermining the government.\footnote{E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also I. Chowa, same interview.} Van Donk observed that—from 1997 a declining trend has set in, with the economic growth rate reaching a low of -6.8% in 2000.\footnote{Van Donk, —Development planning and HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa,” 132.}

Furthermore, the government’s Social Dimension Fund established in 1991 to pay tuition fees for financially disadvantaged pupils, was drying up. Consistent with this observation, Rodreck Mupedziswa and Perpetua Gumbo stated that by 1998, “the SDF [Social Dimension Fund] has been reported to be in financial dire straits since the later part of 1995 necessitating more stringent testing.”\footnote{R. Mupedziswa and P. Gumbo, Structural adjustment and women informal traders in Harare, Zimbabwe, (Uppsala: Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 1998), 69.}

This situation created a funding vacuum in the cases of financially needy OVC. One respondent stated that the declining economy exposed OVC and other poor people to untold suffering.\footnote{I. Chowa, same interview.}

Through its various structures the United Methodist Church sought to avert the desperate situation faced by OVC.

The call to action by the church’s council on ministries suggested that the plight of OVC had to be treated as a matter of urgency. Part of the council’s report stated: “The church [UMC] and indeed the Zimbabwe Annual Conference must face up to these challenges squarely and head on. The task is big but this is the world into which Jesus commissioned us.”\footnote{HCM, —Council on ministries report,” 137.}

In September 1997, the pastor in charge of Hilltop circuit also emphasised the devastating effects of AIDS on OVC: “Nherera dzirikuwanda. Kuifirwa nekufa kusina zororo: (The number of orphans OVC is ever increasing. Death has not given people any rest).”\footnote{HCM, Pastor’s charge to the charge conference session, 17 September 1997.}

Similarly, in Makoni-Buhera the district superintendent, the Reverend John Chinyati also acknowledged the impact of the pandemic on the members of the church. Chinyati observed: “AIDS caused bereavement and put many souls into being orphans, widows and widowers.”\footnote{HCM, J. Chinyati, District superintendent, —Makoni-Buhera district report,” The Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC special centennial session annual reports, 38.}

The worsening situation faced by OVC forced the church leadership to explore new models of care. The model of institutionalised OVC care at places such as Fairfield at
Old Mutare mission was affected by the pandemic.\textsuperscript{1167} In addition to occupants at the Fairfield Children’s home other orphans were made to live with siblings and received material care support from the institution.

At Hilltop in Sakubva, centralised day care as well as the care of OVC in their homes was launched under the Shalom Zone project in 1998.\textsuperscript{1168} Shalom, a US based charity organisation established the “Ishe Anesu Centre” translated to mean; “God is with us.”\textsuperscript{1169} Under this model, OVC live at their homes and come to the centre for meals and education daily including weekends and holidays. Apparently, there were multiple cases of child headed families in Sakubva. The Hilltop centre was also chosen because it was registered as an informal study centre since 1982.\textsuperscript{1170} Shalom Zone funded the costs of three meals per day, primary and secondary education materials, and equipment for practical skills' training. The local church members at Hilltop supported the project by carrying out scheduled tasks on a voluntarily basis.\textsuperscript{1171} This project was conceived through a partnership agreement between Bishop Jokomo of Zimbabwe and Bishop Felton E. May of the Baltimore-Washington Conference in the US in 1997.\textsuperscript{1172} Elsewhere in Mashonaland East province, the church became instrumental in the establishment of the Uzumba Orphan Trust in 1995. Pastor Passwell Chitiyo mobilised local members of the United Methodist church who set up teams of volunteers and sourced funding for OVC support.\textsuperscript{1173} Such donor funded OVC-related care projects were new and therefore increased the visibility of the church.

\textsuperscript{1167} P. Mufute, same interview. See also HCM, “Council on ministries report,” 177.
\textsuperscript{1168} S. Sign, same interview. See also I. Chowa, same interview. See also A. Mhondoro, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1169} E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1170} E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
4.4.4. Mixed Reactions to HIV at the Grassroots Level

In 1995 and 1997, the conference council on ministries observed that the battle against HIV and AIDS could not be won without properly educating the grassroots church followers who lived among the community. Certainly, this deliberate move had the intention of equipping the church's shepherds with skills vital at responding to the pandemic at circuit and station levels. However, limited resources that were channelled by the church towards empowering grassroots communities or lay members affected this plan. These were the people who were on the receiving end from the effects of the pandemic. This appeared to confirm the statement which alleged that HIV and AIDS-related funding ended up being used for other church programmes including the welfare of clergy. This tendency by AIDS service organisations to redirect funding for HIV interventions towards other priorities was common in Zimbabwe and applied to the State too. In 1995, the church and society committee launched a policy which entailed the decentralisation of HIV and AIDS programmes. This ensured that financial resources were spent on AIDS at the circuit and station levels. According to Manyeza, Bishop Jokomo was also in favour of establishing specific HIV interventions that addressed people's needs at the grassroots level.

Some of the structures of the church's annual conference in Manicaland initiated HIV and AIDS workshops at the local level. In 1995 the leadership of the Rukwadano guild's held workshops on HIV and AIDS awareness at circuit and district levels. The guild also used the weekly Thursday meetings as platforms to find coping strategies to counter the effects of AIDS on families. However, cultural dynamics were an impediment to the sharing information on HIV prevention. A respondent emphasised that the church's married women were shy to discuss HIV and AIDS in
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Meanwhile, this exacerbated HIV prevalence. Change was yet to be seen after the church’s leadership hosted thirty-five workshops at circuit level in 1996. The circuits’ health committees gained skills on HIV and AIDS awareness, home-based care and primary healthcare.

The HIV and AIDS pandemic affected the daily programmes of the lay and ordained church members. In 1997 a report by the church’s Mutare south district stated that AIDS related deaths and funerals ←made it difficult for people to follow church calendars.→ Due to pressure to bury the dead, the clergy and congregations were forced’ to reschedule some of the church’s important events. However, while the effects of the pandemic were felt by the district in question, some of the church’s members also made a mark on HIV and AIDS. A report written by Mutare south district stated: ←Workshops have been held to teach people how to protect themselves against AIDS…and how to care for AIDS patients and orphans.→ This did not translate easily to positive action on the ground. Consistent with this observation, Barbara Schmid has stated that:

Public statements on the importance of AIDS—or any other societal issue for that matter—and the conferences held to discuss its implications have in fact rarely been translated into ‘done things’ and little has changed on the ground.

Within communities, funerals became a rallying point for church leaders and followers in Zimbabwe to theologise about HIV and AIDS. This United Methodist Church was not an exception to this emerging pattern. Chitando has observed that during the late 1990s communities coped with increased AIDS-related deaths through music:
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Due to the high death rate attributable to HIV/AIDS, funeral songs dominated the air waves in Zimbabwe. Hymns and choruses that consoled the bereaved and promised to reunite the living with the dead were electronically recorded and became well known in the country.

The laws of inheritance in Zimbabwe showed the extent to which women’s security fell under threat. Married churchwomen were affected by cultural norms that denied women rights to inherit the estate of a deceased husband. The civil courts in Zimbabwe did not adequately protected married women. This exposed women to contracting HIV through customary law practices such as widow inheritance. Sylvia Chirawu noted: “Customary practices and norms view women as perpetual minors. …Women are literally treated as commodities that can be exchanged among the male folk.”

Some of the members of the United Methodist Church, having been affected by AIDS-related deaths, turned to the church for assistance on inheritance matters. In seeking to educate women on matrimonial rights, the church’s leadership organised seminars in some of its districts in 1995. For example, in 1997 a report from Mutare South district indicates that the members of the Rukwadzano guild were educated on writing of wills at a seminar in Chimanimani. In 1997 in Dorowa, Buhera, some church members assisted communities in addressing the subject of legal rights. According to Chowa, “increased death of married couple’s due to AIDS exposed pitfalls in Christians who had no wills that could have enabled their children to inherit property.”

Thus the presence of HIV and AIDS in the church forced the United Methodist church members to become more enlightened on legal issues than had been the case before.
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4.5. Synthesis

There is a possibility that the involvement of the churches in both the constitutional reform project and the carrying out of HIV and AIDS interventions was informed by political agendas. Consistent with this observation, Bornstein’s study into Protestant NGOs, morality and economics in Zimbabwe observed: “These specific local tensions, between NGOs and the State, were a product of transitional context funding in which NGOs operate. This context was highly political.” From 1994 onwards, some church leaders joined NGOs in expressing their unhappiness over the rapid decline in the public sector and called upon the State to be accountable. Historically, the relations between the church and the State tumbled in 1997 after the Zimbabwe Council of Churches and the ZCBC participated in the formation of the National Constitutional Assembly. This led to the defeat of the government in the first post-independence referendum and set a stage for the violent elections of June 2000. The Anglican and the United Methodist churches participated in the constitutional reform project under the banner of the Zimbabwe Council of Churches and the ZCBC represented the Roman Catholic Church.

Having noted that the years between 1995 and 1999 witnessed a decline in the State’s budgetary support towards public healthcare, this chapter has highlighted the significance of church-related HIV interventions to communities. This chapter also noted that the ZCBC reminded the Government of Zimbabwe to care for all its citizens including the poor and PLHIV and OVC. Their actions resonated with Denis’ argument that church leaders “contribute in a significant manner to the public discourse on HIV and AIDS.” The ZCBC appeared to have been conscious of the fact that as church leaders they had an influence on the State’s policy towards PLHIV. This chapter has observed that HIV and AIDS forced the new leadership of the Anglican Church to confront the pandemic. The same case prevailed within the United Methodist Church and this illustrates that AIDS affected the churches.
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According to Gregson et al., AIDS-related deaths were on the increase from 1994-5 onwards in Manicaland. Similarly Halperin et al. stated that personal exposure to AIDS-related mortality and the resulting fear of contracting the virus, accounted for changes in the people’s attitudes towards the pandemic and also towards PLHIV in general.

This chapter noted that during the period 1995-1999, the leadership of all the three church denominations maintained a common position that Christian morality was the only weapon that could be used to prevent the spread of HIV. In the short-term, the stance taken by church leaders might have enhanced both denial and stigma of PLHIV and thus the position could have fallen short of addressing the realities faced by church members, especially that of married women. The Catholic Bishops appeared to believe that strict morality guaranteed an end to the spread of HIV: «We still maintain the call to spiritual rearmament as the lasting solution. We need God in our life. We need to take seriously the call to love through mutual respect, chastity and fidelity.» A pragmatic approach which combines a call for a change of behaviour, and for those who do not change their behaviour, the use of condoms could be an effective tool for the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. The church leaders had a point in advocating for moral behaviour change to halt the spread of HIV. The church leaders and the State in Zimbabwe appeared to have failed to draw lessons from the collaborative approaches used Uganda since 1986. In Uganda, the decline in HIV was partially achieved when religious leaders did not support the use of condoms, but were won over to a position where they could not oppose either the government or private sector effort to promote condom use.

The gradual economic meltdown forced church healthcare centres to carry the burden of providing for the medical needs of the general population without much support from the State. The churches had to fend for their own medical care needs to
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supplement the little that was received from the State. This was mainly because religious organisations have a tradition, often rooted in their scriptures and sacred texts, of dealing with disease holistically.” The study has also noted that the Roman Catholic Church’s healthcare system immensely benefited from the financial resources donated by CRS and other partners. However, it should not be denied that the acts of charity carried out by the churches in the name of responding to HIV amid political decline in Zimbabwe in the late 1990s might have had other agendas. Consistent with this observation, Bornstein noted that Christian humanitarian aid was often accompanied by the proselytising agenda of Christianity—whether implicit or explicit, about converting souls…Humanitarian aid affects people materially and spiritually, whether they are donors, beneficiaries, desperate and disempowered government officials.”

This chapter found that the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland was way ahead of the Anglican and United Methodist churches in the care of PLHIV and OVC. Some of the main factors that accounted for the Roman Catholic Church’s stable AIDS-care interventions are the church’s belief in a Christian ethos of care and the restoration of human dignity, the use of the existing facilities work, and the collaborative support from voluntary caregivers many of whom were church members. Comparatively, the Anglican Church had limited operations mainly at St. Augustine’s clinic. Within the Anglican Church, the consecration of the new bishop in 1999 was followed by the initiation of AIDS-related care projects. The fact that the leadership of the United Methodist Church encouraged the church’s members at the grassroots level to be involved in AIDS-related care had the effect of empowering Christians to carry out acts of charity. This chapter has also shown that the three church denominations were not involved in ecumenical collaboration on HIV and AIDS interventions within Manicaland province. Nationally, the church leaders used the meetings organised by the ZACH and the Heads of Christian Denominations as ecumenical forums to forge a common position on HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation.
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The engagement with the pandemic at the grassroots level largely depended on people's faith practices as well as their spirituality. Conceptually, as Denis has argued that ordinary parishioners are a critical force in confronting the menace of the pandemic:

A significant factor with regard to religious institutions is the faith and spirituality of its members. It is this that informs their response to the epidemic, either positively by fostering care and compassion, or negatively by encouraging stigma and discrimination.¹²⁰⁴

This was particularly the case within all the three churches where mixed responses to the HIV epidemic were manifest. For example, in the Roman Catholic Church, a notable decline in the denial of HIV and AIDS was manifest after some church members, mainly women, persuaded parish rectors to address the subject of HIV during their regular church services and at other times. Thus these women became a significant force in placing issues of sexuality and HIV in the open. In the Anglican Church, the members of the Mothers’ Union guild were among the first to confront denial and stigma. However, the failure to address the issue of HIV prevention might have weakened their response.

Elphick’s argument that Christianity made an impact on the socio-political history of a country such as South Africa could be important in interrogating the history of church responses to HIV by the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland, Zimbabwe. This chapter has attempted to establish the contribution made by church leaders and Christians in responding to HIV at a time when the State’s support for healthcare was on a declining course. Comparatively, within the Roman Catholic Church’s parishes in Manicaland in the period 1995-1999 there were notable but limited changes from silence, denial, stigma and discrimination to that of openness about HIV and AIDS. Sampled parishes, including Triashill mission, St. Thomas Nyahukwe, St. Joseph’s Sakubva and Regina Coeli had some form of HIV interventions going on. However, at St. Simon Stock, the Cathedral church of the Holy Trinity and St. Paul’s Dangamvura, both primary oral and written sources clearly indicate that HIV interventions were still quite low. Conversely, it

follows that instead of being shelters for PLHIV, some parishes continued unabated they denied the existence of AIDS and stigmatised HIV positive people.

The situation in the Anglican Church was similar to what prevailed within the Roman Catholic and United Methodist churches. While some members belonging to the Mothers’ Union guild cared for PLHIV and OVC, denial and stigma prevented some of the Anglican parishes from forming AIDS support groups, and yet others did. St. Joseph’s Sakulva (Roman Catholic) and Hilltop (United Methodist) all had parish-led HIV interventions and yet close by at the Anglican parish of Holy Name, Sakubva, the parish was still trying to grasp with ways of responding to AIDS. Within some of the United Methodist circuits in Manicaland, increase in AIDS-related deaths forced church members to change their attitude from denial and stigma towards embracing people infected and affected by the pandemic. The leadership of the United Methodist Church went a step further by educating the church’s members on the importance of writing wills and appreciating the laws of inheritance of Zimbabwe.

While some limitations in church responses to HIV existed, at least the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches took some positive steps in AIDS mitigation in Manicaland. Consistent with this observation, Prince has stated that:

> In general the mainline churches—Anglican, Methodist, Roman Catholic—involved themselves in piecemeal responses to the pandemic during the 1990s, mostly involving home-based care, counselling work as well as caring for orphans, and it was mainly the Pentecostal churches that refused to engage with HIV/AIDS until the year 2000.\(^{1205}\)

Thus, Gelfand’s justification for the involvement of the mainline churches in public health in colonial Zimbabwe,\(^{1206}\) was linked to the use of church-related healthcare centres in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation. These churches had infrastructure, human resources as well as international connectedness.

This chapter has indicated that during the period 1995-1999, cultural forces continued to inhibit married churchwomen’s ability to negotiate safe sex with their spouses. In

\(^{1205}\) Prince, “Engaging Christianities,” ix.

\(^{1206}\) For this see section on conceptual and theoretical frameworks in this present study.
Zimbabwe, religion and culture worked hand-in-hand and therefore exerted influence on human behaviour patterns. In general, Zimbabwe might share commonalities with other traditional African societies where married women’s power to negotiate safe sex with their spouses is limited. The main reason for this might be that in Zimbabwe, generally, women are socialised to acquire those qualities, which fit them into a relationship of dependency on men. These qualities include gentleness, passivity, submission and striving to please men always.”

Similarly, Ben Wodi has observed that in African societies, including Zimbabwe, women in traditional societies lack the power to deny sex to their spouses even when they can prove examples of marital infidelity in their relationship”.

Churchwomen from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland shared similar experiences.

Finally, this chapter has sought to show that in all the three churches, women were culturally seen as subordinates and not as equal partners in marriage and that this attitude was favourable to the rapid spread of HIV. Madipoane Maseya has argued that married churchwomen were “trapped between two canons,” namely the Bible and African culture and “like in many patriarchal cultures, a husband determines a married woman's identity. The latter is expected to take control not only of the newly founded household, but also of his wife’s body.”

Males also dominated as preachers and teachers at church services and tended to use the Christian Scriptures and culture to suppress women’s voices. Consistent with this observation, Piet Kuijiper has stated: “Thus, African Christian women have become vulnerable to HIV/AIDS due to African culture and Christian preaching.”

Similarly, Messer also observed: “Since women in many cultures suffer discrimination because of their gender and often have little or no control over their sexual lives, they are doubly discriminated against.”

---
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE LATER YEARS (2000-2007)

5.1. Introduction

This chapter will explore the period when the HIV and AIDS pandemic in Zimbabwe reached crisis levels amid socio-economic and political turmoil witnessed in Zimbabwe between the years 2000 and 2007. This chapter will indicate that within the same period, the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland carried out HIV and AIDS interventions with minimum material support from the State. The way the three churches responded to HIV and AIDS will be discussed following the same order as in chapters three and four of the study.

5.2. The Roman Catholic Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section will explore how the ZCBC and the Catholic Diocese of Mutare responded to HIV and AIDS interventions within a polarised political context in Zimbabwe in general and Manicaland in particular. The interventions under the Catholic Diocese of Mutare were at times perceived by the State as a means of seeking political expedience. This section will further indicate that generally the measures undertaken by the Catholic Diocese of Mutare in assisting people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS had a positive effect on some beneficiaries. The statements on HIV and AIDS made by the ZCBC at national level will be discussed first, followed by the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions under a diocesan FBO. This will also include a discussion on the moral behaviour change programme and responses to HIV at the grassroots level in Manicaland.
5.2.1. The ZCBC’s Statements on HIV and AIDS at National Level

Between 2000 and 2007 the ZCBC issued public statements that showed further concern on the State’s shortcomings with a special focus on the declining socio-economic situation in Zimbabwe. In marking the beginning of the new millennium, the Roman Catholic bishops’ thus stated: “We are aware of the difficult socio-economic conditions our nation is going through. …There is a spirit of apathy and resignation among our people with an underlying healthy tension that is longing for change in our social system.” Certainly, the lives of ordinary people continued to be affected by the socio-economic situation and that was further exacerbated by a tense political climate. The members of the ZCBC were disappointed that the birth of the new nation of Zimbabwe, understood to be a blessing from God, turned out to be a curse. At Easter time in 2000 the ZCBC reminded the State of the horrors of political violence and called on the government to join hands with the church in confronting the challenges facing the country. The ZCBC observed that the political violence witnessed during the referendum for a new constitution held in February 2000, had created a hostile environment in Zimbabwe. This affected the lives of ordinary citizens including PLHIV and OVC.

From 2000 onwards the visibility of the ZCBC as part of civic organisations including the Zimbabwe Council of Churches and the Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe became apparent. Their relationship of these organisations with the State grew tense because they were “interested in areas such as constitutional reform and national reconciliation.” The ZCBC statements on HIV and AIDS were part of the critical stance taken by civic organisations against the State in the ensuing period. According
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to the ZCBC, there was a strong relationship between political intolerance and the services given by the State to PLHIV and children orphaned by AIDS.\textsuperscript{1217}

The government appeared to have taken a partisan approach when selecting to support people in need and the same could be said of the attitude of the opposition party, the Movement for Democratic Change. According to Mpofu, “Parents of school children, pregnant mothers and people infected with HIV and AIDS [PLHIV] were threatened with denial and denied food assistance if they were suspected of belonging to a certain political party.”\textsuperscript{1218} Thus, PLHIV and orphans and other children made vulnerable by AIDS and the caregivers were victimised if they did not support the political party in charge of food distribution. In response to these unfortunate developments, the ZCBC at one point had this to say: “Nobody shall ever have to suffer reprisals for honestly expressing and living up to their convictions, be they intellectual, religious or political.”\textsuperscript{1219}

Furthermore, the ZCBC expressed disquiet on the politicisation of aid to PLHIV and OVC and encouraged ordinary people to be free to express their democratic rights:

Make your choice in the freedom of your conscience. Do not be afraid. Act as a free citizen. Whatever choice you make, remember to vote for the people who are God-fearing, who will respect human rights and dignity, who will foster the oneness of the Creator, our common Father.\textsuperscript{1220}

President Mugabe is a known lay Roman Catholic but relations between him and the ZCBC took a new twist since the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s. Despite this, members of the ZCBC became critical of the policies pursued by Mugabe and his

\textsuperscript{1217} ZCBCH, ZCBC, “Use your vote, it is your right,” 7 June 2000. See also ZCBCH, ZCBC, “Working for peace during [after] elections,” 2000. See also a similar message from the ZCBC to the nation before the presidential elections March 2002, ZCBCH, ZCBC, “A call to work for unity, peace and harmony,” A pastoral letter, February 2002.
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Government. In May 2001, the ZCBC urged the State to consider healthcare as a priority:

> The poor health delivery system is seriously affecting the majority of our people who are already suffering from the harsh economic environment. Our health[care] institutions cannot even procure some essential drugs. We therefore urge our government to make enough resources available to the health sector.\textsuperscript{1221}

The sentiment that the State had neglected the public healthcare system became a critical issue for the ZCBC as previously noted in chapter four. Similar pleas were made to the Government in April 1997.\textsuperscript{1222}

Whereas the ZCBC perceived the pandemic to be a social justice issue, the bishops also believed that individual Roman Catholic Christians and others could alter the course of the epidemic through moral behaviour change. In this regard, the ZCBC had this to say:

> The reality of the HIV/AIDS is adding to the misery of our families and society as a whole. This reality calls for behaviour change in our attitude towards morality and for Christian principles of abstinence before marriage and faithfulness in marriage to be observed.\textsuperscript{1223}

Within the ZCBC, this position was pronounced in 1987 when the bishops issued their first statement on AIDS. It has to be noted that the statements issued by the bishops were intended for the church's followers and to the nation. However, the bishops' position on moral behaviour had limitations. In reality, the people of Zimbabwe belonged to different faiths and therefore Christian morals could not be seen as universally acceptable in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. Furthermore, human sexuality and morality were complex phenomena.

The attempts at preventing the spread of sexually transmitted HIV by the church leaders through the use of moralistic approaches had counterproductive effects because PLHIV experienced rejection by religious people, congregations or
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In 2001, similar to the position taken by the ZCBC, the Roman Catholic bishops of Southern Africa declined the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually contracted HIV. The SACBC maintained that condoms eroded human dignity, reduced the beautiful act of love into a selfish search for pleasure, offered no guaranteed protection against HIV infection, encouraged promiscuity, and contributed towards the breaking down of self-control and mutual respect. This position failed to address some of the realities of high HIV cases in region.

While the HIV prevention approaches by the ZCBC remained moralistic, the bishops were willing to care for people infected and affected the pandemic. For example, during the severe drought of 2002, the Roman Catholic bishops demanded that the special needs of people infected and affected by the HIV and AIDS crisis and famine be met:

Zimbabwe currently has a large number of orphans because of the scourge of HIV and AIDS. A large number are widows and street kids and the sick are affected by the food shortage more severely than those who have someone to provide for them. We, as your spiritual leaders are seriously concerned with the plight of the people and we cannot continue to preach to people with empty stomachs.

There is a relationship between the care of HIV positive people and OVC and access to nutritional food. However, the high levels of corruption that had filtered through the grassroots structures affected the fair distribution of food to people infected and affected by the pandemic. Food that was donated to the disadvantaged, including home-based care clients and OVC was clandestinely sold in shops at the peril of the intended beneficiaries.

In a Lenten pastoral letter for 2003 entitled —A call to metanoia: Listen to the inner voice,— the ZCBC castigated some of the people who took advantage of the poor,
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including the PLHIV and OVC, by seizing food and use it for self-enrichment. Consistent with this observation, in 1995 Jane Hatendi reminded church leaders to be wary of abusing poor people, as she had to state:

Leaders must listen carefully to the criticism from HIV and AIDS patients and PWA [PLHIV] and respond appropriately to their needs. ...The church is the conscience of the larger community, hence the need for a very high level of accountability in all our work. \textsuperscript{1229}

The ZCBC stated that the correct thing to do for the Roman Catholics and Christians in Zimbabwe in general was to be the “visible sign of Christ today [that] imitate him in showing compassion and concern for the suffering.”\textsuperscript{1230} The ZCBC appeared to strongly believe that the State was responsible for the suffering that Zimbabweans were going through including PLHIV and children orphaned by AIDS. In fulfilment of their calling to fearlessly speak against injustices, the clerics were not afraid of exposing the government’s shortcomings.\textsuperscript{1231} Consistent with this observation, Bishop Mutume mentioned: “Where there is no peace there is no development and HIV and AIDS is a human development issue.”\textsuperscript{1232}

Between 2000 and 2007 there were only a few church leaders in Zimbabwe who openly criticised the government for its ill-conceived policies and the ZCBC was one such an example. The bishops pointed out that the State’s dream of “Health for all by the year 2000” was non-reachable and the government’s commitment to the reduction of HIV and AIDS by 2015 was a pie in the sky.\textsuperscript{1233} In 2003, the ZCBC stated:

The situation in hospitals and healthcare centres has deteriorated to shocking levels. Drugs are scarce and if available, the ordinary people are unable to buy them. To make matters worse, the HIV and AIDS pandemic is ravaging in society and Zimbabwe has one of the highest rates of infection in sub-Saharan Africa. We call upon the government, especially the Ministry of health and child welfare, to get priorities right. Caring for the sick is a calling from God of special dignity and
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\textsuperscript{1231} ZCBCH, ZCBC, —A call to metanoia.” See also ZCBCH, ZCBC, “Peace in a divided Zimbabwe,” A pastoral statement, Advent 30 November 2003.
\textsuperscript{1232} P. Mutume, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1233} ZCBCH, ZCBC, —A call to metanoia.”
importance. It can never be seen as just another job or another way of earning one’s living. The ZCBC did not focus attention on HIV and AIDS alone but on the national healthcare system as a whole which the bishops believed was under “a repressive, corrupt and unaccountable government.” The fact that the ZCBC maintained that the State should provide affordable healthcare for all citizens was a case to suggest that their voice was important in advocating for the rights of the PLHIV.

Some of the HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the Roman Catholic Church were closed down by the State under mysterious circumstances. In June 2004, the State ordered the closure of Sibambene AIDS programme by the Roman Catholic Church Archdiocese of Bulawayo. The State justified the action by claiming that the programme was not registered with the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare despite having served the communities in Matabeleland for ten years. Similarly, the Lutheran Development Services and the Soul’s Comfort were also instructed to terminate their AIDS projects in Gwanda district. It is important to note that the Sibambene AIDS programme was also funded by CRS similar to church’s diocesan AIDS-related project in Manicaland.

The demand to have NGO programmes to be registered and become accountable to the State as enshrined in the NGO Act of 2004 affected HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the churches. Apparently, the ZCBC was undeterred from meeting the healthcare needs of citizens including continuing with HIV and AIDS interventions. The bishops claimed that this was part of “the option for the poor.” While the ZCBC remained committed to supporting the poor, including people infected and affected by the pandemic, the NGO Act further strained the relations between some of the churches and the State in Zimbabwe.

---
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1237 For this see Banyera, Evaluation of CRS Zimbabwe home-based care programme, 12-17.
1238 See chapter 2 of the present thesis.
5.2.2. The Diocese of Mutare’s HIV and AIDS Interventions

The decline in the public healthcare system experienced in Zimbabwe led to the intensification of HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the Diocese of Mutare in Manicaland. In February 2000 the diocesan leadership established a new management committee and appointed a managing director who was to be answerable to Bishop Muchabaiwa and Auxiliary Bishop Mutume. The need for the diocesan project to respond effectively to the pandemic led to further streamlining of interventions and created additional human resources. The managing director was expected to exercise oversight and management of funds, recruitment of staff, carry out fund raising initiatives and account for donated funds, receive and invest donations, guide the diocesan project in strategic planning, and ensure that the project remained community driven.

Sister Michael Nyamutswa, who had served as the diocesan health secretary, was appointed the project’s first managing director. This section will proceed by way of looking at the care of the PLHIV, OVC, prevention of HIV transmission, awareness, treatment and finally discusses the engagement with the pandemic at the parish level.

5.2.2.1. The Expansion of Home-Based Care Interventions

While the State in Zimbabwe stated the importance of AIDS-related home-based care in the national policy on HIV and AIDS in 1999, it was the churches and NGOs that had a track record of providing services in this field. Between 2001 and 2005 the demand for home-based care services in Zimbabwe peaked. This can be linked with low access to ARVs. The increased availability and use of ARVs led clients to move from being inactive to becoming active members of the community capable of doing household chores or working in the fields. Figures for PLHIV escalated from 600,000 in 1990 to close on 2,000,000 in 2001. The brain drain or loss of skilled workers in Zimbabwe, coupled with the State’s failure to launch home-based

---

1243 Irish Aids, Looking back, mapping forwards, 32.
1244 WHO, Epidemiological fact sheet on HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe, 4.
programmes affected AIDS-related care which thus: —-, became increasingly
dependent on churches, NGOs and communities with only minimum support from
either the government, through the AIDS levy, or the international donor
community.”1245

In 2004, the Government of Zimbabwe launched the “National Community Home-
Based Care Standards” followed in 2005 by the “National Home-Based Care Training
Manual.”1246 Prior to these two forms of legislation, home-based care was carried out
without a national legislative framework. The gradual massive roll out of ARVs
transformed AIDS-related home-based care because this reduced the number of
clients. This became possible when the Government of Zimbabwe and ZACH
received funding from the Global Fund. Nationally, a few healthcare centres benefited
from this. Between April 2004 and by May 2005 a total of 27 public healthcare
institutions offered ARV treatment services.1247 In 2007, ZACH put church healthcare
centres on the map of ARV roll out sites. This was carried out at selected church
hospitals.

Between March and December 2000, the diocesan project trained an additional 2,000
voluntary caregivers and 2,500 primary caregivers at different stations. The project
also supported a further 2,506 PLHIV by giving them clothes, groceries, blankets,
sheets, and basic drugs including painkillers and contrimoxazole.1248 While such
assistance only covered small segments of the people in need, families hard hit by the
skyrocketing cost of living appreciated such support. Given that — over 60% of
Zimbabweans were unemployed and the majority of the citizens were living on less
than a dollar (US$1) per day,”1249 this support made a huge difference to PLHIV. In
Zimbabwe the bulk of ordinary people hardly had enough money to meet daily needs
including the extra burden of caring for the PLHIV. Furthermore, some families who
were struggling under severe poverty took advantage of food supplies that were
donated towards the sick.1250 HIV and AIDS-care interventions were also affected by
a high degree of politicisation. For example, in 2000 in Manicaland meetings whose

1245 HDN, Caring from within, 20.
1246 Irish Aid, Looking back, mapping forwards, 32.
1247 HDN, Caring from within, 20.
1248 DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report, 7.
1249 Irish Aid, Looking back, mapping forwards, 31. See also C. Mombe, same interview.
1250 E. Tichawangana, same interview.
The purpose was to campaign for the AIDS levy and the launching of the newly formed National AIDS Council were cancelled because of on-going political sessions in preparation for the parliamentary elections.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report for the bridging period, March to May 2000.}

The AIDS-related home-based care interventions were over-stretched by escalation in the demand for such services. In 2002 the diocesan project proposed to support 5,500 PLHIV but ended up assisting 10,208 clients, which was almost double the original figure.\footnote{DOMCCPM, C. T. Chibururu, DOMCCP progress report, October 2002.} The same report further observed that food shortage, seasonal drought, and the declining economy made the operational environment unpredictable. This was also worsened by unexpected demands for food made by the caregivers.\footnote{DOMCCPM, Chibururu, DOMCCP progress report.} In 2002, it became apparent that without the caregivers receiving substantial amounts of food and monetary tokens, the care of the PLHIV by the diocesan project faced collapse. Apart from the care of the PLHIV and OVC, the demands made by voluntary caregivers created additional strains on already limited financial resources.\footnote{DOMCCPM, Chibururu, DOMCCP progress report.} Priority had to be made between motivating voluntary caregivers by giving them allowances versus the acquisition of standardised home-based care kits. The demand for incentives by voluntary caregivers was necessitated by escalation in poverty levels countrywide. Within some communities, the donor funded HIV and AIDS interventions administered by churches became lifelines for the supply of food and drugs for the sick and the enumeration of OVC opened up prospects of receiving much needed educational assistance.

Home-based care interventions were affected by delayed disbursement of funds. The implications were that the efficacy of service delivery to PLHIV was undermined. For example, in December 2002 a delay in the receiving of funds at St. Therese – led to the scaling down of activities.\footnote{DOMCCPR, St Therese DOMCCP substations Rusape, Mt Carmel, Gwakowa and Erra Mine quarterly station report, October to December 2002.} However, in Chipinge district the Médecins Du Monde donated standardised home-based care kits which were a basic need.\footnote{DOMCCPR, Benyera, Evaluation of CRS Zimbabwe’s home-based care, 20.} The Financial controls imposed by the State’s central bank in Zimbabwe delayed disbursement of funds including money that was outsourced for HIV and AIDS interventions. While
some setbacks were encountered, the diocesan project expanded from the previous ten sites to nineteen centres in 2003.\textsuperscript{1257} This expansion increased community access to home-based care services when compared to the previous period. Unfortunately, the hyperinflationary environment also limited the number of clients that were supported. In 2003 the total number of PLHIV assisted was at 8 890. This represented a drop from 10,208 clients in 2002.\textsuperscript{1258} A notable decline in funds received from donors forced the management of the project to resort to fundraising initiatives at the local level. At St. Therese the World AIDS Day commemorations held on 1 December 2002 became a platform to lobby for donations towards PLHIV. This initiative was well supported by donations from FACT in Rusape, Makoni District AIDS Action Committee, Rusape business community, churches, schools, Makoni Rural District Council, Rusape Town Council, members of the public and the Zimbabwe Republic Police among others.\textsuperscript{1259}

The need to develop further copying strategies to manage the care of the PLHIV made the leaders of the diocesan project to be innovative. In 2003, another initiative that involved the mobilisation of communities to take care of the sick was launched. This strategy witnessed an increase in the number of active voluntary caregivers from 358 to 4,024.\textsuperscript{1260} The calls by the ZCBC to members of the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe to show compassion for each other in the Lenten message of 2003\textsuperscript{1261} could have resulted in more Roman Catholics registering as voluntary caregivers in their communities. However, declining relations between voluntary caregivers and the project’s management affected service delivery. The supporters of political parties who threatened voluntary caregivers worsened the situation. Within the community, voluntary work was understood as a form of employment. In the absence of gainful employment, “serving as a voluntary caregiver in an NGO or similar organisation, enhanced a person’s social status.”\textsuperscript{1262} While HIV and AIDS impoverished communities, it enriched some people. In 2003, the diocesan project handed over
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bicycles to 150 long serving voluntary caregivers.\footnote{DOMCCPR, Benyera, *Evaluation of CRS Zimbabwe’s home-based care*, 20.} Besides using the bicycles for home-based care operations, the beneficiaries gained new assets that also became useful to their families. At St. Therese, the budget showed that out of a total of Z$1 million received, volunteer allowances consumed a fifth of the sum taking Z$22,113,376 in the first quarter of 2006.\footnote{See DOMCCPR, St Therese DOMCCP substations Rusape, Mt Carmel, Gowakowa and Erra Mine quarterly station report, January-March 2003.} The project was still beset with challenges, which affected its capacity to deliver home-based care services. For example, in 2004 part of a report stated: “Shortages of essential drugs have caused a decline in the health status of clients. The ever-increasing prices of bus fares, groceries, and fuel have hampered the conducting of workshops.”\footnote{DOMCCPR, St Theresa DOMCCP quarterly work plan, July to September 2004.} The CRS had problems in maintaining its funding regime as stated by Evelline Murray, a Roman Catholic nun and DOMCCP managing director:

> Although the project is operating within the whole province, programming is mainly concentrated around the mission station at most within a range of 40km radius. The scaling down of the project's geographical coverage was necessitated by the shortage of resources as the major donor CRS, faced a cash crisis at the beginning of 2004.\footnote{DOMCCPM, E. Murray, DOMCCP director's activity report, January to March 2006, 3.}

According to an official from the National AIDS Council based in Manicaland, the Roman Catholic Church’s AIDS project was one of the few AIDS service organisations that served PLHIV with great fortitude. It was further stated that “the project staff won the hearts of communities and this was attributed to transparency and accountability shown by the leadership.”\footnote{L. Kupara, same interview. See also DOMCCPM, Murray, DOMCCP director's activity report, 6.} While this might have been a valid observation, there were other underlying factors to explain why the staff strived to serve communities diligently. One of such reasons is that the employees also had jobs to protect. AIDS service organisations created rare employment opportunities in Manicaland and countrywide in Zimbabwe.

The care of the PLHIV made the diocesan project to be involved in providing spiritual support to clients. Within Manicaland, between January and March 2006 a
total of 2,600 female and 2,345 male clients living with HIV received spiritual support including prayer, readings from the Bible, and counselling, all as a part of care.\textsuperscript{1268} Spiritual leaders and caregivers provided spiritual and psychosocial support to PLHIV. However, at times the clients converted to Christianity, became a member of any church or joined the Roman Catholic flock. The following extract serves as an illustration:

It was noted that terminally ill clients are eager to turn to God…a client (name supplied) of B102 Vengere, Rusape, who received the sacrament of baptism and passed away seven days later. One of our volunteers, Flora Marima, helped this client to receive Christ.\textsuperscript{1269}

Religion assumed new significance in the lives of clients who were assisted by the Roman Catholic Church. Personnel from the diocesan project went beyond providing for the physical needs of beneficiaries by ensuring that spiritual needs were also met. The church’s priests, nuns, caregivers, the laity and the religious carried out pastoral work towards the PLHIV. This was consistent with the catechesis that is based on the "Paschal Mystery" where death is not the end but brings about hope in the resurrection. Records based on Makoni district showed that 366 prayer sessions for HIV positive people were held in 2007 alone,\textsuperscript{1270} but many other unrecorded sessions could have been accomplished.

The NGO Act also led AIDS-related service organisations to forge new partnerships. The new partnerships were of benefit to selected communities in Manicaland. In 2004, the diocesan project and Plan International, an NGO that worked with underprivileged children, established the Circle of Hope project and supported home-based care in parts of Mutare and Mutasa.\textsuperscript{1271} In 2006 the new recruits of voluntary caregivers from Mutare and Mutasa serving under the Circle of Hope project included seventeen members of the Apostolic sect of Johane Marange out of 150 other people. This is one of the few recorded incidence in which members of an Apostolic sect became voluntary caregivers. It is possible that increased cases of HIV forced some of

\textsuperscript{1268} C. Mauye, same interview. See also T. Nyawera, same interview.
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\textsuperscript{1270} DOMCCPR, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP Makoni district brief annual report to CRS.
\textsuperscript{1271} DOMCCPM, J. Nyamande, DOMCCP Circle of Hope partnership project with Plan International for Mutare and Mutasa, 4 April 2006.
its members to train and serve as voluntary caregivers. This indicated a shift from findings by Gregson et al. whose study in 1999 concluded that HIV was less prevalent among male Apostles and Zionists in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1272} In 2006, new realities in relation to HIV emerged seven or more years later. Within home-based care, more females than males were engaged as voluntary caregivers. For example, in 2007 there were very few male voluntary caregivers serving in Rusape under the diocesan project. The town of Rusape had 18 male and 163 female voluntary caregivers serving 325 male and 708 female clients.\textsuperscript{1273} One of the ways that was used by the diocesan project to motivate male voluntary caregivers was through the provision of regular allowances. In 2007 the Project Support Group, a University of Zimbabwe based NGO working to strengthen organisational capacity of NGOs, assisted the diocesan project in the payment of Z$6,780,000 as incentives for voluntary caregivers.\textsuperscript{1274}

In 2007, AIDS-related home-based care faced an uncertain future. The leadership of the diocesan project developed a survival strategy by shifting towards increased use of community resources. Under this model, the community provided much of the needed resources and took a leading role in responding to HIV and AIDS. The streamlining of responsibilities between the diocesan project and the local communities transformed the community's perception of AIDS-related care:

In the past communities used to think that the burden of caring for their sick members was the onus of the donors and government. It has been observed that our communities now appreciate that they themselves are responsible for caring for their sick people. We have also noted that communities now frequently mobilise their humble resources to assist their sick members. Increase in community secondary care givers, capacity building in HBC now taken seriously in order to improve the quality of care they render to their ill members. This led to an increase in the demand for standard HBC kits.\textsuperscript{1275}

The increased visits to PLHIV made by some members of the community created further opportunities for clients to access critical information on health education.

\textsuperscript{1272} See Gregson, ―Apostles and Zionists.”
\textsuperscript{1274} DOMCCPM, E. Murray, DOMCCP and PSG quarterly report, January to April 2007, 3.
\textsuperscript{1275} DOMCCPM, F. Nyatsuro, DOMCCP quarterly report, October to December 2007, 5 January 2008, 15.
This included ‘advice’ on the use of herbal or natural medicine, antiretroviral therapy and voluntary counselling and testing.\textsuperscript{1276}

The positive contribution to AIDS-related home-based care by NGOs and the churches did not receive much recognition from the State in Zimbabwe. In fact this undermined the work of voluntary caregivers as well as PLHIV. In Manicaland voluntary caregivers formed the backbone of AIDS related care. Consistent with this position, a study by the Tearfund concluded that if the goodwill of the volunteers in home-based care were to be exhausted and their contribution withdrawn, the global response to HIV and AIDS would be significantly weakened.\textsuperscript{1277} While the operational environment for the FBOs including church-related HIV interventions experienced some challenges, the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland assisted the State in its legitimate responsibility to care for the sick. Occasionally, the State provided guidelines on home-based care standards and conducted sessions with voluntary caregivers.\textsuperscript{1278} In 2007, in Makoni district, ninety caregivers received standardised home-based care kits from the State.\textsuperscript{1279} While this is noted, the quantity of home-based care kits was far below required supplies. This situation led AIDS service organisations to use donor funds to procure home-based care kits. The project staff also facilitated collaboration on AIDS-related treatment and care with the New Start Centre and Rusape General Hospital’s opportunistic infections and maternity departments.\textsuperscript{1280} This initiative benefited home-base care clients.

\textbf{5.2.2.2. The Care of OVC Intensifies}

The number of orphans and other children made vulnerable by AIDS in Zimbabwe escalated from 345,000 in 1988 to 1,140,000 in 2003.\textsuperscript{1281} According to Kaseke and Dhemba, the number of children orphaned by AIDS in 2006 was at 1,300,000.\textsuperscript{1282} In
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2001 UNAIDS observed that Zimbabwe had 830,000 AIDS-related orphans and the figure increased to 1,100,000 in 2007.\textsuperscript{1283} In February 2000, the diocesan project supported 3,120 OVC and the figure escalated to 7,700 OVC in December 2000.\textsuperscript{1284} In 2002, the initially budget catered for 25,000 OVC but the project ended up caring for 66,704 OVC in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1285} At the end of 2007 the number of OVC supported by the project totalled 69,000. This was against the backdrop of an initial budget of 15,000 OVC inclusive of beneficiaries from Chipinge, Mutare, Nyanga, Mutasa and Makoni.\textsuperscript{1286} Within Manicaland, few organisations engaged in diverse strategies all aimed at addressing the plight of OVC. For example, in 2000 Makoni North benefited from a joint initiative between the diocesan project and the Support to Replicable Innovative Village Level Efforts for Vulnerable Children in Zimbabwe (STRIVE) project.\textsuperscript{1287} In a 2002 report the project paid school fees to children made vulnerable by AIDS in sixteen primary and four secondary schools located in 129 villages. The total number of beneficiaries was at 2,841 pupils. In addition to school fees, beneficiaries also received nutritional food and psychosocial support.\textsuperscript{1288} This joint AIDS-related OVC care project engaged local communities in production of food part of which was used to feed children orphaned by AIDS.

While the Government of Zimbabwe's Basic Education Assistance Module supported financially disadvantaged primary and secondary school pupils, generally, the initiative was overwhelmed by high demand. As observed by the Basic Education Assistance Module programme, expenses were only covered for very limited needs: “Its main support is in the form of payment of tuition fees, examination fees, building fund and school levies.”\textsuperscript{1289} Whereas the programme rarely covered needs such as building fund, levies, stationery, uniforms and food, the joint project provided full educational assistance. The funding model also equipped OVC with practical skills and that appeared to be quite unique. In 2002, the old school buildings at St. Therese were renovated and converted into a skills training centre for OVC. Similarly, at Dora
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under St. Joseph’s Sakubva, a carpentry project was set up and at Gowakowa dressmaking and carpentry were introduced. These income generation projects for OVC were established with the support of CARE Zimbabwe.\textsuperscript{1290}

In 2003, at St. Therese in Chiduku, out-of-school youth were financially and technically supported to establish projects such as piggery units, vegetable gardens, poultry, candle making, pottery and hawker services.\textsuperscript{1291} This was done out of a realisation that high levels of poverty further undermined the personal dignity of OVC. They hardly had any family resources for relief as stated:

\begin{quote}
Not only have they suffered grief at the death of their parent/s but they have also been seriously affected by the disease for many years as dwindling household resources are consumed in pursuit of alleviating medications and an elusive cure.\textsuperscript{1292}
\end{quote}

The displacement of families and people living on farms under the fast-track land reform programme also affected OVC. The diocesan project was one of the few FBOs that unlocked the full capacity of communities in responding to the needs of the OVC at a time Zimbabweans in general were faced with social-economic constraints.

Accordingly, assistance became a necessity at a time when communities including Christians were struggling to eke out a living.\textsuperscript{1293} In this regard between 2004 and 2007 the Circle of Hope project already mentioned above also became a lifeline for OVC in five wards of Mutasa district and ten wards in Mutare urban. A combination of challenges justified the project’s involvement in the care of OVC and PLHIV as stated by Nyamande: –The high incidence of HIV and AIDS, recurrent drought and the worsening economic conditions have in a big way worsened the socio-economic status of the communities.\textsuperscript{1294} OVC care and support came in a variety of ways including the supply of fertilizers, maize seed, block grants in fees for 222 male and
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263 female students and direct fees payment for another 500 OVC. This also served to motivate members of the community to increase their involvement in OVC care interventions. In the Gowakowa area, wards 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 35 established food security projects for the OVC under the zunde ramambo scheme.

The material assistance towards orphans and other children made vulnerable by AIDS was also extended to relatives and members of the extended family. This was done in order to harmonise the relationship between OVC and members of the extended family. The latter insisted that it was their right to inherit the deceased’s assets as a precondition to caring for surviving children. In 2006 the project staff intensified civic education on the legal rights and the abuse of the OVC by guardians. Thus, the care of the OVC extended into other spheres of human life including equipping beneficiaries with knowledge on civil rights. Apparently, civic education became a new subject of interest introduced to curtail abuse of property rights for already disadvantaged children by family members.

In 2007, some of the OVC supported by the Roman Catholic Church through its project in Manicaland were also evangelised. There was noticeable interest in the influence of humanitarian aid on OVC and religion appeared to be significant as was noted: “Most orphans who attended our spiritual support sessions have changed their behaviour. They are now regularly attending church services and joining youth groups in churches.” This incident is similar to the case of the evangelisation of PLHIV under home-based care discussed above. Both cases resonated well with an observation made by Bornstein in relation to the organisation Charitable Choice in the US: “Underlying the discourse of choice, responsibility, and liberty are narratives of conversion. That individuals can be transformed and reformed—converted, born again.” Therefore, aid donated to the OVC in Manicaland by the diocesan project could have contributed to the proselytising of some of the beneficiaries.
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Gender balance became one of the major strengths of the diocesan project’s OVC care programme whereby at least 60% of school fees grants beneficiaries were females.\footnote{DOMCCPM, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP quarterly report. See also DOMCCPR, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP Makoni district brief annual report to CRS.} Zimbabwe is one of the countries in Africa where the girl child is generally disadvantaged. A number of girls and young women were empowered through gender sensitive OVC intervention. The project’s workers also organised counselling services for children orphaned by AIDS. For example, in 2003 Ashbel Vudzijena, serving as the project’s social welfare officer, organised a psychosocial support workshop in Mutare with clients from Triashill, St. Peter’s, Avila, Regina Coeli, St. Joseph’s Sakubva, Mt. Mellery, St. Therese, St. James and Gowakowa.\footnote{DOMCCPM, A. Vudzijena, Orphan psychosocial workshop report, 1-5 September 2003.} Counselling became a crucial topic in training sessions for caregivers and community leaders. The project recognised the close relationship between psychosocial support and the provision of basic human needs. In this regard, poverty and loss of parents due to HIV forced young boys to venture into fruit vending at public markets and they also transported baggage by using wheelbarrows. The young male school drop outs in Mutare, Rusape and Nyanga received school fees assistance from the OVC programme under the diocesan project.\footnote{DOMCCPM, F. Nyatsuro, DOMCCP-PGS activity report, January-December 2007, 7.}

5.2.2.3. The Moral Behaviour Change Approach to HIV Prevention

Between 2000 and 2007 HIV prevention under the Roman Catholic Church adopted the “moral behaviour change” approach.\footnote{This concept was based on training in moral principles that influenced human sexual behaviour and were meant to prevented people from contracting HIV as opposed to using condoms.} This was done in a bid to reduce the spread of sexually transmitted HIV. In 2000, the project’s staff held workshops that focused on the “behaviour change process.” The initiative was launched at St. Joseph’s Mutare and thereafter expanded to the other parts of the diocese.\footnote{DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report for the bridging period March to May 2000.} Briefly, the basis for this was that all people have the capability to review their values, attitudes and then change behaviour:
The education for life behaviour change process motivates individuals to act positively with accurate knowledge of HIV/AIDS so that they change values. The process acts on the auspice that individuals can only change to sustainable positive behaviour to avoid contraction of HIV and AIDS if the project addresses the root causes. The root causes in this case are wrong values that people hold which lead to false attitudes and then risk behaviour when people are pursuing/protecting those values.\textsuperscript{1306}

This initiative was well supported by Franciscan sisters working within the diocese.\textsuperscript{1307} The programme also grew popular with the State’s district health executive personnel in Mutare, Mutasa and Makoni districts. They adopted the church’s moral behaviour change model and used it in training of State medical personnel.\textsuperscript{1308} It has to be noted however that the church’s moral behaviour change programme in Manicaland was intolerant to the use of condoms in prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. In 2006 the Government of Zimbabwe launched a behaviour change programme in which the promotion of consistent male and female condom use will remain a key priority.”\textsuperscript{1309}

In 2002 the moral behaviour change strategy formed the main part of HIV prevention among the youth in the diocese. At St. Therese, the moral behaviour change programme targeted at in-school and out-of-school youth. There were separate sessions for people involved in sex work, widows and single mothers.\textsuperscript{1310} Similarly, in the same year, workshops on behaviour change and they targeted male and females involved in sex work in the Headlands and Rusape. Few males and more female participants attended the sessions.\textsuperscript{1311} While the level of attendance appeared small, the strategy seems to have paid dividends. For example, in October 2002 the school dropout rate among girls due to unplanned pregnancies in Manicaland fell by 60%.\textsuperscript{1312}

Few FBOs and churches in Manicaland engaged with women involved in sex work in order to assist them reduce the spread of HIV. This was at a time when society, including Christians, blamed such women for fuelling the spread of HIV. Some steps

\textsuperscript{1306} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report for the bridging period.
\textsuperscript{1307} A. Vinyu, information supplied to M. Mbona, Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mutare, 10 June 2010.
\textsuperscript{1308} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, MCHC project report for the bridging period.
\textsuperscript{1309} NAC, National behavioural change strategy.
\textsuperscript{1310} DOMCCPR, St Therese DOMCCP substations Rusape, Mt. Carmel, Gowakowa and Erra Mine quarterly station report, July 2002.
\textsuperscript{1311} DOMCCCP, St Therese DOMCCP substations Rusape, Mt. Carmel, Gowakowa and Erra Mine quarterly station report, July 2002.
\textsuperscript{1312} DOMCCPM, Mabururu, DOMCCP progress report.
were taken in order to assist people involved in sex work to establish self-help income generation projects. While some Roman Catholic Christians were not keen to support this initiative, the intervention transformed the livelihoods of some of the women formerly involved in sex work in Rusape town. This model of HIV prevention became a tool to achieve community empowerment and improvement of livelihoods. Similarly, in 2006 FACT officers in Rusape used that strategy. Some women previously engaged in sex work were assisted to start small businesses as ways of discouraging them from risking their lives from HIV. Such projects, established as part of HIV prevention, had the intended effects of creating favourable micro economic conditions that led beneficiaries to quit sex work.

The moral behaviour change approach led to the formation of 140 HIV prevention clubs in schools in Manicaland. The “AIDS clubs” as they were often called aimed at sensitising in-school youth about the dangers of contracting HIV. This approach proved attractive and workable in schools because the intention was to encourage pupils to hold discussions on HIV and AIDS within a relaxed environment such as during volleyball, basketball and tennis games. In April 2007 the project was supporting 140 AIDS prevention clubs in schools and conducted moral behaviour change awareness sessions for 3,500 in-school youth in that year. One of the limitations of this strategy was its failure to reach out to children from remote parts of the diocese. However, this was resolved through the holding of camps that targeted in-school youth. In 2007 the in-school youth from Chiome, Tsikada, Bingaguru, Dehwe and Gwakowa were beneficiaries of a behaviour change and life skills training camp. Furthermore, the same communities also held camp sessions and workshops on child rights, child abuse and protectors in the community. The participants included community leaders, caregivers, councillors, village heads, religious leaders, child protection committees, guardians, teachers, school heads and the children. Thus, in a bid to meet the needs of OVC, the project also took over the responsibility of socialising and the upbringing of children, a role that was previously held by parents, the extended family, the school, the church and the community.

1313 C. Mauye, same interview.
1314 O. Kanyere, same interview.
1316 DOMCCPM, Murray, DOMCCP-PSG quarterly report, 4. See also DOMCCPM, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP-PGS activity report, 6.
1317 DOMCCPM, S. Mabhunu, DOMCCP-STRIVE quarterly report, July to September 2007, 10, 11.
The church’s healthcare centres in Manicaland also became important in rolling out PMTCT services. The first PMTCT project at a rural church healthcare centre in Zimbabwe was established at Murambinda hospital in Manicaland under the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Harare in 2001. From 2002 onwards, PMTCT services were launched at diocesan healthcare centres including Avila, Regina Coeli, Mt. Mellery, St. Therese, Triashill, St. Babra’s and St. Andrew’s. The rollout of PMTCT services at church healthcare institutions became possible through the initiative of ZACH and Centre for Disease Control. Given that the church’s healthcare centres were scattered in rural parts of Manicaland, the rollout of PMTCT led to improved access to HIV prevention interventions for people in those rural areas. Previously, the PMTCT services were only offered at large Government hospitals in towns and cities. They were of limited benefit to people living in rural areas. The diocesan project also assisted healthcare centres in capacity building through the provision of requisite support services for PMTCT. In Manicaland province more than 50% of the church healthcare institutions were under the Roman Catholic Church. Thus, the launching of the PMTCT services could have bolstered the image of the Roman Catholic Church as a caring church. In the 1990s the ZCBC actively opposed the abortion of HIV positive foetus and the launch of the PMTCT services in Zimbabwe became a positive step in saving the lives of many babies.

In 2002, the Roman Catholic diocesan project became one of the few faith-based AIDS service organisations that facilitated the establishment of VCT at the church’s healthcare. This was achieved through the support of ZACH. Increased access to VCT services by communities made it possible for more people to be HIV tested than was the case. Consistent with this observation, the launch of the VCT services at Triashill hospital in 2002 made it possible to have HIV tests done locally. When people became aware of their HIV status they were also likely to take informed decisions on safe sex and therefore reduced the spread of HIV. However, another perception was
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1318 F. Perez et al., “Implementing a rural programme of prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV in Zimbabwe: first 18 months of experience,” Tropical medicine and international health 9, 7 (July 2004), 774-783.
1319 See map showing ZACH hospitals and AIDS activities in chapter one of the thesis. See also V. Chitimbire, same interview.
1320 V. Chitimbire, same interview.
1321 M. Mbona is indebted to E. Mupotsa, a primary healthcare counsellor, for supplying this information, Triashill hospital, September 2010. This was also confirmed by Cosam Matsekwa of DOMCCP centre, Mutare, in a telephone conversation with M. Mbona, 30 September 2011.
that “knowing one’s HIV status was a scaring thing because if found HIV positive people took it as a death sentence.”\textsuperscript{1322}

Between January and March 2006 the project staff coordinated VCT outreach programmes in Mutasa Chimanimani, Chipinge, Makoni, Nyanga and Mutare. The purpose of the initiative was to allay people’s fears of knowing their HIV status. This programme led to a numerical improvement in men’s participation in VCT, a reduction in new cases of HIV, and increased openness about the epidemic.\textsuperscript{1323} However, this intervention had limitation. For example, Halperin \textit{et al.} writing on factors that could have contributed to a decline of HIV in Zimbabwe including Manicaland observed that “voluntary counselling and testing and PMTCT programmes were, however, unlikely to have contributed significantly as they were scaled up only after 2002.”\textsuperscript{1324} The number of sites offering VCT services was still outnumbered by demand and therefore led to limited access. This was particularly the case with Government healthcare centres.\textsuperscript{1325}

In 2007, people who wanted to have HIV tests overwhelmed VCT facilities under the church’s healthcare centres.\textsuperscript{1326} This new pattern was obviously linked to increased availability of ARVs in 2007. The fact that there were increased chances of obtaining HIV test results immediately, and thereafter obtain affordable treatment for HIV, motivated people to seek VCT services. In November 2007, VCT generated statistics from Makoni district became critical in drawing up specific prevention strategies. The statistics revealed that the 25-49 years cohort had HIV prevalence of 64% while that of the 15-24 years was at 14%. The results enabled the diocesan project to intensify HIV prevention targeting the 25-49 years cohort.\textsuperscript{1327} Project officers also worked closely with heads of schools and encouraged them to be pro-active on the prevention of HIV among teachers and pupils.\textsuperscript{1328} It should be noted that the project staff advocated for the moral behaviour change approach and not the use of condoms.

\textsuperscript{1322} A. Dera, same interview. \\
\textsuperscript{1323} DOMCCPR, D. Bakare, C. Gwatidzo, V. Dhliwayo, Makoni district DOMCCP report, May 2007. \\
\textsuperscript{1324} Halperin, "A surprising prevention success,” 3-4. \\
\textsuperscript{1326} DOMCCPM, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP quarterly report, 8. \\
\textsuperscript{1327} DOMCCPM, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP quarterly report, 9. \\
\textsuperscript{1328} DOMCCPM, Nyatsuro, DOMCCP quarterly report, 6.
While this approach could have had some limitations, Chiome mentioned that at St. Joseph’s secondary school in Rusape teachers and students generally held HIV preventions messages in high regard.\footnote{R. Chiome, same interview.}

\section*{5.2.2.4. The Treatment of AIDS-Related Illness}

The Roman Catholic diocesan project established convenient and cost effective ways of treating AIDS-related illness through the use of natural medicine. In 2003, one of the first herbal gardens for the propagation of medicinal herbs to treat AIDS-related illnesses was established at Regina Coeli hospital in Nyanga, Manicaland.\footnote{Information supplied to M. Mbona by J. Nyamande, DOMCCP head office, Mutare, 10 June 2010.} Bori Hounnou, a Swiss medical doctor whose husband was serving at the church’s hospital initiated the project. Subsequently, this spread to the other stations in Manicaland as stated: “They have established a large medicinal garden, and have a solar drier for preparing herbal teas and drying herbs for use in ointments. Now each station is developing a garden of medicinal plants.”\footnote{DOMCCPM, K. Lindsey, Seminars on natural medicine in Zimbabwe, September to October 2006.}

The herbal therapy project became a necessity at a time when the majority of the PLHIV could not access antiretroviral treatment (ART) because it was quite expensive. In 2003 the results of using herbs such as \textit{gundamiti} showed that 62 clients out of 1 816 PLHIV at St. Therese responded well to the herb: “The drug is in fact very effective as some of the PLHIV who were bed bound are back on their feet and there is improvement on their health status. This clearly means there is need to increase the purchase of the drug.”\footnote{DOMCCPR, St Therese DOMCCP substations Rusape, Mt Carmel, Gowakowa and Erra Mine quarterly station report, January to March 2003.} Herbal therapies were developed because some herbs boosted the body’s immune system. A study by Irish Aid indicated that herbal therapies “had a positive effect on people living with HIV and gave them the hope to live longer.”\footnote{Irish Aid, \textit{Looking back, mapping forwards}, 31.} Within Manicaland, some members of the public were already exposed to herbal therapies for the treatment of AIDS-related illness. In 1996 Marlou
Bijlsma, a Dutch national who worked with the Mutare City Health launched an herbal treatment project for PLHIV.  

In 2004 the herbal garden project situated at St. Joseph’s Sakubva in Mutare started to distribute medicinal herbs. Some of the herbal therapies included the use of artemesia annua powder to boost the immune system as well as moringa, and aloe vera among others. The new initiative also established facilities to manufacture capsules from herbs and followed recommended pharmacological practice. In October 2006, communities were trained in the use of natural medicines by “Action for Natural Medicine of Germany.” This witnessed the certification of fifty caregivers and traditional health practitioners. Auxiliary Bishop Mutume and the provincial governor of Manicaland, Tinaye Chigudu officiating at the certification ceremony held at Regina Coeli in Nyanga. The medicinal herbal project gained popularity within communities and its products were also declared as suitable for use with AIDS-related clients in Government hospitals. Herbal therapies became a source of relief at a time when the State’s healthcare service struggled to supply many important pharmaceuticals. In Mutare, the clients taking sweet wormwood, moringa, chiororo and using azad skin ointment showed improvement in health an evidenced by gaining weight and disappearance of skin rashes. Further step in ensuring the monitoring of the viral load for patients using herbal therapies at St. Joseph’s, Sakubva were taken. This was achieved after the installation of a specialised CD4 count machine in March 2006, being the only one of its kind in Zimbabwe.

Within Manicaland, the popularity of herbal therapies in the treatment of AIDS-related illness witnessed a proliferation of herbal gardens. At least the initiative gave the community an opportunity to participate in the treatment of AIDS-related diseases through the growing of herbs. However, in some areas the efficacy of project was affected by shortage of equipment and other ingredients used to manufacture herbal
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1335 C. Mombe, same interview.
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1339 C. Mombe, same interview. See also information supplied to M. Mbona by J. Nyamande, DOMCCP head office, Mutare, 10 June 2010.
products.\textsuperscript{1340} Despite these challenges, herbal medicines complimented conventional drugs as stated:

To date, the project has developed 20 herbal products, which are complimenting conventional drugs in the treatment of mild to complicated conditions like common cold, headache, diarrhoea, asthma, bronchitis, fever, herpes, sexually transmitted diseases, and stubborn wounds and suppressed immune system. We have clients from various parts, towns and cities of Zimbabwe coming to seek herbal therapy from our project. The herbal therapies are promoting the clients' longevity. Bed-ridden clients are becoming productive again which is a positive development in the project.\textsuperscript{1341}

The use of herbal therapies in the treatment of AIDS-related diseases \textquoteleft replaced\textquoteright{} the therapies used by traditional health practitioners. The present research has observed that while herbal therapies were useful, they did not appear to be a cure for HIV. What people needed at that time were ARVs and thus the uptake of herbal therapies was limited. However, the herbal therapies under the diocesan project in Manicaland made a contribution to the treatment of AIDS-related illness though no absolute cure is still available.

Initially, in 2004 a limited number of HIV positive people could access ARV treatment from the State\textquotesingle s national referral healthcare centres in Harare and Bulawayo. While this was expanded to reach provincial hospitals including the Mutare General hospital in Manicaland, the intervention still fell short of reaching a majority of PLHIV. Generally in Zimbabwe, \textquoteleft availability, affordability, and accessibility of ARVs were identified as important gaps in HIV programming in the country.\textquoteright{}\textsuperscript{1342} The number of beneficiaries receiving ARVs was quite low and rural folks could hardly access ARVs because the process of screening clients was riddled with red tape and corruption. In 2005, Murambinda hospital became the first rural sites in Manicaland and nationally to distribute of ARVs. This initiative was attractive to PLHIV from other parts of the country including Harare, Bulawayo, Gweru, Rusape, Mutare and Nyanga. The cost of the drugs was low and no clients were

\textsuperscript{1340} DOMCCPM, Mabhunu, DOMCCP STRIVE quarterly report, 9.
\textsuperscript{1341} DOMCCPM, DOMCCP, DOMCCP-PSG activity report, 8.
\textsuperscript{1342} See HDN, \textit{Caring from within}, 20.
At the end of 2007 church healthcare centres in Manicaland namely St. David’s Bonda, Mt. Selinda and Mutambara hospitals benefited from the ARV roll out programme under the Global AIDS Fund, Round One. From 2008 onwards Triashill, St. Babra’s, Regina Coeli, St. Therese and St. Joseph’s hospitals, among the others, were designated as ARV access sites. The roll out of ART at the diocesan healthcare centres improved access to the ‘life-giving’ service and thus placed the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland in the limelight.

The diocesan project also provided financial assistance to some HIV positive people who could not afford to pay for treatment. Between January and March 2006 Project Support Group and CRS donated Z$165 500 540 for the procurement of conventional medicinal drugs and sanitary supplies not available at the public clinics and hospitals. The assistance benefited 1 306 PLHIV, and the trend continued into 2007. Between January and March 2007 the project provided medical supplies to PLHIV that included cotrimoxazole, amoxen, betadine, metronidazole, fansidar, clotrimazole, jik, antibacterial soap, protective materials, doxycilin, paracetamol and skin rash lotions. Comparatively, the numbers of people assisted were relatively low compared to those in need. Having stated thus, the diocesan project made a positive mark on access to AIDS-related treatment services to rural council and state clinics. For example, under the project, healthcare centres belonging to rural councils and government in Mutasa and Mutare witnessed the sharing of scarce medical resources and HIV clients were freely served at different hospitals and clinics.

The rollout of ARVs brought relief to bed-bound clients but inadequate supplies of food affected their full recovery. The Roman Catholic diocesan project was one of the few AIDS service organisations in Manicaland that linked the provision of ART
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with the availability of adequate food resources for clients. However, in 2006, the scheme to provide supplementary food to PLHIV was affected by a decline in funding. Consistent with this observation, Murray reported: “Our impact in this regard has been minimal since the organisation had no adequate funds to procure food handouts for the critically ill patients. …There is also a critical shortage of drugs in the health centres.”1350 Apparently, the project was also affected by the scarcity of food commodities experienced in Zimbabwe during that period. Due to this situation, PLHIV supported by diocesan project failed to receive their regular food hampers.1351 While the project made efforts at treating AIDS-related illness it appears that the Roman Catholic Church did not do enough advocacy work towards increased access to ART. The Episcopal leadership of the Roman Catholic Church appeared not to have used its voice effectively in ensuring that the government considered the treatment of AIDS as a top priority. The massive roll out of ARVs only came at the end of 2007. However, given the challenges associated with the socio-economic environment in Zimbabwe, there were limits to which the churches could advocate increased access to ART.

5.2.3. HIV and AIDS Interventions at the Grassroots Level

Between 2000 and 2007 there were limited changes in the way some of the Roman Catholic Church’s parishes in Manicaland responded to HIV and AIDS. At the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity the epidemic might have remained “peripheral.” For example, minutes of parish council meetings held on 24 April 2001,1352 August 2001,1353 2005 and 20061354 did not mention anything about HIV and AIDS. The items discussed as reflected in the minutes include electricity bills, church building repairs, choir, catechist classes and garden upkeep. Given the limited number of primary written sources, it might be unfair for the researcher to base the response of

1350 DOMCCPM, Murray, DOMCCP director’s activity report, 7.
1352 HTCM, Minutes of parish council meeting, 24 April 2001.
1353 HTCM, Minutes of parish council meeting, 20 September 2005.
the cathedral parish to HIV from such sources. However, a general profile emanating from the present research study indicates that parish response to HIV showed that there were limited HIV interventions. The parish is also known to home to professionals from different trades including medical doctors and nurses, educationist as well as business people among others. It could be improper to speculate that most of the cathedral parishioners were not well enlightened on HIV and AIDS. The literacy levels in that parish were a reason to think that the church members could have been in a good position to understand the effects of HIV and AIDS on society. The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity appeared to have taken little initiative in responding to HIV and AIDS at the parish. The pandemic could have been perceived as a condition experienced by other people living elsewhere as well as the poor.

The involvement of parishes in responding to HIV and AIDS also depended upon the enthusiasm shown by the laity and the clergy. At Kriste Mambo, Father Jimmy Nyangadi mentioned that from 2006 onwards an HIV and AIDS programme was initiated in which seminars on HIV and AIDS were done under the auspices of family life teachings. While this initiative was helpful to the members of the congregation, the denial of HIV and AIDS led some members of the Roman Catholic Church to leave the church. Former Catholics joined the Pentecostal and apostolic churches that claimed to heal AIDS. However, contrary to this development, the HIV pandemic did not dissuade some Roman Catholic married churchwomen from faithfully keeping to their faith in Christ especially members of women’s guilds. Some Roman Catholic married churchwomen resolved to discuss options for safe sex in cases whereby male spouses were suspected of being unfaithful. Between 2005 and 2007, some Roman Catholic married churchwomen persuaded their spouses to visit VCT sites. If the results from HIV tests were positive the couples visited the priest or at times decided on measures to be taken including the use of ARVs. Two respondents at St. Thomas’ Church, Nyahukwe mentioned that some married men

1355 Information supplied to M. Mbona by A. Vinyu, Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Mutare, 20 June 2010. See also G. Maedze, same interview.
1356 G. Maedze, same interview.
1357 J. Nyangadi, same interview.
1358 C. Mauye, same interview. See also M. Mudzimiri, same interview.
1359 T. Nyawera, same interview.
later realised the value of VCT, and the increased access to ART from 2007 onwards made that PLHIV to live longer than was the case in earlier years.\textsuperscript{1360}

In 2005, St. Paul’s parish, incorporating St. Barnabas’ church located in Dangamvura Area 13, witnessed the integration of HIV interventions in the parish’s activities. HIV and AIDS became a regular topic for discussion in small group meetings and gatherings for different Roman Catholic guilds. The groups were designed according to age, sex and marital status of participants. This strategy was necessitated by the realisation that the pandemic’s “sharp teeth claimed the lives of prominent parishioners.”\textsuperscript{1361} At the end of 2007 the parish established a committee known as –St. Paul’s Home Health Education Service Programme” which became part of the formal parish structures in 2008.\textsuperscript{1362} A theological statement underpinned the committee’s activities: “The body of Christ is sick physically, mentally and spiritually. If the church does not take care of AIDS, AIDS will take care of the church.”\textsuperscript{1363} The programme of action had to bring together different skills, talents, knowledge and ‘caring hands’ for use in responding to the healthcare needs of parishioners and the community at large. Despite the previous record of a collapsed HIV intervention initiative under the diocesan run AIDS care project, the clergy and the parishioners appeared enthusiastic to assist people infected and affected by the pandemic. Programmes such as HIV prevention through moral behaviour change, AIDS awareness, home-based care, nutrition, herbal treatment, VCT with support from the New Start Centre were functional.\textsuperscript{1364} Locally identified experts including Cecilia Mukazi, a Roman Catholic nun and matron of S. Joseph's hospital\textsuperscript{1365} facilitated at some the parish’s HIV and AIDS seminars.

5.3. The Anglican Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS

This section will explore the HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the Anglican Church under the leadership of Bishop Bakare. The momentum set by Bishop Bakare

\textsuperscript{1360} V. Chitabamoto, same interview and M. Mudzimiri, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1361} T. Nyawera, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1362} Information given by R. Musakwa to M. Mbona, St Paul’s Dangamvura, 21 July 2010.
\textsuperscript{1363} See St Paul’s Dangamvura home health education service programme notebook kept at the parish.
\textsuperscript{1364} T. Nyawera, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1365} C. Mukasi, same interview.
in 1999 led to further significant input towards HIV and AIDS interventions at diocesan level between 2000 and 2007. This section will also indicate that medical personnel serving at the Anglican Church’s healthcare institutions supported the Government’s position on use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. In this section, the researcher has demonstrated that the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland expanded the number of its healthcare centres due to a need to respond to HIV and AIDS. The response to HIV and AIDS by the Anglican Church during this period will be discussed in the following order: the bishop and the diocesan synod, the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre, prevention, treatment, home-based and OVC care, the Mothers’ Union and the parishes.

5.3.1. Diocesan Leadership’s Engages with HIV and AIDS

The HIV and AIDS interventions in the Anglican Church in Manicaland under Bishop Bakare came ahead of the initiative undertaken by the Council of Anglican Provinces in Africa CAPA in 2001. Ecclesiastically, the diocese is part of the Church of the Province of Central Africa, which is affiliated to the Council of Anglican Provinces in Africa. Within the Council of Anglican Provinces in Africa one of the first steps towards responding to the pandemic witnessed when the “All Africa Anglican Conference on HIV and AIDS” was held at Boksburg, South Africa in August 2001. That was followed by the establishment of the HIV and AIDS commission in December 2001 under the leadership of Archbishop Njongonkulu Ndungane of the Anglican Church of Southern Africa. The major outcome of the conference was that the Anglican Church in Africa undertook to carry out HIV and AIDS interventions that include: HIV prevention, pastoral care, counselling, home-based and OVC care, offer leadership in responding to the epidemic, and prepare people for death and dying. Whereas the commission endeavoured to be of assistance to the Anglican Church in Africa, dioceses operated as autonomous entities and thus carried out HIV and AIDS interventions independently. Some of the Anglican dioceses and church provinces in Africa including those from Zambia, Kenya and Uganda were
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already ahead in responding to HIV and AIDS since the late 1980s. The HIV and AIDS interventions in the Anglican Church in Manicaland were initiated earlier than the programme started by the Council of Anglican Provinces in Africa.

A newly crafted mission statement for the diocese emphasised the social mission of the church. It was implicitly implied that the church’s leadership has to respond to the needs of society by seeking to address HIV and AIDS, poverty and injustice.\textsuperscript{1369} In line with tenets of the diocesan mission statement, the subject of HIV and AIDS occupied a central part of Bishop Bakare’s first charge to synod of 5-7 May 2000 as was to be stated:

> Unless it is involved in social and diaconal services, the church exists for itself and serves no purpose. One major concern is that of health. The body of Christ is afflicted with AIDS and its members are dying every day in great numbers. AIDS is here to stay unless we change our behaviour. We see this as part of our challenge and as a diocese [we] are responding by planning to increase the number of health centres already in operation. These centres will augment the work of Bonda Hospital and our clinics at St. Augustine’s and St. Peter’s Mandeya.\textsuperscript{1370}

The fact that at least HIV and AIDS was identified as a life and death issue showed the level of seriousness with which the diocesan leadership undertook to address the effects of the pandemic. This was to be followed by the channelling of diocesan resources towards HIV and AIDS interventions in a systematic way. Bakare also held the belief that “the education of the clergy and the laity on the pandemic could lead to a transformation of people’s attitudes.”\textsuperscript{1371}

The bishop’s charge to synod served as a blueprint whose purpose included steering discussion towards the empowerment of local communities at Anglican parishes to launch HIV interventions:

> These committees will help oversee the centre’s work, which include dissemination of information, improvement in peer education,
counselling and referral. The major objectives of this effort are: to prevent initial infection of HIV/AIDS disease, to help alleviate the suffering of those infected by HIV/AIDS disease, and to foster the self-sufficiency of children orphaned by this disease through mentoring and provision of skills training.\textsuperscript{1372}

Within the Anglican Church in Manicaland, the first resolution on HIV and AIDS was passed at that synod of May 2000. This was close to two decades after AIDS became a worldwide pandemic and a severe threat to Zimbabwe. The highlights of the resolution stated that delegates at the diocesan synod agreed to recognise HIV and AIDS as a biomedical reality, that AIDS was the major cause of surges in recent deaths, that 25% of adults were living with the epidemic and that the diocese supports the work of the National AIDS Council.\textsuperscript{1373} Bishop Bakare was appointed as one of the board members of this newly established council.\textsuperscript{1374} Perhaps this was in recognition of Bakare's commitment to responding to the pandemic in Manicaland.

While the resolution appeared progressive, it had some contradictions. On the one hand, the resolution undertook to respect the local cultural traditions and policies of the state in Zimbabwe. On the other hand, the same resolution called upon male members of the church to stop fuelling the epidemic through culturally justified concurrent sexual partnerships.\textsuperscript{1375} Some of the Anglican married men hid behind culture to justify extramarital sexual relationships that often led to contracting of HIV. The same resolution also added that it was important for the Anglicans in Manicaland in general and men in particular to respect the rights of women including their choice of safe sex.\textsuperscript{1376} The church’s synod collectively declared its intention to reduce the spread of HIV by emphasising faithfulness and abstinence only. This strategy fell short of assisting married couples by not openly encouraging the prophylactic use of condom in case where one of the partners was HIV positive. Furthermore, the resolution proposed the formation of healthcare committees in all ecclesiastical division, the establishment of home-based care programmes and the care of widows.

\textsuperscript{1372} HNM, Bishop's charge to synod, Diocese of Manicaland ninth session of synod.
\textsuperscript{1373} SMAR, The Rt. Revd Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters Re Resolution of the Diocese of Manicaland on HIV and AIDS prevention, 26 September 2000.
\textsuperscript{1374} SMAR, The Rt. Revd Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters Re Resolution.
\textsuperscript{1375} SMAR, The Rt. Revd Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters Re Resolution.
\textsuperscript{1376} SMAR, The Rt. Revd Dr. S. Bakare to my brothers and sisters Re Resolution.
and OVC by the church.\textsuperscript{1377} In 2001, the leadership of the diocese engaged the services Chinouya, Musoro and O’Keefe from the Human Rights and Research Institute of London University to carry out a needs assessment study in relation to HIV and AIDS.\textsuperscript{1378} The diocesan leadership used the findings of the said study as a basis to launch appeals for international donor funding towards the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions.\textsuperscript{1379}

Some of the church’s clergy held reservations about the bishop having to prioritise HIV and AIDS interventions ahead of other pressing needs. Consequently, this led to low-key HIV interventions at the parish level. This was despite the reality that HIV and AIDS affected Anglicans, other Christians and non-Christians too. For example, the fact that clergy spent long hours visiting the sick and burying the dead was a sign indicating that AIDS affected communities. It was out of this realisation that the leadership of the diocese took practical steps in empowering the clergy to confront denial, stigma and discrimination of the PLHIV. In this regard, regular workshops for the clergy were organised. At one of the workshops held at St. Augustine’s mission in December 2001, the presentations drew similarities between people infected and affected by the pandemic with lepers in Jesus’s time. This sensitised the clergy to the need for a ministry of compassion.\textsuperscript{1380}

A process of transforming the clergy’s perception of the PLHIV and paving a way to the building up of positive attitudes towards AIDS-related care among Anglican Christians ensued. Some members of the church’s clergy perceived HIV as being deadlier than leprosy and therefore they stigmatised the PLHIV. This perception was not new. Consistent with this observation, Niehaus referring to AIDS in South Africa, states that historically, the Christian missionaries in Africa evoked the biblical images of leprosy and –helped to establish it as a maximal and very contagious illness in the minds of their African converts and this representation of leprosy still resonates today.”\textsuperscript{1381} In September 2003 the clergy from the diocese and their wives also attended a retreat at which the participants were urged, → to be proactive and not
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retroactive in responding to the HIV and AIDS pandemic in their respective parishes.”

Bishop Bakare’s fortitude in responding to the pandemic in Manicaland was evident from his second “Charge to synod” delivered on 3 May 2002. Bakare reminded the delegates of what appeared to be obvious and yet not much had been done to date: “There may be some people who choose to ignore the cries of our people …Fellow citizens are crying because they feel at a loss when HIV/AIDS claims the life of a beloved member of the family.” The fact that the bishop mentioned the harmful effects of HIV and AIDS served to express Bakare’s empathetic feelings that were accompanied by a show of pragmatism:

Works of mercy are therefore not optional but imperative. Thus the diocese has used its resources for the construction of three new health centres in order to combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic. When they become functional, they will serve as training centres for home-based care programmes as well as centres for dissemination of information and health education to complement on what our hospital at Bonda is doing.

For example, in March 2000, St. David’s Bonda hospital was assisted by the diocese to launch a home-based care initiative called –Mukai” translated in English as –Wake Up or Awaken” This will be further discussed below (see sections 3.4 and 3.5 of the present chapter).

In February 2004, Bishop Bakare implored the members of the Anglican Church in Manicaland to be compassionate to people infected and affected by the HIV and AIDS pandemic. Similarly, in the Ad-Clerium issued at the beginning of Lent in 2004, the bishop had this to say: “There is no respect of life, which is demonstrated by those who inflict HIV/AIDS on their unsuspecting wives/husbands or partners, let

1383 MM, Bishop’s charge to synod, Diocese of Manicaland tenth session of synod, 3 May 2002.
1384 MM, Bishop’s charge synod, Diocese of Manicaland tenth session of synod.
1385 M. Chikukwa, same interview. G. Mukaratirwa, same interview.
1386 SMAR, Bishop S. Bakare, To all clergy, headmasters, churchwardens, and evangelists, Ad-Clerum, 4 February 2004.
alone defenceless minors.” Subsequently, Bishop Bakare’s Easter message of 2004 highlighted that it was imperative for the Anglican Church in Manicaland to make life bearable for PLHIV and OVC that were living in a state of endless isolation and misery. In Bishop Bakare’s third charge to synod held on 11-12 June 2004, the delegates were thus reminded:

The issue of HIV/AIDS remains an enormous challenge to all of us, whether infected or affected. We as a church have largely remained passive and are yet to break the silence that has engulfed this pandemic. We often choose to be judgemental and have thereby added to the stigmatisation of those infected with the virus.

The message could have been underpinned by public perception that those who contracted HIV were promiscuous. Among Anglicans in some parts of Manicaland, AIDS had a history of being understood as punishment from God for the sin of sex. There was little change to the position that the PLHIV deserved the ordeal because they were sexually and spiritually unfaithful.

The diocesan leadership moved another step forward by mainstreaming HIV and AIDS interventions at the synod. The diocesan synod moved an unopposed motion in which thus reads:

That this synod declares HIV/AIDS as an emergency; and that there be HIV/AIDS mainstreaming in all programmes and activities of the diocese, HIV/AIDS policy formulated, all collections/offerings on the Sunday nearest to 1 December be used for diocesan HIV/AIDS programmes.

The resolution of 2004 was different from the previous one of 2000. The previous resolution permitted the diocese to be involved in HIV and AIDS interventions and the one for 2004 obliged the diocesan leadership, church members and institutions to invest time and resources in order to stem the tide of the pandemic. This meant that
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HIV interventions formed a critical aspect of activities at the church's parishes, schools and healthcare institutions. The new resolution also facilitated the formation of the diocesan HIV and AIDS commission comprised of eight commissioners including two members of the clergy and six lay Anglicans. Furthermore, the leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland also commissioned a research project for the purpose of encouraging people to disclose their HIV status. The findings from Chinouya's study published in 2007 indicated that Anglicans and other Christians in Manicaland need to overcome denial and stigma by supporting families and communities in exercising their right to health and information on matters that affect their health, including the presence of HIV in their midst.”

5.3.2. Diocesan HIV Interventions Rocked by Controversy

The church’s leadership officially tasked the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre to coordinate and implement the diocesan HIV and AIDS interventions. In 1999 a diocesan lay training centre was established at St. Augustine’s mission with the mandate of assisting Anglicans to understand the biblical, doctrinal, liturgical, historical and sacramental aspects of the church. In 2000, the need to sensitise Anglicans in responding positively to HIV and AIDS created additional work for the centre. It became the hub of the diocesan training programmes for HIV and AIDS interventions as the bishop had to state:

Our people need education to help them change behaviours that put them at risk of becoming HIV infected. By offering education and support activities, we are not limiting our work to Anglican Church members only, but will serve communities at large.

In August 2003, the centre expanded to include the relief and information portfolios and thus changed its name. One of the major tasks of the centre was to spearhead HIV interventions under relief and training. In compliance with Anglican Church rules, at the synod of June 2004, the LATRIC [Lay Training, Relief and Information
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Centre] was formerly accepted as a semi-autonomous service arm of the Diocese of Manicaland.\footnote{MM, Diocese of Manicaland, LATRIC constitution, 2003.} The bishop in consultation with the standing committee was responsible for the appointment of the board that comprised of eight members: three clergy and five lay persons at least two of who shall be women.\footnote{MM, Diocese of Manicaland, LATRIC constitution.} Things did not move on smoothly for the centre. The researcher, being the clergy in Manicaland, has been aware of misgivings from some of the clergy who felt that the centre’s director and staff had more favourable working conditions than the priests.

The establishment of the centre had the intention of meeting some of the requirements made by the donor community. Some prospective donors were only prepared to provide funding earmarked for HIV interventions through a semi-autonomous organisation for the purposes of monitoring and accountability. Consistent with this observation, Oliver and Paterson had this to say: “It is common for funding streams and policy makers to demand specific information about timelines, scope and so on.”\footnote{Oliver and Paterson, "Religion and medicine in the context of HIV and AIDS,” 30.} In April 2004, the centre hosted a series of skills-sharing workshops on HIV and AIDS. At workshops the participants were exposed to the following aspects: local trends in HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe and abroad, the nature of local church interventions in Manicaland, and suggestions for holistic approaches in responding to the epidemic.\footnote{MM, Anglican Diocese of Manicaland information release, May 2004.} The participants included forty people from different sections of the diocese namely, the Mothers’ Union, Vabvuwi, youth, medical personnel from diocesan healthcare institutions, members of religious communities, archdeacons, heads of school, HIV and AIDS centre managers from Munyaradzi, Mukai, Kubatana, as well as the centre’s staff. This initiative benefited from collaboration between the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre and AIDS service organisations in Manicaland including FACT (Mutare), the National AIDS Council, Zimbabwe AIDS Network, Simakai and Padare/Men’s Forum on Gender.\footnote{MM, Anglican Diocese of Manicaland information release, May 2004.}

The work of the centre was negatively affected by the working relationship between the diocesan secretariat and the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre’s director. In a report to the diocesan synod in 2004, the director hinted at the declining
relationship between the centre and other wings of the diocesan structure. A planning meeting held between 6 and 7 February whose purpose was to improve on the ailing relations appeared to have spilled the beans. The diocesan secretary’s claim for travel expenses for the workshop in question caused mayhem as expressed by the director of the centre:

It was hoped that the two senior officers at the diocese would have more insight into the centre. Sadly only the diocesan secretary attended some, and not all sessions of the workshop. Two days after the workshop the diocesan secretary demanded that he be paid mileage for having come to the workshop. This was duly done, despite the fact that the rest of the participants were not paid anything.

Apparently, some of the funds used by the centre were outsourced from the USPG and other church partners in the UK, US and Canada. It seems that the discordant relationship was related to use and control of the newly launched diocesan FBO’s funds. The director perceived the said claim as unjustifiable and, therefore, this affected the working relationship.

The operations of centre also came under the spotlight of State intelligence personnel. The situation was further exacerbated by a perception that the programmes initiated by the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre were a threat to national security as noted:

Sadly, also is the fact that some officials in the Diocese of Manicaland have sent false information to the police and Central Intelligence Office to the effect that the relief centre was working to undermine the government of Zimbabwe. At this point it is important to mention that the staff at the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre has suffered indifference, contempt and psychological harassment, outright contempt and sabotage from senior officers.

\[1401\] MM, N. Mkardonca, LATRIC report.
\[1402\] MM, N. Mkardonca, LATRIC report.
The Anglican Church in Manicaland used its relief portfolio to provide care and support to displaced former farm workers notably in the Rusape area.\footnote{1403} This was in the form of food and shelter. This drew the interest of State security agencies mainly the police and the central intelligence organisation. The same relief programme catered for the needs of the PLHIV and OVC. This provided enough reasons for the State to be suspicious especially bearing in mind the fact that the churches could have used Christian humanitarian aid for other ulterior agendas.\footnote{1404} The _estranged_ relationship between the employees at the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre, senior diocesan staff and the clergy undermined HIV and AIDS interventions.

While some challenges existed, the centre successfully assisted with the construction St. Werburgh’s clinic and paid staff salaries for 2004. In 2004 the centre also donated maize to over 2,000 families who were beneficiaries of the AIDS-related home-based care programme at Munyarakzi in Nyanga.\footnote{1405} Unfortunately, the interventions appeared unsustainable. The centre’s food assistance programme to HIV positive and children orphaned by AIDS was overwhelmed by demand. Lay people and clergy expected to receive funds for relief projects including HIV and AIDS interventions. Unfortunately, the centre’s funds were quite limited. The workshops and training programmes included HIV interventions. For example, between September 2004 and December 2005 workshops focused on basic counselling skills, AIDS and liturgy, support groups, self-reliance and the importance of VCT.\footnote{1406}

The training earmarked to assist people to respond to HIV and AIDS was usually provided to members of the Anglican Church only and in a way that undermined its value to the community. In February 2006 the centre hosted a junior church council workshop at St. Augustine’s mission. Attendees came from St. David’s Bonda, St. Matthias Tsonzo, St. Mary Magdalene Nyanga, St. Anne’s Goto, St. Faith Rusape, and St. Augustine’s high schools.\footnote{1407} One of the major thrusts of the workshop was
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the focus on HIV prevention among the youth. The junior church councillors were to initiate peer educators’ programmes in their respective schools.

5.3.3. HIV Prevention Strategy Wrapped in Ambiguity

One of the rare undertakings by the Anglican Bishops of Zimbabwe, including Bishop Bakare, was the issuing of a joint pastoral letter that covered the topic of HIV and AIDS. This was done at the Bernard Mizeki Festival on 16 June 2001. Part of the pastoral letter stated:

Recent predictions indicate that Zimbabwe will achieve zero growth next year because of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. This is causing untold suffering to families, communities and the nation as a whole. Africa now has a total of 23 million orphans and most of these are in the sub-Saharan region. Zimbabwe is one of the leaders in the spread of this pandemic. Besides the human suffering, this pandemic has a disastrous effect on health delivery and economy. The solution is not in the free distribution of condoms or the frantic search for a cure but in teaching of sound Christian behaviour. The moral decay of our society must be harnessed.

While the bishops acknowledged the devastation caused by the pandemic, their attitude towards the prophylactic use of condoms was less helpful. In the short term it was a publicly known fact that the consistent, constant and correct use of condoms reduces the spread of sexually transmitted HIV. The same letter also carried an embracing theology towards PLHIV that noted: “HIV/AIDS is not a punishment from God but we must accept that 99% of that is through sin. The church has on numerous occasions been accused of letting the nation down and there is some measure of justification in such a statement.” This did not automatically translate into the acceptance of the PLHIV by some church members at the grassroots.
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The leadership of the Anglican Church in Manicaland held the position that the only way to stop the spread of the epidemic was through moral behaviour change. In September 2001 Bishop Bakare invited Rosemary Munaki, the Zimbabwe Council of Churches Youth desk officer, to conduct a seminar on moral behaviour change and HIV prevention. Six clergy and ten secondary school teachers from within the diocese attended the seminar. Munaki insisted on moral behaviour change and strongly condemned the use of condoms in preventing sexually transmitted HIV: “Since the onset of the AIDS pandemic condoms are being pushed on by governments, as advertised in the media, and promoted in every walk of life as the answer to prevent the further spread of AIDS.”

Latex condoms commonly accessible to the public in Zimbabwe had some limitations and generally the leaders of churches were reluctant to recommend their use in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. The moral behaviour change model advocated for by the Zimbabwe Council of Churches resonated well with the approaches followed by the Roman Catholic and United Methodist Church in Manicaland. However, the limited number of workshops on HIV and AIDS interventions at diocesan level could have affected intended outcomes. At the diocesan level the lack of HIV prevention education programmes for the out-of-school youth exposed young people to risks of contracting HIV.

In-school youth in attendance at diocesan schools took the initiative of raising HIV and AIDS awareness and prevention among peers and the community. AIDS clubs located at St. Faith’s, St. David’s Bonda, St. Mary’s Magdalene and St. Augustine’s and other high schools in Manicaland and nationally used to explore the advantages and disadvantages of using condoms for the prevention of HIV.

The FACT and National AIDS Council jointly initiated AIDS clubs that held symposiums within Manicaland and nationally. According to the November 2002 publication of *Partners: The Journal of the Transvaal, Zimbabwe and Botswana Association*, the secretary acknowledged the interest in AIDS shown by students at two Anglican
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Church schools including St. David’s Bonda Girls high in Manicaland and Bernard Mizeki College (Anglican Diocese of Harare). It was reported:

We hear that young people are setting up HIV/ADS clubs to inform and educate themselves on the risks and ways to avoid the HIV infection. They feel their parents are not giving them the knowledge, information and help although all families and friends are losing relatives.\footnote{P. Dutton, “Secretary’s notes,” \textit{Partners: The Journal of the Transvaal, Zimbabwe and Botswana Association: News of the Anglican Church in Zimbabwe, Botswana and the Transvaal} XIVII, 3 (November 2002), 3.}

The article was written with the intention of highlighting the need to support HIV and AIDS interventions in Zimbabwe. The AIDS clubs in the church’s schools sensitised the students and staff on HIV and AIDS. The researcher served at St. Faith’s mission between 2001 and 2007 and is therefore aware of the activities carried out by the school AIDS clubs.

At St. David's Bonda, members of the school AIDS club positively influenced married churchwomen's perception of condoms. In 2005, some married churchwomen gradually started to explore how they could convince their husbands to accept the use of condoms for the prevention of sexually contracted HIV.\footnote{G, Mukaratirwa, same interview. See also M. Chikukwa, same interview, M. Nyakani, same interview.} This came after the school AIDS club hosted seminars for the community and explored various ways of preventing HIV. The change became a breakthrough in the response to HIV and AIDS. However, pockets of resistance at the use of male and female condoms among some members of the Mother’s Union guild in Manicaland still existed. This was noted in August 2005 at a diocesan Mothers Union conference held at St. Augustine’s. A guild member from St. Daniel’s Mupotedzi in Honde Valley intercepted a presentation on HIV prevention. She insisted that using condoms disturbed her sexual crave: \textit{ Ini zvekondomu handidi. Ndino\textit{fa ndadya.} (I am uncomfortable with the use of condoms. I am not scared to die of AIDS).}\footnote{C. Mbona, information supplied to M. Mbona, Rusape, 14 June 2010. See also M. Nyamwena, same interview. See also K. Nyazika, same interview.} It is important to note that the ambiguity shown by some members of the Mothers’ Union on the prophylactic use of condoms undermined any effort at reducing sexually contracted HIV. This shows that there was a dichotomy on which approach could be
‗acceptable‘ for the prevention of HIV within the Mothers Union guild in Anglican Church in Manicaland.

In 2002, St. David’s Bonda hospital rolled out PMTCT and VCT services. This was achieved mainly through support from ZACH. The new services increased workloads for staff serving at the diocesan healthcare centre. In 2003 the staffing situation became worse after the departure of McNally, having served the hospital for twelve years. Service delivery was dealt a blow because qualified medical doctors were very scarce in Zimbabwe at that time. In June 2004, a report by Roseline Chasakara, the matron at St. David’s Bonda hospital, stated that the PMTCT and VCT services enhanced holistic clientele satisfaction. While this was the case, the additional HIV and AIDS-related facilities exerted pressure on the hospital. The hospital handled referrals from forty-seven clinics in Mutasa District. The situation improved later when PMTCT and VCT were also initiated at some of the clinics in Mutasa. For example, In 2005 St. Augustine’s clinic rolled out PMTCT and VCT services which was achieved through the initiative of ZACH. Crucial HIV prevention interventions available at the Anglican Church healthcare centres were disposable to members of the public. Thus HIV and AIDS transformed the structures and services that were made available to the community through the church’s healthcare centres.

### 5.3.4. The Treatment of AIDS-Related Illness

Between 2000 and 2007 the HIV and AIDS pandemic led to the expansion of diocesan healthcare services. The new clinics at St. Werburgh’s and Munyaradzi became functional and offered services to PLHIV. The clinic at Nedziwa was constructed and by 2010 was awaiting electrification. The diocesan leadership
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took the initiative to strengthen the church's impact on the pandemic. For the first time at the diocesan synod of 2000, the report on St. David's Bonda hospital stated that HIV and AIDS led the pack of common ailments treated at the healthcare centre. \textsuperscript{1422} Cordial relationships between Bishop Bakare and diocesan healthcare centres made HIV interventions easier. \textsuperscript{1423} The establishment of the Mukai home-based care community centre at the hospital in March 2000 placed the hospital in a new position in relation to AIDS mitigation. \textsuperscript{1424} In Zimbabwe between 2000 and 2007, the healthcare system in general, including HIV and AIDS prevention services were affected by:

\begin{quote}
\ldots low donor funding. \ldots The inflationary pressures arising from the drought, low economic growth, high fuel prices on the international market and high HIV and AIDS disease burden has negatively affected the effective response to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe.\textsuperscript{1425}
\end{quote}

This put an additional strain on St. David's Bonda hospital, which at that time also served as the district hospital for Mutasa. \textsuperscript{1426} The general shortage of AIDS-related treatment drugs undermined the capacity of the diocesan healthcare centres to respond effectively to the needs of PLHIV.

The general shortage of resources including funding affected the service delivery at St. David's Bonda hospital. However, this situation was common throughout the country. In 2002, Susie Steyn of USPG writing in the publication \textit{Transmission} reported that at St. David's Bonda mission parents and teachers were not speaking enough about HIV prevention and thus local teenagers in the high school took the matter into their own hands...and were speaking openly and honestly, without fear of reprisal.\textsuperscript{1427} This publicity was important to USPG's fund-raising activities and in
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turn benefited St. David's Bonda hospital. Apparently, USPG has been a donor for the hospital for many years.\textsuperscript{1428} As Steyn was to state:

You can learn more about HIV/AIDS work in Manicaland by supporting USPG project 262: St. David's hospital, Bonda in Zimbabwe. In 2002, USPG is giving £14,850 to this Anglican mission hospital, where at least a quarter of the patients are HIV positive.\textsuperscript{1429}

Further financial support to the hospital by USPG was highlighted in a report submitted to the diocesan synod of 2004.\textsuperscript{1430} Financial grants that were received by the hospital from USPG and other donor organisations including Plan International were important in ensuring procurement of food for patients, fuel, drugs, and other overheads expenses. The USPG funded HIV interventions in a number of Anglican dioceses in countries across sub-Saharan Africa. For example, between 1992 and 2003 the Anglican Church in Malawi received £40,000 for HIV prevention interventions at four church hospitals.\textsuperscript{1431} Similarly, in 2003 the Anglican Church of Southern Africa received £65,000 for HIV and AIDS interventions,\textsuperscript{1432} and the Anglican Church of Ghana also received £14,000 for its HIV and AIDS-related programmes.\textsuperscript{1433}

The delayed roll out of ART at St. David's Bonda hospital weakened its credibility as a healthcare centre of eminence. St. David's Bonda hospital only received approval from the State to be a site for the roll out of ARVs in 2007. This development restored its image as a reputable healthcare centre in Manicaland. The hospital became one of the earliest beneficiaries of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria Round One for Zimbabwe. This initiative was achieved through ZACH, which was then a principal recipient.\textsuperscript{1434} The incurable mature of AIDS and the delayed roll out of ART affected Dr Denys Taylor’s legacy at the hospital. Taylor worked at the
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hospital between 1937 and the early 1970s. He was an Anglican priest and a trained medical doctor who exuded great prowess in his days at St. David's Bonda hospital. Members of the public were tempted to think that the current medical doctors at Bonda were inferior to the legendary Dr Taylor.”¹⁴³⁵ The hospital’s former glory has been restored by its programme that provides ARVs to HIV positive people regardless of the ability to pay as well as the place of origin.”¹⁴³⁶ Generally, people in Zimbabwe have high regard for church healthcare centres and the roll out of ARVs at these sites was celebrated. Similarly, Chitimbire stated: “The people trusted ZACH and church hospitals because there is transparency unlike state hospitals where corruption led to the swindling of ARVs by staff members because of high demand.”¹⁴³⁷ The roll out of ART at St. David’s Bonda hospital provided an essential and convenient healthcare service to rural communities who lived far away from Mutare.

5.3.5. Expansion of AIDS-Related Care Interventions

In March 2000, Magna Chikukwa of St. David’s Bonda hospital was appointed by Bishop Bakare to manage the Mukai home-based care project.¹⁴³⁸ However, compared to others in the same area, the intervention came eight years later than those under the neighbouring Roman Catholic Church’s healthcare system. The centres included Triashill, St. Babra’s and Regina Coeli and Mt. Mallery. They initiated home-based care since 1992.¹⁴³⁹ In 2004, at the diocesan synod Chasakara reported that the Mukai home-based care centre received financial and material support from Plan International and the Mutasa district health office: “HBC kits remain a problem to replenish. However, the district tries its best now and again to provide any available logistics such as drugs, HBC kits, soap and Vaseline with the support of Plan International.”¹⁴⁴⁰ In 2005 Mukai was faced with a funding crisis. Thus, the AIDS-
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related care interventions came under siege. The project’s donors appeared to have withdrawn their support. The NGO Act of 2004 led to a deterioration of the situation as mentioned by Chikukwa: “Our donors dropped and we had no supply of home-based care kits. We had no supplementary food to give to people living with HIV and there was no fuel for the hospital ambulances that we used for the outreach activities.”

Local fundraising activities to support people infected and affected by the pandemic were affected by general poverty in Zimbabwe. A countrywide looming economic crisis undermined the home-based care initiative. Without external donor funding AIDS-related care interventions at Mukai had to be closed down.

The communities around Bonda launched a new OVC intervention in June 2005. The Chiedza Community Based Orphan Welfare Organisation emerged as a response to the hardships faced by OVC and received its funding from the Bonda Art and Craft Centre (BACC) formed in 1992. Until 2005 the craft centre focused on economic empowerment of women from the local community some of who were living with HIV. According to Gladys Mukaratirwa, the director craft centre and also the coordinator of the Chiedza orphan care project, 25% of the sales from each member’s art and craftwork are donated towards the care of OVC. Unlike other AIDS-related organisations that entirely depend on external donor support, this intervention benefitted from resources generated by local people. This strategy was not affected by the economic decline because the art and craft products were “highly marketable in countries such as the US, Canada, UK and Germany.”

The success of the intervention was seen in the increase in the number of educational beneficiaries from 32 OVC in 2005 to 129 in 2007. Those who received medical and nutritional supplies also increased from 45 OVC in 2005 to 68 in 2007. The project, located in ward twelve of Mutasa district, spread its tentacles to primary and high schools, the orphanage at St. David’s Bonda and communities from surrounding areas. These include St. Gabriel Chirarwe, Sadziwa and Musodza. However, given the obvious
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rapid increase of OVC in Manicaland, the intervention only served a small fraction of those in need.

The Kubatana home-based care programme at St. Augustine’s clinic was fundamental to the clinic’s services. In 2004 George Madziwanyika, sister in charge of the clinic stated:

The clinic trained 24 home-based caregivers in August in 2002 with help from the ZACH. There was an in-service training in October 2003 with the help again from the ZACH. The clinic and the CHBC [Community Home-based Caregivers] are working hand in hand to alleviate the HIV/AIDS pandemic in the communities.\textsuperscript{1446}

St. Augustine’s clinic was not spared from the hardships that affected the public healthcare system in Zimbabwe in general. Under these conditions, ZACH became a lifeline for HIV and AIDS interventions at St. Augustine's clinic: “The] ZACH is really helping us with drugs and medicines for home-based care patients, a gesture we encourage to continue.”\textsuperscript{1447} Between 2000 and 2007, ZACH was instrumental in outsourcing financial and other forms of support in order to bail out the public healthcare system in Zimbabwe in general including HIV interventions in Manicaland. According to Chitimbire, a plan was designed to ensure that at least one healthcare centre belonging to member churches rolled out one HIV and AIDS intervention programme. This became possible through funding from the Centre for Disease Control and the World Bank.\textsuperscript{1448} It therefore follows that part of the credit for church-led AIDS-related treatment in Manicaland goes to ZACH.

Diocesan efforts at establishing home-based care centres were met with mixed feelings. On the one hand, the projects received limited State support because they were perceived as undermining the Government. The lack of State support for Nedziwa clinic delayed the opening of the new healthcare centre.\textsuperscript{1449} On the other hand, in 2010 the National AIDS Council’s officer for Makoni district applauded Bishop Bakare for the upcoming clinic at Nedziwa. Both the community and the

\textsuperscript{1446} MM, G, Madziwanyika, “St Augustine’s clinic report,” Diocese of Manicaland eleventh session of synod reports.  
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National AIDS Council found this clinic to be a healthcare asset. An increase in the number of healthcare centres in Manicaland strengthened the province’s response to the pandemic. The diocesan initiated home-based care projects could have increased the visibility of the Anglican Church in Manicaland especially in communities where such projects were located. Consistent with this observation, Prince and others have asserted:

While the involvement of religious institutions in welfare, education and health services is not a new phenomenon in Africa, The experience of HIV/AIDS is contributing to the popularity of Christian values in public life: values of love, brotherhood, equality and honesty.

Anglican Church agencies based overseas used the church’s networks to benefit PLHIV. Donations of materials for AIDS-related care benefited the Anglican dioceses of Manicaland and Central Zimbabwe. For example, in 2002 Jill Hetherington from London made an appeal for:

…blankets, buckets, disinfectant rubber gloves and dressings, which are urgently needed by the village home carers in Manicaland and Central Zimbabwe…and TZABA sends this out to the Bishops concerned, together with about £2 000 received in other donations.

5.3.6. Responses to HIV and AIDS at the Grassroots Level

Between 2000 and 2007 some of the Anglican Church’s parishes stepped up HIV and AIDS interventions. While initially there had been a slow uptake of HIV and AIDS interventions at the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in Mutare, the epidemic brought some parishioners from denial and stigma to a position of meaningful engagement with the pandemic. In 2002, some of the parishioners changed from a position of denial, silence, stigma and discrimination to that of acceptance, disclosure and embracing of PLHIV. The changes were witnessed after the appointment of the
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Reverend Erick Ruwona as the new dean in 2000. Ruwona is one of the few clergypersons from the Anglican Church who together with Bishop Bakare preached and taught the parishioners at the cathedral about the importance of AIDS-care and compassion."

Whereas this change might have been welcome to some members of the parish, others resisted the hanging of the red ribbon at the main entrance of the cathedral. This move became a public sign by the parish to show its solidarity with HIV positive people. Some members of the parish argued that the red ribbon could be misconstrued by passers-by to suggest that the members of the parish were HIV positive." In January 2005, the Cathedral of St. John’s the Baptist declared its status as a drop-in-centre for the PLHIV and OVC. This initiative received funding from the International Migration Organisation, local donations and some members of the parish volunteered to participate in the programme. Apparently, clergy's attitude towards HIV and AIDS had a bearing on parishioners' reaction to the pandemic.

At Holy Name, Sakubva positive and negative responses to the pandemic at the parish level were found. According to the copies of the minutes of the parish council meetings, and financial statements for the period 2000-2005, HIV and AIDS was not discussed at that level. However, in 2001 Lovemore Magwere's friends living in the UK assisted the parish with a donation towards fees for OVC. Magwere was a parishioner at Holy Name who could have been sympathetic to OVC from Sakubva. Similarly, in June 2002 Holy Name parish received an amount of £280 from the Reverend Martin Preston and Friends of Holy Name in England.” This money
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targeted needy children.\textsuperscript{1461} The parish's expenditure records indicate that in July 2002 school fees for OVC were paid to Elise Gladhill, Mutare Boys, Dangamvura, Mutare Girls, Hilltop Study Centre, Sakubva 1, Sakubva 2, Nyakuipa, Nyamajura, Theydon high schools and Zamba, Mutanda, Dangare, Gombakomba and Chisamba primary schools all in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1462} In 2003, a total of Z$122,925 was paid as second term fees at the same schools and a list of beneficiaries appeared.\textsuperscript{1463} The noble initiative faced threats of sustainability because most of the parishioners at Holy Name were economically impoverished. HIV and AIDS interventions largely remained at the periphery of the parish council activities.

At St. Matthew's Vengere, Rusape, HIV and AIDS interventions remained at a low key. Minutes of parish council meetings, reports by church office bearers and other related documentation painted a grim picture.\textsuperscript{1464} The parish’s lay leadership appeared to have maintained a low profile in responding to the pandemic. However, this was not to suggest the parishioners were not either infected or affected by AIDS. In 2003, the parish’s lay leadership expressed their concerns at declining financial resources as families struggled to give towards the parish. Part of the churchwarden's report read: “Many families have single parents and some are child-headed families due to the high death rates year after year. The pinch is felt when advocating for healthy church giving.”\textsuperscript{1465} The churchwarden's noted that parishioners were dying in large numbers and used the platform to highlight concerns over the church's declining revenue. This gave the impression that the financial needs of the parish were more important than the welfare of parishioners who could have been infected and affected by the HIV and AIDS pandemic.
However, it appears that the appointment in 2000 of the Reverend Elinos Hwata as rector of St. Matthews introduced new ways of responding to the pandemic. Hwata was one of the few church leaders in Rusape who collaborated with AIDS service organisations including FACT (Rusape). In 2003, Hwata took the initiative of embracing single mothers some of who were HIV positive. A parish welfare committee existed at St. Matthews but they did little to openly assist people infected and affected by epidemic. One of the reasons for this was that members of the parish were generally in a state of denial about their HIV status and that AIDS was never mentioned as the cause of death. This could have affected the level of assistance given to PLHIV and OVC by the congregation and the priest.

Between 2000 and 2006 Ruth Bakare served as president of the Mothers’ Union of the Anglican Church in Manicaland. Ruth Bakare mentioned that the church, including the Mothers’ Union guild and the clergy, could have done more work in educating the members of the guild in particular and the Anglicans in general about the pandemic. In 2001, the diocesan Mothers’ Union guild focused on African cultural and traditional beliefs and practices that undermined the status of women and in turn were responsible for fanning HIV. In her message as Bakare called upon the members of the Mothers’ Union to show solidarity with widows many of who were infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. Young widows were stigmatised by society because they were suspected of having killed their husbands. Within the Anglican Church, this perception was not new. Some of the members of the Anglican Church in Manicaland thought of Christian widows as having killed their husbands and were victims of the killer disease shuramatongo or AIDS. An escalation in the number of young widows made the leadership to review the rules of full membership. In 2001 the age at which formerly married Anglican widows could be admitted into full membership was reduced from sixty to forty years.
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pandemic led the leadership to consider educating Anglican churchwomen on their legal rights. For example, in 2001 at St. Anne’s Goto, Anglican churchwomen were exposed to education on legal rights of women in Zimbabwe.\footnote{See HNM, Ruth Bakare, MU to all churches in the diocese, September 2001.}

In 2001, practical steps were taken in order to ensure that some widows and orphans were cared for. The diocesan Mothers’ Union office received foreign donations worth Z$146,709 and paid out Z$46,415 as school fees towards orphans.\footnote{MM, Treasurer, “Diocese of Manicaland MU income and expenditure statement,” August 2001.} Ruth Bakare’s encouraged her fellow sisters to start OVC care interventions at local parish level. Support groups were thus established at Chikanga, Mufudziwakanaka, St. John’s Cathedral and St. James’ Zongoro.\footnote{R. Munakamwe, same interview. See also MM, R. Bakare, MU diocesan president’s speech on Mary’s Day, (25 March 2002).} In 2002, the diocesan committee received a donation from the Mothers’ Union guild worldwide office in London. This was earmarked for support of grandparents caring for children whose parents died from AIDS-related diseases and as well as child-headed households.\footnote{R. Bakare, same interview.} Unfortunately, the humanitarian aid was politicised and this affected the plan to procure and distribute maize to 1,200 starving selected heads of families in Manicaland.\footnote{Bishop S. Bakare “The Diocese of Manicaland,” in Partners, 5-6.} This was perceived as undermining the state and thus failed to reach out to some of the intended beneficiaries. Given the wider socio-political context in Zimbabwe, as well as the potential effect of humanitarian aid administered by churches, this should not have come as a surprise.

Anglican churchwomen moved a further step by addressing theologies that undermined the position of women in marriage and in society in general. The effects of the epidemic on Anglican women led Ruth Bakare to advocate “new ways of reading the Bible that do not justify male domination.”\footnote{MM, R. Bakare, “Violence between couples,” unpublished paper presented at a Diocese of Manicaland MU conference, (circa 2002).} The stance taken by Bakare was pragmatic:

There is a need to care for those who are infected and affected by HIV/AIDS by encouraging HIV testing and openness about HIV status, promoting the use of condoms within marriage where one
partner is promiscuous or already infected, offer pastoral care and support groups for the HIV infected and affected as well as discouraging stigmatisation.  

Under the leadership of Ruth Bakare, the guild advocated a gendered approach to the pandemic. Apparently, the lack of sensitisation of male Anglicans in Manicaland on HIV issues exposed married women to HIV and therefore undermined prevention efforts. A respondent had this to say: “Not enough was done to educate men on matters of sexuality. The church has not been involved enough in educating mothers and fathers together on the prevention of sexually contracted HIV.”

Whereas the Mothers’ Union guild at the diocesan level carried out HIV and AIDS interventions, the pandemic affected the guild’s constitution. In 2004 the guild’s leadership made the diocesan synod aware of an earlier rule to enrol any Anglican women communicants of reasonable standing into the membership of the guild without due consideration of marital status. While the move was welcome to young widows and single mothers, a segment of the membership had reservations. One of the issues of discontent was that the new rules on lower age limit for the admission of widows and the enrolment of single mothers undermined the sanctity of holy matrimony. AIDS-related deaths affected young couples and that accounted for why the diocesan president embraced young women. Under the leadership of Ruth Bakare, the Mothers’ Union diocesan office rendered support to Anglican churchwomen infected and affected by HIV. This was noted from an increase in the number of support groups which provided for emotional, moral, financial and other material needs.” Financial support was also obtained from other parts of the Anglican Communion. For example, in May 2003 Portia Magada who accompanied Bishop Bakare on a visit to the Diocese of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
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received donations towards care and support of PLHIV, young widows and orphans in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1485}

The effects of HIV and AIDS on Anglican churchwomen in Africa attracted international attention from the Mothers’ Union guild worldwide office at Mary Sumner House in London. In 2004 Kisten Ryley writing in the \textit{Home and Family} observed that in the wake of reviewing the balance of power in sexual relationships that often exposed women to HIV:

\begin{quote}

The MU is addressing these issues in local communities by raising awareness of HIV/AIDS, educating people in ways of preventing its spread, and also by looking at the emotional and spiritual needs of those living with or affected by the virus.\textsuperscript{1486}
\end{quote}

Members of the guild from different parts of Africa were involved in HIV and AIDS mitigation. A few examples included the Katanga Diocese (Democratic Republic of the Congo), the Southern Highlands Diocese of Tanzania (Tanzania), the Diocese of Swaziland (Swaziland),\textsuperscript{1487} the Anglican Church of Rwanda, the Anglican Church of Uganda,\textsuperscript{1488} the Diocese of Upper Shire (Malawi) and the Diocese of Kirinyaga (Kenya).\textsuperscript{1489} While the Mothers’ Union guild’s worldwide office recognised the damage caused by HIV to Anglican churchwomen and their families, each diocesan guild chose suitable HIV intervention strategies for its people. HIV and AIDS opened up a new channel for the Mothers’ Union worldwide office to support African women. This was done by addressing some of the greatest barriers to controlling the spread of the virus—lack of awareness, stigma and discrimination.”\textsuperscript{1490} The HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by members the guild in Manicaland had to be viewed in line with work carried out by other Anglican Church Mothers’ Union guilds from the African continent.

\textsuperscript{1486} K. Ryley, “Positive action: The MU has become a powerful force in the fight against HIV/AIDS”, \textit{Home and Family}, (Summer 2004), 20.
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The guild's leadership also linked HIV and AIDS interventions with the Millennium Development Goals. For instance, at the guild's retreat held on 14-16 October 2005 a presentation on what role the guild could play in reversing the spread of the pandemic was made. Delegates undertook to reduce HIV prevalence in the youth and in women of childbearing age. The presentation was meant to sensitise delegates to the importance of goal number six, which is on halting the spread of HIV and AIDS by the year 2015. Apparently, the leadership of the guild used to encourage the members to go for HIV test and pledged support for those who tested positive. In 2005, one of the first known cases of public disclosure of HIV status occurred at the guild’s conference held at St. Augustine's. An informant stated that “thereafter, a large proportion of the members of the guild began to talk openly about HIV.” They also took the initiative to assist people infected and affected by the epidemic including at Chikanga, Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, St. Mary's Magdalene, St. James Zongoro, St. David's Bonda, St. Cuthbert’s Denzva and St. Augustine’s. Thus, members of the guild in the Anglican Church in Manicaland “brought forth their being human (ubuntu), promoting communal responsibilities against the HIV/AIDS threats.”

However, some women appeared less eager to continue hearing about HIV and AIDS: “At the MU [Mothers’ Union] conferences some women announced that they had heard enough of AIDS talks. They said that they had left behind their homes and problems so that they could enjoy themselves through singing, dance and listening to the gospel.”

5.4. The United Methodist Church’s Response to HIV and AIDS.

This section will explore the response to HIV and AIDS by the United Methodist Church between 2000 and 2007. While the church leadership, took bold steps towards intensifying HIV and AIDS interventions, the HIV prevention strategy remained moralistic. In August 2000 the church’s Africa Central Conference session held in
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Maputo approved a resolution to have two church annual conferences in Zimbabwe. Subsequently, HIV and AIDS interventions in Manicaland were mainly an initiative of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference. Within the church in Africa, there was also considerable interest in the pandemic. In August 2000 Bishop Joao S. Machado of Mozambique who served as president of Africa Central conference reminded his fellow bishops to take clear actions on HIV interventions on the African continent. Machado suggested: –Let us renew our efforts hand by hand so that our voice is heard and respected. Union makes the force.”

The year 2004 witnessed changes in the leadership of Zimbabwe Episcopal Area when Bishop Jokomo retired due to ill health and Bishop Eben Nhiwatiwa was elected as the successor. HIV and AIDS responses by the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference will be discussed in the following order: actions by the church’s leadership, treatment of AIDS-related illness, care of PLHIV and OVC, and grassroots HIV interventions at parish level.

5.4.1. The Church Leadership Reacts to HIV and AIDS

The birth of the new millennium witnessed intensified responses to HIV and AIDS by the church’s structures in Manicaland and Zimbabwe. First, in January 2000 the church’s leadership convened the “Consultation for HIV/AIDS Education, Awareness, and Prevention Training” workshop in Kadoma. The workshop attended by 136 participants from the clergy, the laity and the church’s youth resolved to return home and begin implementing an agreed action plan.”

This workshop was co-sponsored by the health and welfare department of the church’s General Board of Global Ministries with the intention of empowering the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe to confront the challenges of HIV and AIDS in the new millennium.
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The agreed plan of action entailed that the church focuses on the promotion of AIDS education and awareness campaigns, the encouragement of responsible behaviour, the provision of counselling services to PLHIV and their families, the care of OVC and the home-based care programme for the sick and dying. The global leadership also took Zimbabwe's socio-economic decline as a good opportunity to support local United Methodist Church to respond to HIV and AIDS effectively:

The church must continue to play the leading role in HIV/AIDS education, prevention and care. Our brothers and sisters in Africa, now more than ever, will continue to need our spiritual and financial commitment to deal effectively with this devastating health crisis.

The United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe in general including Manicaland took advantage of such support. The links between the local church and its sister annual conferences in the US became important channels of obtaining critical resources.

In August 2000 the –HIV and AIDS: Youth’s Challenge in the New Millennium,” workshop was another platform of interaction for the church’s youth, church leadership, state health experts and delegates from the church’s global leadership. In an address by the key speaker, Randolph Nugent, the general secretary of the General Board of Global Ministries, the church’s young people in Zimbabwe were praised for being:

…the first group within United Methodism to recognise the danger of the HIV virus and the likelihood of AIDS. In the face of such conditions, you have not become paralysed but have moved rapidly to action. You are to be commended for your action.

The conference focused on abstinence and fidelity as the only method of HIV prevention. Participants also explored other topics including peer pressure and decision making, campaigns against child abuse, community home-based care, how to relate to PLHIV, and handling bereavement and grief. Delegates from the United Methodist Church in Manicaland were part of the participants at that conference.
However, the church's lack of corresponding efforts in establishing HIV interventions targeting the youth at the grassroots level undermined this national effort.\textsuperscript{1504}

In December 2000, the church’s district superintendents in Zimbabwe admitted that HIV and AIDS was a grim reality and thus stated that “the epidemic devastated the nation.”\textsuperscript{1505} There was need for further action in responding to HIV and AIDS and thus the district superintendents called upon the delegates to act decisively:

\begin{quote}
We urge our conference to facilitate the formation of support groups, home-based care units, where the patients will be encouraged to go on good nutrition and exercise, remain on medical monitoring and for those who are HIV positive and not yet having AIDS, be encouraged to go for viral load testing periodically and advocate for behaviour change as a preventive measure.\textsuperscript{1506}
\end{quote}

The pandemic in Zimbabwe appeared to force the district superintendents to show care towards people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS. Thus, the church’s senior pastors sought to become agents of change by advocating for the expansion of the church’s HIV interventions.

The socio-economic hardships in Zimbabwe made it “difficult for [the] PLHIV to access treatment and have a good diet and therefore died early leaving behind a trail of orphans.”\textsuperscript{1507} The church’s district superintendents also noted that combination of escalating poverty levels and the effects of HIV and AIDS on the population were among the possible reasons why it became quite complex for the State to achieve the set goal of “Health for all by 2000.”\textsuperscript{1508} Any attempts at responding to the needs of PLHIV and OVC could only yield positive results if poverty alleviation was addressed. AIDS service organisations faced difficulties in launching AIDS-related care. At the church’s annual conference session in December 2000 lay leaders were convinced that the spread of HIV could be reversed through marital faithfulness and
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honesty alone.\textsuperscript{1509} Members of the council on ministries committee also suggested that other than relying on biomedicine for the treatment of AIDS-related illness, church members could simply invoke the healing power of Jesus Christ. They quoted the words of hymn 108 entitled \textit{Murapi ari pano}, (The great Physician).\textsuperscript{1510} Faith was perceived as being central to the healing of the PLHIV and this appeared to be quite common among the church’s followers as stated: –Even though HIV/AIDS is continuing to kill our people and to leave hundreds of children in our society, but we have hope in the healing power of our Lord Jesus Christ.”\textsuperscript{1511}

In December 2002 the church’s annual conference session in Manicaland was forced to give further attention to HIV and AIDS because the clergy and parishioners spent a great amount of time in caring for the sick and burying the dead. Part of a report read: –Bishop, the AIDS pandemic continues to cause havoc unabated. This continues to occupy the pastors’ time officiating at funerals and visiting the sick. The number of orphans grows daily.’\textsuperscript{1512} At the same session the council on ministries reported that church members who were infected or affected by HIV and AIDS were now in the habit of seeking the healing services of –Tsikamutanda”, a prominent traditional health practitioner and magician. The traditional healer-cum prophet claimed to have power to destroy witchcraft and evil forces that caused ill health, including HIV.\textsuperscript{1513}

Apparently, some church members could have consulted \textit{Tsikamutanda} whose fame was spreading as noted: –Of late the whole country was taken by storm by \textit{Tsikamutanda’s} activities which caused havoc in many communities living behind trails of hatred, frustrations, accusations, and in some cases closed churches.”\textsuperscript{1514} Within the United Methodist Church in Manicaland, there was a perception that church followers visited \textit{Tsikamutanda} because they lacked courage to resist the
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temptation’ posed by the HIV. The council on ministries maintained that faith in Jesus Christ was a source of strength amid the HIV and AIDS crisis by invoking the words of a song: ‘My hope is built on nothing less than Jesus’ blood and righteousness; I dare not trust the sweetest fame, but wholly lean on Jesus’ name.’

Given the knowledge that ARVs were not affordable and inaccessible to the majority of poor Zimbabweans, AIDS made some Christians to seek healing from different sources.

In 2004, the election of Bishop Nhiwatiwa to the episcopacy brought further input to the church’s HIV and AIDS interventions. Under Bishop Nhiwatiwa’s leadership, the United Methodist Church established volunteer groups that received training in basic skills of care giving and counselling to the sick and bereaved. It had taken the church’s annual conference in Zimbabwe four years to launch this intervention since the church’s district superintendents made a proposal in 2000. While some HIV interventions were immediately undertaken, others like the formation of support groups lagged behind. Perhaps there was also little awareness of the fact that support groups created safe space for HIV disclosure and care. Meanwhile, an influx of AIDS patients at big hospitals in Harare, and Mutare led Bishop Nhiwatiwa to appoint full time hospital chaplains. The new appointees were to assist the church’s pastors-in-charge who appeared overstretched by ever increasing demand for pastoral services due to HIV and AIDS. The appointment of full time hospital chaplains increased the visibility of the United Methodist Church in some of the state's hospitals. This was also likely to cast the image of a caring church and there could have won new converts.

In 2004, the United Methodist Global AIDS Fund was launched in the US with the purpose of representing the commitment of the denomination to eradicate HIV and AIDS in the world. A special appeal made to members of the church.
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denomination in the US to support this fund suggested: “The $8 million goal represents a $1 commitment of every member of the United Methodist Church in the USA [US]. Funds support education, prevention, treatment, and care programmes for [the] PLHIV.”1520 The United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe benefited from the fund through the links with the annual conferences of: Baltimore Washington, Wyominge, Oklahoma Indian missionary, Tennessee, Switzerland-France and Memphis.1521 Generally, the churches in Zimbabwe could not directly access the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria because of its stringent requirements.1522 Within the political volatile environment in Zimbabwe, the Government of Zimbabwe held the United Methodist Church in suspicion over the Global AIDS Fund.1523 This did not deter the church’s leadership from carrying out HIV and AIDS interventions. In 2008, Jim Winkler, the general secretary of the general board of church and society, stated that the church’s Global AIDS Fund initiative supported fourteen home-based care projects, training in antiretroviral therapy, HIV and AIDS education at local church level and orphan trust programme in Zimbabwe since 2004.1524

In 2004, the effects of the pandemic on the United Methodist Church followers in Manicaland affected the church’s financial income. For the first time the council on finance and administration observed a decline in the church’s revenue which was associated with the effects of the pandemic on families and church followers: “The impact of HIV and AIDS is negatively affecting church members now supporting family members, orphans and home-based care programmes and the high cost of medical treatment.”1525 The members of the United Methodist Church are obliged to maintain the financial viability of the church through committed giving, locally known as rupawo. In 2005 the council on finance and administration recommended that all the rural circuits receive budgetary support from the church’s treasury.1526 This is usually done when a circuit fails to raise enough financial resources to support
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its annual budget. The fact that in 2005 rural circuits received subsidy worth 7% of the annual conference budget\textsuperscript{1527} was a case to suggest that AIDS impoverished United Methodist congregations.

In 2006 Bishop Nhiwatiwa took a bold step in reducing dependency on donors. This came under an initiative called \textit{Chabadza}, a Shona word translated as: “Let us work together.”\textsuperscript{1528} The initiative applied to all the development projects of the church’s including HIV and AIDS interventions and it created space for the participation of local communities. Church members brought in both tangible and intangible health assets especially in the care of PLHIV and OVC. Members of the United Methodist Church were encouraged to avail themselves and their resources to the service of others and to any church projects.\textsuperscript{1529} In terms of healthcare, this meant that while asking for donations to care for PLHIV and OVC, church followers pledged to be involved in care services. With the state’s tight control on all donor funds, this affected the flow of money to the United Methodist Church’s HIV and AIDS projects. The input from the local members of the church as part of Chabadza was critical.

5.4.2. The Treatment of AIDS-Related Illness

The HIV and AIDS pandemic forced the United Methodist Church in Manicaland to review the services at the church’s healthcare centres. At Mutambara, Old Mutare, Nyangombe, Gatsi, Anoldine and Chinyadza, HIV and AIDS affected service delivery. In 2002 the annual conference’s health and welfare committee mentioned the work done by the church’s healthcare institutions in the treatment of the sick. The committee also observed a worrying trend as stated: “...as more and more people opt to come to our hospitals for better care and treatment, the demand has strained our hospitals’ meagre resources.”\textsuperscript{1530} While it was common knowledge that members of the public relied on the church’s healthcare centres, the United Methodist Church took some time before realising the need to upgrade its services. The healthcare

\textsuperscript{1527} AM, “Council on finance and administration report.”
\textsuperscript{1529} MBDR, Bishop E. Nhiwatiwa, “Episcopal address.”
centres were usually stocked with better medicines than their Government and local council counterparts.\textsuperscript{1531}

The escalation in the number of patients from urban areas who visited the church’s healthcare centres created challenges. The charging of low fees caused this and the reasonable quality of services offered at church-related healthcare centres. Manyeza, the church’s medical secretary in Manicaland, associated this influx in numbers of patients with the pandemic and stated that —the HIV and AIDS epidemic had the effect of overworking the staff and also led to a general shortage of medicines.\textsuperscript{1532} This situation was not unique to church-related healthcare centres in Manicaland. The pandemic affected the healthcare system belonging to churches more than what the hospitals and clinics did to HIV. HIV and AIDS also forced the leadership of the United Methodist Church to review the working conditions of medical personnel. In 2002, the council on ministries suggested that the church’s annual conference session consider staff retention incentives to save the crisis at the church’s healthcare institutions.\textsuperscript{1533} Apparently, the State’s failure to provide grants to church-related healthcare centres affected the capacity to deliver services to the PLHIV.\textsuperscript{1534}

The NGO Act of 2004 undermined the potential of the United Methodist Church to respond effectively to people infected and affected by the pandemic. As already noted above, the act imposed stringent controls on receiving external funding from international partners or friends (see chapter 2 section 2.4.2). The effects were felt on the church’s healthcare system as stated by Manyeza:

\begin{quote}
The challenging socio-economic climate has impacted negatively on our efforts to deliver the desired quality healthcare to the needy. The resulting poverty has predisposed our communities to malnutrition and the rampant spread of HIV and AIDS, tuberculosis, and the high malaria deaths.\textsuperscript{1535}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{1531} T. Manyeza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1532} SM, Medical secretary’s report to the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC second session, 50.
\textsuperscript{1533} SM, Council on ministries report, 25.
\textsuperscript{1534} T. Manyeza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1535} Tendai Manyeza, private archives (TM), T. Manyeza, “Medical secretary’s report,” Zimbabwe East Annual Conference council on ministries, October 2004.
In 2004, the church’s leadership resolved to implement staff retention schemes. The HIV and AIDS pandemic made working conditions for medical staff rather uncomfortable as stated:

> There is need to improve on this to retain the overworked few who have decided to brave the harsh conditions. With the HIV/AIDS challenge workload continues to increase and yet the number of staff remains static or keeps dwindling.\(^{1536}\)

It took the church’s leadership two years to implement previously recommended staff retention allowances. This affected staff morale. Without highly motivated medical staff, services to HIV positive people and other patients in general suffered. On a positive note, the need to respond to HIV and AIDS forced the church to expand its healthcare facilities and used the epidemic as a way to seek donor support. In 2004, ZACH and the United Methodist Church’s donors jointly assisted in the construction and equipping of Chinyadza clinic also designated as a district referral clinic for Makoni.\(^{1537}\)

Whereas the church became actively involved in HIV prevention, care and awareness education, the lack of ART at its healthcare centres undermined the church’s impact on the pandemic.\(^{1538}\) The ARVs did not feature in the treatment plan at the church’s healthcare centres including Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals until as late as 2007. The economic decline experienced in Zimbabwe between 2000 and 2007 was seen as the major reason for the state’s failure to roll out ART on a large scale. For example, in 2002, Manyeza stated: "...the country is so poor that retroviral medicines are still quite remote to ordinary people. The HIV drives should therefore focus on awareness, accessibility of VCT, PMTCT, and home-based care."\(^{1539}\) Meanwhile, some of United Methodist Church healthcare centres only rolled out ART with assistance from the Global Fund and through ZACH in 2007. Given that in 2007 about ~60% of the clients at Mutambara and Old Mutare hospitals were HIV

\(^{1536}\) TM, Manyeza, "Medical secretary's report." See also AM, "Council on ministries report,” Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session, 47. See also HCM, "Council on ministries report,” *Official Journal of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session*, 126.

\(^{1537}\) TM, Manyeza, "Medical secretary’s report.”

\(^{1538}\) T. Manyeza, same interview.

\(^{1539}\) SM, T. Mayeza, "Medical secretary report.” 52.
positive,” the roll out of ARVs elevated the status of the church’s healthcare centres. The full potential of the church’s healthcare centres to rolling out the treatment of AIDS-related diseases could have been affected by bad publicity by the State in Zimbabwe. Some church members of the stated that several attempts at delaying the clearance of containers carrying medicines from the US in the years between 2004 and 2006 by the State had a negative effect on HIV positive people. The restrictions could be associated with the effects of the NGO Act of 2004.

While most doctors shunned the deplorable working environment in Zimbabwe, the United Methodist Church benefited from an initiative known as the Zimbabwe Orphan Endeavour. The Reverend Greg Jenks from the church’s North Carolina Annual Conference in the US initiated the project in 2004. Whereas the original focus was on OVC, teams of visiting voluntary medical doctors from the church’s annual conferences in the US offered free medical services to PLHIV and other people in Manicaland. Between 2004 and 2007 these voluntary doctors also donated medicines to communities in Marange, Mutasa-Nyanga, Makoni-Buhera and Chimanimani-Chipinge districts. While the project was _noble_, its major setback was that it was politicised and that made it difficult for it to be sustained in areas such as Marange.” The fact that voluntary doctors came from the US caused the Government of Zimbabwe to be suspicious. While there was a perception that the United Methodist Church used HIV interventions to undermine the state, the church’s healthcare institutions filled in an important gap. One respondent mentioned: “It was the responsibility of the State to provide for the healthcare needs of the citizens and it was wrong for the government to hold the churches at ransom for the assistance they offered to ordinary people.”

Manyeza’s position appeared to differ from an earlier position taken by the district superintendents of the church. The church’s senior

---

1541 I. Chowa, same interview. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also T. Manyeza, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview.
1544 E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
1545 T. Manyeza, same interview. See also MNDM, ―District superintendents composite report,” _Official Journal of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC seventh session_, 67.
pastors argued that the Government had no right to dictate the pace in public healthcare because the United Methodist Church was one of the few churches that pioneered access to healthcare for the poor starting from the colonial era. This meant that the churches did not necessarily have to rely upon the State in finding solutions to the menace of AIDS.

5.4.3. The Care of PLHIV and OVC

Between 2000 and 2007, the home-based care interventions were based at the church’s local stations, circuits and healthcare centres. Voluntary caregivers were trained at these sites. In the previous years, the home-based care initiative received minimum attention as already noted earlier in chapter four of this study. The change in the approach to home-based care was necessitated by increase in the number of HIV positive people. The availability of funding for home-based care under the church’s Global AIDS Fund is another reason. In February 2002 home-based care to PLHIV became a theme during the “Church and Society Week” under the theme: “HIV/AIDS, the church and home-based care.” The church’s lack of an autonomous or semi-autonomous FBO or HIV and AIDS desk meant to coordinate HIV interventions including home-based care, affected the operations of voluntary caregivers. In spite of such shortcomings, the council on ministries appeared to value home-based care:

Despite the havoc being wreaked by this killer disease [AIDS], there are a growing number of our congregations who are establishing [voluntary] home-based care programmes in order to alleviate the plight of those already suffering.

The leadership of United Methodist Church in Manicaland could have held the understanding that voluntary caregivers were not a necessity because all Christians
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1546 MNDM, “District superintendents’ composite report,” 68. See also SM, “District superintendents’ composite report.” See also Chitando, Living with hope, 12.
1547 For this see chapter 4 section 4.4.2 of the present research study.
1548 T. Matsika, same interview.
had a responsibility to care for people in need including those living with HIV. At the leadership level, the church did little to explore the new dynamics associated with providing home-based care in the context of HIV and AIDS. The fact that voluntary home-based caregivers were at times inadequately equipped and feared contracting HIV led them to be reluctant to offer services to PLHIV.\textsuperscript{1551} Furthermore, visits to the sick by some members of the Rukwadzano and Mubvuwi guilds were often confused with home-based care in cases where the clients’ HIV status was known.\textsuperscript{1552} In 2004 the church’s healthcare centres intensified training in basic skills in voluntary home-based care. For example, in October 2004 Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals were involved in home-based care programmes with funding support from some donors as stated:

\begin{quote}
We are grateful to the UMC [United Methodist Church] through the GBGM [General Board of Global Ministries] for the generous support with home-based care kits... We are grateful to PACT [Private Agencies Cooperating Together] Zimbabwe which has started a programme focusing on home-based care.\textsuperscript{1553}
\end{quote}

The acute shortage of medical staff and other resources such as vehicles and fuel undermined the ability of the church’s healthcare centres to expand the training of voluntary home-based caregivers. While the church was affected by logistical challenges in receiving foreign funding, from 2004 onwards the home-based care intervention received foreign funding through the church’s institution, Africa University:

\begin{quote}
With the support of the health and welfare ministries of the GBGM [General Board of Global Ministries], workshops have been held under the auspices of Africa University to upgrade the skills of coordinators and pastors in the management of home-based care programmes.\textsuperscript{1554}
\end{quote}

Whereas some progress was noted, the church’s home-based care interventions in Manicaland lagged behind those at Epworth in Harare where a full time nurse was

\textsuperscript{1551} T. Matsika, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1552} J. Rukweza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1553} TM, Manyeza, “Medical secretary’s report.”
\textsuperscript{1554} S. Sign, same interview. See also Fasan, \textit{Africa University Cares}. 
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employed. However, similar services by the United Methodist Church in parts of Manicaland such as Rusape, Mutare, Chipinge and Nyanga were non-existent.

The leadership of the United Methodist Church appeared to believe that the acquisition of HIV and AIDS-related knowledge and skills was essential for efficient service delivery. This philosophy led the church’s leadership to continue with the practice of organising workshops at different levels. For instance, the church’s council on ministries report for 2007 made the following observations: in April 2007 a palliative care workshop for the medical staff serving at the church’s major hospitals in Zimbabwe including Old Mutare and Mutambara was held in Harare, in October 2007 a workshop on the possible establishment of a respite centre at Old Mutare hospital was held in Mutare. Medical personnel were equipped with a wide range of skills that were critical in providing palliative care for AIDS patients. HIV and AIDS interventions under Old Mutare hospital received funding from the Friends of Tariro Project, US, and technical expertise from Africa University.

Economic hardships in Zimbabwe did not deter the United Methodist Church from providing care to OVC. In 2000, the council on ministries stated that all the church’s four districts in Manicaland paid school fees for OVC at varying amounts. The following records were provided: Mutare South district: paid school fees for 150 orphans (amount paid not stated), Mutare district: paid Z$73,000, Mutasa-Nyanga district: paid Z$19 420 and Makoni-Buhera district: paid Z$3,000. This money was collected from the local membership and thus was mainly a grassroots led intervention. The need to care for AIDS-related OVC also made some church members to “shift from an annual donation towards the welfare needs of OVC to regular giving that was meant to meet escalating demand.” In 2000 the major sources of financial support towards school fees for the OVCs were the local

1555 AM, ‒Council on ministries report,” Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session, 32. See also HCM, ‒Council on ministries report,” Official Journal of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session, 103.
1556 A. Mhondoro, same interview. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
1558 MNDM, ‒Council on ministries report.”
1560 I. Chowa, same interview.
members of the Rukwadzano and the Mubvuwi guilds.\textsuperscript{1561} In the same year the Rukwadzano guild donated cash and goods to the Fairfield Orphanage and other the areas.\textsuperscript{1562} Apparently the church’s leadership in Manicaland also took advantage of the AIDS-related OVC plight to present itself as a caring community and in the same process build up new disciples.

In 2002, the church’s Mutare district benefited from funds disbursed by the National AIDS Council. The Reverend John Rugayo, the district’s programmes’ director for the United Methodist Church in Mutare was elected vice chairperson of National AIDS Council in Manicaland.\textsuperscript{1563} Rugayo worked closely with the church’s circuits in Mutare and assisted them to benefit from council’s funds that were disbursed by the National AIDS Levy. Part of the money was used for the care of OVC and PLHIV as well as HIV prevention activities.\textsuperscript{1564} Few churches benefited directly from the National Aids Levy as mentioned by Bishop Mutume of the Roman Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{1565} This was not unusual given the knowledge that the Mutare urban’s National AIDS Council committee had one church representative who attended meetings on behalf of all the churches.\textsuperscript{1566} The lack of a functional HIV and AIDS ecumenical platform for church leaders in Mutare might have affected this initiative. It is therefore possible that Rugayo’s position granted him the privilege to access the National AIDS Levy ahead of other church leaders.

In 2002 a campaign entitled “OVC and Christian Responsibility” was launched and donations were sought from church members. A total amount of Z$2 304,515 was collected and distributed to the church’s districts and was used to pay fees for OVC.\textsuperscript{1567} In 2002 the Headlands south circuit that falls under the church’s Makoni-Buhera district initiated a local OVC support fund which raised ZS3,500,000.\textsuperscript{1568}

\textsuperscript{1561} SM, “MUMC report,” Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC twenty-first session, 51-52.
\textsuperscript{1562} SM, “RRW report,” Zimbabwe Annual Conference of the UMC twenty-first session, 48-50.
\textsuperscript{1563} HCM, Minutes of the previous minutes of the Mutare district UMC charge conference session, 14-15 September 2001 as read at the Mutare district of the UMC charge conference session, 16-17 August 2002.
\textsuperscript{1564} HCM, Minutes of the previous minutes of the Mutare district UMC charge conference session.
\textsuperscript{1565} P. Mutume, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1566} P. Jani, same interview.
However, the hyperinflationary environment in the country made it difficult for the churches to adequately address the problems encountered by the OVC.

The United Methodist Church was one of the few churches in which AIDS-related care transformed OVC care systems. In 2003 the appointment of the Reverend Peter Mufute, director of Fairfield Children’s Home, led to a facelift of the former orphanage. There was an understanding that the use of the word “orphanage” had the effect of stigmatising children at Fairfield. Previously, the children were housed first in the hospital and later in another building. Mufute created a small village and formed families out of OVC that were allocated a house with eight in each and a mothering caregiver. Although not all the children were infected or affected by the epidemic, HIV and AIDS had an effect on the OVC care system at Fairfield. Consistent with this observation a report noted: “Due to the rising number of AIDS orphans and the lack or inability of extended family to care for them, Fairfield Children’s Home has become an essential source of community support.” Mufute stated at the close proximity of Fairfield to Old Mutare hospital facilitated easy access to ART for HIV positive children. According to Mufute, a proliferation of AIDS-related deaths among farm workers is responsible for large numbers of OVC. Many of them turned to Fairfield for care and support. This situation overwhelmed the facilities at the children’s home. One of the solutions crafted by Mufute was the launch of a new model of OVC care. In 2004 the Fairfield established an outreach programme in which OVC were given fees, food and other resources but the children remained in the homes of their deceased parents under the care of a relative or sibling.

The NGO Act of 2004 also imposed restrictions on the church’s chances to receive external donor funding earmarked for and HIV interventions. As in the case of home-based care mentioned above, the Faculty of Health Sciences at Africa University became a conduit for receiving funding towards the care of children orphaned by
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1569 P. Mufute, same interview. See also MNDM, “Council on ministries report,” Official Journal of the Zeast Annual Conference of the UMC seventh session, 88
1570 P. Mufute, same interview.
1572 P. Mufute, same interview.
1573 P. Mufute, same interview.
AIDS. Consistent with this observation, Peter Fasan, the dean of the faculty had this to say:

The Faculty of Health Sciences was selected in 2004 to coordinate a major project for orphans and vulnerable children. …This project of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, mediated by the GBGM [General Board of Global Ministries], provides educational support, health care, nutritional supplements, and psychological support for up to 3,000 orphans and vulnerable children, most of who have been orphaned by the HIV/AIDS epidemic.\(^{1574}\)

Apparently, the channelling of OVC funding through Africa University by donors could have been advantageous to the church. First, the NGO Act did not as badly affect the university and the church’s donors were at least able to continue sending money for OVC-related care programmes. Second, the need for accountability and transparency meant that proper documentation was done. Third, the local church leaders and members were usually not well trained to handle projects and therefore received assistance from the institution.\(^ {1575}\) In 2004 the council on ministries proposed a number of OVC project management workshops. The workshops were intended to assist the church to deal with the challenges of orphan care in a better way.\(^ {1576}\) Therefore, the receiving of donor funds for AIDS-related OVC interventions led church members to develop new skills in the management of community projects.

AIDS-related OVC care intervention at Ishe Anesu, Hilltop expanded under the leadership of Maria Humbane. Humbane, a missionary of the General Board of Global Ministries based at Africa University also served as the church’s community ministries coordinator for Mutare.\(^ {1577}\) Humbane’s appointment to Ishe Anesu was done in order to facilitate the flow of donations mainly from the church’s annual


\(^{1575}\) S. Sign, same interview. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also A. Mhondoro, same interview.

\(^{1576}\) AM, ‘Council on ministries report,” Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session, 49.

conferences in the US.\textsuperscript{1578} Between 2000 and 2007 the project supported OVC through the provision of food and also paid for educational needs of beneficiaries at primary, secondary and tertiary institutions. In 2007 a total of 60 OVC were under this scheme.\textsuperscript{1579} The apparent lack of jobs and the effects of a declining economy destabilised family life among Zimbabweans and this reduced the amount of care given to the OVC by foster parents. In the light of these realities, the church’s district superintendents observed: “Some of our church members, leaders included, are failing to attend church programmes and services as they are often out of the country, trading and in search of basic commodities which are on shortage in the country.”\textsuperscript{1580} Within Zimbabwe, it became common for parents and other people to engage in small cross-border business ventures or to seek jobs in neighbouring countries and the intention was to boost dwindling financial and other essential resources.

\textbf{5.4.4. Responses to HIV and AIDS at the Grassroots Level}

The United Methodist Church in Manicaland appears to have struggled to overcome cultural practices and Christian understandings of sexuality that undermined the prevention of sexually contracted HIV. An informant had this to say: “The UMC [United Methodist Church] still has a long way to change culture where sex is a taboo subject and yet the government seems to have done more on this AIDS awareness issue.”\textsuperscript{1581} This practice started to decline from 2002 onwards. For example, in the church’s Makoni-Buhera district initiatives at educating male church members on cultural issues and HIV prevention were launched. Chowa stated that “HIV awareness campaigns were conducted with church groups and seminars were held with male participants including members of the Mubvuwi guild as well as traditional health practitioners.”\textsuperscript{1582} The church’s HIV awareness programmes mounted at station and circuit levels could have influenced married churchwomen’s choice of safe sex.

\textsuperscript{1578} E. Kabungaidze, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1579} See HCM, “Hilltop charge conference reports,” 2007. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also S. Sign, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1580} MNDM, “District superintendents composite report,” \textit{Official Journal of the Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC seventh session}, 63-64.
\textsuperscript{1581} E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also T. Matsika, same interview. See also E. Makunike, same interview
\textsuperscript{1582} I. Chowa, same interview.
Within the Rukwadzano guild, in Rukweza circuit, Matsika stated that some churchwomen became aware of possible risks of having unprotected sex and thus were strongly opposed to unprotected sex: *Handingafi ndichiona* (lit: ‘I cannot risk my life by indulging in unprotected sex’).\(^{1583}\) The pandemic led the majority of married churchwomen to live in fear of contracting HIV from their spouses. HIV and AIDS also infected and affected children, relatives, fellow Christians and friends. Given these realities, members of the Rukwadzano guild resorted to regular prayer which they believe was one of the strongest weapons in responding to HIV and AIDS.\(^{1584}\)

The leadership of the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe continued to be hesitant in openly encouraging church members and the rest of society to use condoms to reduce the spread of sexually transmitted HIV. Kabungaidze stated that this attitude led to the church to lose some of the church’s active members who succumbed to AIDS. Pastors and church members also spent a great deal of time visiting the sick and attending funerals.\(^{1585}\) At the grassroots level, programmes that targeted male members of the church and focused on the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV had limited results. Some church members stated that the Government of Zimbabwe did more work than United Methodist Church in HIV and AIDS awareness. Generally, the State's approach to HIV prevention was also seen as being pragmatic.\(^{1586}\)

Initiatives at launching HIV prevention interventions for the youth were undermined by the church’s reluctance to expose the youth to condoms. There was a perception that the church’s young adults were immune to HIV. Consistent with this assertion, Chowa stated: ‘It was unfortunate that young people in the church who were *proud* of their perceived immunity contracted HIV from experimenting with their bodies or from unfaithful partners.’\(^{1587}\) Africa University became the hub of the church’s HIV and AIDS workshops. In June 2002 participants at a workshop were sensitised on the

\(^{1583}\) T. Matsika, same interview.

\(^{1584}\) SM, ‘MUMC report,’’ 61.

\(^{1585}\) E. Kabungaidze, same interview.

\(^{1586}\) P. Mufute, same interview. See also E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also J. Rukweza, same interview.

\(^{1587}\) I. Chowa, same interview.
use of latex condoms.\textsuperscript{1588} The proceedings of the workshop were meant to enhance new understanding of condom use. Thereafter some of the church’s pastors supported the prophylactic use of condoms and others did not.\textsuperscript{1589} Within circuits, some married churchwomen took exception to a woman’s insistence on safe sex and the use of condoms within marriage. An informant had this to say:

\begin{quote}
Mukadzi haafaniri kunyima murume wake bonde nekuti zvinotuma murume wake kubuda kunze. Bonde haribikirwi sadza (A married woman should not deny her husband conjugal rights because that will lead him to look for other sexual partners. Sexual crave cannot be quenched by food).\textsuperscript{1590}
\end{quote}

Among the grassroots church members in Manicaland the need to prevent sexually transmitted HIV divided the flock especially women. While some churchwomen insisted on the use of condoms, other churchwomen risked contracting HIV and saved marriages when spouses insisted on unprotected sex.

The introduction of the VCT and PMTCT interventions at Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals in 2004 affected people’s attitude towards HIV prevention and treatment. This was achieved with support from ZACH and the Zimbabwe Vitamin A for Mothers and Babies Project (ZVITAMBO), a local AIDS service organisation.\textsuperscript{1591} Increased access to VCT and PMTCT services enhanced the quality of healthcare services available to communities. Old Mutare and Mutambara hospitals relieved pressure on VCT and PMTCT services at Mutare provincial hospital. Within the United Methodist Church in Manicaland, the roll out of VCT services also enabled the church address denial and stigma. Some of the church’s clergy and lay leaders were known to have encouraged people to know their HIV status and take precautions.\textsuperscript{1592} Some informants were of the opinion that increased access to VCT and PMTCT services led to a reduction in sexually related domestic violence. As some married couples gradually accepted to go for VCT and that the babies born to HIV positive

\textsuperscript{1588} The Revd Samson Muzengeza made hard copies of handouts distributed at the workshop available to M. Mbona.
\textsuperscript{1589} E. Kabungaidze, same interview. See also A. Mhondoro, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1590} T. Matsika, same interview. See also J. Rukweza, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1591} TM, Manyeza, "Medical secretary report," Zimbabwe East Annual Conference’s Council on ministries.
\textsuperscript{1592} S. Sign, same interview. See also T. Matsika, same interview. See also I. Chowa, same interview.
mothers were saved from contracting the virus, the impact of HIV declined. In some circuits including Chitenderano, church members especially young adults who were contemplating marriage also took the initiative to go through VCT. While VCT services were welcome to some, it is also possible that tensions within marriage were enhanced when couples or one of the partners tested HIV positive.

There were circuits and stations that established a number of AIDS-related care interventions. In 2004 in the church’s Marange district it was reported:

The Gwese Orphan Trust is progressing well with more than 200 orphans, we are moving to Munyarari and Chitora with the same concept. The orphan plight shall continue to be an area of concern due to the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

Similarly, in the Mutasa-Nyanga district church members provided assistance to OVC in cash and in kind. In 2005 OVC and home-based care programmes that were originally supported by a group of Americans in Makoni-Buhera district were discontinued. According to Chowa, local church members failed to sustain the needs of PLHIV and OVC. Consistent with this observation, Saungweme also stated that some circuits were unable to pay the pastor’s salary and therefore there were no financial resources to carry out OVC interventions: “The priority of the church is the care of its clergy and where a circuit is poorly resourced very little could be done in caring for PLHIV and OVC.”

At some congregations HIV interventions were left to a handful of interested individuals. Generally, the HIV interventions were carried out within certain communities and operated without coordination from centralised structures. Some church members were involved in voluntary home-based care activities. A few examples cited include Makoni Central, Zambuko, Rusape, Makoni West, Rukweza

1593 J. Rukweza, same interview. See also E. Humure, same interview.
1596 J. Makunike, same interview. See also AM, “District superintendents’ composite report,” Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC fourth session, 5.
1597 I. Chowa, same interview.
1598 M. Saungweme, same interview.
and Rusape Inner City.\textsuperscript{1600} However, perhaps with proper coordination these interventions could have reached out and served people. This intervention lacked resources such as home-based care kits, uniforms, and bicycles for meant to enhance the mobility of voluntary caregivers. This undermined the motivation that drove voluntary caregivers to deliver services to home-based care clients efficiently.\textsuperscript{1601}

While AIDS-related care impoverished some people, others could have become rich. Apparently, a perception that some of the pastors from the United Methodist Church and other churches in Manicaland used funds earmarked for HIV and AIDS interventions for self-enrichment existed.\textsuperscript{1602} Given the fact that HIV and AIDS interventions under the United Methodist Church in Manicaland received donor support, it is not unusual for members of the public to make such allegations.

The leadership of the United Methodist Church also trained pastors and lay people to assist with counselling of PLHIV, their families, caregivers as well as the OVC.\textsuperscript{1603} In May 2002, a major training workshop on pastoral counselling for pastors and their spouses was held at Africa University. The workshop assisted grassroots church leaders with counselling and care support to the PLHIV, OVC, widows, widowers and grandparents. One of the key facilitators, Lorraine Muchaneta from FACT delivered a presentation on the value of appreciating personal dynamics such as feelings of isolation, the need to be loved, feelings of depression, numbness, resentment, fear, anxiety, anger, bitterness, shock, guilt and insecurity that were often experienced by the PLHIV and OVC.\textsuperscript{1604} Participants also benefited from a presentation entitled "Psychosocial Implications of HIV/AIDS" by Louise Thomas-Mapleh of the WHO Zimbabwe office.\textsuperscript{1605} The paper sensitised participants to appreciate their social responsibilities to PLHIV, the dynamics of home-based care, shared confidentiality in the church, disclosure of HIV status, provision of essential resources such as food,


\textsuperscript{1601} T. Matsika, same interview. See also J. Rukweza, same interview.

\textsuperscript{1602} For this see L. Kupara, same interview.

\textsuperscript{1603} A. Mhondoro, same interview.

\textsuperscript{1604} SM, L. Muchaneta, FACT Officer, "Counselling and support of orphans, widows and grandparents," Unpublished paper presented at a UMC workshop for pastors and spouses held at Africa University, (26-31 May 2002).

drugs and sanitary material through the church and the setting up of income generation projects.\(^{1606}\)

Another facilitator, Elizabeth M. Brisbane, of the church’s Emory Annual Conference based in Washington DC, used Biblical theology to sensitise the participants on appreciating the importance of a theology of compassion for PLHIV. This presentation was based on Luke 7:11-17.\(^{1607}\) The presenter argued that despite the Jewish rules prohibiting any contact with the deceased, Jesus acted out of compassion and thus offered hope to the bereaved community. Brisbane stated that although AIDS represented death, church leaders in particular and Christians in general, were expected to be agents of hope by offering psychosocial support to people infected and affected by the epidemic: “God entered into this community. AIDS can be and shall be eradicated. He will use Christian leaders as agents of change.”\(^{1608}\) Brisbane also explored the relationship between pastors and community gatekeepers, the critical assessment of community needs, the show of responsible Christian leadership, the use of updated HIV and AIDS information, congregation based HIV and AIDS education, the promotion of health and human sexuality discussions. Pastors were also reminded: “AIDS always wore the face of a loved one.”\(^{1609}\) The training and skills gained were meant to assist in harmonising the relationship between communities and church leaders as well as the church and PLHIV.

In March 2005, some United Methodist participants from all over Zimbabwe including the youth, the Rukwadzano guild, the Mubvuwi guild and the clergy attended a workshop at Hunnington Retreat Centre in Chinhoyi. One of the papers presented by the Reverend Andrew Mupfawa focused on human rights, gender and HIV and AIDS.\(^{1610}\) According to the Mhondoro who was one of the participants from Manicaland, the insights from the presentation “opened people’s eyes to appreciate the connection between Christianity, HIV and AIDS, gender and human rights in..."
The relationship between gender and HIV and AIDS could have been seen as one of the topics shunned by Christian communities. Mupfawa’s paper concluded by observing:

Women lack access to care and treatment for prolonged periods because of lack of information and low risk perceptions. Cultural expectations, lack of clinic fees, lack of decision on sex, pregnancy and breastfeeding results in a highway of HIV and AIDS.”

In another paper, Mupfawa imparted skills on HIV and AIDS project design and management. This could have been helpful in improving the church’s capacity of in responding to the pandemic. Chowa’s presentation on psychosocial support for home-based care patients at the same workshop, also underscored the United Methodist Church’s vision of being a caring Christian community.

5.5. Synthesis

This chapter has shown that the turn of the new century saw the erosion of the gains of political independence and this affected HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by the churches. Briefly, in February 2000 the ZANU PF-led government faced a legitimacy crisis after losing in a referendum for a new constitution and thereafter embarked on massive invasion of former white owned commercial farms. The relations between some of the Western missionary-initiated churches took a further tumble in March 2000 when the Zimbabwe Council of Churches organised meetings that led to the formation of the Zimbabwe Election Support Network. The formation of the Movement for Democratic Change under the leadership of Morgan Tsvangirai, made the State to be suspicious about the involvement of churches and NGOs in carrying of HIV and AIDS interventions. While the National AIDS Council,
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formed in 2000 as a collaborative project, incorporated some religious leaders and civic organisations international donors and development partners withdrew financial support from the State. The harsh economic environment had grave implications for the capacity of churches to respond meaningfully to HIV and AIDS.\textsuperscript{1617}

This chapter concludes that after the State lost most of its external international donors, the churches became a crucial medium in receiving international donor support for public healthcare including the funding of HIV interventions. This forced the Government of Zimbabwe to become suspicious of the agenda of the churches and thus promulgated the NGO Act of 2004. This chapter has also established the ZCBC acted as the conscience of society by condemning the State for the introduction of repressive laws and the politicisation of financial aid to PLHIV, OVC and those families that were affected. In a study that focused on declining relations between the NGOs and the State in Zimbabwe Sibusisiwe Mpofo highlighted how the relationship affected the provision of services to the poor: ‘‘The relationship rapidly soured into hate or intolerant relationship when the Government construed that the NGOs (including churches) were pursuing ulterior agendas.’’\textsuperscript{1618} The NGO Act of 2004 was passed by the State with the intention of limiting the influence of NGOs on politics. In a paper that focussed on the influence of US based NGOs, Bornstein has noted that such foreign organisations had new systems of control over the local political terrain: ‘‘In the case of Zimbabwe, what disturbed this secular academic was that Christian NGOs were good at what they did precisely because they saw their work as holistic: secular and sacred; material and spiritual.’’\textsuperscript{1619} Thus the work carried out by the churches in responding to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland at a time when the State was facing socio-economic challenges could have stolen the limelight from the government.

This was also followed by a decrease in international aid to the State.\textsuperscript{1620} Consistent with this observation, Kaseke and Dhemba have also stated:
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Shortages of foreign currency and the international isolation of Zimbabwe have impacted negatively on healthcare delivery in Zimbabwe. Shortages of drugs and the high cost of drugs and medical care now characterise the health delivery system in Zimbabwe. A major challenge of the health delivery system is the HIV and AIDS scourge as this has a negative impact, not only on the health sector but the economy as a whole.\(^{1621}\)

Many African countries were known for denying the existence of HIV and AIDS within their borders. In Zimbabwe the State did not give top priority to HIV and AIDS interventions. A study undertaken by Eldred Masunungure et al. on the ranking of topical issues among Zimbabweans for the period 2004-2005 indicates that “AIDS remains at the lower end of the league table.”\(^{1622}\) However, based on the findings from the present study, the ZCBC was one of the few religious institutions that critiqued the government’s ambitious goal of health for all by 2000 and pointed out the State’s weaknesses. Few church leaders in Zimbabwe were bold enough to openly accuse political leaders for the abuse of assistance to PLHIV and OVC.

According to Denis, church leaders were key players in determining church responses to the HIV pandemic.\(^{1623}\) The participation of the church leaders and their followers in carrying out HIV interventions indicated their agency by actively using both tangible and intangible religious health assets. However it is important to note that the inherent interest and commitment of Christians in matters of public health accounted for the variety of church responses to HIV. Consistent with this assertion, James Cochrane has observed:

> Many religious health assets have to do not with visible institutions, structures or organisations—say religious hospitals, clinics, dispensaries, hospices, care groups…but with invisible or intangible realities that nevertheless make a big difference in the way health is perceived, pursued and maintained.\(^{1624}\)

Having shown that the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches made strides in expanding HIV interventions, these interventions did not remove the

\(^{1621}\) Kaseke and Dhamba, —Zimbabwe country report,” 11. See also Rodriguez, —AIDS in Zimbabwe,” 2.
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fact that church leaders were convinced that moral failure mainly accounted for the spread of HIV. This probably continued to fuel denial and stigma.

AIDS-care interventions under the churches in Manicaland amid the socio-economic decline of the country formed an important part of humanitarian aid. In a politically volatile Zimbabwe it could not be denied that such aid weakened public allegiance to the State as noted by Bornstein. This is significant in a context where HIV interventions under all three church denominations became major channels in receiving external donor funding. Comparatively, the AIDS-related care activities of the Catholic Diocese of Mutare were ahead of those of the Anglican and United Methodist Church in Manicaland.

Generally, the response to HIV and AIDS by parishes and grassroots church members of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland revealed clear signs that denial and stigma were on the decline. The key functional role posited by Denis pertains to the meaningful effect, or lack thereof, that church members can make in HIV prevention and AIDS mitigation can be readily applied to the situation in Manicaland. The researcher noted that in all three church denominations women were at the forefront in responding to HIV. This could have been motivated by the fact that churchwomen were at high risks of contracting sexually transmitted. A study in Zimbabwe undertaken in 2003 by UNAIDS concluded that the majority of HIV-positive women were actually infected by their spouses. Weinreich and Benn also noted:

\[\text{For many, the churches are more part of the problem than of the solution. They are associated with rigid sexual morality and the rejection of preventive measures. Particularly sensitive issues are sex education for young people, the use of condoms, and gender roles.}\]

The denial of the existence of AIDS and the stigmatisation of PLHIV by some church followers in Manicaland showed that the battle was far from over. Within this period, as the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches responded to HIV
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and AIDS in Manicaland, it became evident that some achievements were made amid a host of other challenges.

This chapter has shown that the political challenges that befell Zimbabwe between 2000 and 2007 and the resultant economic decline affected the input of the State in supporting PLHIV, OVC and healthcare in general. The unfavourable socio-economic and political environment faced by Zimbabweans affected HIV and AIDS interventions under the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland. The Anglican and United Methodist Church upgraded their capacities to respond to HIV and AIDS while the Roman Catholic Church expanded its HIV and AIDS programmes. The churches assisted PLHIV and OVC that were adversely affected by scarcity of food and medicines for the treatment of AIDS-related symptomatic conditions. This chapter also concludes that the ZACH assisted the churches’ healthcare institutions in Manicaland to outsource funding and medicines. Church healthcare centres in Manicaland became sites for VCT and PMTCT and ART services. The HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by churches enriched them while the national economy was on the decline. When donors to the State withdrew their support the churches became conduits for receiving money and other resources. This increased the visibility of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland. While the churches carried out the HIV and AIDS interventions in solidarity with the poor, the possibility of other agendas existed. The State reacted by passing the NGO Act of 2004 that drastically reduced the number of NGOs and FBOs involved in carrying out AIDS-related interventions. This translated to the further weakening of the partnership between the State and the churches.

Within the Anglican and United Methodist Church, HIV and AIDS led to the expansion in the number of healthcare institutions. This chapter has also indicated that the programmes under the National AIDS Council and Basic Education Assistance Module failed to provide adequate resources needed by PLHIV and OVC and the churches carried the burden of care. This chapter has shown that the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland took a lead in using herbal therapies in the treatment of AIDS at a time when the poor could not afford to procure the scarce ARVs. This initiative launched in 2003 had the effect of increasing the visibility of the Roman Catholic Church. Within the Anglican Church, the openness about the pandemic shown by the
highest diocesan office made a positive effect on HIV and AIDS responses. The United Methodist Church expanded OVC care interventions. The church leaders maintained that moral behaviour change was the only tool to reduce the spread of HIV. This was ideal in the long-term but posed some challenges in the short-term. Generally, all the three churches made some attempts at addressing cultural factors that exposed women to high risk of HIV. This was demonstrated by integrating programmes on legal rights of women and education on laws of inheritance. The chapter has also shown changes in churchwomen’s understanding of condom use became significant. At the grassroots level there was increased involvement by parishes in responding to the pandemic. Within the Anglican Church, women took a leading role in addressing denial and stigma and were supported by the MU worldwide office.
CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

6.1. The Effects of HIV and AIDS on Church Institutional Structures

This research study indicates that religion, and in particular Christianity, became a key component in the public response to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe. The first theme identified by Prince et al. is that Christians deal with illness and death, treatment and care for the sick, and questions of morality, kinship, gender relations, and sexuality in the context of HIV and AIDS in Africa. In Manicaland, and indeed Zimbabwe HIV and AIDS had a visible effect on church institutional structures. Initially, church institutions did not know exactly how to respond positively to the presence of AIDS and thus pandemonium set in as church leaders and followers grappled to understand its origins and mode of transmission. The reaction of the churches to HIV and AIDS closely resembled the events during the influenza epidemic in 1918 as discussed by Ranger. In Manicaland in particular and Zimbabwe in general individual Christians including Ted Rogers and Geoff Foster, spearheaded Christian responses to HIV and AIDS in 1986 and 1987 respectively. At the institutional level, Rogers working with the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Harare, the Roman Catholic Bishops of Zimbabwe and IMBISA initiated one of the earliest responses to HIV. It was also under the influence of Rogers that the Zimbabwean Catholic Bishops became the first Christian leaders in Zimbabwe to issue a public statement on AIDS in October 1987 followed by a similar ecumenical statement issued in 1989.

The second theme identified by Prince et al. concerns the place of Christianity in the public sphere in relation to civic society and government, development and public
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The Zimbabwean Catholic bishops collectively became one of the few church leaders to critique the State for its failure to meet the welfare needs of citizens including healthcare in the context of an escalating AIDS epidemic. This indicates that the institutional responses to HIV by the churches were the product of a historical engagement with social issues by different church leaders. The Roman Catholic Church benefited from its long history of engagement in social justice and community development in Zimbabwe, to spearhead HIV interventions. The undisrupted history of church involvement in healthcare in Zimbabwe became a vital resource in the treatment of AIDS-related illness and the carrying out of other HIV interventions. It can thus be concluded that HIV and AIDS turned church-related hospitals belonging to the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland to ‘sanctuaries’ where people received AIDS-related care and treatment support. This has been illustrated by the fact that in 1992 the majority of the church’s diocesan healthcare centres rolled out critical HIV and AIDS interventions. The Anglican and United Methodist Church-related healthcare institutions followed later but had a different pattern.

The presence of HIV and AIDS led to the transformation of church structures and institutions. This refers to the third theme from Prince et al. that focuses on how church responses to HIV and AIDS led to transformation within Christian practices and worldviews in Africa. Out of the need to respond meaningfully to the pandemic, the Roman Catholic Bishops of Zimbabwe created an additional national structure known as the –HIV and AIDS Commission.” The creation of such a commission serves to demonstrate that the Zimbabwean Catholic bishops showed great interest in the effects of the epidemic on society. The centralised and hierarchical structure of the Roman Catholic Church in Zimbabwe assisted dioceses to respond to HIV by pioneering the formation of AIDS-related community care organisations or FBOs. In Manicaland, as early as 1992, the Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare operated one of the few FBOs that served communities infected and affected by HIV and AIDS besides FACT. While this could be applauded, at the parish level HIV interventions were weakened by a belief that responding to HIV and AIDS was the responsibility of hospitals, FOBs and NGOs.
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Within the Anglican Church, the carrying out of HIV and AIDS interventions of the Anglican Church were compromised by the fact that there was a blurred boundary between the input by the Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre and that of other diocesan institutions including the diocesan bishop, the HIV and AIDS commission and parishes. Generally, the delay in setting up AIDS desks by the Anglican and United Methodist Church weakened the capacity of churches to respond more forcefully to the epidemic. However, it is quite evident that the epidemic forced all the three churches in Manicaland either to create special structures which did not exist before or integrate it in existing departments of the church body.

At the institutional level, the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops Conference was more aware of the plight of PLHIV, OVC and public healthcare in general than was shown by the leadership of the other two denominations. This was evident from that fact that this institution became one of the very few known religious bodies to openly remind the Government of Zimbabwe to exercise responsibility, honesty and solidarity in serving the poor. The same Roman Catholic institution was also the only church organ to denounce the State’s politicisation of humanitarian aid obtained through international donor agencies. The HIV and AIDS interventions under all the three churches in Manicaland in that period indicate that the churches remained committed to serving ordinary citizens including HIV-positive people and children orphaned by AIDS. Thus amid the socio-economic decline in Zimbabwe (2000-2007), the churches responded to this crisis by further intensifying HIV and AIDS interventions. For this, the churches were accused of using such activities to undermine the State. As a consequence, church responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland in the period 1985-2007 took place within the context of an unfolding dynamic of church and State relations.

6.2. HIV and AIDS and the Churches’ Discourse

Based on insights drawn from this study, generally it can be concluded that reactions to HIV and AIDS by the churches in Manicaland in particular and Zimbabwe in general evolved over time from silence, denial and stigma to acceptance of the epidemic. At the institutional level, though some church leaders fanned the spread of
HIV by moralising the epidemic, data from this research study indicates that some church leaders denied the existence of the epidemic, as did the Government of Zimbabwe. The findings from oral sources show that the ordinary church followers’ perceptions of AIDS as either runyoka, or the product of witchcraft, as well as the outcome of promiscuity, exacerbated the spread of HIV. This is also supported by the fact that, based on oral sources, and throughout the three periods, Christian understandings of HIV and AIDS were shaped by morality. The failure shown by church leaders and followers to address Christian teachings and cultural traditions that discriminated women fanned the spread of the epidemic and exposed married churchwomen to the risks of HIV. According to a study by Gregson et al. which focused on AIDS-related mortality in Manicaland, wives became HIV-positive after their husbands and this led to increased mortality. In Manicaland AIDS-related denial and stigma among Christians declined as a result of State led HIV awareness programmes and church members having lost loved ones to AIDS.

While the influence of AIDS-related denial and stigma by the churches could not be precisely measured, according to Rosenberg, in the history of epidemics, denial and stigma have been hallmarks of the initial responses to disease and HIV was thus non-exceptional. Thus the ‘righteous’ and ‘guilty’, ‘holy’ and ‘unclean’, ‘and ‘them’ and ‘us’ paradigms delayed the launch of AIDS-care programmes at the parish level. The case of changes to chalice use in the Anglican Church is an example of how AIDS-related stigma transformed Christian practices. Before the AIDS era, Anglicans in Manicaland used to drink wine from the same chalice and this changed because of fear of contracting HIV from fellow parishioners. In tolerating this ‘new’ practice, AIDS became divisive in part of the Anglican Communion in Manicaland. Therefore Anglican communicants in Manicaland indirectly became ‘agents’ of AIDS-related stigma. This negative outcome could only be understood in the wider context of responses to HIV in the early years in Zimbabwe, whereby, in 1985, the State enforced the mandatory screening of blood for HIV before transfusion.

---
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AIDS-related stigma by church members had the undesirable effect of treating PLHIV as ‘others’ and therefore affected care support. This could have been linked to the fact that church leaders were not ready to admit their own pain from losing loved ones to the pandemic. In the early years of the epidemic in Zimbabwe those people who were identified by medical experts as having contracted HIV became the ‘moving dead.’ They were treated as lepers that deserved to be isolated and denied the privileges of sharing utensils and food with others. Data from oral sources shows that it also took sometime before Christians openly embraced PLHIV. This was not unique to the HIV and AIDS era as was noted separately by Ranger and Niehaus. Thus, the failure to stem the harsh tide of HIV by the churches’ healthcare centres in Manicaland amid high public expectation to do so, discredited mission healthcare systems in the eyes of Zimbabwean Christians and non-Christians. AIDS-related stigma gradually decreased in all the three church denominations due to availability of VCT, PMTCT (2002) and ART from 2007 onwards at localised church healthcare sites.

The use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV became one of the most contentious issues that dominated the discourse of the churches. The church leaders from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches also exacerbated the spread of sexually transmitted HIV by taking the position that condom use cannot reduce the spread of HIV. In all their statements, church leaders emphatically stated that strict moral behaviour guaranteed an HIV free life and that the indiscreet distribution and use of condoms fanned the spread of HIV. Thus, generally, between 1985 and 2007 the input to the HIV prevention discourse by the church leaders remained moralistic in nature. In view of the fact that condoms had the effect of reducing the passage of the virus from one person to another, it was logical for the government to protect the citizens that way. Within the province of Manicaland and nationally in Zimbabwe, church leaders exposed ordinary Christians and the public to HIV by taking a rigid stance against the prophylactic use of condoms. The Zimbabwean Catholic bishops became the leading group, and understandably so, because of the church’s long history of prohibition of artificial contraception. The leadership of the Anglican and United Methodist Church, which both accepted the contraceptive use of condoms, failed to openly encourage church

---
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members to use them especially with concurrent sexual partners, thereby increasing the spread of HIV.

Throughout the period from 1987 until 2007, and at the leadership level, there was consistency in the position that the use of condoms led to moral degeneration and thereby destroyed marriages and society at large. Based on oral sources, within the Roman Catholic Church, church leaders chose to ignore the silent voices of HIV infected married churchwomen by "preserving" the sanctity of marriage. The recommendations by Catholic theologians such as Fuller and Keenan who resorted to traditional moral theology such as casuistry to justify the use of condoms as a way of preserving lives, as discussed in chapter 3 (see section 3.2.2.4), had minimum influence. Comparatively, the conservative position taken by the ZCBC on the use of condoms appeared to have been shared by the SACBC. However, it has to be noted that there is literature to suggest that a significant number of Catholic Bishops' Conferences in Africa, particularly in French-speaking Africa, chose to remain silent on the issue of condoms. One such an example was the Senegalese Catholic Bishops' Conference whose HIV prevention strategy since 1996 did not make any reference to condoms.1636 The Symposium of Episcopal Conferences of Africa and Madagascar of the Roman Catholic Church issued a statement on HIV and AIDS after the meeting in Dakar, Senegal in October 2003 and it was silent on condoms.1637 However, there were some Roman Catholic Church clergy in Manicaland such as Father Martin O'Regan1638 and later Father Ted Rogers1639 in Harare who similar to Bishop Dowling of Rustenburg appreciated the need to use condoms widely to save lives (see section 3.2.2.4). The Roman Catholic Bishops of Zimbabwe were quite consistent in guarding the tenets of the faith in matters of sexuality.

While medical personnel serving at the Roman Catholic Church’s healthcare centres often referred HIV positive couples to the priest for further pastoral guidance, their counterparts at Anglican and United Methodist Church healthcare institutions openly

1636 See Green, "Faith-based organisations: Contribution to prevention,” 10.
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recommended the use of condoms. Based on collected views of oral sources as documented in this study, women from the Roman Catholic Church felt that the episcopal leadership of the church failed to appreciate the sexual complexity surrounding Roman Catholic married women. Therefore, out of the fear of contracting HIV Roman Catholic married churchwomen strayed from the official position of the church and solicited condoms. Thus within a context of HIV, ordinary Christians were prepared to ‘bend the rule’ in order to attain self-protection against the risk of contracting HIV. Generally, this illustrates that the churches had a negative effect on the epidemic and further confirms that ‘religious institutions shape[ed] the common discourse on HIV and AIDS in a manner that is not always helpful.’

The association of condoms with promiscuity and the perception of the same device as being ‘dirty’ or ‘unholy’ affected the prevention of sexually contracted HIV among Anglican and United Methodist Church communions. Thus AIDS hit hard on members of the Mother’s Union and Rukwadazono guilds respectively. While the moral behaviour change approach to HIV prevention could yield acceptable results in the long term, such a strategy was less helpful in reducing the spread of the pandemic in the short term. In their study of the impact of national HIV prevention programmes on HIV decline in Manicaland, Gregson et al. observed that it was very difficult to assess the effects of behaviour change: ‘For women, attendance at community based HIV/AIDS meetings were directly associated with adoption of safer behaviours and a substantial but nonsignificant reduction in HIV incidence.’

The present study indicate that married churchwomen from all three church denominations based in Manicaland, became aware of the potential to contract HIV by not using condoms but were in a weak positioned to openly insist on safe sex.

While within Zimbabwe and sub-Saharan Africa, the spread of the pandemic was mainly through heterosexual contact, church leaders in Manicaland failed to stem the tide of HIV because they focused more attention on morality than on sexuality. This could not be resolved easily because it became a dilemma. As Denis observed, church leaders were,
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...caught in a dilemma...of preserving moral values in sexual matters and by doing so they may reduce risk behaviour, thus preventing the spread of HIV. But at the same time their moral discourse can lead to stigma and discrimination, a phenomenon that contributes to the spread of the epidemic.\textsuperscript{1642}

On the one hand, church leaders were interested in peoples' health and yet on the other hand, church leaders were faced with the question of what to do if people did not follow their teachings. Thus, their members as well as the public often misunderstood the church leaders and viewed them as being uncaring shepherds. On the contrary, the motivation for starting home-based care was that the churches cared for people infected and affected by the pandemic. While the Government of Zimbabwe and church leaders had the same goal of preventing the spread of HIV, ultimately the government did not mind about people's sexual habits.

The church leaders from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches believed that people should reduce sex in order to avoid HIV and yet none of the three churches had regular programmes to strictly control people's sexuality. This study shows that this was the case in the three churches unlike in the Apostolic-type churches for example. This was identified by Gregson \textit{et al.} whose study concluded that married men from the Western missionary-initiated churches in Manicaland were less likely to follow church teachings on avoidance of pre-marital and extra-marital sex than their counterparts from Apostolic and Zionist sects.\textsuperscript{1643}

Similar findings were found in Garner's study which concluded that the mainline churches deliberately softened the strict or conservative moral teachings that were normally associated with Christian fundamentalists. Such stances conspired to weaken the potential of mainline Christianity to be a source of change in sexual behaviour.\textsuperscript{1644}

The present study established that generally all the three churches were not well-informed on the close connection between morality and sexuality and how this influenced the spread of sexually transmitted HIV among married couples. The churches either opposed the State's sexuality programmes or launched alternatives, as was the case of the Roman Catholic Church's HIV and AIDS booklet entitled \textit{The
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Christian Approach to Sexuality. Unlike in Uganda where church leaders collaborated with the Government by not opposing condom use in HIV prevention, church leaders in Manicaland and Zimbabwe openly opposed the State’s messages. However, it must also be acknowledged that the work done by church leaders in admonishing their followers to strictly adhere to religious-based norms of sexual behaviour possibly reduces the risk of infection.

6.3. Church-Related HIV and AIDS Interventions

The scale at which all three church denominations carried out HIV and AIDS interventions in Manicaland largely depended on three factors: (i) the willingness or lack of thereof by church leaders to launch interventions, (ii) the enthusiasm shown by the local Christians, and (iii) the availability of funding and other material support. One of the earliest interventions was AIDS-related care. The greatest strength shown by all three church denominations in responding to HIV and AIDS was their ability to provide care to people infected and affected by the epidemic. Ordinary people, including grassroots Christians, were among the first who initiated the care of PLHIV and OVC. This was a commonly shared experience in Manicaland, Zimbabwe as well as other sub-Saharan Africa. In Manicaland, some Christians, especially churchwomen, were among the first to care for PLHIV including their spouses, family members, church members and other members of the community. This study concludes that these initial care interventions, often done outside parish structures, lacked critical resources and training but were carried out as part of Christian charity. In relation to care giving, insights from this study lead to the conclusion that the earliest voluntary home-based caregivers were mainly churchwomen from across the denominational divide. They were recruited and received training from FACT. Thus FACT, having pioneered HIV interventions in the province, became a critical resource for the churches.

---
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While within the entire period of study all three church denominations exercised AIDS-related care at varying degrees, at the institutional level the Roman Catholic Church did more work than the Anglican and the United Methodist Church. Variations in the AIDS-related care interventions provided by all three church denominations confirm the observation by Denis that the commitment shown by church leaders and their members is an important feature of HIV interventions. The Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare established an AIDS-related community care project in 1992, this initiative being the first of its kind among the churches in Manicaland, and having followed after the Archdiocese of Harare. This initiative of the Roman Catholic Church had a strong impact, having been well funded and evenly spread across the province. Care resources included food, medical drugs, school fees and the funding for income generation projects. It also emerged that the Roman Catholic Church AIDS-related care projects in Manicaland took a holistic approach by addressing the basic needs of clients as well as caregivers and communities. This study also highlights the fact that the payment of block grants for OVC at particular schools became a viable financial resource at a time when the education system in Zimbabwe was generally underfunded.

There were very limited AIDS-related care interventions in the Anglican Church in Manicaland from the mid-1980s until the election of Bishop Bakare in 1999. At diocesan level, institutionally organised care of PLHIV was almost non-existent. The priorities were elsewhere. Members of the church’s MU guild carried out much of the home-based care work for the PLHIV as part of their social responsibility programme. The Kubatana project, established in 1995 under St. Augustine’s clinic, became a model of AIDS-related care for the church’s new leadership. Mukai home-base care project at St. David’s Bonda hospital, Munyaradzi at St. Mary’s Magdalene, Nyanga, St. Werburgh’s clinic at Chigodora, and Nedziwa clinic in Makoni district were born after Kubatana. The Lay Training, Relief and Information Centre was of value to the Anglican Church as it spearheaded the training of voluntary caregivers as well as running HIV and AIDS awareness programmes. The capacity of local Anglicans in Manicaland to raise money and goods to support the care of the PLHIV and OVC appeared to be at the lowest.

For this see Chapter one, section five of this present thesis.
The care of OVC by the United Methodist Church in Zimbabwe gained new significance in the time of HIV and AIDS. The effect of the pandemic on families led the church’s guilds including Rukwadzano and Mubvuwi to increase forms of material and financial support towards the care of OVC. The effects of AIDS on society led to the adoption of multiple OVC care models by the United Methodist Church. At Fairfield Children’s Home, Old Mutare, AIDS-related stigma was a factor in having the new concept of ‘family homes’ with a mother figure permanently present.\textsuperscript{1650} The same institution was also overwhelmed by the increased number of OVC and thus launched an OVC outreach programme in 2003. In Mutare the Ishe Anesu OVC care programme at Sakubva was born as a response to need for AIDS-related care in Sakubva. Generally, the care of orphans by the Christian church has a long history as Messer observes:

\begin{quote}
Christians since the time of Jesus have understood the care of orphans not as a religious duty, but as a spiritual opportunity to show love and to nurture life. Christians may be divided over condom use or sexual issues, but there is no division on the caring of children, parents or family.\textsuperscript{1651}
\end{quote}

The communities of the United Methodist Church were given basic training in home-based care but the training of voluntary caregivers was launched quite late. The Government of Zimbabwe’s tight controls on foreign donations to churches, among others, and the NGO Act of 2004 forced the church to use its institution, Africa University, as a conduit for receiving funding for PLHIV and OVC.

This study has shown that the treatment of AIDS-related illness was a second area on which performance by the churches could be measured. Data from primary written and oral sources used in this study point to the fact that between 1985 and 2007 healthcare centres belonging to the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland treated AIDS symptoms. The onset of HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe created new challenges in the treatment of diseases and the provision of healthcare services by medical institutions belonging to all the three churches. Church-related medical institutions in Zimbabwe had often relied on the State for

\textsuperscript{1650} P. Mufute, same interview. See also S. Sign same interview.  
\textsuperscript{1651} Messer, \textit{Breaking the conspiracy of silence}, 131.
support and this became quite evident at the height of disease outbreaks. Insights from the present study mirrored MuCulloch’s observations on the responses to the outbreak of disease in the 1930s by the colonial administration as Western missionary-initiated healthcare systems requested grants. However, a major difference was that while relations between the leaders of all three church denominations and the State were at times strained, the churches availed their healthcare institutions for the benefit of disadvantaged rural communities. Thus the churches entrusted their healthcare institutions unreservedly to the treatment of AIDS-related diseases other than waiting for the government to provide all the requisite resources.

The treatment of AIDS-related illness in Zimbabwe was threatened by socio-economic decline coupled with the withdrawal of international donor support from 2000 onwards. The fact that Zimbabwe is a country with an integrated public healthcare system in which the churches, the State, and local authorities are free to serve members of the public, ensured that healthcare centres run by the churches assisted everyone in need. With 126 healthcare centres, mainly located in rural areas, and in a time of AIDS, church hospitals and clinics carried the burden that should have been the responsibility of the State. HIV-positive people were drawn to mission hospitals and clinics where charges for medical services were generally below market rates or even free. The launch of medicinal herbal therapies by the Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland provided limited assistance in the treatment of AIDS-related illness. The Roman Catholic Church’s network of healthcare institutions served the poor by initiating herbal AIDS-related treatment therapies and supplied medicines to people in need.

A major finding is that the churches in Manicaland did little to ensure wide access of ARVs in the public sphere. The fact that not a single denomination in Manicaland rolled out ARVs at church-related hospitals prior to 2007 indicates that all the three denominations lacked of resources to do so. The data used in this study has led to the conclusion that starting from 2007 and onwards, ZACH, with the support of the Global Fund, became influential in assisting church healthcare institutions to roll out ARVs. Thus out of the desperate need to increase access to ARVs for PLHIV the

1652 For this see McCullock, “The management of venereal disease in a settler society,” 195-216.
church leaders used ZACH as a collective platform. This appeared different from the situation in South Africa whereby in 2003 the Roman Catholic Church in KwaZulu-Natal became involved in accessing ART to AIDS patients.\textsuperscript{1653} The churches in South Africa including the Anglican Church of Southern Africa joined the Treatment Action Campaign that denounced companies that engaged in restrictive practices by refusing licences to other firms making their own low-cost generic versions of AIDS drugs.”\textsuperscript{1654} When the leadership of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and the United Methodist Church entered the territory of civil society in the late 1990s, the State in Zimbabwe became suspicious of church involvement in AIDS-related treatment and other care interventions. The fact that the churches treated AIDS-related illness at low fees and had access to medicines revived the earlier positive role played by the Western missionary healthcare centres as argued by Gelfand.\textsuperscript{1655}

Generally, the HIV interventions carried out by the churches were extended beyond the sphere of simple healthcare provision and stretched to include community welfare in the name of assisting PLHIV and OVC. Thus, this trend confirmed an important observation by Prince who noted: “What we see today is a return to nongovernmental and faith-based healthcare, not through mission hospitals but through FBOs and NGOs.”\textsuperscript{1656} The fact that external donors funded HIV interventions carried out by all the three churches was a reason for the State in Zimbabwe to be suspicious as Bornstein has remarked: “NGOs have specialised agendas, and tackle arenas that states tend to ignore. …As NGOs have access to international financial and volunteer resources that supersede states, they bypass states in both global and local arenas.”\textsuperscript{1657} Out of the need to assist ordinary citizens ailing from the effects of HIV, the churches were forced to adopted diverse coping mechanisms. The collaborative ventures were characterised by partnerships with other AIDS service NGOs as well as the use of alternative channels to receive funding.

HIV and AIDS interventions carried out by parishes, congregations and circuits of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches in Manicaland told a

\textsuperscript{1653} For this see Joshua, “The Catholic response to HIV and AIDS in South Africa,” 250.
\textsuperscript{1654} Mission and Public Affairs Council, Telling the story: Being positive about HIV/AIDS, (April 2004), 12. This was accessed as a pdf.
\textsuperscript{1655} See chapter one, section 5 of this present thesis.
\textsuperscript{1656} Prince, “Introduction to special issue,” x.
\textsuperscript{1657} Bornstein, The spirit of development, 99-100.
different story. Though oral and written sources have shown that there was a general improvement in the uptake of AIDS awareness and AIDS-related care interventions, the presence of large numbers of Christians were not always a guarantee for positive action. Thus the findings differed from the picture painted by Elphick on the influence of Christianity on South African history. By being in the majority, the church followers from the Roman Catholic, Anglican and the United Methodist churches in Manicaland did not become involved in HIV programmes in huge numbers. In fact, given the economic decline experienced by Zimbabwe from 2000 to 2007, some Christians trained as voluntary caregivers because of material benefits associated given to those involved in carrying out AIDS-related care interventions. Such scarce resources were critical in a poverty-stricken environment and included donations of foods, farming inputs, school fees, medical supplies and allowances.

6.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, church responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe constituted an important part of the way Christianity contributed positively and negatively to the pandemic. Based on Gelfand’s perspective that the mainline churches in Zimbabwe have had a long history of involvement in public healthcare, the churches were an essential factor in responding to HIV and AIDS. Though at varying degrees, all the three church denominations used their institutions sometimes positively and also negatively in responding to the pandemic. The history of the national response to the pandemic in Manicaland could be incomplete without acknowledging the fact that nationally, and in Manicaland, the Roman Catholic Church took a leading role. At the institutional level, the HIV interventions carried out by the Anglican and United Methodist churches suffered from leadership crisis especially in the early years. These findings, therefore, agree with the observation made by Denis that different church actors responded to the pandemic in specific ways. It can thus be concluded that the history of church responses to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland was characterised by actors at each church level playing unique roles, sometimes complementing each other and at times holding opposing views.

For this see chapter one section 1.5 of the thesis.

Denis, “The church's impact on HIV prevention and mitigation,” 68.
Generally, the extent to which HIV and AIDS affected the churches and also illustrates the ways in which churches as religious entities brought tangible and intangible assets that had an effect on the pandemic.

HIV and AIDS affected the three churches by bringing the doctrines of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches into the spotlight especially on human sexuality and reproductive health. The pandemic also challenged the churches to review their teachings on matters of human sexuality. For instance, the pandemic forced the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church to make public statements against the use of condoms in the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV. While the Roman Catholic bishops in Zimbabwe generally maintained a conservative stance, recent pronouncements on condoms by the Pope have been widely welcomed.\textsuperscript{1660} Generally, all the three churches were weak in fighting denial and stigma and thus their moralistic approaches undermined efforts at HIV prevention. Thus the churches input to the discourse on HIV prevention in Manicaland showed weaknesses.

In the long term, moral behaviour change messages delivered by the churches might have positively affected HIV prevention and could have led to a decline in HIV prevalence in Manicaland. In the view of the churches, behaviour change could have provoked what Gregson \textit{et al.} identified as \enquote{a delay in age at first sex, a reduction in casual sex.}''\textsuperscript{1661} The fact that some church leaders and the State in Zimbabwe were opposed to each other's HIV prevention strategy sent mixed signals to society at large. AIDS-related denial and stigma by some of the church leaders worsened the situation. Zimbabweans needed to learn lessons from Uganda where collaborative initiatives by the church and the State yielded positive results. In the case of Uganda, the political will that was shown by leadership also made an enormous difference to HIV prevention. In 1986, President Museveni had declared that \enquote{it was the political duty of all Ugandans to prevent AIDS [HIV] and encouraged what later became known as ABC.}''\textsuperscript{1662}

\textsuperscript{1660} M. O'Regan, same interview. See also L. Kupara, same interview. See also M. Chitsungo, same interview.
\textsuperscript{1661} Gregson, \enquote{HIV decline associated with behaviour change,} 666.
\textsuperscript{1662} J. Youde, \enquote{Ideology's role in AIDS policies in Uganda and South Africa,} \textit{Global Health Governance} 1/1 (January 2007), 3. The article was downloaded at: <http://www.ghgj.org/>.
A key strength shown by the churches as they responded to the pandemic was their ability either to create new structures or to integrate HIV interventions in already existing structures. This became quite peculiar to the Roman Catholic Church. While HIV and AIDS affected the inflow of church revenue from ordinary members, the three churches effectively sourced external funds earmarked for HIV interventions. The other strength shown by the churches was the pioneering of AIDS-related care by Christians, mainly women, who formed battalions of voluntary home-based caregivers. Christian volunteers, with or without material support from the leadership of their respective churches, were among the first to carry out this “ministry of presence” among HIV positive people and their families. While within the churches, the care of OVC by Christians had a long history, this study concludes that the three churches in Manicaland emerged with new and competent models of OVC care. Within the scope of AIDS-related care and treatment, one of the identified weaknesses was that the churches tended to abuse resources that were earmarked for PLHIV and OVC.

The network of healthcare institutions belonging to the three churches in Manicaland, with the support of ZACH, had a positive effect on treatment of AIDS-related illness. The fact that the church healthcare institutions in Manicaland became critical in providing treatment support towards PLHIV clearly indicates that the churches were an essential factor. Western missionary-founded healthcare centres in Manicaland and Zimbabwe went through three phases: between 1985 and 1994 they played a complementary role; between 1995 and 1999 they supplemented the State’s healthcare services; and finally from 2000 to 2007 they ‘replaced’ the government’s healthcare system. The effects of HIV on Zimbabweans could have been severe without the involvement of church hospitals in the provision of treatment of AIDS-related medical conditions. Generally, the effect made by the churches on HIV was initially weak because “in many circles in the early years of the epidemic, religion was not only invisible but was also viewed with narrow-eyed suspicion…by 2000 this attitude had largely begun to change.”1663 This was when increased attention was given to the pandemic by various world bodies and religious entities and with it the

necessary opportunities for funding. As a result, the churches increasingly gained the limelight and became a force to be reckoned with in the response to HIV.\footnote{For a discussion of this see the periodisation in chapter two section five of this present thesis. See also Oliver, “Religion and policy on HIV and AIDS.” 82-86.}

The Roman Catholic Church in Manicaland made the strongest impact on the pandemic as evidenced by moving quickly from a position of ‘ignoring’ the epidemic, to confronting it, and finally mainstreamed its response to HIV and AIDS. The launch of the first strictly church-based FBO in Manicaland in 1992 bears testimony to this strength. The United Methodist Church followed with moderate responses characterised by initially ‘ignoring’ the epidemic for a decade, followed by low profile interventions, gradually confronted and then later mainstreamed. The response to HIV and AIDS by the Anglican Church illustrates the fact that the church denomination largely ignored the pandemic for almost two decades and gradually moved to confronting it (1999), until finally mainstreaming it. These differences between the three churches in Manicaland suggest lack of ecumenical collaboration on HIV and AIDS at the provincial level. While the national church leaders’ forum provided an important national ecumenical platform for church responses to HIV and AIDS, within the province, the churches competed with rather than complemented one another’s effort. Nationally in Zimbabwe, in the mid-1990s the Roman Catholic Church established similar AIDS-related projects in all the dioceses making the church’s influence and impact even strong. While the HIV interventions carried out by Anglican and United Methodist churches came late, comparatively, the construction of new healthcare centres within the province was a major input to AIDS-related care and treatment.

Finally, having declared the researcher’s biases as an Anglican priest from Manicaland, the present study has given voice to different church actors by separating between what was done and not done by church leaders and Christians at the grassroots level in responding to the pandemic. In reference to the existing literature as noted by said by Gregson, this thesis shows that the responses to HIV by the churches in the three time periods undeniably made a mark on communities in Manicaland. While Gregson addressed the aspect of HIV prevention in Manicaland, insights from my thesis are different in the sense that they cover critical AIDS
mitigation work carried out by the churches. Consequently, the churches in Manicaland and Zimbabwe became important players in the sphere of public health. Theologically, church leaders’ insistence on morality as the sole weapon in preventing sexually transmitted HIV had the unintended effect of stigmatising PLHIV including faithful married churchwomen. The pandemic is still present in Manicaland and Zimbabwe and no cure has yet been found. Christian church denominations in Manicaland and elsewhere in Zimbabwe as well as in sub-Saharan Africa could draw important lessons from this study in order to shape present and future HIV and AIDS interventions.

6.5. Ramifications and Areas for Further Research

Although the Western-missionary founded churches in Zimbabwe had a long history of involvement in public healthcare their responses to HIV and AIDS were generally slow and often ambiguous. The leadership of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and United Methodist churches and grassroots church members undermined State approaches to the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV by largely adopting a moralistic approach. The message on the prevention of sexually transmitted HIV in Manicaland in particular and Zimbabwe in general was affected by having almost two opposed views in the public space. There could be a need for the churches to draw lessons on this experience and play a positive role by adopting a multi-faceted approach to HIV prevention. This study has also shown that based on the work carried out by church leaders and grassroots members, Christian communities were assets especially in AIDS-related mitigation. It could also be concluded that while the State in Zimbabwe established the National AIDS Levy and carried out a number of HIV interventions, this was generally undermined by competing priorities. Despite the negative effects of an evolving socio-political landscape, the churches generally became beacons of hope for people infected and affected by HIV and AIDS amid accusations of pursuing ulterior motives. Public health policy makers and healthcare practitioners in Zimbabwe could benefit from this study by strengthening collaborative approaches to HIV between the State and churches.
The following areas need further research: First, this study was based on qualitative and descriptive analysis of data and is therefore limited. It is important to carry out a quantitative study in order to determine accurately the impact of church led HIV and AIDS interventions on communities. Second, the study has observed that the churches accused the State for neglecting the poor including PLHIV and OVC and the State alleged that the churches pursued ulterior motives in responding to HIV. Thus a further area of research could be to glean primary written and oral sources in order to establish the validity of both these claims. Third, the findings presented here were largely based on Manicaland province and therefore quite limited. Similar studies on church responses to HIV and AIDS could be done in other geographical provinces in Zimbabwe. This could allow for a comparison of findings with those of the present study and thus arrive at a generalised national picture. Fourth, a comparative historical study of the responses to HIV by the African initiated churches and Pentecostal and Apostolic churches in Manicaland might bring out fresh insights to this field. These churches have had a strong presence in Zimbabwe and a historical study of their response to HIV could bring about new knowledge to what is already a very promising area of enquiry.
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A. Oral Sources

Interviews conducted by Michael Mbona in Manicaland and Harare, Zimbabwe (2010-11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERVIEWEES NAME</th>
<th>IDENTITY</th>
<th>VENUE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mukazi, Cecilia OR (S-I-C)</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Senior Matron, St Joseph's Hosp. Mutare</td>
<td>St Joseph's Hosp. Mutare</td>
<td>19.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mombe, Christinah</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>19.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauye, Cecilia</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Vengere</td>
<td>21.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiome, Richard</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>23.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maedze, George,</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Catechist Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>25.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Regan, W. Martin</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>25.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutume, Patrick M</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Bishop Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>02.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyemba, Caston M,</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Fern Valley</td>
<td>02.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyawera, Teresa</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Dangamvura</td>
<td>05.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitsungo, Matilda</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Dangamvura</td>
<td>05.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tichawangana, Eugenia</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Triashill</td>
<td>09.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dera, Augustine</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Triashill</td>
<td>09.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudzimiri, Margaret</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Nyahukwe</td>
<td>26.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chibatamoto, Venencia</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Nyahukwe</td>
<td>26.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyangadi, Jimmy</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Kriste Mambo</td>
<td>29.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers, Edward T.</td>
<td>R. Catholic, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Harare</td>
<td>13.04.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafulela, Michael</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>13.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makoni, Benita</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Nyazura</td>
<td>15.08.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushipe, Martin</td>
<td>Anglican, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Nyazura</td>
<td>15.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakare, Sebastian</td>
<td>Anglican, Bishop Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>16.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakare, Ruth</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>16.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mlambo, Ruth</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>16.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavhima, Jasmine</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>17.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matenga, Cleopas T.</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Vengere</td>
<td>23.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimwaza, Jessie</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Sakubva</td>
<td>24.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbutsa, Edgar L</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Sakubva</td>
<td>25.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyazika, Kingston</td>
<td>Anglican, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>01.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munakamwe, Rose</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare P. Hosp</td>
<td>01.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waziweyi, Abel</td>
<td>Anglican, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>02.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushawa, Norman</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Vengere</td>
<td>12.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyamwena, Martha</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Samanga, Mtsa</td>
<td>14.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukaratirwa, Gladys</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Bonda Craft</td>
<td>22.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyakani, Margret</td>
<td>Anglican, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Bonda Craft</td>
<td>22.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chikukwa, Magna</td>
<td>Senior Matron Matron</td>
<td>Bonda Hospital</td>
<td>22.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murakwani, Obert</td>
<td>Anglican, Priest Matron</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>04.05.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabungaidze, Elisha</td>
<td>UMC, Reverend Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>13.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapa, Adulight</td>
<td>UMC, Laity Matron</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>13.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhondoro, Andrew</td>
<td>UMC, Reverend</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>17.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chowa, Isabel</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>21.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanyere, Ordwell</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>FACT, Rusape</td>
<td>23.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mufute, Peter</td>
<td>UMC, Reverend</td>
<td>Old Mutare</td>
<td>24.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manyeza, Tendai</td>
<td>UMC, Med Dr</td>
<td>Old Mutare</td>
<td>24.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsika, Theresa</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>Rukweza UMC</td>
<td>08.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rukweza, John K.</td>
<td>UMC, Chief</td>
<td>Rukweza B C.</td>
<td>08.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makunike, Jane</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>Mutasa</td>
<td>13.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nezomba, Edda</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>Samanga, Mtsa</td>
<td>14.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saungweme, Mary</td>
<td>UMC, Laity</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>17.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign, Sophirina</td>
<td>UMC, COM</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>23.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temberere, Melisa</td>
<td>FACT</td>
<td>FACT, Rusape</td>
<td>20.08.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster, Geoff</td>
<td>FACT, Med Dr</td>
<td>FACT, Mutare</td>
<td>17.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusano, Dunmore</td>
<td>Med. Dr.</td>
<td>Rukweza</td>
<td>21.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitimbire, Vuyelwa T.</td>
<td>ZACH, Executive Director.</td>
<td>Harare, ZACH</td>
<td>05.10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jani, Philda</td>
<td>NAC, Mutare</td>
<td>Sakubva, Mtre</td>
<td>04.01.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muchinako, Heaven T</td>
<td>NAC, Makoni</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>11.01.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kupara, Lovemore</td>
<td>NAC, Manicaland</td>
<td>Mutare</td>
<td>12.01.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interviews conducted by others and used with permission**

Information supplied to M. Mbona in informal conversations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>PLACE OF CONVERSATION</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chindomu, Charles</td>
<td>FACT Officer, Behaviour Change</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>01.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitimbire, Vuyelwa</td>
<td>ZACH Director</td>
<td>Harare</td>
<td>05.10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane, Jim</td>
<td>Professor, Guest Speaker</td>
<td>CHART seminar, Pietermaritzburg, SA</td>
<td>31.05.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dekker, Cora</td>
<td>Former Sister in Charge</td>
<td>Pietermaritzburg, SA</td>
<td>07.08.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chindomu, Charles</td>
<td>FACT Officer, Behaviour Change</td>
<td>Rusape</td>
<td>01.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitimbire, Vuyelwa</td>
<td>ZACH Director</td>
<td>Harare</td>
<td>05.10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane, Jim</td>
<td>Professor, Guest Speaker</td>
<td>CHART seminar, Pietermaritzburg, SA</td>
<td>31.05.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dekker, Cora</td>
<td>Former Sister in Charge</td>
<td>Pietermaritzburg, SA</td>
<td>07.08.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhlomo, Peter Z.</td>
<td>Anglican parishioner</td>
<td>NHF Section Vengere, Rusape</td>
<td>28.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dube, Alice</td>
<td>FACT Programme Officer</td>
<td>FACT, Mutare office</td>
<td>29.07.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hlahla, Pious</td>
<td>UMC, District Superintendent</td>
<td>Makoni-Buhera office, Rusape</td>
<td>22.06.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabhunu, Shakespear</td>
<td>DOMCCP Officer, Mutasa</td>
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Appendix I. Interview Guiding Themes

Questions will be formulated around the following themes

(a) Earliest awareness of HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe
   - Sources
   - Initial general responses
   - Church related responses
   - Responses of the government

(b) Stigma mitigation
   - Experiences in the Church
   - Reasons for denial and stigma
   - Effects on HIV and AIDS
   - Reducing denial and stigma

(c) Prevention of HIV Transmission
   - Prevention of Mother to child transmission
   - Use of Condoms
   - HIV and AIDS awareness programmes by the Anglican, Catholic and United Methodist Church
   - Role of Culture and tradition for example wife inheritance

(d) Treatment of the AIDS disease
   - Availability of treatment
   - Accessibility of treatment
   - ARVs
   - Role of the church-related hospitals
   - Challenges encountered
   - Traditional medicine

(e) Care of PLHIV and orphans
   - Home-based care and role of Christian communities
   - Other community support groups
   - Training and resources availability
   - Challenges in AIDS care
   - Education and other needs
   - Institutionalised care versus other forms of care

(f) Sexual education
   - Church programmes for women, men and youth
   - Moralising on HIV and AIDS
   - Condom controversy
   - Other initiatives

(g) Other issues: relationship between church and government in health care, the church and other faith based organization etc.
Appendix II. Schedule of Interview Guiding Questions

1. Kindly tell me about your background as it relates to your church.
2. When and how did you start to know about HIV and AIDS?
3. Have you always been an Anglican/Catholic/United Methodist Church member?
4. What were the earliest forms of involvement of the your church in the HIV and AIDS crisis?
5. How would you compare the your church’s response to HIV and AIDS since 1985 with other churches in Manicaland province?
6. Do you think denial and stigma affected the response of the Church to HIV and AIDS? If yes please explain why and if not can you also explain why.
7. What kind of support do you think should be given by the Church to those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS?
8. Do you think churches could have done more in caring for PLHIV? Are there any instances in when people worked together at the community level?
9. In your opinion what are some of the advantages and disadvantages of the using condoms in HIV prevention? What other methods of HIV prevention have you know or have heard about and how do you evaluate them?
10. How would you outline the developments in the Anglican/Catholic/United Methodist Church’s response to AIDS in Manicaland between 1985 and 2007?
11. What has been the position of the Anglican/Catholic/United Methodist Church in the province on AIDS treatment?
12. What is your opinion about the Anglican/Catholic/United Methodist Church’s ethics and sexual education programmes in relation to the HIV and AIDS AIDS crisis?
13. What did the Anglican/Catholic/United Methodist Church do in response to the increase of AIDS related orphans and widows since 1985?
14. Do you think culture and tradition has a role in responding to HIV and AIDS?
15. In your opinion did the Church take over the role of the government in medical care especially in its response to HIV and AIDS?
16. How did HIV and AIDS affect the Church and how did the Church affect the epidemic?
Appendix III. Consent Form

My name is Michael Mbona. I am a PhD student in the School of Religion and Theology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. I am doing a research as a part of my studies on the response of the Anglican Church, Catholic Church and United Methodist Church to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland province, Zimbabwe, from 1985 to 2007. I kindly request you to participate in an interview which I will conduct myself in order to gather enough information on the subject. Although you may not directly benefit from this research, results of this study will help the church and other religious organizations in creatively responding to the AIDS epidemic in future.

If you will agree to participate you will be asked to take part in an interview that will last for about an hour. An interview is simply a session whereby I will ask you certain questions and then you will respond on the basis of you memory and experience. Some of the questions that you may expect to answer are attached to this form (see Appendix 1).

Your participation is voluntary. If at any time during the study you wish to withdraw your participation, you are free to do so without prejudice. You are welcome to ask any question prior to your participation or even after. You are free not to answer all the questions. On the day of the interview you will also be kindly asked to fill in an interview release form. Its main purpose is to obtain your permission to use the interview for future research. This will be further explained to you.

AUTHORIZATION: I have read the above and understand the nature of this study. I understand that by agreeing to participate in this study I have not waived any legal or human right and that I may contact the researcher on (207511186@ukzn.ac.za), telephone number +27 0785 988 683 or his supervisor Professor Philippe Denis (Denis@ukzn.ac.za) at the University of KwaZulu-Natal if I have any concern about my treatment during this study or if I need any clarification. I agree to participate in this study and I understand that I may refuse to participate or I may withdraw from the study at anytime without prejudice.

My names and the information may be used for academic as well as publication writing:

Yes _____ or No _______ (Please tick the appropriate response)

Participant's Names: ________________________________________

Participant’s signature: ______________________ Date: ______________
Interview Release Form

This agreement ensures that your interview is added to the archived collections of the Sinomlando Centre for Oral History and Memory Work in Africa in accordance with your wishes.

I, __________________________________________ (interviewee), hereby authorize ______________________________________________ (interviewer) to record my name, likeness, image, and voice on tape, film, or otherwise to be used in the archived collections of the Sinomlando Centre.

In consideration of my participation in said recording, I agree that:

- The ‘original’ recording will be conserved at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Copies will be held and made available as a public reference resource for possible use in research, teaching, publication, electronic media (such as the Internet or the World Wide Web) and broadcasting (such as radio or television). Copies may be made available, in whole or in part, in any and all media, in perpetuity, throughout the world, subject to limitations stated below.

- All public use is made in strict accordance with the uses and restrictions mentioned below.

- All public use is made in strict accordance with copyright law and ‘fair use’ provisions.

- The Sinomlando Centre, and thereby the University of KwaZulu-Natal, shall hold the copyright in this recording and I hereby cede any copy-right that I may have in my contribution to it.
Any and all revenue acquired from this recording will be used to subsidise future research and archival projects of the Sinomlando Centre.

This agreement represents the entire understanding of the parties and may not be amended unless agreed to by both parties in writing.

The use of the recording is subject to the following restrictions (if any):

1. I require my name to be kept confidential and anonymity to be preserved. YES - NO
2. Other restrictions

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Interviewee signature: ______________________

Signed at: ____________________________

Date: ________________________________

In the presence of (interviewer): ______________________

Administrative Use Only

Interviewee details

Full names: ________________________________________

Home address: ________________________________________

Home telephone: __________________ Work ____________

Mobile __________________

Work address: ________________________________________
Appendix V. Transcribed Interview

NAME OF INTERVIEWEE: Dr Ruth Bakare (RB)
NAME OF INTERVIEWER: Michael Mbona (MM)
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 18 August 2010  VENUE: Murambi East, Mutare

MM: Mrs. Ruth Bakare it has been a very wonderful privilege for me to meet you again particularly for the research I’m carrying out, and I would like to thank you for accepting to be one of the participants.

RB: Hmm

MM: If we may start by getting to know who you are, perhaps your journey briefly to Manicaland as a wife to Bishop Sebastian.

RB: How much you want to know? Well we obviously came to Manicaland when my husband was elected bishop. Something that really happened out of the blue. We were very well settled in Harare where I was working. I was no longer teaching. I used to teach but I then moved and was in administration. I was an administration manager in the private sector with Anglo American. And we were well settled in Harare and really the call to Manicaland came as a surprise. But always as Christians we are on a journey and we probably have to realise that God already has a plan for us and things happen that way never foresaw would happen. So we took the challenge and I was made aware that as wife of the bishop a lot of expectations were made to me especially as far as women were concerned. And I will never forget my first encounter at a conference in St. Augustine mission in 1999. I think it was in 1999, after my husband had been elected when he started I was still working in Harare. But I attended the conference just as a visitor and I was faced with this whole big church full of women and it was quite scaring to look at all those women and to sort of asked myself what is it that I can really do with these women and what are their needs it will take me time to find out. It didn’t take too long I think. We soon found out what the needs were. Maybe I should stop here.

MM: Well thank you very much for those remarks. If you could move into your experience of HIV and AIDS, when did you first become aware of this pandemic?

RB: I was already aware of this in my work in my position as the deputy head of a big girls high school in Harare where I taught for ten years from 1982 to 1992. And I think it was in the late ‘80s...when we first heard about HIV and AIDS and at a fairly early stage we invited a young woman who was positive and who talked to our girls in
our school. I still vividly remember that because she also brought some slides along. But I think the most fascinating thing was her own story and that she stood in front of us as a person who looked very normal but had this virus that nobody knew very much about. I think for me that was an enormous impact and realisation that this is a topic that we cannot ignore especially when we deal with young girls.

**MM:** Thank you very much for that one. Basing on the fact that you were involved in a school as an administrator while at the same time you were wife to a clergyman who perhaps was also looking after a parish what would you say about how the parishioners responded in those very areas if you compare what happened in those first ten years you were in a school?

**RB:** I was not really exposed to that because my husband was not a parish priest he was a senior chaplain at the University and as such I as a wife had very little involvement in his interaction with students. I was very much of a private person in those days, not really much involved in parish work. I was active at my own church at the cathedral in Harare, where we had an informal education programme. I was chairperson of the education committee. One thing actually I did get involved in at the time was to organise talks at the cathedral, being right at the centre of Harare for young people because we had our cathedral hall was rented out to young people who could not fit into the school system and it was then referred to as an informal education system. So they took classes in our cathedral hall and I organised talks for them where different speakers were invited and that topic also came up in those days but especially I think we were trying to find out what were the problems of the young people. Certainly one problem that came out was that young people said they did not get any help from their parents about sexual education which was very important now but the pandemic had become known in the country and that they felt that they had to rely on what friends told them which they thought was not the best way of doing it. So I do remember those sorts of issues coming up in that context. Yah!

**MM:** What would be your take on issues like stigma particularly when you focus on church groups? Although you pointed out in those years you were quite a private person, but how would you assess the way women and men ventured into this area of stigma.

**RB:** I don’t remember quite a lot about stigma. But certainly there was a very strong stigma-related with HIV and AIDS and I don’t recall that one talked about it much.
do remember that it was mentioned in some of our sermons at the Cathedral but not in a very helpful manner.

**MM:** Uuuuuu

**RB:** It was also kind of...and it appeared as something that probably some people felt Christians could not possibly be involved in something like that. And I still remember much later actually when I was already in Manicaland that ah a woman actually said to me you know I always thought Christians don't do things like that otherwise they cannot become HIV positive and I was quite shocked that somebody would think like. This was around 2000 or so. So that stigma actually ordered also wrong understanding that Christians are somehow better than other people therefore will not be affected by such a pandemic was very strong in some people for a long time. And I think it goes along with sort of wrong understanding of self-righteousness that a lot of Christians had, sort of feeling that we are a bit better than the rest. I think it was unfortunate.

**MM:** That sounds quite interesting. Maybe let us move on to the years when you came into... when you joined Manicaland as wife to eh Bishop Sebastian Bakare. You may have grown up to know that women in the church have a lots of expectations on the wife of a bishop, more so the wife of a priest. What did you find in the diocese? Did you find any programmes? Did you find any initial responses in the field of HIV and AIDS such that it became easy or difficult for you to...to...start venturing into the aspects of human life?

**RB:** Unfortunately, I found myself in a situation where there had been no handover takeover from the previous bishop and wife because it was still a tradition that the bishop's wife was the president of the Mothers' Union. And while I initially quite took to that idea I could see that since there was no handover takeover there was virtually no record of the activities of the Mothers' Union in which I got more and more involved. I had to just take the challenge and try to reorganise the Mothers' Union in which actually existed in terms of members who were there and who I saw at the first conference. But there is no other record there was nothing about activities, there were no minute books there was virtually nothing. So I very much started from scratch building up the structures and at that time it was 2000 when I really started HIV and AIDS had become so much more known such that there was no way we could ignore this in the Mothers' Union. And we also started having an outreach sub-committee with special emphasis on attending to that. But apart from the committee
we really made HIV and AIDS an integral part of all our activities. We had annual meetings where women from the whole diocese met and especially at conferences four times every year. And HIV/AIDS was always part of those programmes. We would invite speakers. This was very much still about conscientising the women about the existence of HIV and AIDS, what it is really all about. Maybe there were some very wrong understandings of the disease, also some traditional beliefs which were in the way of really acknowledging the existence of this virus in this pandemic. So we had, we really tried to make it a point that there was attention paid to HIV and AIDS by way of talks. We had youth drama groups from within the diocese who came and performed some dramas to sort of illustrate the issue which usually works very well especially with rural women who may not always stay on to long talks they would really enjoy a drama. And we also had the Tamar campaign in the diocese you may remember this, where attention was drawn to child abuse which was also really closely linked to the pandemic. This is a way of transmitting the virus as well. So….and then in 2005 I believe if my memory serves me right I think there was a breakthrough in that we had one of our members standing in the front of probably a thousand women at one of our conferences confessing that she was HIV positive. This was something we had been hoping for. We had been encouraging that people come out and speak about it. Don't hide it and be positive about it and so on. But it was not a very easy thing especially in this diocese. I think the people in this part of Zimbabwe are very secretive people. They don't really like to talk about very private things. So it took a lot of time, you know repeating things over and over before we could come to a point where a woman would actually stand up and tell her sisters that look I am HIV positive but I have accepted it and I really live a fairly normal life, and yes I had to take medication I had to change my diet but I really want to be there for my children. And that was a wonderful thing for me personally. That was a wonderful breakthrough. We also were able to hand over this woman to a support group in St. Agnes at one of our churches at the time that’s where she came from. And so that we didn't just use her to speak but we also gave support at her home parish where we started an HIV support group. I think that at the time this was one of the very active ones. Again we were encouraging people to come out and once they came out they would then receive some support from others and also from congregation.

MM: That sounds interesting. Perhaps looking at the example of that woman you mentioned who openly confessed publicly that she was HIV and AIDS positive or
rather living with HIV and AIDS what would you say about the way women at that conference reacted to AIDS?

**RB:** Well, I think they were very stunned because there is a lot of pretence especially where we use a uniform and then a lot of myth about the uniform that once you put on this uniform you are a better person and so on so forth. I think a lot of them thought that she was unfortunate. This woman was standing there and just like themselves in a uniform I think it really it was very quite in that church nobody was talking and one could tell people were quite stunned. We also used to encourage people at these conferences…There was always the sessions where they were asked first of all to submit anonymous questions that they had because we knew there was a lot of questions they wouldn’t come out and dare raise in front of everybody. So we asked them for anonymous questions and a lot of questions that came up were actually related to HIV/AIDS. And this showed how important it was that we had somebody who had come out and you know I don’t know whether it led to some more people coming out in their churches because we wouldn’t have necessarily heard about it but I want to believe it encouraged people. I can only mention as I remember one of those anonymous questions was “I’m HIV positive and I’m pregnant. Should I abort.” And of course she would have never dared ask that question. Now we tried to address those questions and then we also had some of our nurses who had trained as counsellors, offered to talk to people who felt that they had this problem that they wanted to address. Very few people unfortunately made use of this offer. I think again there is that feeling that maybe this person would talk to others about it although of course it would have been done in confidence. But I think that the fear was still there that somehow she might know somebody from my family. And she, you see people were still very secretive about it, but it only confirmed that the problem was so deep and real. I do know that one of the things in those sessions was always questions relating to women who knew that the husbands were HIV positive. Sometimes still the sort of traditional settings where the wife is in rural area the husband works in town. They knew the husbands were promiscuous had another woman, wife or girl friends or whatever, and often knew that the symptoms were already there that the husbands were positive. What should they do as a wife? Can they do sexual intercourse with their husbands? That was always the question and this is where our nurses helped us to address those issues.
MM: In terms of the this last part you have just been explaining whereby we are looking at women and men or human sexuality from a Shona cultural perspective, how did the Mothers’ Union try to help women to go through the barriers of culture, whereby for example the African men is not blamed, is not accused if he is found not to be sleeping around if I may say, and yet if the wife is supposed to be faithful she must stick at home she must stick with husband and look after her children and afford him all the sexual liberty that he may ask for so to speak. How did Mothers’ Union try to help women deal with that aspect of their lives?

RB: Well, I think in general we were trying to kind of empower our women. We did quite a lot of leadership courses which were done on a TOT (training of trainers) basis where we trained a core group and they went out to train others. And let alone the leadership training always at an HIV/AIDS component as well. But not only that. I’m trying to say this really led a lot of our women to become much more self confident, and I think it’s only that self confidence that could ultimately make them maybe question one or two things or not necessarily just always be on the receiving end as far as relationship with the husband was concerned. As far as more practical questions were concerned, definitely the nurses would have promoted the use of condoms for women who are married and who cannot refuse ultimately sexual relationship with their husband. So that that was definitely the only answer for them. But of course that also is not a problem in itself because it could have been refused by the husband and all that. But as far as generally we sort of got the women away from just being the receiving end or being the victim really to be having more self esteem and as such maybe not just accept everything. But it’s not very easy. It’s a very strong cultural sort of compounded influence that cannot be just changed overnight. But I think that’s the only way to do it that women simply become a little bit more assertive because I do remember although it doesn’t relate it’s not the husband wife relationship but I do remember some women who had also undergone our leadership training, they were actually widows. And they started programmes for orphans in their church and they called me to help them launch the project. And they said to me –Well our priest just wanted to do this launch together with our patronal festival day but we felt that this is such an important thing because they were really also dealing with AIDS orphans. This is such an important thing. We would have liked a special Sunday just for that. We didn’t want to be an appendix to some other function”. And they really stood their ground against priest who was trying to quash them and I said to myself well there is
a little bit of positive steps. You know that they simply had gained quite a bit of confidence and they have even said so that that encouraged them to really become leaders in their congregation. So I think in that sort of way also possibly became an example to other women. So ah it’s a very gradual process. I don’t think this is something that can change within a short space of time.

**MM:** What, what do you remember as the way women who attended the conference did in response to a talk on use of condoms?

**RB:** (Laughs) That I really don’t know. I had no way of knowing how this had impacted on their lives. That’s very difficult to know. I do also remember that maybe it’s not quite what you asked but there was a point actually when women said: “We’ve heard enough of HIV and AIDS.” So there was uh...once you keep bringing up the same thing I think there was also this feeling that we we’ve come to this conference... We are away from home we kind of left our problems behind. And we want to enjoy ourselves. But as Christian women we could not just meet to have fun. Ok fun was part of it and I’m sure there was some of that in these conferences all the time especially the dancing and so on. The singing and dancing and so on which I think is very therapeutic really helped them to get rid of some of the tension and burden which they carried. But we could not really stop talking about it but we tried to bring in different perspectives and not sort of tackle it in same way. But in how far this really impacted on their lives, it is very hard for me to know, I wouldn’t really want to make any assumptions.

**MM:** Alright! Yeah thank you very much for at least that explanation. Perhaps before we move onto another theme, we could, I could maybe raise the issue of how you approached the subject of HIV and AIDS where you could get speakers. Were they always from the Mothers’ Union itself or they were from outside? How did you pick up speakers and presenters for various sessions, if you could elaborate further on that one?

**RB:** Well, as far as HIV and AIDS was concerned we did usually use our own members, because we also felt that was not...not bad at all because certain things they will take well from fellow members. There were other topics where we needed specialists from outside, more legal issues where we invited legal NGOs who gave their time freely. Or even asked a lawyer once talked to them about inheritance, it’s all in a way HIV related too because it was like we had a lot of widows with HIV and AIDS, therefore we had to talk about inheritance and laws in Zimbabwe. And for that
we invited experts from outside. But as far as HIV itself was concerned we have so many nurses in the Mothers’ Union and some very much specialised in this area of HIV and AIDS that it seemed quite prudent to use those resources that we had within ourselves and they did very well. They were really knowledgeable and some of them were highly specialised in HIV and AIDS in particular. So they were, they were really the best we could get.

MM: Hmmm. Thank you mum. Perhaps we would move on to the area of caring for people living with HIV and AIDS and orphans and women, I'm looking at the point that the Christian women live in communities and as such may be close to cases where people are living with HIV and AIDS or there are orphans or they maybe infected or affected. You could elaborate on how the Mothers’ Union tried to venture into the area of caring...especially if you could also look at whether there were any cases of home based care clubs, support groups established with the support and the Mother’s Union of the maybe diocese.

RB: We didn’t do much on the home-based care I must admit, however, I think where we tried to, we as a diocese organisation had very limited funding. So it was not possible and also the issue itself is so widespread and it's so prevalent that there was no way we could attack it from the centre. What we felt was we could keep raising the issue, we could encourage the people, give them skills like leadership skills that they could then use to also start their own project in their own churches. And I do remember that we handed out questionnaires at one conference where we said: “Can you find out about child headed families.” We gave out forms to see the magnitude of the problem and to see what it was that we could do possibly. One of the responses to that was soup kitchen that was started here in Mutare at one of our churches, which was feeding mostly orphans or even those from the child-headed families. We had others I think in many of our churches from what I could see when going around with my husband for confirmation and other duties. That in most churches they had actually started something for orphans like paying school fees, some were also trying to visit the homes of the children where you know… where there was no adult maybe the oldest was the teenager to give some kind of moral support other than just material support. But I was talking earlier of the orphans project that was started in a rural church outside Mutare at St. James where these women were as I said they were the church widows, they were also really victims in a way and also people who struggled very much that they were still able to start a group for orphans. I mean a support
group, which I thought, was wonderful because they had very few means themselves. But they managed to get support so what we would then do if we were told about such a group like they had an official launch at the time we used to get some practical support from Scotland from a church I had visited or diocese that I had once visited although we had no special links with them. But because I had visited them when I had told them about our situation they used to send us parcels with toys for children and also homemade toys that were knitted and what not. And also children’s clothes and pullovers etc. and we used to get them regularly. Now when we had a launch like that I was able to go there with little bit of money from the central funds to just say this is not going to take you far but we are just supporting you and acknowledging what you are doing and also with some of these things. At that particular launch to actually able to give each child each of the orphans something either a teddy bear or a pullover or whatever. And I still have some of those photos where these children really clutched these things like nobody is going to take this from me. It was very, very touching actually. And so this was a sort of way we were trying to promote and encourage local groups to start their own projects because we felt the problem was just too big for us to actually tackle it you know from the centre.

**MM:** Well, maybe if you could take this aspect a little further because you have sited a particular station and parish St. James Zongoro. And it’s not my first time to hear some people talking about the good work that was going on amongst some even disadvantaged members of the Mothers’ Union in seeking to help orphaned children. Would you think that our… for example women in the parishes would have done more on their own using their own locally available resources to support others rather than having this notion of coming to the central fund or diocesan committee and saying we need this kind of support we need this kind of support?

**RB:** Well, I think such things really can be done much better at local level. Also they are the people who know the issues better. They even know the most needy people better. There was no way for us to really identify all the needy people unless you know through the local leadership. So but I do however think that maybe if I had stayed longer because time was limited. We had you know… It took time to set up a lot of the programmes that we were trying to do and also with always very limited funds. And again another big constraint we had in those years was the fuel problem (laughs). We were very, very restricted on our movements and being a very big rural diocese it’s very difficult to do things without actually getting there. So I remember
starting widow’s project where we gave loans to widows. Again this was an HIV...related thing as well because we, we, were specifically targeting widows who wanted to start income generating projects. And they had to form small groups and each got a small loan and then they paid us back after six months they started paying us back in instalments whatever we had given them as a group. So we encouraged them to work together and the constraints were that that should have been able to monitor those projects with our full-time worker at that time. But we simply couldn’t get fuel. Buses were very few to go to those places. So we had a lot of constraints during those programmes and think if we had more time like now, this sort of problems really don’t exist. We can now easily get to places. That's not really a problem. I really think more needs to be done. I think what maybe your idea in raising the question is that it may not be enough to just leave it to local people. Although they should always be the people who own a project, but there is probably need for some kind of coordination, there is need for maybe training also of people. And I think the Mothers’ Union would be well advised now although I am no longer you know involved in the activities. It could be good to have actually a full time HIV person. I know one of our members who is very good in one of our churches here who is HIV positive, she is also open about it. And it's a good opportunity. She has spoken to other churches and she even goes to some other organisation to get pamphlets so that she can leave some information like that. She is a person like that, she is not highly skilled, but a person like that you take her, maybe send her for some courses with some fact or other NGOs. And you later employ her or do nothing else but you know coordinate such project and encourage people to start project in their own congregations and also do a lot of awareness raising. I think the Mothers’ Union still has to come out of this wrong understanding of motherhood. For me I was quite shocked. This is a very personal thing. You were there though when my sister-in-law died only a few months ago. I think you were at the service, I saw you. She had denied having HIV and AIDS. She had full blown AIDS. We had suspected for a long time that this was the case. We had tried to talk to her husband but they were not prepared to really open up which is very difficult in settings. Since we are the older people in the family and they are the younger ones so we actually came and said please say yes if you are HIV positive. It’s...it’s was very difficult for them although we would have never asked any questions. There was no point in asking, where did you get it, how come and all that. Because they denied so we really failed to make
them to understand and act accordingly. So what shocked me so much at that service when at the funeral service was on how so many members of the Mothers' Union were talking of what a wonderful mother she was. And yes indeed I fully agree she was a very good mother, she really raised those children. She also had to take over the children from her husband which is not an easy thing to do. And she was very good. But she was never ever in a position to accept that she was positive and that she had AIDS. And if I can believe what her husband tells us our brother-in-law that she refused to take the ARVs, then we had failed in the Mothers' Union. Being as good a mother a she was, but she could not accept this and then act accordingly so that she could easily have lived. To me she didn't have to die. I'm sorry to say. I mean I don't know but we say it was God's will but I think we also have a responsibility. And she had really been on ARVs you know early enough I'm sure it was not necessary for her to die at that point. And all those years she could have given to those children you know would have made a big, big difference. But she was nurturing six children between the ages of six and thirteen, you know, and that is terrible. It really I will never forget it and I was shocked about the Mothers' Union totally ignoring that of course, we are not able to talk about that in church yet. And first of all pretending it wasn't there. And then supporting this thing of what a good Mother she was and what will take her straight to heaven this sort of thing. I mean sorry I'm not trying to ridicule it but I think first of all we are not to judge that anyway. And the judgemental attitude of Mothers' Union was something that I had the biggest problem with personally because I…I… I do not believe that you know we have a right to judge each other. And unfortunately the Mother's Union is very good at that. (laughs)

**MM:** Yes, but mum you have you have really got to a point where...you have said something of course. You say it's personal but I think that it's eh something that many people or a few people rather ah would want to share. Is the church in your opinion based on that example you have given, do you think the church in its wider sense, because I was there of course at the funeral. I left because I had an appointment in relation to this research, which I was going to fulfil. But do you think the Church is doing enough, do you think the Church did enough?

**RB:** You know I don't think so.

**MM:** What would be your take on that, the church as a whole?

**RB:** I went to the priests and I said you know you have a lot to do, a lot to do. Because this attitude of the Mothers' Union has to go. We pretend so much, we are
saying, yes I fully agree, I really miss my sister-in-law. She was a very nice person, very good supporter of the Mothers’ Union and all that. But that aspect she had completely neglected and yes there maybe a lot of reasons why she behaved the way she did and I’m also not too judgemental at that at all. But I only say if we as the church had been helping her more. We tried as relatives we failed. But if the church had more of these supporting network, where we acknowledge our sinfulness because we all we all are whether HIV or not (laughs) that’s the only sin there is. So also there are a lot of victims you know in this whole scenario as we very well know. So if we could only get away from this judgemental attitude that we seem to still very good at and come to accept who we are and do something about it for the sake of children for the sake of the family. That for me became painfully obvious at this instance where I was so personally involved and really hurt. I was very, very hurt, visiting my sister-in-law two days before she died everybody was seeing what was happening to her, she said to me I don’t know what is happening and you know it just showed that there was complete denial. And why are we allowing that to happen to us is always a big question. I think as a church we still haven’t done enough at all. There’s still encouragement of keeping quite about it. I wonder whether it’s also a problem with our priests who some of them may be positive themselves and don’t even want to tackle it (laughs). And I’m quite sure that is true but even if they’re not, they’re not equipped, they’re not, eh they haven’t got the capacity to deal with it. It’s not part of their training and as you would have heard from my husband that there was a programme that started Unfortunately was interrupted by my husband’s retirement, which I think had a lot of promise in that direction. But we are expecting a lot from very young priests who sometimes also grapple with all these issues in their own personal lives. Whether or not they’re positive is not important, but so to expect them to really deal with it is almost asking them of too much unless we really equip them well. Another aspect here that comes in or comes to mind is that are we have be asking for women priests. And I think somehow it’s not unrelated to the HIV thing, because they would find it very difficult as a woman to go to male priests. And that it has cultural connotations. But I don’t think only in terms of the cultural side. Women especially if you’re more mature find it difficult to go to a very young priest. A lot of our priests are now very young and actually talking about issues maybe that relate to sexual, sexuality and things like that, which are difficult to talk about anyway but to talk to a young man for our women is completely taboo. And they’re saying we really
need women who can understand that to be women priests and that’s another aspect that the church has got a long way to go.

**MM:** That draws us to the aspect of sexual education, related to what you’ve just explained. Do you think the church made a contribution to this aspect of human life whereby the youth, men and women are exposed to the issues of human sexuality in respect to HIV and AIDS?

**RB:** I think we didn’t do. I don’t think we’ve done enough as a church in that regard. I’m not sure, I can’t speak for the youth I haven’t really worked much with the youth, but when recently I came across a constitution that youth association …and I was quite shocked about the very judgemental and self righteous tone of it. So again I think we have failed to help those youngsters, because they tend to, I think there’s so much pretence when they stand in front of congregation and whatever they do and drama and so on they put on a very pious face. I mean put it very bluntly but (laughs) in actual effect what they do out there is another story because I cannot believe that a young person at that age is not exposed to such kind of issues. Just hold on...

*The interviewee pauses to pick up a phone call.*

**RB:** It’s an area that younger age. I think child ministry was something that had only started in our diocese not too long before my husband retired because it was a new aspect that had come in ah by then gone very far. So I think there’s a lot to be done and I don’t think as a church we have done enough. We still consider it a taboo really to talk about sexuality in the church. I remember doing this in long back in Harare when I was a member of the Mothers’ Union myself without anything such a being in leadership or what. And I said because I was a teacher, because I knew and as a deputy head I had a lot to do with social issues of girls who had problems. And what I could see was that most of the children had no one to talk to. In the urban context some of them they still had their mothers being *kumusha* in the rural areas. And staying with the father it was totally taboo to talk to the father about certain aspects of their sexuality. If they need a sanitary towel or sanitary pads they wouldn’t dare ask their father or managed to do that because it was just not done. And then probably didn’t have the traditional aunt around who could intervene or who could help. And there was definitely a big gap and need for those young girls to really be able to talk to somebody about whatever it means to grow up. And I brought this up in the Mothers’ Union once and then there was a film that was done. Actually those were
the early days of AIDS and there was a film that was done called “More Time,” I don’t know if you ever saw this film, it will be very good and…

MM: No I haven’t.

RB: Because it was actually done with some of the girls in the school I taught, they were playing in that film. It was done by a Zimbabwean and it’s all about youngsters, young girls especially being exposed to pressure by young boys to have sex and how some obviously succumb and others say “No, I need more time.” That was the whole idea of it, the theme in the film was “I need more time, I’m just not ready for it.” These were youngsters in school, in high school. Very well done and you’ll find another girl who gets pregnant has a child is HIV positive, loses her child. It’s a very good film actually, so I suggested to show this in the Mothers’ Union and we did watch the film and then. I was shocked to hear that some of the so called modern women in Harare, who in top jobs well educated who said they could not talk to their own daughters about such issues. So there is a lot to be done because in the past there were in traditional Shona society from what I know about it. There was such practice that made definite provisions for this. There were people whom the young girls could talk to and all that. But that traditional society is no longer there especially in the urban context. So very often you know as I said my youngsters were telling me at these other functions at the church that we have nobody to talk to. They said we talk to our friends. And depending on what sort of friends we have that’s the advice we go by and you know that can be very negative. So definitely there’s a lot of need for the church and this has a lot to do with the question of whether again the leadership equipped. It does. Is this on the curriculum of our theological training, you know, it’s probably not there. Then all of a sudden we expect these young priests to be able to cope with something, they have never maybe coped with themselves. So I think it goes back all the way to theological education and.

MM: Hmmm. Well Mrs. Bakare, I think we are drawing to the end of this interview session. It has been very interesting. In just a nutshell, what would you say where some of the positive contributions [achievements] of the Anglican Church.

RB: In the diocese or...?

MM: In the diocese.

RB: Well, I think we did, we did have a programme. The diocesan synod had made a decision that HIV and AIDS was you know to be treated as a very important part of our activity and the program was started. And there were support groups even at the
cathedral and I remember one of the churchwardens of our cathedral in Mutare also came out in the open about his status. The same person is still alive after having identified being positive in 1994. So that's a good example of somebody living positively. Actually at the time we felt, I had a lot of respect for him. We really supported him a lot because we really felt he was very courageous to do that. He was also very active in the support group that was started at the Cathedral at that time. And I was worried at that time, I said how does the wife cope with it cause it's not very easy to be open like he was as much as we really supported. And but I took the opportunity to talk to the wife and later on managed to get her involved in Mothers’ Union activities to just give her something to do outside the house and so on. But anyway I am mentioning that because that was a case which I think was very positive and encourage others. And they had a very active project there which unfortunately now because of the events in our diocese has died. But I think other support groups I know of as well as soup kitchens. Those two things were there as HIV and AIDS support in terms of you knowing other people getting together and help each other live positively and cope with stigma and all that. But there was also care for the orphans and for the widows, mothers. I remember raising a bit of funds for AIDS infected widows. Because I was working in the bank I actually appealed to my colleagues before Christmas and we managed to collect a bit of money and did a Christmas party for this particular project for the children. And I was shocked to see that a lot of women who came with their children there were widows, also look very sick. Quite a few actually died you know at the time of this project was applying, so that orphans were left behind. It was a breakthrough because they got I think they had three meals a week by the time things you know things changed in our diocese. So I think those were very encouraging examples that had started. And as far as the Mothers’ Union is concerned, I think awareness of HIV there's nobody who can say that, –They didn’t know, it hadn't been discussed. They had been encouraged also to address it in their own congregations even to come up with their own little interventions like orphans schools so on and so forth. So I think definitely there were some positive signs. But I would also say far more is to be done and if I was in that sort of position today as I said earlier, I think it needs a full time person to actually address that and it should be done also with some kind of capacity building first because sometimes in the church we are too naive, we don't equip people well and then we may not go very far. So I think there's need for that maybe, among the
women, for the youth, children ideally eh start at an early age. But I think we made a start and in a very rural setting those things do take a long time, things don't change really, because we are dealing with people's attitudes, cultural values and you don't change those overnight and I believe we made a beginning, we made a start.

**MM: **Thank you very much Mrs. Bakare for your contributions. We have tried to explore a number of themes around the contributions that were made by the Mothers' Union. Your contributions will be used in writing a thesis. Already you mentioned that we still have a long way to go as a church not in the distant future in which we need to come back to this issue and have a longer impact… You have raised a very important issues like the way clergy are trained, ways in which clergy are exposed to these issues at the seminary level, with workshops and so on, that can make a very big difference. Your voice will be part of a research which will be compiled after this work. I am sure once the thesis is done you will be part of the first people to have your hands on it.
Appendix VI: Letter: University of KwaZulu-Natal

11 February 2010

RE: Letter of Introduction: Michael Mbena (Revd), PhD Student No. 207511186,
University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

To whom it may concern

This letter serves to introduce Michael Mbena, an Anglican priest from Zimbabwe who is a registered doctoral student under my supervision in the History of Christianity Programme, School of Religion and Theology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. For his PhD, Michael's research topic is: “The response of the Anglican, Catholic and United Methodist churches to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe (1985-2007).” At this stage the candidate has to go into the field and collect data mainly from archives or written sources and oral sources in the form of conducting interviews. The university research office has given full ethics approval of this project through Protocol Reference Number: HSS/0979/09D.

As part of preparation to conduct fieldwork, Michael took modules in: Retrieval of Oral Memories in Christian Communities and Research Methodology. Apart from attending these courses, has also had the experience of doing research work in church and public archives in Pietermaritzburg at Honours and Masters level. I have no doubt that the skills that he has gained over the years will assist him to carry out research for this project. I therefore seek your support in affording Michael the opportunity to conduct research in the form of interviews and provide access to written sources that are critical for this project.

Your cooperation in this regard will be highly appreciated.

Yours faithfully

P. Devis

SCHOOL OF RELIGION AND THEOLOGY - Pietermaritzburg
Postal Address: Private Bag X01, Scottsville, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.
Telephone: +27 33 260 5540 Facsimile: +27 33 260 5861
Appendix VII: Letter: Roman Catholic Diocese of Mutare

Friday May 7 2010

The Priest-In-charge

Ref: Grant of permission to Michael Mbona PhD Student No 207511186 to capture data in our Catholic Missions.

I do hereby duly and canonically grant permission to Fr Michael Mbona, an Anglican Priest to visit our Roman Catholic Missions for the sole purpose of data capturing for the partial fulfillment of his PhD in church History.

May you kindly assist him to the best of your ability for him to successfully accomplish his endeavour.

Thank you for your usual cooperation.

Fraternally yours

+A.C Muchabaiwa
Bishop of Mutare
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

REF: GRANTING OF PERMISSION TO REVEREND FATHER MICHAEL MBONA PHD, UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA

Greetings in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

I write this letter to inform you that Rev. Fr. Michael Mbona is an Anglican Priest, Diocese of Manicaland under the Church of the Province of Central Africa (C.P.C.A.). Currently he is doing a doctoral degree in South Africa. He would want to do a research project in the Diocese of Manicaland as part of his studies. He will be visiting church congregations, schools, projects, and any other relevant stakeholders.

May you please assist him. Your cooperation will be highly appreciated. His research does not only benefit the Diocese but our communities and the nation at large.

Yours in Christ’s service

REVEREND LUKE TEDDY CHIGWANDA
(DIOCESAN SECRETARY)
05/05/2010

To whom it may concern

RE: GIVE ASSISTANCE TO REV. MICHAEL MBONGA:

Grace and peace to you in Jesus’ name

Rev. Michael Mbong is a PhD student at the University of KwaZulu Natal, South Africa, and is researching on how the Churches are responding to HIV and AIDS. One of the denominations he is seeking information is UMC, focusing on the Manicaland province, so please feel free to assist him.

For further information see attached letter.

Thanks for your co-operation.

Be always blessed

Yours in Christ’s Vineyard

[Signature]

Rev. Sr. Sum

[CCM Director]

THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH CENTRE
P.O. BOX 866
MUTARE. TEL. 64043

DIRECTOR

DATE

“...... and shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water ....”. Psalms 1:5
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Attention: Ms Medelina Dube
The Communications Director
National AIDS Council
100 Central Avenue
Harare

RE: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION: MICHAEL MBONA (REVD), PHD
STUDENT NO. 207511186, UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA

To whom it may concern

This letter serves to introduce Michael Mbona, an Anglican priest from Zimbabwe who is a registered doctoral student in the History of Christianity Programme, School of Religion and Theology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. For his PhD, Michael’s research topic is: “The response of the Anglican, Catholic and United Methodist churches to HIV and AIDS in Manicaland, Zimbabwe (1985-2007).” The university research office has given full ethics approval of this project through Protocol Reference Number: HSS/0979/09D.

The work of the National AIDS Council of Zimbabwe (NAC) since its inception in the late nineties has a bearing on Michael’s study. Churches have constituted and contributed to the multi-sectoral response to HIV and AIDS in Zimbabwe. While the study draws much of its findings from the three named mainline churches, it would also stand to benefit from NAC’s input with particular focus on Manicaland provincial office, Makoni district and Mutare urban. The researcher seeks to conduct interviews with relevant NAC personnel focusing on the role of three named mainline churches including other faith based organisations to HIV and AIDS interventions in Manicaland province (1985-2007).

Your usual cooperation in the national response is greatly appreciated in advance.

Yours faithfully

DR. TAPUWA MAGURE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER